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infiltrate, if not to impose their own cadres who try
to take over the leadership.
This results in ideological deviations which in
practice are reflected i? techniques of politi~al agitation
and propaganda and lU the organization of riots and
~OtlPS d etat for the benefit of foreign interests. This
IS the tragedy of Buddhism in Viet-Nam; it will no
doubt be the tragedy of Buddhism in the other countries
of Asia.
JJ

yve hope tha~, instea? of allowi?g themselves to be
pOIsoned by an. lllternatlOnal conspIracy of the East or
the West agall1st the Republic of Viet-Nam the
fraternal African and Asian countries will benefit' from
the experience in our country and forestall the crises
which they will possibly have to face.
Every Government is in duty bound to uphold public
order and also to ensure that alien cadres both from
the East and the West, with their specific ideologies
and policies, do not mar the original purity of Buddhism
and the other movements. In other words, the action
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taken by the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam
in .cor:nexion with the Buddhist question has no other
objectIve than to free the Buddhist hierarchy from all
outside pressure and to shield the development of
Buddhism from any external influence that works
against the interests of the Buddhist religion and against
the higher interests of the State.
I ~m also happy to be able to inform you that a
S?lutlOn .has already. been found to the Buddhist question whlCh bears .w1tness to the merits of the policy
pursued by the Vlet-Namese Government. Freed from
the evil influence of foreign agitators and adventurers
the Buddhist hierarchy has resumed charge of th~
Buddhist community and of the pagodas throughout
the territory of Viet-Nam.
I request you to be kind enol.1gp to cOUlmunicaLe
this message to the representatives of the African and
Asian States Members of the United Nations.
DIEM
(Signed) Ngo Dinh DIEM
President of the Republic of Viet-Nam
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I. Chronological account of the Mission's
activities

A.

ORIGIN AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE UNITED
NATIONS FACT-FINDING MISSION TO SOUTH VIETNAM

1. In a letter dated 4 September 1963, addressed to
the Secretary-General of the United Nations, representatives of fourteen countries (Afghanistan, Algeria,
Cambodia, Ceylon, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Mongolia,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Trinidad and Tobago) joined subsequently by Mali and
Nepal, requested the inclusion in the agenda of the
eighteenth session of the General Assembly of an additional item, entitled "The violation of human rights in
South Viet-Nam". This letter (Aj5489) was circulated
to all States Members of the United Nations on 9 September 1%3. An explanatory memorandum (Aj5489j
Add.1) was forwarded to all States Members of the
United Nations on 13 September 1963.
2. At its 153rd meeting, on 18 September 1963, the
General Committee of the General Assembly decided to
recommend to the General Assembly the inclusion of
item 77 "The violation of human rights in South VietNam" in the agenda of the eighteenth session. At its
1210th plenary meeting, on 20 September 1963, the
General Assembly decided to include ,the item in the
agenda.
3. At its 1232nd meeting, on 7 October 1963, the
General Assembly took up item 77 of its agenda. After
the introduction of the item by the representative of
Ceylon, the President of the General Assembly stated
that he had received two letters from the head of the
Special Mission of the Republic of Viet-Nam to the
United Nations, and read them to the Assembly.
One of the letters, dated 4 October 1%3,contained the
following invitation:
.
"My Government has requested me to extend,
through you and the Secretary-General of the United
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Nations, an invitation to representatives of several
Member States to visit Viet-Nam in the very near
future in order that they may find out for themselves
the true situation regarding the relations between the
Government and the Viet-Namese Buddhist community.
"The Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam
would be grateful if you would be good enough to
lend your good offices for the constitution of this
mission." (1232nd plenary meeting, para. 93.)
The representative of Costa Rica then made the suggestion that the General Assembly should accept the
above invitation in order to make "very serious and
careful examination of all the available facts" (ibid.,
para. 95), and the President formally put this sugges- II
tion before the General Assembly as it was made by.
the representative of Costa Rica:
11
"In consequence I formally ask this Assembly
whether it has any objection to accepting, as suggested by Costa Rica, the proposal of the Govern- II
ment of Viet-Nam that before we continue this debate
the Chair should appoint a mission composed of I
representatives of Member States to leave for South ""
Viet-Nam as soon as possible in order to investigate \\
the facts and submit its report to the General Assembly, which would continue the examination of the
question in the light ofthat report." (Ibid., para. 98.)
In an intervention, following the President's statement,
the representative of the Soviet Union suggested that
the General Assembly should address a request to the"'i
Co-'Chairmen of the Geneva Conference of 195422 to en- . .
trust the International Commission for Supervision and
Control with conducting an investigation and to report
to the Co-'Chairmen,
Co-,Chairmen, who in turn would report to the
General Assembly before the end of the eighteenth session. The representative of the United Kingdom expressed his doubts regarding the competence of the
2 Geneva Conference on the Problem of Restoring Peace
Peace in
in
Indo-China, held from 16 June to 21 July 1954.
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resolu~ President informed t~e
Chile and Costa RIca
Rica ,had been wlthwithr Hon presented by ChIle
i drawn, and made the following statement:
r "As a result, we have before us only the letter
dated 4 October addressed to the President of the
I Assembly by the Special Mission of the Republic
of Viet-Nam to the United Nations, the text of which
l232nd meeting.
• I read out to the Assembly at the 1232nd
r "The Assembly has heard the statements that were
made yesterday. Since there are no formal proposals
to hand, may I take it that the Assembly wishes the
President to take action on the basis of the said letter
of
4 October? There being no objections, I shall act
iI accordingly."
'I,
It was so decided.
"T-he debate on agenda item 77 stands adjourned."
(1234th plenary meeting, paras. 82-84.)
5. At the 1239th plenary meeting of the General
Assembly, on 11 October 1%3, the following statement
was made by the President of the Assembly:
"In accordance with the authorization given me by
the General Assembly at its 1234th plenary meeting
to act on the basis of the letter dated 4 October 1963
from the Head of the Special Mission of the Republic
of,
of Viet-Nam conveying the invitation of his Government to have the representatives of several Member
States visit Viet-Nam in the near future, I have appointed a mission consisting of ,the representatives of
the £()llowing
following Member States: Afghanistan, Brazil,
Ceylon, Costa Rica, Dahomey, Morocco and Nepal.
"The G<Jvernments
Governments of these States have designated
the following persons to represent them on the mission: Afghanistan, Mr. Abdul Rahman Pazhwak;
Brazil, Mr. Sel'gio Correa da Costa; Ceylon,
eeylon, Sir
Senerat Gunewardene; Costa Rica, Mr. Fernando
Volio Jimenez; Dahomey, Mr. Louis Ignacio-Pinto;
Morocco, Mr. Ahmed Taibi Benhima; and Nepal,
Mr. Matrika Prasad Koirala.
"The Chairman of the mission will be Mr.
Pazhwak, of Afghanistan.
"The purpose of this mission, as indicated
indicated in
in the
letter of 4 October 1%3,
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Assistant to the
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The
The secretariat of
of the Economic Commission for Asia
and
and the Far East
East in
in Bangkok provided a Viet-Namese
interpreter
interpreter and assistant, Mr.
Mr. The
The Pha Thay Vilaihongs, and an English-French interpreter, Miss G.
Baxinet.
Bazinet.
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PREPARATION
PREPARATION FOR
FOR THE
THE DEPARTURE
DEPARTURE FROM
FROM
NEW YORK
YORK AND TERMS OF
OF REFERENCE
REFERENCE

7. The Mission held four preliminary meetings in
New York between 14 and 21 October 1963, the date
it had set for its departure from New York for South
Viet-Nam. During these meetings, the Mission adopted
its rules of procedure and plan of work (see annex II),
n),
and unanimously elected as Rapporteur the representative of Morocco, Mr. Ahmed Taibi Benhima. III
In rule 12
of the rules of procedure, the Mission gave the following formulation to its ,terms of reference, in accordance
with the statement made by the President of the General Assembly at the 1239th plenary meeting, on 11
October:
"The Mission is an ad hoc fact-finding body and
has been established to ascertain the facts of t.he
situation as regards the alleged violations of human
rights by the Government of the Republic
RepUblic of VietNam in its relations with the Buddhist community
of that country."
country,"
The Mission also set out the basic principles it would
seek to adhere to in the collection of information, on·
the-spot investigations, reception of petitions, and hearing of witnesses.
Presi~
8. The Mission decided, in agreement with the Presi8,
dent of the General Assembly, that the rules of procedure and plan of work should not be made public.
However, their general meaning would be conveyed to
the Special Mission of Viet-Nam to the United Nations
by the President of the General Assembly in order to
make sure that the Government of the Republic of VietNam was fully aware of them.
9. Among the rules adopted, there was one (rule 21)
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Chairman of the MISSiOn
MISSlOll
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Press
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that the media of information, p~rticula.r1y
particula.r1y in VietNam, would co-operate in conveymg
conveying tlllS appeal on
behalf of the Mission.
10. The Mission was in a position t~ verify t~1at
the above appeal was fully reproduced m the VletNamese newspapers, in English and French, and from
a sample checking, it appeared tha~ the appeal was also
reproduced in newspapers in the Vlet-Namese language.
11. On 21 October, the Government of M01'O~CO
indicated that Mr. Mohamed Amor had been desIgnated to represent Morocc? ~n the Mission instead of
Mr. Taibi Benhima. The MIssIOn agreed that Mr. Amor
AIDor
would be the Rapporteur .
C.

ARRIVAL IN SAIGON

12. The Mission arrived in Saigon on 24 October
at 12.30 a.m., and was greeted by the SecretaryGeneral of the Ministry of ~oreign A:ffa~r~, Mr. Pham
Dang Lam and other offiCials of the M111lstry. Correspondents ~f the local and international Press were
present and the Chairman of the Mission, in a ~tatelll~nt
~tatem~nt
(see annex IV), repeated the substance of his ~ar.her
statement made before the departure of t?e .Mlssl?n,
recalling the Mission's ten~s of ~·efe.rence, ItS 1l1tent1~n
to carry out on-the-spot mvestIgatlOns, to. hear. Witnesses and to receive petitions. After repeatmg his appeal to all parties concerned to refra~n fr01~ ~emonstra
tions the Chairman stressed the lmpartlahty of the
Mission and added: "We are here with our minds
open to the truth and determined to report the facts."
13. The members of the Mission arrived at the Hotel
Majestic at 22 a.m. The Chairman immediately ~alled a
meeting to study the tentative programme which had
been suggested by the Government of the Republic of
Viet-Nam (see annex V). It was propose~ tha~ the
111 Saigon,
Mission should spend the first three days III
then go to Vung-Tau (Cap St. Jacques) to see a pagoda, and then to Dalat. where visits of ~agodas, as
well as educational establIshments and totmst centres,
would take place. Hue, Phan-Rang, Phan-Thiet, BaXuyen and Vinh-Binh were also included in. the programme with visits to pagodas and some tOUrIst places.
Finally a tour to a "strategic hamlet" was scheduled for
the last day. At the Chairman's suggestion, it was decided in view of the late hour, to concentrate on the
prog;amme for the first day, 24 October. The Mission
decided to accept the first day's programme which consisted of courtesy calls on the Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs and the Secretary of State for the
Interior, talks at the Ministry of the Interior regarding
Buddhism in Viet-Nam, an audience with the President
of the Republic, and a dinner party given by the Secretary of State for the Interior.
14. As for the rest of the programme, the Mission
notified the Government that it would wish to have
more time to study it. It was also decided to inform the
Government of the Mission's decision not to accept the
Government's offer to pay the local expenses of the
Mission. However, the Government's representative insisted that arrangements for local transport be made by
the Government for security reasons and the Mission
decided to accept this offer. Since the cars put at the
disposal of the Mission on its arrival were carrying the
national flags of each member, together with the VietNamese flag, the Chairman requested that only the
United Nations flag be used because the members of
the Mission did not represent their respective Govern-

ments but the United Nations. The Government agreed
that the official car of the Chair~1an woul~ carry the
United Nations flag, together With the Vlet-Nalllese
Vlet-Nall1ese
flag, and that the other cars would bear no flags.
15. At its next meeting, on 24 October, the Missioll
GO'\·e~n.
considered the programme suggested by t~e GO'\·e~n.
ment for 25 and 26 October. The second day s tentatIve
programme included an audienc~ with the. Yice-Pr.esi.
dent of the Republic, a meeting With the po1t.t1~al adVIser
to the President Mr. Ngo Dinh Nhu, and VISits to three
pagodas in Saigon for talks with several Buddhist
organizations. The Mission decided to accept the programme set for 25 October, but t? suggest .to the
Government that it postpone a receptIOn to be given to
the Mission on the evening of Z5 October by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs until the end of t?e
Mission's work in Viet-Nam. There was also an offiCial
invitation to attend the military parade on the occasion
of the National Day celebration on 26 October, The
Mission decided to accept this invitation since the
General Assembly's acceptance of the Government's
invitation obviously covered such situations. Before
acceptance, however, the Mission.
Mission was ~ssured
assured that no
political speeches would be made 111
in which there would
be any reference to the Mission.
16. It was also agreed to inform the Government ,of
Viet-Nam of the Mission's desire to reduce to a stnct
minimum all social functions and to avoid any activities
of merely touristic interest. It would also be made clear
to all the members of the Government whom the ~:ris
sion was to meet during the first two days that the
Mission intended to use its own discretion in the conduct
of its investigations and in the choice of its future
programme.

17. The Mission had already established, before its
departure from United Nations Headquarters, a list of
allegations that had been made against the Government
of Viet-Nam. This list would be supplemented if new
charges were to be made while the Mission was in Viet.
Nam. The Chairman also asked the members of the
Mission to suggest the names of witnesses, personalities,
religious bodies and leaders of various organizations
that they wished the Mission to see, so that a consolidated list could be prepared. Finally, the Mission considered the kind of questions which might appropriately
be used during the examination of witnesses.
D.

FIRST MEETINGS WITH THE GOVERNMENT AND
EXCHANGE OF VIEWS ON THE MISSION'S WORK

18. At the first meeting of the Mission with the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on 24 October,
the latter, referring to the invitation by the Government
of Viet-Nam, assured the Mission that it would be free
to go anywhere it wished and promised to do everything
to facilitate the Mission's task of finding the facts with
complete objectivity and impartiality. He added: "We
are not perfect; perfection is not of this world. The
Government is not perfect; the ministers are not saints,
but we shall be very glad to listen to your ideas and try
to correct our imperfections." The Chairman took note
of these assurances and, referring to the Mission's terms
of reference, informed the Secretary of State that its
programme would be made known to him either directly, or through the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who had been appointed as the
Government's representative to the Mission. Similar
assurances of the Government's co-operation with .the
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Mission were given by the Secretary of State of the
Interior, when the Mission made a courtesy call on him
on the same date.
19. After the first day's programme, which included
an a~dience with ~he. P;eside.n~ .of the Republic, the
ql!estlOn of ~h~ Mlssl~n s actlVJties was raised again
wIth the PolItical AdvIser to the President Mr. Ngo
Dinh Nhu! <!uri,ng a meeting with him on 25 October.
At the MIssIOn s request, Mr. Nhu promised to let it
have access t? all tI~e documents at t!le disposal of the
Government 1I1 relatIOn to the Buddlust affair. He also
promised that the :Mission would be able to visit the
prisons where the monks were detained as a result of
the events of the last few months, and the youth camps
where some young people were put for "discussions
with the authorities".
20. The programme of 25 October included visits to
th~ Xa-Loi Pagoda, the An-Quang Pagoda, and the
Gmc Lam Pagoda. At the last minute the visit to the
An-Quang Pagoda was cancelled and the Mission when
it asked for an official explanation of the chang~ was
told that the monks of that pagoda, in particular bdnzess
Dieu Hue, and the Head of the General Buddhist
~ssoc!ation, Thich Tiuh Khiet, being very elderly, were
ttred In
In the late afternoon. However, the visit to the
An-Quang Pagoda, originally arranged for earlier in the
afternoon, was delayed by the Government which had
changed the schedule without consulting the Mission.
Subsequently, the Mission learnt that bonzess Dieu Hue
and Thich Tinh Khiet had in fact been waiting in the
pagoda to receive the Mission that afternoon. Later the
Mission was assured that it could visit the pagoda at
any time, prefcrably in the morning, and that these two
personalities would be there.
21. On 26 October, on the basis of the general offer
of co-operation from the Government expressed at the
first .meetings with. the Sec.fl;:tary of ~tate for Foreign
AffaIrs and Mr. N hu, PolItIcal AdVIser to the President, the Mission presented an aide-memoire to the
Secretar)'-Gcneral of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
o~t1inil1g its programme of wor~. ~ong other things,
tiltS document stated that the MISSIon wished to cancel
the programme proposed by the Government for 27 to
~ October,
O~tober, inclusive,
i,:~lusive, and that it would prefer to use
29
thIS time
tunc to visit
VISIt the youth camps, the monks detained
this
in various prisons and also the An-Quang Pagoda. It
would wish to go to Hue 011 30 October, as suggested in
the Governmcnt's tent<ltive programme, to meet with
the Government delegate and at the same time hold a
briefing on the situation in Hue, visit the Tu-Dan
Pagod.'l and other pagodas, and see various personalities
wholn the Mission wished to interview and whose names
would be communicatcd to the Government later. The
Mission also decided to cancel all social functions and
tourist visits in Hue. The rest of the week would be
devoted to hearing witnesses in Saigon. The Mission
e.'Cpressed the hope that it would be able to leave VietNam not later than Monday, 4 November.
22, The programme contained in this aide-memoire
was agreed to by the Government, which suggested,
however, that the Mission should also visit the region
of Villh-Binh where the Buddhists of Khmer origin
were, since the Government was concerned with allegations, in the United Nations and elsewhere, of genocide against minorities. With regard to this last suggestion, the Mission decided temporarily to postpone any
decision.
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23. On the afternoon of 26 October the Mission
issued a statement inviting all interest~d persons to
appear before it to give testimony or to submit petitions
in writing (see annex VI). It was agreed that the text
of the statement would be released simultaneously to
the Press, both local and foreign, and sent to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs with a covering note
informing him .that the statement had been released'
the Mission had taken this action within its terms of
reference and sought the co-operation of the Government to give publicity to that statement.
24. After the statement had been communicated to
the Government, the Government's representative expressed surprise and disappointment, on behalf of the
Government, that this action had been taken without
prior consultation with the Government. He also said
that the statement should have referred to the Government's invitation to the United Nations to send the
M~ss!on to Viet-Nam. After discussing the matter
matter, the
Mission
~lsslon stated that it had no objection to any ~ddi
addi~ission
tional reference to the invitation and the decision of
honal
the Ge~eral
General Ass~mbly
Assembly of the United Nations being pubt?e
lished m
in the Vlet-Namese
Viet-Namese Press, provided the exact
hshed
text of the communique was published between quotation marks as it had been released by the Mission.
25. The Mission's communique, issued on 26 October, appeared in the Viet-Namese News Service of the
official Government information agency, both in English
and in French. The local newspapers, in English and
French, reproduced the statement in fuIl one day later.
From a sampling of local newspapers in Viet-Namese,
the Mission was also able to determine that the statement had been reproduced in certain newspapers in
the Viet-Namese language. However, in view of certain
international press reports that the Viet-Namese newspapers did not reproduce the statement in full, the Mission decided to make a thorough check of all newspapers throughout the country and the Government
promised to help. This systematic survey could not be
carried out because of subsequent events, The Mission
felt, however, that reasonable co-operation was given by
the local media of information in publicizing its appeal
to prospective witnesses and petitioners.
26. Having established, without any J.lrior consultation with the Government, the list of wItnesses whom
it wished to interview, using all sources of information
already at its disposal, the Mission communicated it to
the Government on 27 October. Two additional lists
were later communicated to the Government (see annex
VII). On 28 October the Mission also sent to the
Government a list of allegations against it which had
been brought to the Mission's attention in order to
obtain the Government's comments or explanations.
A second list, established on the basis of further information received in Viet-Nam, was similarly communicated to the Government on 31 October (see annex
VIII).

E.

MEETING WITH THE S:ECRETARY OF STATE
STATE FOR
FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS ON THE WORK OF THE MISSION
MISSION

27. Following the dispatch, on 27 and 28 October,
of the above-mentioned list of witnesses and the list of
allegations, the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
expressed the desire to receive the Chairman of the
Mission on the afternoon of 28 October.
28. The Chairman was presented with an aide':'
memoire from the Secretary of State, dated 28 October
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(see annex IX), which was intended to clarify a certain number of points in relation to the character and
purpose of the Mission as well as .the
the procedure t~ be
followed by it in carryi;tg out Its
its tas~. The aldeaIdememoire suggested that, I~ order to aVOl.d .Inaccurate
interpretations, statements Issued by t~e
the ~.hs~lOn
MIsslOn should
refer whenever appropriate, to the lnVltatlOn
invitation of the
Gov~rnment of the Republic of Viet-Nam to the General
Assembly of the United Nations. The aide-memoire
also reiterated the Government's desire to co-operate
with the Mission in the performance of its task. In particular the aide-memoire said that the Government had
no obj~ction to the Mission examining :vitnesses or receiving petitions from persons who might
mIght be able to
provide the Mission with information on the Buddhist
problem, including Buddhist personalities, whether
whet~er
monks or laymen, detained on charges of plotting
against the State. Finally, the aide-memoire, recalling
established legal principles, stated that the Government wished the Mission to communicate to it "the
allegations and testimonies received by the Mission",
in order to be able to compare them "with the facts and
evidence which the Viet-Namese Government is entitled
to present". The aide-memoire went on: "Otherwise
these allegations or testimonies would have no validity
whatsoever" .
29. In the ensuing discussion between the Chairman
of the Mission and the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, minutes of which were taken in writing for the
record by both parties (see annex X), the following
points were made:
30. First, the Chairman assured the Secretary of
State that the Mission did not consider it had been
imposed on the Government of Viet-Nam, but that it
had been invited by that Government. This invitation
had been mentioned in all statements issued by the Mission except one, when the nature of the statement had
not required it. All future statements issued by the
Mission would recall this invitation.
31. Secondly, the Secretary of State made it clear
that by "communication to the Government of the allegations and testimonies" he meant "communication of
charges made against the Government". This clarification having been made, the Chairman of the Mission
promised that lists of all the allegations against the
Government would be communicated to it; these lists
would not, however, contain any references to the
sources from which the accusations came. The Chairman
stressed that the Mission wanted to find the facts and
had to acquaint itself with all points of view.
32. Thirdly, the Secretary of State for Foreign
32:
Affairs made certain comments on the list of witnesses
submitted to the Government by the Mission on 27
October. He said that all members of the Government,
whether they were on the list or not,
not would be at the
,,:hether
disposal of the Mission, provided the Mission requested
an appointment with them. The Government had no
o~jection to the Mission examining all the witnesses it
WIshed to hear who were present in Viet-Nam and who
Wished
wer~ involved in the Buddhist affair, whether they were
clencal or lay. The meetings with those in prison could
be arranged by the Government. As for the others the
Government ,:"a~ in no P?sition to force them to appear
MISSIon, but It offered to invite them to do
before the MISSion,
so if they wished. The Chairman agreed that no one
should be forced to appear before it and added that the
sh?u~d
Mission would be satisfied to note whatever declaration
MISSion
the witnesses might wish to make. If the witnesses did

not appear at all, after being invited by the Government the Mission would try to get in touch with them
and ~btain confirmation of their desire not to testify.
33. Finally, the Secretary of State expressed the
Government's reservations with regard to certain witnesses who were considered as political opponents of
the regime. He stated that the Government could not
ask them to testify before the Mission because its
sovereignty would be infringed upon. The Chairman
of the Mission, after reiterating his request with all the
power of request and effort, to be able to see this last
category of witnesses as well, took note of the position
of the Government of Viet-Nam.
34. After the meeting on 28 October between the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and the Chairman of the Mission, the latter immediately informed the
other members of the substance of the discussions and
they gave their unanimous approval of the position he
had taken, as recorded in the minutes (see annex X).
35. On 29 October, the Mission received from the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs a reply to its
note of 27 October containing the list of witnesses the
Mission wished to interview (see annex XI). The note
reiterated the Government's position, as explained to
the Chairman on 28 October, in relation to the three
categories of persons the Mission wished to see: members of the Government, Buddhist personalities-elerical
or lay-and political opponents of the regime. However,
the Government insisted that it had no means of forcing
independent persons to appear before the Mission.
"Concerning the persons who considered themselves as
opponents of the regime", the Government stated, it did
not object "to the Mission hearing their evidence", but
the Government "could not in any event invite them to
appear before the Mission, owing to the principle of
its sovereignty". This note was acknowledged by the
Chairman of the Mission on 31 October.
36. Before the Mission left for Viet-Nam, the Secretary-General of the United Nations had requested the
Swiss Government, through the Swiss Observer to the
United Nations, to lend to the Mission the good offices
of the Swiss Consulate-General in Saigon for the purpose of providing facilities for the safekeeping of documents and for the transmission of coded messages to
and from United Nations Headquarters. The Swiss
Government agreed to provide these facilities if the
Government of Viet-Nam gave its approval. The agreement of the Government of Viet-Nam to this arrangement was given to the Mission on 25 October. The
Mission wishes
Missi0rt
y.rishes to take
tak~ this opportunity to express its
appreciation to the Swiss
apprecIatIon
SWISS Government for its assistance
and courtesy in this matter.

F.

PROGRAMME OF WORK

37. As indicated earlier, the Mission established its
own programme and followed it as scheduled.
38.. After the National Day celebrations in the e~r1y
mormng. of 26 October, the Mission spent the rest of
the day m the preparation of a list of witnesses and allegations. It proceeded
pr~ceeded also to examine the petitions that
had been received
recelVed from various sources in South VietNam.
39..On 27 October, it went to the An-Quang Pagoda III Saigon where it interviewed a number of
Buddhist leaders. The afternoon was devoted to the
study of petitions.
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40. On 28 October, the Mission interviewed seventeen students at the Le Van Duyet Youth Camp selected
by the Mission at random from among those present.
On 29 October, part of the day was devoted to hearings
at the Trung-Tam Tham-Van Cua Nha Tong-GiamDoe Canh Sat-Quoc-Gia Prison, where a number of the
monks whom the Mission had requested to see were
detained. During the rest of the day, the Mission received three witnesses at the Hotel Majestic. Two of
these were volunteers and one had responded to the
invitation forwarded by the Government of Viet-Nam
at the request of the Mission.
41. On 29 October, the Chairman of the Mission
made a statement to the Press (see annex XII). He recalled the purpose of the Mission and renewed the
invitation to all interested persons to appear before it,
or to submit petitions in writing. The Press was also
informed of the details of the Mission's programme.
42. In view of press reports from Saigon published
internationally, indicating that the Government of VietNam was trying to limit the Mission's work and restrict
its activities to a programme prepared by the Government, the Mission felt it was necessary to inform the
Press that the Government had agreed that the Mission
was free to interview an the witnesses it had asked to
see who were connected with the Buddhist problem and
that the Government had offered its co-operation in
helping to locate the witnesses and make them available.
This offer, however, did not extend to political leaders
in opposition to the regime.
43. In view of the amount of work which had to be
done in Saigon itself, the Mission decided to send to
Hue, on 30 October, a delegation composed of Mr.
1\10hamed
1\{ohamed Amor, Mr. Senerat Gunewardene and Mr.
Fernando Volio Timenez.
Jimenez. The other members of the
Mission would continue to interview witnesses and other
persons in Saigon.
44. In Saigon, on 30 October, the Mission interviewed the Secretary of State of the Interior, and the
Secretary of State of the Presidency and Secretary of
State for Defence, in their capacity as members of the
Inter-Ministerial Committee. It also examined two
witnesses, one a volunteer and the other invited by the
1vIission. Two more witnesses whom the Mission had
requested to see were examined on the morning of 31
October, before the return of the delegation from Hue.
45. The delegation to Hue met, on its arrival there,
the Government Delegate, the Commanding Officer of
the First Corps, several heads of departments of the
Provincial Administration and the Rector and the Dean
of the University. After a briefing on the Buddhist
question by the Commanding Offi~e:, a number of
questions were put to these personalIties by the members of the Mission's delegation.
46. It was then agreed that the representa!ive of
the Government to the Mission, who accompamed the
delegation to Hue, would arrange meetings with a number of witnesses whom the delegation had requested to
see, in accordance with the procedure agreed to between
the Chairman of the Mission and the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs on 28 October. However, the Go~
ernment's representative said that one of ~he personahties the delegation wanted to see was constdered to be a
political opponent of the re~ime and therefore could not
be invited to appear accordmg .to th~ ~bove procedure.
The delegation took note of thts posltlon.
47. During its stay in Hue, the delegation visited
the Tu-Dan Pagoda where three monks and one nun
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whom it had asked to see were present: another monk
testified voluntarily. At the Hotel Central, the Mission
received a fifth monk whose testimony it had requested.
Three petitioners, who had volunteered in writing to
see the Mission, were also interviewed, as well as two
other witnesses whom the Mission wished to see.
48. The delegation returned from Hue to Saigon on
the morning of 31 October. The transportation to and
from Hue by commercial plane was arranged and paid
for by the Mission.
G.

CONDUCT OF THE HEARINGS
OF PETITIONS

AND EXAMINATION

49. During all the interviews with witnesses, both
in Saigon and in Hue, no Viet-Namese officials were
present. The Mission took additional care on the spot to
make sure that secrecy was observed, though it could
only use the practical means at its disposal, such as
checking lobbies and windows, keeping photographers
at a distance, and interviewing witnesses one by one
in so far as possible. Whenever feasible, the Mission
tried to verify the identity of witnesses by various means
(photographs, signatures, etc.). In all cases, the witnesses were asked to establish their identity and to take
an oath. The Chairman explained to each witness the
purpose of the Mission and its terms of reference. The
witnesses were also assured that their testimony would
be kept confidential in the sense that the Mission would
not identify the witnesses in its report when reviewing
the evidence that it had gathered.
SO. In the examination of petitions received, the Mission considered only the precise charges in relation to
the Buddhist problem and not the more general expressions of political opinion not relevant to its terms of
reference. It checked with the alleged author the authenticity of letters it had received indirectly from a religious
leader. This will be examined in detail in chapter IV,
which deals with the evidence gathered by the Mission.

H.

FURTHER MEETING WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE
FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

51. On 31 October, the Chairman of the Mission
visited the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to discuss the possibility of interviewing the monk, Thich Tri
Quang, who was in asylum in the United States Embassy in Saigon.
52. The Secretary of State said that "frol11 the point
of view of international law, a person who is in asylum
is not allowed to engage in any activities or contact
without the approval of the Government of that country". He added that, in this case, the Government was
opposed to the contact of Thich Tri Quang with the
Mission or with any other person and that it could
only agree to such contact if the monk was delivered to
the authorities. The Secretary of State suggested that
since the Mission had been in touch with various sects
of one of the forms that Buddhism takes in Viet-Nam,
namely the "Greater Vehicle", it should also visit at
least one community of the other form, the "Lesser
Vehicle". Such a visit could be arranged for Saturday.
The Chairman said that he would consult the Mission
regarding the suggestion; personally, he saw no objection to it.
53. On 30 October, an international news dispatch
was published to the effect that one member of t~e
Mission had called on the United States Ambassador 111
Saigon. Although the dispatch stated that the call had
been motivated by personal friendship, it was felt that
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in order to remove any misunderstanding, the Chairman
should refer to the dispatch in his conversation with
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. The Chair~
man assured him, therefore, that the visit did not involve
the Mission in any way and that it had a purely
personal character.
54, After the Chairman had reported to the Mission
on his meeting with the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, the Mission decided to take note of the point
of view of the Government of Viet-Nam in relation to
the question of an interview with the monk, Thich Tri
Quang, who was in asylum in the United States
Embassy.
55. On 29 October, the Mission was informed by
the Secretary of State for the Interior that ten monks
planned to immolate themselves, on the occasion of the
Mission's visit to Viet-Nam. One had already accomplished the act on 27 October. Five had been arrested
by the Government before they could act. The Mission
requested to see these five. It saw one of them who was
made available on the afternoon of 30 October. On the
same afternoon, the Mission also went to the Du-Tan
Hospital, where victims of earlier incidents had prestll11ably been treated. One more voluntary witness was
received at the Mission's headquarters at the Hotel
Majestic.
56. Four witnesses appeared on their own initiative
before the Mission in Saigon and three in Hue. The
Mission received a number of unidentified calls from
people who indicated that they were afraid to come to
the Hotel Majestic because it was guarded by the police.
The Mission had been aware that these security measures taken by the Government to protect the Mission
might present an obstacle to voluntary witnesses appearing before it. However, when these telephone calls were
received, a representative of the Mission advised the
callers that written petitions might be submitted by
mail or delivered by other means. A large number of
petitions reached the Mission when it was in VietNam. One petitioner requested by letter that a member
of the Mission meet him in a certain restaurant at a
given hour. The Mission assigned one of its members
indicated,
to meet this petitioner at the time and place indicated
but the petitioner never appeared.
'
57. The last meeting the Mission had with the representative of the Government, before the coup d' etat was
a
devoted to the discussion of the arrangements
new visit to the Trung-Tam Tham-Van Cua Nha
Tong-Giam-Doc Canh Sat-Quoc-Gia Prison in Saigon
wh,ere th.e Mission went on the morning of Novembe;
~o lOterylew some more monks. This appeared necessary
10 the hght of new evidence gathered in Saigon and in
10
Hue.. The .Mission had also decided to send a delegation
to V!nh-Bmh on 2 No~e~1ber to visit the religious commUllity of Khmer ongm, belonging to the "Lesser
Vehicle". Finally, the Mission had decided on the
morning ';If 1 Novembe~, that. it was in a p~sition to
complete lts task regardmg Vlet-Nam by the evening
of ~ November, and set that date for its departure from
Salgon. It was agreed that all members of the Mission
should arrive in New York by Saturday, 9 November
at the latest, so that the Mission might hold a meeting
on Monday, 11 November, at 3 p.m.

ior

i

I.

THE

coup d' etat-CoNTACT

WITH THE MILITARY
REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL

58..T~e first indications of the insurrection reached
the Mlssl0n at the Hotel Majestic at about 2 p.m. on

1 November. The Mission had just returned from the
Trung-Tam Tham-Van Cua Nha Tong-Giam-Doc Canh
Sat-Quoc-Gia Prison. Later the Government's representative advised that it would be preferable for the
Mission to stay in the Hotel Majestic, since firing had
broken out in various parts of the city. From that time
until the morning of 2 November it was impossible for
the Mission to establish any contact with the Government.
59. Early in the morning of 2 November, the Special Representative of Viet-Nam to the United Nations,
Mr. Buu Hoi, called on the Mission at the Hotel
Majestic to transmit a message from the Military Revolutionary Council. The Council wished to present its
compliments to the Mission and to extend an invitation
to it to stay in the country as long as it wished, and
expressed the desire to receive the Mission or its Chairman during the afternoon. The Chairman asked the
Special Representative to inform the Council that the
Mission had already decided to leave Viet-Nam on
3 November. The assistance of the Military Revolutionary Council in facilitating the departure of the Mission
would also be appreciated.
60. The Chairman of the Mission paid a courtesy
call, on behalf of the Mission, on Generals Duong Van
Minh, Tran Van Don and Le Van Kim, on the afternoon of 2 November. He conveyed to them the Mission's appreciation of their assistance and the courtesy
extended to the Mission by the people of the Republic
of Viet-Nam during the insurrection. During the course
of the visit, General Minh again extended an invitation
to the Mission to stay in the country until it had completed its investigations. The Chairman stated that he
did not consider it necessary for the Mission to remain
in Viet-Nam beyond the day it had fixed for its departure, because it had completed its investigations as contemplated by its terms of reference.
61. The Mission issued a statement to the Press be~
be~
~ore l~aving Saigon on 3 November (see annex XIII).
10 whlch it mentioned the visit of its Chairman to the
Military Revolutionary Council. Since at his last meeting with the Press on 29 October, the Chairman had
stated that he would make public the names of the
religious leaders interviewed by the Mission in· prison
the~e names were given in the Press release, as follows;
Th!ch Tri Thu, Thich Quang Lien, Thich Tarn Giac,
Thlch Tarn Chau, Thich Duc Nghiep Thich Tien
'
Minh and Mr. Mai To Truyen.
62. The Mission left Saigon as scheduled on 3 November at 6 ~.m. It was greeted at the airport by General Le an Klm on behalf of the Military Revolutionary
Councll, and by. :ry.tr. Phan Dang Lam, SecretaryGeneral of the MI01stry of Foreign Affairs.
63.. A~ter its return to United Nations Headquarters,
the MlsslOn held a number of meetings to consider its
report to the General Assembly.

.v

11. Allegations of violations of human rights in
the Republic of Viet·Nam brought before the
General Assembly

A.

WRITTEN STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE
THE GoVERNGoVERNMENTS OF SIXTEEN MEMBER STATES
STATES

64. On 13 ~eptember 1963, the following allegations
were commumcated to .the
the Genera~
General Assembly by the
Govern~nents of .Afghal11stap,
.Afghallistap, Algena,
Algeria, Cambodia, CeyIon, GU1Oea, India, Indonesla, Mongolia, Nigeria, Pald-
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stan, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia and Trinidad and
Tob~go (A/5489/Add..l).
(A/5489/Add..1). On 17 and 18 September,
Mall and Nepal, respectively, associated themselves with
these allegations (A/5489/Add.2 and 3). The allegations read as follows:
"1. The serious violation of human rights in South
Viet-Nam was openly manifested when the Government of South Viet-Nam interfered with the exercise
by the majority of its citizens of the rights inherent
in article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The relevant part of this article reads as
follows:
"'Everyone has the right to freedom of thought,
conscience and religion; this right includes freedom
..' . to man~fest his religion or belief in teaching, practIce, worshlp and observance.'
"2. Over 70 per cent of the South Viet-Nam
population of about 15 million are Buddhists. Ten per
cent are Catholics and the remaining 20 per cent are
composed of other denominations.
"3. In May 1963, Viet-Namese citizens in Hue
sought to exercise the right recognized in the article
referred to above by seeking to observe the appro2S07th annipriate ceremonies connected with the 2507th
versary of the birth of the founder of the faith
professed by over 70 per cent of the Viet-Namese
subjects. This right was denied to the subjects by the
Government of President Ngo Dinh Diem. In fact,
the denial of the right was accomplished in a ruthless
manner. Nine persons were killed when troops fired
on the orders of the Government on the participants.
This incident resulted in a request for redress of
grievances and the acceptance of responsibility for the
killings by the Government. Neither was done, resulting in an increased demand for remedial action. The
intensity of feeling against the injustices done by the
Government was such that five monks and a nun
immolated themse1ves-a
themselves-a course of action unusual to
the followers of the faith.
"4. The appeal for justice from their subjects was
met by threats and ridicule and was followed by an
attack, a little after midnight on Tuesday, 20 August
1963, on the venerated Xa-Loi Pagoda, the chief
shrine in Saigon of the majority faith. Hordes of
armed police equipped with machine-guns and carbines entered the precincts of the pagoda and carried
away hundreds of monl<s and nuns to prisons, after
inflicting injury on them. This action was repeated
in the early homs of the same day in a number of
other pagodas throughout the country. At least 1,000
monks are estimated to be incarcerated at present.
The death toll is not known.
"5. Students of Saigon University demonstrating
against these arbitrary actions of the Government
were arrested by the hundreds on Sunday, 25 August
1963. The Government is moving daily, more and
more in the direction of the suppression of fundamental human rights such as the denial of the right
of assembly, freedom of speech, freedom of communication, etc."

B.

OTHER ALLEGATIONS BROUGHT
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

BEFORE THE

65. Other allegations against the Government ?f the
Republic of Viet-Nam were brought to the attentlOll
attentlOn of
the General Assembly by Mr. Senerat Gunewardene,
Permanent Representative of Ceylon, in his speech of

II

7 October 1963, when he introduced the item "The
violation of human rights in South Viet-Nam" to the
General Assembly (1232nd plenary meeting).

c.

UNITED NATIONS CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING
VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS

66. These alleged violations of human rights by the
Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam must be
viewed in the light of well-established United Nations
criteria contained in the Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and various resolutions of the
General Assembly.
67. In the Charter, the promotion of "respect for
human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all
without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion"
is stated to be one of the purposes of the United Nations
(Article 1, paragraph 3), and one of the functions of
the Or&anization in Chapter IX (Article 55, paragraph
c). Article
Artlcle 13, paragraph 1 b, of the Charter states that:
"The General Assembly shall initiate studies and
make recommendations for the purpose of ... promoting international co-operation in the economic,
social, cultural, educational and health fields, and
assisting in the realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race,
sex, language or religion."
68. Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaims that:
"Everyone has the right to freedom of thought,
conscience and religion; this right includes freedom
to change his religion or belief, and freedom either
alone or in community with others and in public or
private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching,
practice, worship and observance."
Reference should also be made to articles 2, 9, 20, 21,
29 and 30 of the Universal Declaration.
69. In resolution 1779 (XVII) of 7 December 1962,
the General Assembly:
"Reiterating its condemnation of all manifestations
of ... religious intolerance as violations of the Charter of the United Nations and of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

"
"2. Calls upon the Governments of all States to
take all necessary steps to rescind discriminatory laws
which have the effect of creating and perpetuating ...
religiol1s
religious intolerance wherever they still exist, to adopt
legislation if necessary for prohibiting such discrimination, and to take such legislative or other
appropriate measures to combat such prejudice and
intolerance".
Reference can also be made to resolutions 103 (I) of
19 November 1946 and 1510 (XV) of 12 December
1960.
70. It may also be recalled that the Sub-Commission
on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities has adopted draft principles on freedom and
non-discrimination in the matter of religious rights and
(E/GN.4/800, para. 160, resolution I (XII),
practices (E/GNA/800,
annex), on the basis of a Study of Discrimination in
the Matter of Religio~ls Rights and Practices, prepared
by its Special Rapporteur, Mr. Arcot Krishnaswami
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/200/Rev.1).3 These draft principles
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/200/Rev.l).3
S

United Nations publication, Sales No,; 60.XIV.2.
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are currently under consideration by the Commission on
Human Rights.
71. It may also be of interes~ t? refer to .the followinO' instruments adopted by spec1ahzed agenc1es :
"(a) International Labour Organisation,. ~on,:enti~n
No. 111 (1958) concerning dis~nm~IatlOn 111
m
respect of employment and occupatlOn;
(b) International Labour Organisation, Recommendation No. 111 (1958) concerning disc!imination
in respect of employment and occupatIon;4
(c) United Nations Educational, Scientific and C.ultural Organization (UN.ESC~),. C?nv~ntI~n
D1scnmmatIon 111
m
and Recommendation Agamst D1scTll11111abon
Education (1960). 5
Viet-Nam
The Republic of Viet-N
am is a member of both specialized agencies, but is not a party to any of these
conventions.

m.

Position of the Government

72. The position of the Goven;ment o~ the R.epublic
of Viet-Nam in the matter of 1tS relations w1th the
Buddhist community was outlined to the Mission at
several meetings with high-ranking officials of the
Government, as follows.

A.

STATEMENT ON THE BUDDHIST PROBLEM IN
VIET-NAM BY GENF..RAL TRAN Tu OAI

73. General Tran spoke in French. The Mission was
provided with the text of the statement in French and
English. The statement reads as follows:
The Buddhist crisis, with which Viet-Nam has been burdened
and which has aroused strong feelings among the ill-informed
circles of this country, originated in the incidents which occurred
in Hue at the beginning of May 1963. These incidents are the
result of the application of government regulations concerning
the use of flags in places of worship. These incidents were first
isolated and insignificant but afterwards, as a consequence of
the manreuvres of extremist elements, they took an unexpected
course which ended in a vast movement of demands against
the Government.
The instigators of that movement, with the co-operation of
political adventurers and of Communists, and under cover of the
Buddhist banner and the Buddhist robe, have very skilfully and
manceuvred to rouse public feeling both at home and
artfully manoeuvred
abroad, and poison the minds of a good number of people.
As a result, in Viet-Nam, boozes and nUns of the General
Buddhist Association and Buddhist followers were caught up
in this movement-which was directed from inside certain pagodas themselves-and abroad, especially in neighbouring
Buddhist countries, a segment of the Press and of public opinion,
misled and aroused, violently criticized Viet-Nam. Some politicians, strongly influenccd by tendentious press reports, even
accused the Viet-Namese Government of disregard for human
rights, violation of freedom of conscience and religious discrimination.
The time has now come to analyse the Buddhist crisis and to
clear up the matter, even if for no other purpose than to enlighten men of good-will and friends of the Viet-Namese people.
Origin of the crisis: the question of flying national and religious
/lags at Places of wo'rship (6 May, 1963)

More than a year ago, while on an inspection trip to a place
near Saigon where a Buddhist ceremony was being held,
4 International Labour Office, Official Blllletin, vol. XLI,
1958, No. 2.
~ United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, Records of the General Conference, Elevmth
Session· (Paris, 1960), Resolutions.

President Ngo Dinh Diem noticed that, amidst a profusion of
Buddhist flags, there was only one national flag,. tattered. and
faded, and at another place, there was also one smgl e .national
flag, and the latter was made of paper. He f~r~her noticed: that
at Catholic functions, the Vatican flag was Similarly used .m an
improper fashion. Thereupon the President of the Repubhc decided that order must be brought into this state of affairs and
the place of honour reserved to the national flag, the symbol
of the Viet-Namese people and nation. Instructions to that end
were subsequently given to the Interior Department which, as
early as 1962, had r.egulated ~h: flying of !lags at places of
worship on the occaSIOn of rehglous celebratIOns.
On 6 May last, in a circular, the Presid~ncy. of the Republ.ic
called attention to these regulations makmg It clear that in
public places only the national flag may be flown, and that inside
the compounds of places of worship, Le., churches
churclles and pagodas,
the flags and emblems of each religion. could be ?ois~ed at will.
It should be stressed that, before sendmg out thiS circular,. the
Presidency of the Republic had previously sought and obtamed
the agreement of the leaders of the General Buddhist Association of Viet-Nam and the Sangha Association in Saigon on
the one hand, and, on the other, of the Apostolic Delegation
representing the Holy See in the capital.
Thus the decision taken by the Government with regard to
the question of flags had applied to all religions indiscriminately.
The representatives of the General Buddhist Association in
Saigon willingly complied with this and this year, on the occasion of Buddha's birthday anniversary, the Buddhist flag was
not flown in front of the Xa-Loi Pagoda in Saigon, the headquarters of this Association.
Had no incident occurred on that occasion, the Buddhist crisis
would not have broken out, the Viet-Namese Government would
not have wasted so much of the time it would have preferred to
devote to fighting Communism, and certain foreign Governments
would not have been mixed up in a purely internal affair.
Unfortunately, on the eve of the feast of the birth of Buddha,
regrettable incidents happened in Hue precisely because of the
flying of flags at pagodas. When the Government had most
recently called attention to its previous instructions on the use
of flags, it was not unaware that this great Buddhist feast was
drawing near; but it also knew that the latter would be closely .
followed by the Catholic Ascension Day. Its instructions were
thus not directed especially at the Buddhists.
However, the measures taken had been ill understood by
·certain Buddhist circles, who interpreted those measures as
discrimination against them. Extremist elements then launched
a campaign of tendentious interpretation of the facts to poison
the minds of the Buddhist faithful, put heavy pressure 011 the .
venerable bonzes, and stir tiP a civil disobedience movement
under the pretext of "struggling against the repression of
Buddhism" and of "defending the Faith".
It was under these circumstances that a procession and
meeting organized in the morning in honour of Bud<lha suddenly turned into a demonstration and meeting with many banners bearing anti-government slogans. That night another more
violent meeting took place at the Hue radio station. Communist '
elements took advantage of it to explode two plastic charges
which caused the death of eight persons, including several children and a Catholic girl.
St1'Uggle mlder the label "Defence of BlIddhism~'

Following this bloody incident, the extremists started activities with the specific aim of sowing disorder. As will be clearly
Hue''I·
shown later, they connived with the Communists. From Hue
to Saigon, a campaign of excitation commenced. Its aim was to "
discontent aga~ns~
against the Government among the population.
population,
stir up ?iscontent.
connexion, It
it IS
is necessary to recall that a regulation
In this conneXlOn,
which ha~
had been in force for many years and strictly applied ill
w?ich
Vlet-Nam
Viet-Nam'ss present state of emergency. requires that all large '
~eetings
~eetings in private homes or associations, and all gatherings
111
m the streets, must have prior authorization from the local
authorities; the same regulation requires all hanners,
banners, slogans,
posters and leaflets to be submitted to a special commission for
approval before use.
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Th~s ~egulation
~ho
~ho 1n~tlgated the

was. n~t unknown to the Buddhist leaders
excltatlOn. campaign but they paid no attention to It and exhorted the faithful to demonstrate in the streets
gather at meetings, and distribute leaflets in contempt of
i"
i~ national laws.
These illegal acts were perpetrated with impunity. They were
I
tolerated until the day when they overstepped all bounds
bounds, and
~rder.
I' thus d~gerously
d~gerously threat~ned
threat~ned to disturb public security and order.
The police then had to mtervene, and this was capitalized UPQn
, by the troublemakers who noisily accused the GQvernment of
repressing Buddhism.
Despite the patient and conciliatory attitude of the local
authorities.
authorities, the campaign of excitation against the GQvernment
continued with increasing momentum. In Hue.
Hue, Saigon and the
coastal provinces of the Central Area, the bQnzes began to
challenge the Government authority openly. They issued com" muniques and instructions to pagodas, distributed leaflets to the
population, sent telegrams abrQad. All that was done with the
aim of stirring up national and internatiQnal opinion.
To calm people's minds and provide a solution for the prob:'
! lem, the President of the Republic received in audience a
Buddhist delegation Qn 15 May 1963. This delegatiQn consisted
, of six venerable bonzes and two Buddhist notables led by the
, Venerable Thich Thien HQa, Chairman of the Sangha AssoY ciation
dation of Viet-Nam. During this audience, the delegation submitted five claims. These were examined forthwith and given a
",,\. favourable reply by the Chief of State.
,
I~
I~ is WQrth while to examine thoroughly those five demands.
demands,
whIch are:
\i
First aemal1a: That the Government repeal the order to haul
:
I,, down the Buddhist flag.
In fact, at no time had the Government ever issued such an
i"
j,',! order. As mentioned above, the purpQse of the Government
, decision concerning the flying of flags in places Qf worship
_." was to put an end to the excessive use of religious flags and
to ensure due respect for the national colours. The emblems
Qf the General Buddhist Association as well as those of the
emblem,
Vatican must certainly give precedence to the national emblem.
symbol of the Fatherland, in all public places.
This demand of the Buddhists seems all the more surprising when one recalls that since time immemorial the Buddhists' worship of Buddha was confined to pictures or statues
~ of him, but was never extended to any flag. Nevertheless, the
President of the Republic agreed to have this question of
. flags reconsidered.
SecOlld demaHd: That the Buddhists enjoy the special regulations given the Catholic Missions.
Put in thQse words, this demand could convey the impresr sion that the Government Qf President Ngo Dinh Diem favours
Catholicism at the expense of Buddhism. Actually the founding of religious and lay assQciatiQn had been regulated by
Ordinance (Dl~) NQ. 10 Qf 6 August 1950 of the Eao Dai
Government.
Under this Ordinance assQciations may acquire and hold
real estate and receive donations and bequests, etc. Article 44
of that Ordinance said that special regulations would be
r worked Qut later for the Chinese congregations, Le.•
Le., for aSSQ_\ ciations, whether religiQus or not, having an international or
fQreign character so as to limit the acquisition of real estate
by foreigners and preserve the independence of the nation.
The measures alluded tQ by this Ordinance have not yet
been rescinded. In any case, they fall within the jurisdiction
of the legislative and every citizen has the right to request
the National Assembly to reconsider them.
The special regulations alluded to would not necessarily
favour primarily the CathQlic and Protestant missiQns alone.
_, Moreover, in practice.
practice, the Government had not rigorously
I
enforced Ordinance No. 10 with regard to purely religious
associations.
As regards Buddhism, the Government had even Qbserved
a great tolerance; the prQQf of it is that hundreds Qf pagodas
had been built without anyone informing the authQrities of
their affiliation, submitting their statutes for approval, or giving any notice of their building.

,
I'
It
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only
• MQst often those pagodas, whose apparent unity resides only
ties
the name of Buddha and in the monks' robes, have no ties
among them. At present there are numerous pagQdas and
and
with
Buddhist sects which totally differ frQm one another with
the
regard to worship and are not in any way affiliated with the
General Buddhist Association.
In fact, since the promulgation of Ordinance NQ. 10, the
the
relatGovernment had applied the provisiQns of this Ordinance relat~vernment
i~g to denominational associations Qnly to those whQse activiactiviI~g
ties are of a lay social character-the activities Qf "social
"social
for
Buddhism" for example. It had never used this Ordinance for
the purpose of any religious discriminatiQn whatsoever.
III

It should be noted that since 1950, Le., for thirteen years,
years,
mQre
nQne of the denQminational associations, Buddhist any mQre
of
than Catholic, had raised questions related to the content of
the Ordinance mentioned above.
deleNevertheless, in response to the wish for the Buddhist deleSecretary
gation, the President of the Republic instructed the Secretary
amend
of State for the Interior tQ contact the legislature to amend
immediately
Ordinance No. 10, and the National Assembly immediately
for
set up a. special commission to examine the whQle question for
all associations which spread religiQn.
Third demalld: That the Government put an end to arrests
arrests
and persecutions of Buddhists.
Presented under this form,
form the claim tends tQ cQnvey the
the
. Prese.nted
impression that the Government
Govern~ent has a pQlicy of Qppression
Qppression
ImpreSSIOn
and persecutiQn against the Buddhists.
Buddhist
In reality, the Government has never arrested any Buddhist
the
believer simply because he was a Buddhist. That is why the
has
President stated to the delegation that the Government has
natiQn
the duty of safeguarding the higher interests Qf the natiQn
mainand was thus obliged to take the necessary measures tQ mainordered
tain security and public order, but that it had never ordered
the arrest of Buddhists solely because they were Buddhists,
Buddhists,
and if there were convincing evidence of illegal arrests, the
the
Government was ready to examine it.
Fourth demand: That the Buddhist monks and fQllowers
fQllowers
may enjoy freedom of worship and liberty to propagate their
their
faith.
The President had made known that religious freedom is
is
inscribed in the ,Constitution
-Constitution itself, and that personally he had
had
never favoured any particular religion. The proQf Qf this
this
freedom is that everywhere, from the cities to the countrycountryside, the Government has left to the Buddhist leaders all
all
latitude to organize their cQmmunity and to build numerous
numerous
centres of worship. With regard to the constructiQn of pagodas,
pagodas,
in particular, the Government has even given assistance to
to
that end. If the Buddhist delegation had evidence Qf the viQlaviQlation Qf religious freedom, the Government was ready to exexamine it.
Fifth demand: That the Government pay compensatiQn to
to
the families of the victims of the troubles in Hue and severely
severely
punish those responsible.
In reality, the victims were not all Buddhists, because there
there
was Qne Catholic among them. The Government had given
given
assistance to all the families immediatlcy concerned, as it had
had
always done in the past on such occasions.
With regard to the charge that the Government had Qrdered
Qrdered
the killing of the demonstrators by tanks, cannQns, rifles and
and
grenades, this was an absolute slander. According to the findfindings of the medical experts, all the wounds on the victims'
victims'
bodies were caused by the explQsion of plastic charges, which
which
are not used by the Army or the security fQrces Qf Viet-Nam,
Viet-Nam,
but only by the Communists. Nevertheless, the President had
had
ordered an investigation to determine responsibility in this
this
case.
Measures were about to be taken to settle the five demands
demands
along the lines above-mentioned, when,
when. in certain Buddhist
Buddhist
circles,
circles. voices arQse to contest the representative character of
of
the delegation which had been received by the President of
of
the Republic. Because of this, the Government had to wait
wait
fQr the leaders of the General Buddhist Association tl> form
form
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a new delegation with the necessary powers in order to resume
the talks.
Meanwhile, under the pretext that the Government was
stalling, the General Buddhist Association incited the monks
and nuns of the pagodas to organize mass demonstrations in
the form of religious processions in the streets for the repose
of the souls of the victims of the Hue incident, although such
processions were not authorized by the police authorities.
Mter this deliberate flouting of national law and the teachings of Buddha, a certain number of venerables broke with
the group of the General Buddhist Association to escape the
grasp of extremist elements.
Starting from 5 May 1963, and throughout almost the entire
country, a hunger strike movement appeared among the monks
and nuns which was designed to impress the Buddhist faithful, whose great majority is composed of women and children.
The risks entailed in such a movement were to produce
harmful effects among the population. Thus, to calm down
these people, on 6 June 1963, the President of the Republic
made an appeal asking the population of Hue to take into
special consideration the national interests as well as the duty
which falls on every citizen to preserve public order and to
respect national discipline.
The Government later appointed an Inter-Ministerial Committee, headed by the Vice-President of the Republic and
comprising the Home Secretary, to open talks with the InterSect Committee for the Defence of Buddhism, which had just
been formed at the beginning of June 1963. In fact this Committee represented only a few Buddhist associations. A score of
other associations stood aloof.
Whilst exchanges of views were going on between the InterMinisterial Committee and the Inter-Sect Committee and no
agreement had yet been arrived at, the General Buddhist Association nevertheless ,carried on its campaign of intoxication and
organized the self-burning of the Venerable Thich Quang Duc
on 11 June 1963, with the purpose of bringing pressure to bear
on the Government, of causing restlcssness among the population and of stirring up world public opinion.
Deeply moved himself by this unhappy development and uncalled-for agitation, the President of the Republic addressed a
new message to the population, asking it to consider the situation with serenity and to examine all problems dispassionately
and with patriotism. The President also assured everyone that
any problem, however difficult, could be resolved in a spirit of
justice and fraternal solidarity, and that the Government had
no plan to delay the solution of. the problem and to persecute
the Buddhists.
Despite diligent efforts of the Inter-Ministerial Committee
one had to wait for the arrival from Hue, on 12 June 1963
1963, of
Gen~ral
the Venerable Thich Tinh Khiet, Chairman of the General
Association of Buddhism before any final result could be
obtained.
'
On 16 June, a joint communique [see annex XIV] was signed
between the Inter-Ministerial Committee and the Buddhist delegatio.n. to sett1~ the .five claims. This joint communique embodies
III truth, were obviously not different from
prOVISions which, m
the measures already contemplated by the President of the
Republic during the audience granted to the first Buddhist
delegation on 15 May 1963.
It is for this reason that in the joint communique thc President ~ou.n~ersigned
countersigned th~
the fO,llowing
following remark: "The articles written
?ent
in thiS
this Jomt
joint commulllque
communique have been approved in principle by
m
me from the beginning."
.According to the communique, the Inter-Ministerial Comnl1ttee ,,:,as,entrusted with the task of implementing the joint
co~mull1que, and the General Buddhist Association was to
notI~y. the Inter-Ministerial Committee of all infringements of
JOlllt communique it might discover.
the Jomt
Politic.al agitati011---Aggravation of the
Swit.c~ of the c?nfii~t to political
cns~s-Intenstficatton of anti-government
antt-govermnent activities
cns~s-Intenstficatton

Following the publication of the joint communique, every~vernment and the population
population,
body, both on t.he part of the Government
could feel gratIfied that all misunderstanding
mIsunderstanding had been dissidissi~

certain number
number
pated, and the conflict final1y settled. However, a certain
Association conconof bonzes belonging to the General Buddhist Association
purpose of
of
tinued to instigate i1legal actions with the obvious purpose
and of
of ininpreventing the application of the joint communique and
campaign to
to the
the
tensifying and extending the anti-government campaign
whole territory of the nation.
directed aa
Those exalted religious resolutely and violently directed
means: disdisconspiracy against the Government by all available means:
Press, which
which
tribution of excerpts from a misinformed foreign Press,
leaflets distortdistortwas critical of the Government, distribution of leaflets
launching of
of
ing the truth, organization of hunger strikes, launching
to stop
stop all
all
repeated appeals exhorting workers and tradesmen to
of their
their
activities, even inciting students to strike. In the heat of
authorities
c.alumnious, even insulting remarks, they accused the authorities
against
of practising a [Xllicy of hatred, cruelty and oppression against
the Buddhists.
sitnation could
could but
but
Fearing that the prolongation of such a situation
demonstrate
harm public security and order, and anxious to demonstrate
goodwill of
of
once again the attitude of extreme conciliation and goodwill
new appeal
appeal
the Government, the President of the Republic, in a new
establishing of
of aa
to the nation on 18 July 1963, cal1ed for the establishing
the InterIntermixed commission comprising representatives of the
to supersuperMinisterial Committee and the Inter-Sect Committee to
establishvise the implementation of the joint communique. The establishminds of
of
ing of such a mixed commission would dispel in the minds
did not
not
public opinion the erroneous belief that the Government did
honour its pledges.
proposed
Afterwards, the Inter-:Ministerial Committee had proposed
together to
to
several times to the Inter-Sect Committee to meet together
Inter-Sect ComComset up the proposed mixed commission. but the Inter-Sect
collaboramittee consistently evaded the issue and refused its collaborastruggle
tion. On the contrary, it persisted il'\ keeping alive aa struggle
which had worse effects with each passing day.
In Saigon, Hue, Danang and Nha-Trang, at the Xa-Loi,
Xa-Loi,
An-Quaug, Dieu-De and Bat-:::\ha Pagodas it organized
organized open
open
anti-government meetings, created offices to recruit and
and train
train
Buddhist fighters, and raised funds in anticipation of
of aa long
long
struggle. At Xa-Loi Pagoda, a schoolgirl had her
her hands
hands
mutilated.
. . suicides
muti!ated. In Hue, Ninh-Thuan,
Ninh-Thnan, Khanh-Hoa ....
suicides by
by
burning
burmng successively took place according to a pre-established
pre-established
plan. Following each such human sacrifice, demonstrations
demonstrations and
and
prayer services for the repose of the souls of the victims
victims were
were
organized to capitalize on the candid sympathy of the students,
students,
notably in Hue, to incite acts of violence everywhere,
everywhere and
and to
to
maintain an atmosphere of tension. Telegrams were sent
sent abroad
abroad
distorting facts and slandering the Government purposely
purposely to
to
create world-wide
world-w,ide discontent, especially in Buddhist countries
countries,
towards the Viet-Namese
•
Vlet-Namese Government.
To have an accurate idea of this explosive situation, it
it must
must
be recalled that the Buddhist crisis which was a source
source of
of new
new
concern for the Vict-Namese
Viet-Namcse authorities and caused
caused them
them to
to
scatter their efforts dangerously, occurred at the very moment
moment
when. the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam was
was just
just
entering a decisive phase in its struggle against the Communists.
Communists.
.It
It happened that, throughout this period of great tension,
tension the
the
Vlet-Namese
Viet-Namese operational forces had seized many important
impo;tant
documents revealing the existence of col1usion between
between the
the
BUddh~st
Buddhist extremist elements and the Communists,
Communists as well
well as aa
plan aImed
aimed at staging a coup d'ctat. The General
Genera'l Staff
Staff of
of the
the
Armed Forces of the Republic was alarmed, and insistently
insistently
requested the proclamation of a state 00 f siege to forestall
forestall any
any
possible seditious attempt.
The lleed f01"
fol' proclaiming the state of siege

Thus, du.ring
during the period from 8 May to 19 August 1963,
1963 159
159
demonstratIOns
demonstrations were staged: 25 in Hue, 32 in Saigon,
Saigon, 10 in
in
TOt;rane, 8 in Quang-Tri, 7 in Quang-Nam, 18 in Quang-Ngai.
Quang-Ngai.
13 m Nha-Trang, etc.
.This campaign of political agitation and intoxication
01
intoxication 01
m1l1ds, .supported fro~ both within and without by the
the huge
huge
and. SCIentific
SCientific commumst propaganda machinery and by
by somr
somr
foreIgn
foreign agents, reached its climax on 18 August: the Buddhisl
Buddhisl
leaders addressed an ultimatum to the Government before
before ff
crowd of 20,000 persons gathered in front of Xa-Loi Pagorl;;
Pagorl;;
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Agenda
(cf. lette.r
letter No..162
No. 162 dated
dated 16
16 August
August 1963
1963 from
from the
the Venerable
Vene ab!
(cf:

Thkh Tmh
Tinh Khlet
Khiet to
to the
the President
President of
of the
the Republic).
Republic).
r e
Thlch
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, according
according to
to aa definite
definite plan,
plan, the
the Buddhist
Buddhist
On
would stage
stage bloody
bloody demonstrations,
demonstrations, which
which were
were to
to take
take
leaders would
leaders
pla~e at
at aa .r~ther
.r~ther fast
fast pa,ce
pa,ce successively
succ~ssively in
in various
various provinces
provinces and
and
pla~e
Hue to
to Saigon,
SaIgon, namely
namely in
in Danang,
Danang, QuangQuangmaIn localIties
localIties from
from Hue
mam
Nam, Khanh-Hoa,
Khanh-Hoa, Binh-Thuan
Binh-Thuan ....
....
Nam,
To face
face possible
possible ~angers,
dangers, Cent~al
Central Viet-Nam
Viet-Nam provinces
provinces would
would
To
lJ.a~e to
to requ.est
requ.est Salgo~
Saigo~ to
to send
send 111
in police
police reinforcements
reinforcements (both
(both
lJ.a~e
cIvil and.
and ml~ltary).
mlhtary). ThiS
ThiS would
would result
result in
in the
the capital
capital missing
missing its
its
cIvil
units In
in charge
charge o.f
t.I s:u al Units
o.f public
public order
order and
and security
security while
while the
the
t.Is:ual
were preparing
prepa;lng to
to launch
launCh attacks
attacks against
against Saigon
Saigon
Vlet-Cong were
Vlet-Cong
a~d to
to throw
throw grenades
grenades in
In the
the streets
streets during
during the
the planned
planned popular
popular
a~d
nots.
nots.
III face
face of
of this
this serious
serious threat
threat to
to internal
internal security
security coming
coming from
from
In
of people
people who
who had
had been
been trying
trying to
to use
use religion
religion for
for
handful of
aa handful
~litical ends,
ends, a~d
a~d al~o
al~o in
in face
face of
of the
the split
split which
which was
was
th.eir ~litical
th.eir
wldenmg between an mtoxlcated
intoxicated part of the urban population
and the authorities whose patience had come to an end the
danger of a disintegration of the nation's potent forces and the
possibility of losing the
t.he good results
re~ults achieved by the Armytl!anks to the strategic hamlets itIt was recording victory after
tl~anks
victory-the Army, represented by its responsible leaders
Victory-the
adopted on 14 June 1963 a resolution to the effect that it
unanimously responded to the President's appeal of 11 June
and resolved to carry out aU missions which the President would
entrust to it for the defence of the Republic and the country.
In a second resolution, adopted on 20 August 1963, all the
Army generals with the same goal in view, Le., the safeguard
of the Fatherland, requested the Chief of State to proclaim
inll~e?iately a state of siege throughout the country so as to
iUlI~e?iately
anll1ll1late all manoeuvres
manceuvres or sabotage and direct the nation's
aUl1Ilulate
war efforts against the Communists.
In the meantime, the South Viet-Nam Liberation Front a
tool of the Indo-Chinese Communist Party, taking advantage' of
the situation, moved its regular troops to the outskirts of
Saigon, while Communist agents started working on the suburban masses, particularly those in the north-western part of
the city. The Communists were ready for a drive on Saigon to
overthrow the Government when the Buddhist movement would
degenerate into popular riots. They expected this to take place
by the end of August 1963. That was why they did not hesitate
in hastily installing
instailing four secret radio communication stations
around Saigon.
Subsequently, the Government was under compulsion to declare a state of siege throughout the national territory and apply
certain energetic measures, such as putting under surveillance
a cel·tain
certain number of pagodas in Saigon, Hue and other important centres, and keeping watch for a time on a certain number
of bonzes.
Doozes.
The Army had discovered in several pagodas an important
lot of weapons and documents which demonstrated once more
that
that the
the extremist
extremist bonzes
bonzes were
were pursuing
pursuing aa political
political goal
goal with
with
the
the support
support of
of the
the Viet-Cong
Viet-Cong on
on one
one hand,
hand, and
and of
of political
political
opposition
on the
the other
other hand.
hand.
opposition groups
groups on
The
measures
thus
taken,
The measures thus taken, although
although they
they were
were drastic,
drastic, reresulted
sulted in
in no
no bloodshed
bloodshed or
or loss
loss of
of life
life ii they
they proved
proved to
to be
be necesnecessary
sary in
in view
view of
of thCl
th~ development
development of
of the
the situation,
situation, chiefly
chiefly at
at aa
moment
when the
the Viet-Namese
Viet-Namese State
State had
had to
to concentrate
concentrate all
all its
its
moment when
forces
the struggle
struggle against
against the
the Communists.
Communists.
forces in
in the
Under
Under the
the state
state of
of siege,
siege, the
the Army
Army had
had successfuliy
successfuliy restored
restored
security,
security, brought
brought back
back calm
calm in
in the
the pagodas,
pagodas, and
and liberated
liberated the
the
bonzes,
bonzes, nuns
nuns and
and Buddhist
Buddhist faithful
faithful from
from the
the grip
grip of
of the
the exextremist
tremist bonzes.
boozes.
The
The superior
superior bonzes
bOl1zes of
of the
the S'angha
S'angha Association
Association who
who had
had prepreviously
of their
their own
own accord,
accord, have
have come
come out
out again
again to
to
viously resigned
resigned of
take
take the
the leadership
leadership of
of the
the Buddhist
Buddhist affairs
affairs in
in service
service of
of pure
pure
Buddhism.
Buddhism. A
A Committee
Committee called
called "Union
"Union Committee
Committee for
for the
the
Defence
Defence of
of Pure
Pure Buddhism"
Buddhism" had
had been
been set
set up
up to
to that
that end,
end, and
and
to
to co-operate
co-operate with
with the
the Goverruuent
Goverruuent inin the
the application
application of
of the
the
provisions
provisions contained
contained in
in the
the 16
16 June
June 1963
1963 joint
joint communique.
communique.
Throughout
Throughout the
the country
country demonstrations
demonstrations had
had been
been organized
organized
by
by Buddhist
Buddhist groups,
groups, professional
professional and
and popular
popular groups,
groups, and
and by
by
aU
aU the
the social
social classes
classes to
to express
express confidence
confidence and
and support
support for
for the
the
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Government.
Government. In
In Hue,
Hue, more
more than
than 80,000
80,000 people,
people, in
in Saigon
Saigon more
more
than
than l2D,OOO
120,000 people,
people, and
and in
in the
the provincial
provincial capitals,
capitals, tens
tens of
of thouthousands
sands of
of people
people assembled
assembled to
to denounce
denounce the
the traitors
traitors to
to the
the nation
nation
and
to adopt
adopt resolutions
resolutions of
of gratitude
gratitude addressed
addressed to
to the
the President
President
and to
of
of the
the Republic.
Republic.
ConclHsion
ConclHsion

A
A close
close examination
examination of
of the
the facts
facts l'eveals
I'eveals that
that the
the Buddhist
Buddhist
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Army of the Republic has closely followed the events and intervened in time to save the situation and restore public order for
the greatest good of the anti-Communist struggle.
It remains regrettable that during this torment, certain foreign Press agencies, misinformed from the beginning of the
affair, had wittingly or unwittingly, poisoned a part of the
international public opinion.
The reproach of religious intolerance made against the VietNamese Government was gratuitous. It is inconceivable that
this Government, which was governed by a highly democratic
Constitution and had given itself the pride to belong to the Free
World, could allow itself to commit an offence against the freewDrship and faith.
dom of w{)rship
In Viet-Nam, no one ignores that since the accession to
office of President Ngo Dinh Diem, the propagation of religious
faith and the practice of religious worship had always been
carried out in an entirely free manner in the cities as well as
in the countryside. With regard to Buddhism, the recent building of 1,275 new pagodas (existing pagodas: 4,766) constitutes
a convincing proof of this freedom. Furthermore 1,295 old
pagodas have been rebuilt or repaired. For all these works, the
Govemment had given financial
finandal aid of more than $VN9 million,
Gove1'l1ment
attributed land from the national and communal estate, and supplied building materials.
In the exercise of its powers, the Government of President
all the constitutional
Ngo Dinh Diem has constantly respected ail
provisions, notably those related to human rights, and one can
affirm that at no time has there been either Buddhist persecution or religious discrimination.
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worship of the pagodas, which had been under temporary surveillance;
veillance; it has authorized the arrested monks t? go back to the
places of worship and it has returned the detamed students to
their parents.
The Government deems itself entitled to hope that t~le na~i~ns
friendly to Viet-Nam will help it enlighten the pubhc opIllIon
of
of the Free World on this affair which it considers already
settled.

B.

MEETING
MEETING WITH MR. N GO DINH DIEM, PRESIDENT
OF THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC

74. The President spoke in French, his interpreter
being present. The following summary record of the
President's views is based on notes taken by one
member of the Mission.
75. The President gave a detailed account of the
situation of Buddhism before the incidents of 8 May
at Hue and after them, up to date..
date. !le
He expla.it;ed
explained t~e
the
historical, economic, social and poltttcal
political condlttons
conditions In
in
the country that constituted the back~rotmd
background of the
Buddhist incidents. He stressed that hIS
his Government
had no disputes with the Buddhist religion; it had not
only respected the rights o~
of that religi?n
religion bu~
but had also
even favoured it by grantmg
granting economIC
economic aSSIstance
assistance to
the Buddhist pagodas and schools.
76. Regarding the problem of the flags, his G~vern
Government
ment, in a decree adopted a year before, had Issued
issued
regulations concerning the use of flags of all religions
in outdoor religious ceremonies, to the effect that the
national flag should be placed at a higher level for the
purpose of affirming Viet-Namese nationality. It had
done so because it had been observed that in outdoor
religious ceremonies there was usually a profusion of
flags but very few national flags. The Buddhists wanted
their flag to fly at a higher level than the national flag of
Viet-Nam, and the National Buddhist Association was
trying to force other sects of the same religion to
intemational banner of Buddhism.
accept the international
77. In regard to the incidents, the Government had
established an Inter-Ministerial Committee, whose
chairman had been the Vice-President of the Republic,
for the purpose of reaching agreement on the demands
made by the Buddhists. That agreement had been
signed on 16 June and, although those demands had
not been in line with the realities of the situation of
Buddhism in Viet-Nam, he had approved it solely out
of a desire to demonstrate a conciliatory attitude. He
referred the Mission to the records of the abovementioned Inter-Ministerial Committee. After 16 June,
the Buddhist monks had become impatient, and had
alleged that the Government was not carrying out the
agreement. PolitiC<1.1 forces had supported those demands
and had provoked a series of illegal public demonstrations, the main theatre of which had been the pagodas,
where the monks had installed loudspeakers, from which
they delivered harangues.
78. Because of the subversive situation which
existed, the leaders of the Army had visited him on
19 August to invite him to act before the situation
deteriorated and ask him to declare martial law; he
had agreed to do so. The search of the pagodas had
taken place after martial law had been declared on
21 August. Those "raids" had not caused any deaths.
President Diem also said that before the "raids" on
the pagodas took place, the monks had refused to
investigate whether any monks were in prison. The
truth was that there were none.

,

79. The President reiterated his offer to provide
tl)
the Mission with all possible facilities to enable it tl)
carry out its duties.

C.

POLITICAL
MEETING WITH MR. N GO DINH N HU, POLITICAL
ADVISER TO THE PRESIDENCY

80. Mr. Ngo Dinh Nhu, Political Adviser to
~o the
t~
Presidency, discussed the Buddhist problem in
m its
ItS
political sociological and historical context. He spoke
in Fre~ch. The following is a verbatim record oi
Mr. Nhu's statement.
The POLITICAL ADVISER: The principal problem facing us is
a problem of under-development which is common to se\'eral oj
oj
our countries. The Buddhist question is only one aspect of that
problem. Political, social and religious movements have grown
considerably since the country became independent. But there
is a lack of cadres both in these movements and in the Governtbe assistance of iOTiOTment. The latter has been obliged to seek the
eign technicians in all fields (administration, education and !()
!O
on) but these aliens have their own ideology, and their presence
in Viet-Namese organs has its drawbacks as well as its advantages and is a source of friction. The same situation obtains
in the Buddhist movement; it has expanded enormously, but it!
cadres are inadequate, a fact which has inevitably led to aberrations. I consider that the line taken by the Viet-Nalue>c
Viet-Nalue>e
Government has also suffered certain inevitable aberrati\1Jlu.
The problem of freedom is not the only one the \"it'!.Namese people has to solve; the main problem is a problem of
justice. The masses have to be mobilized for industrializatioo;
but so long as political, economic and social privileges have not
been abolished, that will be impossible. The military and C(1(lC(1(lnomic problems cannot be divorced from the social prob!t':r~
prob!e:r~
All the less-developed countries have their problems. both ViiI!;
ViiI!;
their friends and with their enemies.
If you have any questions to ask me, I shall be happy to rt'?l~'
rt'?l~'
to them to the best of my ability.
The CHAIRMAN: You have said that the Buddhist problem
is a problem of under-development. 'What do you mean by tiut
statement? Is it partly intended to imply that the Buddhist
community is less developed than the others?
The POLITICAL
POLITICAL ADVISER: The Buddhist problem dates back to
the last daY9 of the colonial period and even to shortly before
the Second vVorld vVar. It was not the only one, for the o6e:
political or religious organizations, especially Confucianism.
also had problems of their own. That period was characternro
by the awakening of all the peoples of Asia stimulated b.r rn:c
policy of Japan. The policy of Hitlerism and fascist idem-""g)'
aroused the peoples of Asia, and especially of Viet-Narn to ;,t::;.t::awareness. Nearly all the Viet-Namese political parties \\"hk!::
were attempting to build themselves up clandestinely were influenced to a greater or lesser extent by fascist ideology. At lh~
th~
same time, a religious rebirth occurred. V/hat
Vlhat was laking pl~·e
pl~·e
was an assertion of Viet-Namese personality and of '-io:::·
Nam's place in the world. In the case of Buddhism. the rebini:
did not amount to much in the last days of the colonial e:-.1.
e:il.
There are several reasons for this: by tradition, tlle princip.~:
princip.~:
of the autonomy of the pagodas is deeply rooted in \ "ietNamese Buddhism; each pagoda represents a separate
separale congregation, and the monk at the head of a pagoda and his discip*e$
together make up a separate community. The Buddhist dOd.rine
and the Viet-Namese character gave rise to a process of dispersal. Whether people were aware of it or not, there 'Keo-e
serious problems to be solved, and there was no evidence thU
Buddhism could help to solve them. The fight for indcpenden<':l.'
meant armed struggle alld bloodshed; but Buddhism preac..\es
toleration and non-violence; how could it. then, constitute a11
mystiq.ue capable of catalyzing the anti-c<llonialist movema,t:
Whether or not it is aware of the fact, Viet-Nam has to ~,e
~,e
industrialized; during the Second World War, when the country
was under blockade on account of the Japanese occnpation, it
became apparent that Viet-Nam manufactured nothing; it "'~.lS
"'~.lS
an industrial vacuum,
vacuum. The search then began for a lIIysli<j"~'(
lIIysli<j"~'(
capable of concentrating the forces of the nation on the task oi
industrialization. The problem today for Buddhism is the samt:
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how can it meet the needs of the fight against communism and
the :fight for industrialization? These issues involve non-religious
problems which face all the less developed countries: these
m;ystique linking East and
countries have to find an effective m;ysNque
'West. Can Buddhism rise to this urgent task? It is in those
circumstances that the rebirth of Buddhism took .place. These
problems already existed in 1933. I was in Paris at that time,
and the problems of the coloured peoples were In the air; we
set up interracial circles to study the problems of the immediate
future. From 1945 onwards, these ideas were put to a very stern
test. The independence movement was under communist control:
all the vital forces were oommunist-dominated; neither the
principle of unity in diversity nor democratic rules could be
applied. We had to unite all forces against colonialism. It was
at that moment that the Buddhist movement sprang Into being;
the question of whether one was for or against communism
was hotly debated. At that time, a Buddhist national regeneration movement, and a similar Catholic organization, were established. These organizations were extremely active, especially
in the north and centre of the country, because they were
regimented by the Communists and brought into the communist
struggle. In the south there was also a religious movement of
the same kind, but in another context; the Hoa Hao and Cao
Dai sects were armed by the French expeditionary force against
the Communists. This explained why the Buddhist movement
underwent a considerable expansion thanks to the independence
movement. These were spontaneous historical processes, because
they were linked with Viet-Nam's assertion of its national
personality. Everyone sought to assert himself as best he
could-in the field of religion, the Buddhists as Buddhists, the
Catholics as Catholics, and in the field of politics, the political
parties as Viet- N amese parties. However, this self-assertion was
circumscribed both by communism and by imperialism. The
present situation is merely the continuation of all this. ~he
Buddhist movement is the healthy movement of an organIsm
which had been stifled under colonialism and is seeking to develop under conditions of decolonization. It is a healthy movement, but it has grown up in unfavourable circumstanc~s. It is
subject to pressure from both East and West; each Ideology
seeks to turn the movement to its own benefit.
Such is the situation from the standpoint of the historian and
the sociologist. The viewpoint of the ~overnr~ent ~s di~erent.
The Goverrunent is non-sectarian, and Its relattonshlp WIth the
religious movements is based on non-religi~s c.onsiderations.
Viet-Nam is an under-developed country which wlsh.es to modernize itself and must settle a number of problems III .the process' it must mobilize the masses for the war effort (SInC~ war
is fdrced on us) and for industrialization, 'Yhic~ is ~ssentlal. to
progress. But one must be realistic: BuddhIsm IS bemg harned
and exploited by both East an~ West. The ~~rnme~t does
not pursue an anti-Buddhist policy, but Buddhism Itself IS beset
with internal problems: the forces of both East and W.es.t are
operating covertly inside all organizations. Kyen ~he AdI~lIll1str~
tion and the Army are infiltrated by foreIgn Ideologies j thIS
is a historical necessity which stems from Viet~Nam's geopolitical situation. The United States advocat~s liber~ as .the
solution for under-development. Bu~ lib~rty IS not hberatt~n.
The liberation advocated by commumsm IS not freedom. A I~b
crator is not automatically a liberal, a liberal is not necessar~ly
a liberator. We are faced with a dilemma here. Ou~ BuddhIst
brothers are in the same .boat as an the others.. Umted States
assistance, which is very valuable for us, ~ontams the seed. of
d
. how can one mobilize the masses With a freedom whIch
d:~y~ot entail the suppression of privile~es? On the contr~ry,
we are being asked to retain them, whIle at the same time
making progress; this is a myth.
.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN: You mention that non-VIolence IS a BuddhIst
. . I We have read in several publications, however, that
prtnClp e.
. 1
C Id
Buddhist communities were accused of acts of VIO ence. ou
.?
you give us any expI anatlon.
.
The POLITICAL ADVISER: In every renaissance there IS a r.eturn to the beginnings. If Buddhism wishes to return to Its
beginnings that can only be the doing of a chosen handful. of
true holy men whose mission it is to tell us, who are carry~ng
the war and the struggle for industrialization, that matenalis not everythin$", of holy men who will remind us labourers
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in the mire that there is an ideal of spiritual values and contemplation, a force which will break the chain reaction of
materialism. That is the religious mission. But in the historical
context of Viet-Nam the Buddhist movement has strayed from
its path. It has set itself to serve political ends to such a point
that it has conceived the ambition of overthrowing the Government. There are many reasons for the psychosis which has
brought the Buddhist Jeaders to this aberration. Basically,
Buddhism is in a dilemma (but only in South Viet-Nam).
It cannot remain !lure Buddhism if it becomes a political
force; that is a fundamental contradiction in Viet-Nam. The
Buddhists have suffered because of this contradiction. They
have seen other religious movements spreading; they have
inferred from this that there must be something oppressing
them. The other religions-Islam and Christianity-settle their
own day-to-day problems. Buddhism is not made for that; it is
a religion of complete detachment. Seeing the other religions
develop, the Buddhists concluded that they were being persecuted. The Communists have organized the conversion of
whole villages to Catholicism, and are using that as a cover
for infiltrating the country. When the Buddhists see villages
converted to Christianity they think the reason is pressure
from the Government. But when one reads the documents, one
realiz~s that the Government was concerned about these mass
conversions and did not encourage them in any way, because
camouflaged communism was at the bottom of it. That did us
a great deal of harm in 1960, when the war of subversion was
launched; those villages led the tight against us, The Diem
Government clashed with the Catholic hierarchy over these
mass conversions. Our security service watched those villages
more than the others. But the most important thing is that the
Buddhists regarded the refugee movement as evidence of
Government encouragement of Catholics and not Buddhists,
for out of a million refugees from the North to the South
there were 700,00{) Catholics. The Buddhists believed that this
was because the President of the Republic was Catholic; they
did not realize that it was a matter of organization: Catholicism
being better organized in secular matters, whole parishes could
be mobilized to leave the country, while the Buddhists were
tmorganized. At that time the Diem Government
dispersed and t11lorganized.
was weak; it had just come to power, and the previous Government had carried off all the money. The State treasury held
enough to pay Government employees for one month. The
Ministers were not paid. My wife fed everybody; we picknicked
here. The Government was weak and poorly organized. President Diem asked the French (General Salan), who were making
arrangements for the refugees, how many we were to expect.
The)' said not more than 25,000. They said they had everything
necessary to help them come. Instead of 25,000 there were
2 to J million. They arrived at Haiphong and the French were
overwhelmed. It was frightful. People waited months to embark,
having lost everything. The Diem Government had no resources. The French, being pessimistic, had not anticipated such
a flood. The Diem Government had to appeal to the Americans. There was no organization. The Minister of the Diem
Government responsible for the refugees was against that
movement; he said that politically it was best to leave them in
the North, where they would be opponents of communism.
If they came ,to the South, where it would be impossible to
satisfy them, they would become opponents of the Government.
This is what may have given the Buddhists the idea that the
Government favoured the Catholics.
The CHAIRMAN: Many documents and statements have familiarized us with the standpoint of the Viet-Nam Government.
We have been told that the Army discovered proof of acts
against the Government, and that the Government destroyed all
the underground groups. How many seized documents could be
handed over to us with the co-operation of the Government?
How many underground organizations were destroyed?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: The G<lvernment applies the same
policy to everyone. It encourages all beliefs in order to comb~t
the atheism of communism. Many pagodas have been bUIlt
thanks to the Government's policy.
The CHAIRMAN: If I understood you rightly, the conspiracies
against the Government were the doing not only of Buddhists,
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but also of Catholics. Were the villages ~hat were converted
en masse to Catholicism centres of subverslOn?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Yes, but not in times past. The
Government's dispute with the Catholics goes bac!c to 1957.
After 1955 there was the problem of the sects whl.ch wanted
to form states within the State. In 1957 the
the. Catholics
~athohcs wanted
privileges-schools free of Government supervision
supervIsion and separa!e
communities. Their plot attracted few adherents because th.elr
doctrine-the Catholic doctrine-is very clear on the. separation
of the temporal and the spiritual. It is not the same m the c~se
of Buddhism. There is no codified doctrine or clear and preCISe
organization; that is why their plot finds. adherent~. In 1957
the Catholics limited themselves to not vot1l1g for Diem.
The CHAIRMAN: According to a statement made by the Government, all the underground organizations have been destroyed.
Are they all Buddhists, and how many were there?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: The conspiracy was organi~ed by
the Inter-Sect Committee, which represents only a s~ctlOn of
Viet-Namese Buddhism. The others do not ag~ee w~th the,?
but they suffered sympathetically fr~m ~ll of. this. Being ~he~r
co-religionists, they feel a moral solidanty
sohdanty With them. This IS
IS
what the foreigners exploit. The conspiracy took shape only
because of foreign agitators, especially the American Press,
which stirs up world opinion against the Governme?t. All the
organizations were directed by the Inter-Sect Committee.
The CHAIRMAN: The Army and the Government discovered
documents. How many of them may we see?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: You may see all of them.
The CHAIRMAN: I f all the organizations were destroyed the
situation should be better than before and there should be
greater hope for an improvement in the relations between the
Government and the Buddhists. Do you share this hope?
What measures, if any, have been taken in this connexion?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: The Government did not arrest all
the plotters. Most of them are controlled from abroad and we
are not
not' able to arrest them. The Government's policy is not
one of repression, but of prevention and sincere discussion with
the Buddhists. When the Army forced the President's hand so
that he would proclaim a state of siege, the President laid
down two conditions before agreeing: first, the Government
would not make any changes in its policy of conciliation
towards the Buddhists, and secondly, the Army would take
steps to avoid any bloodshed. The Army chiefs were very dissatisfied. They said to me, "The President is trying to square
the circle". The Government did not arrest all the plotters, but
its policy of conciliation remains unchanged because we understand the historical circumstances. The Government knows that
the situation is the same for everyone. We arrest the people who
want to burn themselves, but only in order to discuss matters
with them. We think that there is a misunderstanding, which
the extremists and foreign Governments are exploiting.
The CHAIRMAN: Before leaving New York we were told that
there would be suicides and demonstrations when we arrived
in Saigon. We are very glad that nothing happened. We appealed to the people not to demonstrate. Do you think that
appeal was heeded by the Buddhist community? How effective
was it, and how much should be attributed to measures taken by
the Government?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: The news of your visit had the
effect of encouraging the people to demonstrate. The Government foresaw this and seized documents relating to preparations
for the demonstrations. They came from Buddhist extremists
extremists,
Communists and foreigners. The Government nevertheless dede~
cided to invite the Mission because it found itself in a dilemma:
on the one hand, there was the Russian proposal to extend
the powers of the Commission for Supervision and Control to
our internal affairs, and on the other hand, there was the
proposal for a United Nations inquiry into our internal affairs.
I shall be frank. The Government was forced to invite you to
come and sce anything you wanted. But it knew that that
would create many difficulties. It was too good an oPPortunity
opportunity
for the plotters who wanted to impress the Mission. Before your
arrival many rumours were circulating
circulating, to such an extent that
the United States Embassy took measu~es
measures to safeguard against

any popular demonstrations. The situation is a dr~matic one.
It is a good opportunity for burning a few people ~n orde.r t.o
create an impression. For East and 'West the Buddhist affair. IS
a golden opportunity to divide Viet-Nam, a unique opportumty
to make use of fanaticism against the Government.
The CHAIRMAN: Is the Buddhist community c~-operating
with the Government and the Mission in their deSire no.t to
create an abnormal situation, by refraining from demonstratmg?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Illegal demonstrations are not possible at the moment because the people will not march. The
whole Buddhist business comes down to two, three or four
thousaqd people who were working themselves .up, while the
3 million inhabitants of Saigon and Cholon remamed calm and
indifferent. There were no big demonstrations, but it is possible
~ossib~e
that small demonstrations may take place at several points,
pomts, in
ln
accordance with the tactic of dispersing the police forces. For
example, tomorrow, which is a national .holiday, the;e wil~ no
doubt be demonstrations of fifteen to thirty people 111 vanous
variOUS
districts. They can go ahead. We are trying to prevent the
burnings;
burnings' that is very difficult with the Buddhists because the
monies set
s~t no great store by life. For one reason or another.
renunciation of the world is traditional in eastern philosophies.
The CHAIRMAN: If you expect demonstrations on the 26th,
what measures have been taken in that connexion?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: They will be small demonstrations
of no importance. But the plot is to compel the Government,
by provocation, to make as many arrests as possible and to
provoke bloodshed by shooting at the police. We have not followed the enemy's example. The people who are arrested are
not put in prison, but in youth camps, where we discuss matters
with them. There is no torture.
The CHAIRMAN: How many arrests have there been since
the Mission left New York, for example?
The POLI'r!CAL ADVISER: Thirty to forty. We keep only the
leaders.
The CHAIRMAN: Are they all Buddhists?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Very few are Buddhists. The VietCong has mustered all kinds of people.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the religion of these thirty to fort)'
people?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Some of them belong to a mysterious
political party which professes certain superstitions, called the
Dai Viet Duy Dan. This party began under the Japanese Black
Dragon. All its members are from the north. In point of fact,
the whole Buddhist movement belongs to the north and centre
of Viet-Nam, not the south.
Mr. VOLIO: How many monks, if any, are there in prison as
a result of the recent incidents?
THE POLITICAL ADVISER: The Government's policy is not: to
imprison these people, but to let their leaders be responsible
for them. It is for them to take charge of them. Every day they
talk with them and take charge of them as far as they can.
It depends on them. If they guarantee that these people wiII not
engage in intrigue, we hand them over to them. For the Government it is an internal affair of the Buddhist church. If the
church cannot settle it the .Government is obliged to take O\'er.
O\'cr.
but it is our principle always to give them time to try. VVhen,
after a meeting, they ask the Government to release someone,
he is released. But the Government wants to be sure that there
is an organization capable of absorbing these people. The
Government is responsible for security, that is all. It depends
on them whether they go home or not. The leaders are in the
process of taking the pagodas in hand again. The lay members
had gained control of them and expelled the monks. The
Government has nothing to gain from putting people in prison.
The CHAIRMAN: How many are still in prison?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: About 200 to 300; ask the Minister
of the Interior. The reason is that the Committee of Monks
has not yet intervened to take them over.
.Mr.
GUNEW .A1U>ENE: I would like some clarification. In the
Mr. GUNEW.A1U>ENE:
of' the French occupation the reason invoked is the
history of
torture of French missionaries by Buddhists. Is that correct?
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N?, There was never any persecu. The POI.ITICA.L ADVISF:,R: N?
lion of Catholtcs by Luddhlsts. There was persecution by
c<lucated Confucians.
1!r••
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: V{ere the Catholics in a position of supertonty o....er the re~t of the population under the French
periority
administration?
The POLtTICAL ADVISER: Yes and no. Anti-clerical radicalfreema~(Ins always held a monopoly of posts in
socialists and ~r~ema~(Ins
inistry of the Colonies. Governors and officials
the French AI lIllstry
here were anti-Catholic and anti-clerical. But the Catholic
hierarchy of tllis country was not independent; it was under the
control of the overseas missions of the rue du Bac, Paris. The
parish priests were French, and in France there were Catholic
deputies; the ;l.Ilti-Catholic French officials had to take that into
account in their relations with the French priests. These knew
their law; for example, in real property matters they successfully defended church, otherwise known as Mission, property.
Your remark is therefore correct. French policy was not to
encourage the Catholics; but locally the Catholics had advantages due to their ownership of land. According to Catholic
doctrine, est'lblished authority is entitled to temporal respect.
The anthnri ties, fnrthermore, had confidence in the Catholics
because of their unquestioning obedience to all authority, legal
or de facto.
Mr. GUNEW ARDENE: The French missionaries had complete
freedom of action; now how many Catholics are there in
Viet-Xam? \Yhat proportion of the population are they?
The PO[.l1'ICAL ADVlSER: Ten per cent. Mostly among the
lower classes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many Moslems are there?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: About 70,000 including Indians.
Mr. GUNEWAlUlENE: And Protestants?
THE POLITICAl. ADVISER: I do not know the exact figure j
arc not many of them, but they can expand, thanks to
there are
American p<>wer.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: So 85 per cent are Confucians or
Buddhists?
The POLITICAl. ADVISER: All practise ancestor worship; there
pure Buddhists numbering 2 million, and there are those
are purc
whose rcliRion is a mixture of Taoism and Confucianism. When
statiles in a pagoda, not only a statue of the
yOIl see mu ny statues
lluddha, that indicates a mixed religion.
Mr. GUN~:WARDENE: There are no pure Bnddhists in the
1V0rld; they all call themselves Buddhists.
The POLITICAL ADVISF.R: By "pure Buddhists" I mean those
tn'ing to rid the doctrine of all impurities.
who are tn-ing
Mr. Gu NEWARDENE: How many of the Cabinet are Buddhists?
The POLITICAL ADVISF.R: Three-quarters.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: And how many of the generals!
The POLl'TICAL ADVISER: There are seventeen generals: fourteen are Buddhists, whether pure or not, I do not know; and
three are nominally Catholics.
},,{r. GUNEW ARDENE: How many Buddhists are there in the
AmlY?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: The same proportion as in the rest
of the population. But the great majority practise ancestor
dead; they do not go to the pagoda.
worship, worship of the dcad;
Viet-Narnese are
Viet-Nam is not a religious conntry: the Viet-Namese
more inclined to be free-thinkcrs. They go to the pagoda when
tlley are ill or Imhappy, otherwise not.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Are there any Catholic or Protestant
chaplains in the ArmY?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Yes. But no Buddhists, because they
are against war.
Mr, GUNEWARDENE: How many Buddhist and non-Buddhist
Mr.
schools are tllcre?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: I don't know how many Buddhist
schools there are; they are quite numerous. Of Cath~lic schools
there are "ery few, and they are small schools used III the campaign against illiteracy. They have little money.
in command in SaiMr. GUNEWARDENE: Who is the officer ill
gon? Is he a Buddhist?
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The POLITICAL ADVISER: General La j he is a Buddhist, but
for us that has not so far been a question to be considered in
making our assessment.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: But the Buddhists are concerned about it.
The
T~e POLITICAL
PO~ITICAL ADVISER: We do not wish to enter into those
considerations. Anyone can change his religion. I for instance
consIderatIOns.
am a Cathol ic bltt anti-clerical.
'
,
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Ordinance No. 10 dates back to 1950
does it not?
'
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Yes. To the time of Bao DaL But it
was not a discriminatory measure. It was meant to deal with
the aliens' problems. In 1959 the Government had to deal with
the problem of Chinese congregations.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Under the French administration was
everybody fighting for independence and were religious' considerations put into the background?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Yes, Dut they were exploited.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When independence came did people
wish to return to their religion?
'
The POLITICAL
P,OLlTICAL ADVISER: Yes. It was a way of affirming their
personahty and finding an effective national mystique.
personality
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: The expansion of the Buddhist movement is therefore a natural consequence of independence is
it not?
'
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Yes, it is a very wholesome movement, as I said.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did the Buddhists submit any complaints
to the Government?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Yes, like the others. The Government is bound to separate the spiritual from the temporal. If
the Buddhists want to be a political party, they will be in the
same position as the others, but the spiritual and the temporal
must not be confused.
Mr. AMoR: You told us that the Buddhist problem dates back
to the Second World War, before the end of the colonial era.
Did it arise in the same terms? Did they make the same kind
of complaints?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: At that time there were no corn·
plaints. There was a reform movement, to base doctrine on
Buddhist scholarship. It would be unfair to say that the French
did nothing about it. The Ecole franc;aise d'Extreme Orient
(French School for Far East Studies) did much for Buddhist
scholarships.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: On that question, I should like to ask
how that led to the problem of Buddhist complaints.
The POLITICAL ADVISER: In the historical context of underdevelopment, they deviated from the true doctrine because they
had not enough scholars to make the necessary studies. As a
Catholic, for instance, I do not think the present Ecumenical
Council wi11 do much good unless there is a renewal of theological studies. The quality of theological studies is not keeping pace with the expansion of Catholic action. Who are the
Catholic theologians today? Certainly not the cardinals. It is
a question of having enough qualified people.
Mr. AMoR: There are youth camps in Saigon. Can we visit
them?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: There is one a few kilometres from
here.
Mr. AMOR: Are some of the ringleaders there?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: At Hue, not at Saigon.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: Could the Mission, in order to see
some examples, visit a camp, either at Saigon or at Hue,
and visit a prison? You have told us that there are 300 Buddhist monIes in prison.
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Yes; but I must explain that the
monks are not in prison; they are in the pagodas. That is what
you are here for. They agree with me.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: Why have the 200 to 300 monks in
question not been claimed by the Committee?
The POLITICAL ADVISER.: Because they are not registered.
In our country, you know, anyone can call himself a monk;
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he only has to shave his head and put On a yellow robe. This
must be checked.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: Is the Committee in fact making
such a check?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: Yes, in its own interests, for its
prestige is at stake. But it has to be sure that these people
really are monks.
The CHAIRMAN: We are very grateful to you. As you said,
we are here to find out the facts. We must apologize for
giving you this trouble. If the Mission wants any further
information, could we see you again?
The POLITICAL ADVISER: I should consider it a great pleasure
and an honour. I have a great deal of sympathy with Buddhism. My happiest childhood memories are Buddhist. When
we were children, although we were Catholics, we used to be
taken to the pagoda and we loved the peaceful atmosphere.
There is a great deal of sympathy for Buddhism among the
people.
The CHAIRMAN: This is a Buddhist problem, but it is also
a problem for Viet-Nam, and we are sure that it should be a
matter of concern to you.

D.

MEETING WITH MR. NGUYEN NGOC THO, VICEPRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC

81. The interview with the Vice-President touched
upon various aspects of the Mission's terms of reference.
He spoke in French. The following is the text of the
English interpretation:
The CHAIRMAN: It is a great pleasure to meet you today.
We have met with hospitality ever since our arrival from
your Government. We have profited from information given
by representatives who have explained the situation in your
country and we hope that this will help us to fulfil the mission given us by the United Nations. We have been impressed
by the spirit of co-operation which we have found and which
will certainly permit us to ascertain the facts. We are sure
that your words will also be precious in helping us to fulfil
the task of fact-finding which has ,been entrusted to the
Mission.
The VICE-PRESIDENT: I should be extremely happy to cooperate with the Mission, but I think that the documents
already furnished to the Mission are self·explanatory and I
do not see in what sense I can supplement them.
The CHAIRMAN: If you have views to express to complement
these already given by the representatives of the Government,
the Mission is at your disposal, but I am in complete agreement with you. We have very complete documentation and
information on the situation from the point of view of the
Viet-Namese Government.
The VICE-PRESIDENT: Of course you will understand that I
have no other point of view to express than that of the Government of Viet-Nam. As the Vice-President, I can do nothing else, and I think you have sufficient information. As you
know, before the armed eruptions in the pagodas, there had
been the Agreement of 16 June 1963 which is sufficiently explanatory.
The CHAIRMAN: The Mission would like to lmow if the
Vice-President can give a little more information on the
application of this Agreement.
The VICE-PRESIDENT: The implementation of this Agreement was made extremely difficult by the emotions which
were aroused. As Chairman entrusted with its implementation
I have tried frequently to make contact with the Inter-Sect
Committee to implement the five points. We have tried to
proceed to the sj)Ot and to verify the reports of the Committee but the Committee refused, saying that the Government
had not respected the Agreement.
Mr. KamALA: What were the reasons put forth by the
Inter-Sect Committee to say that the Government has not
respected the Agreement?
The VICE-PRESIDENT: The Inter-Sect Committee alleged
that the Government continued to arrest bonzes and to prevent

ceremonies for the repose of the souls of the victims, and so
on, in this vein.
Mr. GUNEW.A1lDENE: Coming from a Buddhist country, I
want to know how many Buddhists there are in this country.
The VICE-PRESIDENT: The answer is both simple and difficult because Viet-Nam has a mixed population: some Catholics, ~ome being at the same time Buddhists and Confucianists.
There are two kinds of Buddhists: those registered in pagodas
and the others not registered and simply following the traditions of their ancestors.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: It is the same way in all Buddhist
countries where there is a fllsion of Buddhism with traditional
beliefs of the population.
The VICE-PRESIDENT: I agree, but the numbers communicated to you refer only to practitioners registered in the
pagodas.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Not all Buddbists are ever registered
in any country.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you give us an approximate total of
the number of Buddhists registered and non-registered?
The VICE-PRESIDENT: It is difficult; the numbers communicated to the Mission .by the Government are accurate.
The CHAIRMAN: In the world Press there has been publicity about the custom of the flying of flags in Buddhist
pagodas. How far back does this tradition go in Buddhism
and how is this connected with the Buddhist religion?
The VICE-PRESIDENT: I am sorry but I cannot give you
an exact da:te. After the International Congress of Buddhism,
a flag was adopted and since then it has been flown.
The CHAIRMAN: What was the custom similar to this one
before this one was adopted?
The VICE-PRESIDENT: As you know, there are two sects:
the Hinayana and the Mahayana. Only the Mahayana used to
hoist the flag, but now it has become an international practice. After the meeting of all sects, an international Buddhist
flag of many colours was adopted that I understand was meant
to represent the tattered clothes worn by Buddha during the
period of meditation.
The CHAlRMAN: Since when has the Vatican flag been fio.....n
in Viet-Nam?
The VICE-PRESIDENT: I do not know. We did not pay any
attention to this.
Mr. KOIRALA: Is there a record in the census of different
religions practised by the people?
The VICE-PRESIDENT: There is a census of the population
but the religions of the people have never been recorded.
'
Mr. GUNEWAIlDENE: The Mahayana sect is of Chinese origin
and the Hinayana is more often practised in the southern
countri~s of Asia. Apart from the Catholics, are the people
here Hmayana or Mahayana Buddhists?
The VlCE-PllESIDENT: I cannot presume to speak on this
subject. Viet-Nam is a crossroad of religions. The Mahayana
ca.me from China, but the Khmer people belong to the
Rinayana sect.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the present state of relations between the Government and the Buddhist community?
T~e V:ICE-PllESIDENT: The O1airman heard yesterday the
PreSIdent s statement about the efforts which were being made
by the Government to find a solution by conciliation and
appeasement.
Mr. KOI1l.ALA: Was there never a census taken during the
time of French domination which indicated the religions of
the people?
The VICE-PRESID~N.T: A~though I am a former civil servant
of the French AdmInistratIon, I am afraid I do not remember.
As you know, the forms are the same in all countries except
for a few special cases in local areas.
I
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTQ: Can the Vice-President tell us after
what. event the Government became interested in reaching a
solutton by appeasement? Was it strictly religious or not?
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The VICE-PRESIDE~T:
VICE-PRESIDE~T: At the beginning it was strictly religJ?us. At the end,. It may be that some contacts were made
with the COmmU11lsts and the facts took on certain other
aspects.
The
having
having

CHAIRMAN: I wish to thank the
answered our questions. We are
had this opportunity to meet with

Vice-President for
very grateful for
you.

The VICE-PRESIDENT: I thank the Chairman and the Members of the Mission and I hope that my answers will enable
them to distinguish between what is and what is not true
and how they must interpret the facts. As you know in a~
enquiry or investigation or fact-finding you have to 'have a
minimum of factual information but to this is added a personal
factor and what you yourself see as the facts. You have all
the documents and you only have to look at them and to interpret what you see there.

E.

MEETlNG WITH MR. Bur VAN LUANG, SECRETARY
OF STATE jo'OR THE INTERIOR

82. On 24 October 1963, the Mission made a courtesy call on the Secretary of State for the Interior.
The Mission visited the Minister a second time on
30 October 1963 and interviewed him in his capacity
as a member of the Inter-Ministerial Committee.6 The
following is a verbatim record of the second meeting,
taken from the English interpretation of the French
original:
The CHAIRMAN: I would like, first of all, to express the
pleasure of the United Nations Fact-Finding Mission in having
ha.d the opportunity to meet once again with Your Excellency.
Qur request to see you was based on the fact that you were
aa member of the Inter-Ministerial Committee in which Committee you had a role in the matters related to the Buddhist
situation. That is why the Mission thought that your cooperation and assistance in giving us certain facts in which
we are interested may be useful for the fulfilment of our
task.
The questions that we had in mind to ask you were in
part conveyed to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the purpose of providing us with the answers by the authorities of
the Government of Viet-Nam. There are some other questions
which I would like to ask in this meeting, which we have not
yet given to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the purpose
of providing us with the answers.
There was one statement made by the officials of the Govcmment of Viet-Nam to the effect that certain documents
were discovered by the Government and the Army in the
pagodas and Buddhist institutions. These documents undoubtedly are of importance in establishing certain facts or at
least in bringing about the possibility of due consideration
that should be given to the situation in establishing objectivdy the facts that the Mission is seeking to ascertain. This
point was raised in conversations with Mr. Nhu, whom I
asked if it would he possible for the Government of VietNam to make these documents available to the Mission. He
told me that he personally did not see any objection, and that
you and some other governmental departments would he in a
11S in this matter.
position to co-operate with us
I would like to know if you would be able at your convenience, to put these documents at the disposal of the Mission
before our departure from Saigon, since we made a request
e<,trlier to the authorities of the Government in touch with the
Mission for these documents, but we have not yet received
them.
The MINISTER: Would you like me to answer this first
question now?
66 The Inter-Ministerial Committee consisted of the VicePresident tIle Secretary of State for the Interior and the
O!l th.e
Secretary' of State to the Presidency.. It ca~ried O!l
negotiations with the Inter-Sect CommIttee WIth wInch It
reached the agreement of 16 June 1963.
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The CHAIR1£AN: We shall be pleased to have your answer
at any time you find convenient. We are interested only in
in
getting information from you at your own convenience.
The MINISTER: I would like to answer the first question.
First, I am at the disposal of thc Mission. I was sup:POsed
to have an important meeting with the Vice-President at
at
10 a.m., but I have called him because the Mission's visit is
more important and I will stay here to answer your questions
as long as you may wish.
Secondly, as to the documents which Mr. Nhu mentioned
to the Mission, he has also spoken to me about it, and the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Cuu, has also
asked for those documents. They are now being photocopied
or typed, so that before the Mission leaves next Monday, I
shall be pleased to hand to the Mission all the documents
discovered in the pagodas.
The CHAmMAN: I wish to thank Your Excellency very
much for the consideration the Government, and you in particular, have given to this request. I may add however that
the Mission has not fixed the time of its de~artl1re
de~artl1re ~d the
the
time of departure depends on the completion of the work of
the Mission. If we succeed, with the co-operation that we get
from the Government in making the necessary contacts for
for
hearing of witnesses and the visiting of institutions, the Mission may, after the completion of its work, leave immediately
and this may happen to be before Monday. In this case
would like to request you to keep this in mind so that when
our Mission is completed in other aspects, through the cooperation we are getting from the Government in making
arrangements for us, the Mission will not be delayed simply
for certain documents which it has requested and that the
Government has agreed to give it.
The MINISTER: I am in full agreement with the Chairman
of the Mission; it is to our mutual advantage.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much.
Your Excellency, the first point the Mission would like to
know is why Ordinance No. 10 of August 1950 was not
amended in spite of new elections and the democratic Government formed for the last eight years and why the Government which has presumably a majority in the National Assembly did not feel the necessity of amending this Ordinance?
The MINISTER: It is a double question, is it not?

:i

The CHAmMAN: If you consider it is a double question it
it
is up to you, but in any case they are closely related.
The MINISTER: As the Chairman has said, the Ordinance
is dated 1950; it was passed under Emperor Bao Dai's regime.
Since the present Government of the Republic was created in
1954, we have had so much to do because our country is
under-developed and has recently acceded to independence.
Above all, since 1959, we have had to bear a subversive war
which was brought to the very inside of our national territory. Now as to the reason why, although we had new elections and have had a new Government for eight years, we
have not thought of the necessity of amending this Ordinance i
first I want to give you a little historical information on the
question, 011 the regime since 1954.
I was well placed in 1954 to know all about the above
question, because I have been Director of the Cabinet in the
Government since that time when Viet-Nam emerged from the
colonial era; I have always been either Director of Cabinet,
or Minister of Agriculture, National Economy and Finance
and Presidency; before, I was entrusted with the care of
r-e£ugees from North Viet-Nam; that means that I could follow, step by step, the development of the present Government.
The first point. In 1954, we had the war of the Sects simultaneously with the necessity to resettle refugees. As you know,
the war of the Sects was an armed war, wh.ich involved three
sects: Bin Xuan, Roa Hao, and Cao Dai. In 1956, we had
the first election to the Provisional National Assembly. From
1956 to 1959, we had some respite and that would have been
the time for amending or not amending Ordinance No. 10, but

~
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I should ,point out that, according to our Constitution, an
maj ority of the deputies
amendment has to be requested by a majority
in the National Assembly. In the first National Assembly, the
Buddhist representation was enormous; there were very many
Buddhist deputies as well in the election of 1959. There was
no request for amendment of Ordinance No. 10. Consequently,
following the legal procedure according to the Constitution,
there was no request from the Assembly and no amendment
was considered.
COllREA DA COSTA: I would ask for a clarification: is
Mr. COEREA
it a certain number of deputies that have to ask for an amendment, or the majority of the Assembly?
The MINISTER: It is stated in the law that a certain number of deputies have to make a motion for amendment, and
in that case the llroposal
proposal must always be discussed.
The CHAIRMAN: My question was: why did the Government not undertake on its own initiative to amend the Ordinance?
The MINISTER: This is precisely my reply now. In the course
of 1956·1959 and up to May 1963 before the Buddhist situation, the Government was seized with no draft law from the
National Assembly. I had to finish with the first possible
source of amendment which is the National Assembly. We
had two legislatures from 1956 to 1963, and until the Buddhist
crisis broke out the Government had not been asked for any
amendment and had not been seized of any draft amendment
to Ordinance No. 10. The other possible source of amendment is
the Government itself. In order to consider amending or not
amending an .ordinance, there were two considerations: we
had to see, first, the necessity of it and, secondly, to have a
request or demand from the 1l0pulation itself. On the first
point, until the Buddhist crisis of May 1963" we did not see
any major necessity for amending that Ordinance, because,
although its terms were very strict and it provided for very
stdct control of associations, the Government never applied it
stl'ict
strictly.
We were always extremely liberal on religious questions and
especially in regard to Buddhism. Certain provisions of the
Ordinance, such as the obligation to register with the Minister of the Interior the names of the members, of a pagoda,
Committee or a Buddhist association, were most of the time
omitted, especially in the provinces. Until 1960, when I became
Minister of the Interior, it was routine. When I became Minister of the Interior, the routine went on and I did not check,
but in 1963, I opened the records and I found that there were
a number of pagodas and a number of followers and I realized
that we had not applied Ordinance No. 10. Records were not
up to date and that was proof that we had applied Ordinance
No. 10 in a very liberal and flexible way. Pagodas and Buddhist
associations had been formed without being registered; it had
been accepted in fact in the provinces, but there was no record
either in the provincial capitals or in the Ministry of the
pOllulaInterior. From 1954 to May 1963, no request from the population, no letter, was ever received asking for an amendment to
Ordinance No. 10.
I would like to make two clarifications. It was only in May
1963, this year, during the Buddhist crisis, that I wanted to
see my records on the number of pagodas. It was only· at that
moment that I found our records out of date and pagodas
and associations 110t
not registered even in the provinces. We received requests from Buddhist associations in 1960, 1961 and
1962; for example, we received from the provinces of Central
Viet-Nam requests which had to do with what has been called
the struggle between the Catholics and the Buddhists and
f~om the Novitiate, meaning the 'entry into the Catholic religlOn, at the level of village and hamlet in certain provinces
of Central Viet-Nam.
N~ne of these requests, which we investigated on the spot,
mentl.oned the necessity of amending Ordinance No. 10. It was a
question of rivalry between Buddhism and Catholicism. Both
want~d to have more followers; it was an entirely different
questIon.. The secret documents seized in the pagodas, which
gOll1g to try to put at your disposal as soon as possible,
I am g0ll1g

h<'1ck
ha.d
ther l
later
taim
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give ample proof that the Government has given much help
to pagodas and, above all, nothing is said in those documents
about the necessity of amending Ordinance No. 10.
In conclusion, I wish to state that since our agreement of
16 June 1963 with the Buddhist delegations, we have seized
the National Assembly and the latter has constituted an ad hoc
Committee to study the modalities of amending Ordinance No.
th.e meantime, the implem<:ntation
implemcntation of Ordinance No. 10
10. In th,e
has been suspended.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Your Excellency. My next
request for an answer is to a question which contains different lloints,
points, but all closely related to one another:
(a) Could we have an explanation of the fact that before
6 May there were no incidents, at least that we know of, in the
form of the incidents which all of us have heard of after
6 May?
in
(b) There are certain rights and freedoms referred to ill
paragraph 2 of the document "L'Affaire bouddhiste au VietNam", which are normally considered normal rights and freedams as long as they do not incite to violence. How is it that
doms
the Government refers to these as conspiracy?
(c) Did the Government at any time use or bring out tanks
vehiclcs to suppress the movement?
and other armoured vehicles
Generally, and in conclusion, we would like to know as
much as you would wish to tell us on the fact that the Government has absolute proof that these movements included
incitement to violence.
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The Minister asked for clarification on the latter point
to which the Chairman replied:
'
The CHAIRMAN: I mean the movement in general, particularly the things which 'led to the incidents, including the
incidents in Hue.
The MINISTER: I am going to answer the first three questions,
but I shall repeat them to make sure I have understood them
correctly. If I heard correctly, the Chairman wishes an explanation of the fact that before 6 May no incident took place
in the form of the incidents that broke out after 6 May. As
the Chairman has stated, the three points are closely connected, so I may make a statement covering several points. 7
After the Hue incidents, I tried to understand why violence
had suddenly broken out and why, when I had been in Hue
the day before, I had suspected nothing. I had, myself, met
all the monks whom the Mission interviewed yesterday, inclttding Thich Tri Quang, who is in the United States Embassy.
I had talks with them. I explained the circular and discussed
it with them and they gave the assurance that my explanation
was to the point and they were satisfied and quite pleased and
in the circumstances I could go back to Saigon quite reassured.
I was very glad and I left for Saigon without suspecting incidents would break out the next day.
I now wish to clarify certain points. The circular of 6 May
arrived in Hue on 7 May. I myself arrived in Hue on 7 May
at 10 a.m. and half an hour later the leaders of the monks asked
to meet me to explain the content and reason for the circular.
I gave them those explanations and I also gave instructions to
the administrative local authorities provisionally, not to apply
the circular. The reason was that when I arrived in Hue,
from the airport to the city I found all the flags had been
displayed in accordance with the regulations prior to the circular, and it had not been possible to bring down all the flags
from one day to the next. The leaders of the monks were very
pleased. They listened to me and told me I had given complete
satisfaction to their desires. Nothing could be done under
the regulation which I had myself promulgated as Minister of
the Interior, because the Buddhist and national flags had been
hoisted three days before the holiday celebrations.
When I came back to Saigon, on 8 May I heard about
the bloody incidents in Hue. I was very surprised and I went
7 The Minister said that 6 May was the date of the Government circular on the use of flags and that the incident
that the Chairman had been referring to had taken place
on 8 May.
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back to Huc. I asked myself why the leaders of the monks
had given l11e aSSurance that they were satisfied and now
there were incidents. I could not understand at the time, but
later, after we had caught two or three individuals, I obtained this handwritten statement from a close collaborator of
Thich Tri Quang (the monk in refuge at the United States
Embassy), Mr. Dang Ngoc Luu. I read it and then I understood.
The ClI;\IRMAN; \''\here is this marl (Mr. Luu) now?
rhe MlNbTt:R:
MlNbTt:R: He is with us. We hne detained him, and
in his declaratiun he said that the conspiracy (and this is the
reaspn why the w(.rd "conspiracy" is used in the document),
which is a communist conspiracy, dates back to 1960, when
agTcemcnt was readIed on the form of incidents to be created.
I can only conclude that the circular of 6 May was used
only as a plausible reason for creating incidents, since the
conspiracy had already been decided as early as 1960. This
takes care of points (0:) and (b). I now turn to point Cc). I
investigated on the spot the day after the Hue incidents. I
arrived in a city still very excited; demonstrations of certain
groups and indidduals in the streets were still going on. I
ag;tin
ag:tin sa w the leaders of the monks, especially Thich
Truch Tri
Quang, who is now in the United States Embassy. I did not
know at the time that he was the leader because, according
to the hierarchy, he is below the old Reverend you saw at
;\n Quan/{ l'a~o(la, Thich Tinh Khiet. I did not suspect at that
moment the trlle role that Thich Tri Quang played in the incidents. In the course of my investigation on 9 May, I knew
from the declarations of everyone that it was Thich Tri Quang
whD changed everything ill the programme Df the Buddha's
Feast, which had been established in agreement with the local
authorities, and he changed it unilaterally, withDut consulting
the administrative authorities. I thought it would be better to
s/X'ak to him to ask him the wby and how of things, and I did.
When I lIlet him, I reproached him. Only two days before
I had seen him, I had respected him and he had given me
assurance that the explanations I had given him and the
instructions not to clo anything to implement the circular of
6 May f{lr the time being were satisfactory, and one day later
he had created incidents. I wished to speak to him personally.
In my capacity as Minister of the Interior, I did not wish
to sce demonstrations ill tlte streets of Hue, which had been
instigated by him. I may add that I had found him among the
demonstrators ami had him summoned to my office where I
told him that I did not want any more trouble. I put a jeep and
minophonc at his disposal and told him to gD with the Chief
of the Province into the streets to calm the demonstrators. He
said he would rlo it, and in fact he did. It was only a stratagem
to ap[ll'<lSC me. He assured me nothing more would happen and
I returlll'tl to Saigon. Immediately more incidents broke Dut.
I come now to the question of armoured vehicles and tanks,
point (c).
(c). During the night of 8 May (Buddha's Feast),
thl're was an agreed programme which provided for a ~ublic
ceremony in front of the central pagoda. As you know 1I1 all
relig'ious feasts there arc certain celebrations around the
pag,x1as. That Ilight there was to be, at 8 p.m., a public sermon
hv a famnus monk in front of the central pagoda and then
(,ther small popular demonstrations. Thich Tri Quang, howel·er, eliminated this sermon at the last mDment and posted
subordinate monks in certain places to tell the people: "Do
not stay here. Go to the radiD station, becaus.e it will be more
joyful there, more pleasant", so everybody dispersed and went
to the raclio station.
The radio station is a well chosen site becau~e, I ~on't
)'OU are familiar wit~ Hue, there IS a ~ndge
know whether )'OU
IS a crossroad and III
III the
over the River of Perfumes, there IS
centre is the radio station. It was a very gODd place for a
P1lblic demonstration: there are wide avenues leading tD the
radio station and from the bridge new waves o:f people can
arrive all the time. It is extremely difficult to make them
dispcrse. Thich Tri QuanS' waited untU ~e cro-.yd was there,
and then he asked the director of the radiO statiDn !o change
immedia.tely the programme being broadcast. The director ?£
III
the radio station said that the programme had been fixed III
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agreement with the monks j he had tapes which had been
recorded to broadcast at this time with Buddhist hymns and
Dther things provided for, and nDW, the directDr told the monk,
he wanted tD change the prDgramme for his own tapes of
the morning's ceremony.
I must explain that Dn the morning of 8 May there had been
a grandiose ceremDny and Thich Tri Quang had abo changed
that. To illustrate the bad faith Df the Buddhist leaders, including Thich Tri Quang, the latter had invited administrative
personalities of Hue; but there were banners carrying antigovernment slogans, and while it had not been prDvided for in
the programme, Thich Tri Quang seized the microphone and
read the slogans one by one loudly while this was being
recorded. He then made a violent speech against the Government and recorded the crowd's applause. When I went tD Hue,
I heard this, and I asked the administrative auth<lrities why
they had stood by during all this, why they had not left. They
said they had not wished to antagonize the monks, so they
had remained on the rostrum. I certainly would have left to
protest against this. Thich, Tri Quang had changed the programme which is traditionall), the same every year, but the
Chief of Province and Mayor (the same person) said he did
not wish tD antagDnize the leaders of the monks, and that was
the reason why he just remained there, thDugh he was insulted by the slogans and alsD by the speech. This whole ceremony was recDrded on tape, and at 9 p.m. the leaders of the
mDnks wanted to fDrce the director of the radi() station to
broadcast this tape, which had nDt been provided for in the
programme. The director of the radio station said he was unable to change the prDgramme already DU tape at the last
minute, SD Thich Tri Quang incited the Buddhist followers,
who by that time were very numerous, to shout very loudly
and to push the door of the station. The director of the stati<>n
was very frightened and he lock,ed himself inside; then he
telephDned the Chief of the Province and the military authorities, and it was at that time that the Chief of the Province
was alerted. The latter is a practising Buddhist and a recognized spiritual son of the Venerable MDnk Thien Tinh Khiet,
whom YDU have seen at An-Quang Pagoda. He arrived Dn the
scene and saw what was happening, and he spoke words of
appeasement to Thich Tri Quang, but the leader wDuld not
listen. He had to ask :for small tanks, nDt real tanks, but halftrucks cars slightly armoured, to come tD the rescue because
he hD~cd their mere presence would frighten the crowd and
prevent it frDm breaking the doors and windows of the radiD
station. The Chief of the PrDvince was trying to explain to
Thich Tri Quang that the dODrs and windDWs had been locked
because the director of the radio station was afraid fDr his
machines. Thich Tri Quang then ordered the Chief Df the
Province to brDadcast his own programme of the morning
ceremony and he incited some faithful followers, who were
already very excited, to climb on the verandah, break the
windows, force the doors and enter the radio station to force
the directDr to broadcast his programme. At that moment, the
Assistant Chief of the Province told the auxiliary guard of
pDlice to issue warnings to the faithful who were breaking t.he
windows, warning them to climb dDwn and to leave and dISdISperse. They issued several warnings. It was at that mDment that
there were tWD explosions. I was there. I climbed the verandah
and entered and I saw two pools of blood on the verandah,
twD windoV: panes broken, and the ceiling fallen in.
The CHAIRMAN: Were you there personally?
The MINISTER: No. I arrived the next day. The explosions
took place at 8.30 p.m. on 8 May and I arrived at Hue at 9.30
in the morning on 9 May fDr investigation; that was when I
saw all this.
I went to see the bodies of the dead. I found most of them
had the top of their heads blown Dff, that some of them had
many holes made by metal splinters in their chests, but no
wounds below the chest. There was no metal in the bodies,
Dnly holes. I asked the legal doctor to make a post n101'!em
and tD send me the results. He made a very careful exam~na
exam~na
tion made photographs and tDok out the organs for examInation' and sent his findings to me in Saigon.
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Afterwards there were rumours that tanks had driven into
the crowd and crushed people, but the fact is that tarues
tames were
not used, but only light half-trucks and lightly armoured cars,
and that the dead had not been crushed but had had their heads
blowIll off, and had ,been wounded only from the chest up. I
have now in hand the findings of the legal doctor who says
that they were killed by an explosion and a violent blast and
that the eight persons were killed instantly. I want to add that
all the bodies were found on the verandah, none of them in
the courtyard, that there were no holes or metal splinters in
the bodies of the dead and no pieces of metal were found
in the cement verandah. When I came to Saigon, I attended a
meeting between Buddhist leaders and the President, including
Mr. Truyen, who is on your list, but I do not know whether
you have yet seen him.
Mr. Truyen asked me, since I had been there on the spot,
what, according to my enquiry, was the reason for the explosions and the deaths. I told him that I had concluded, according to the specialists in artillery and artificiers, whom we had
consulted in both Hue and Saigon, that it was probably bombs
of plastic and I told Mr. Truyen that we had many bullets
because the United States had given us many free, but we
had no plastic; plastic is the arm of the Viet-Cong guerrilla.
The CHAIRMAN: I am very thankful to Your Excellency for
all the information which you have given us. There may be
one or two clarifications my colleague may ask for that would
be strictly related to the questions and answers just made at
this meeting.
meeting, But before we come to that, I would like to ask
you to take note of certain points that I would like to submit
tg you. Most of tkese are points on which you may provide
us with information later on, at your convenience.
(1) The first thing I would like to know from Your Excellency is if you would kindly give us whatever information
has been made available to you in regard to the suicide
by burning which took place during the stay of the Mission
in Saigon, that is to say, whether the investigation has
bee~ terminated or, if it has not been completed, information to the extent that it is available before the departure of the Mission, including information as to
whether any note has been left by the monk who committed suicide last 27 October while the Mission was in
Saigon and also notes which may have been left behind
by the people who have previously committed suicide
~s well as the :es1;llts of the ~overnment's investigations
m ~1l cases.. ThiS IS al~o a POint on which you can give
us mf~rmatlOn at any .tlme
time convenient to you, and in this
connexlOn we would like to know if the Government at
present is concerned over such other possible acts of suicide.
(2) The Inter-Sect Committee claims that it represented 14
out of 16 sects. We would like a list of the other sects
that kept aloof besides the Co Son Mon.
(3) We would like a list of the demands made by the Buddhists
the Government and a list of the Buddhist groups
from ~he
that slgn:d
sign:d th~ 16. June 1963 agreement with the Gov~rnment, mcludmg rnformation as to what sect or groupI~g each of the s.ignatories represents and what is the
Size, .structure and mfluence of such groups from the point
of view of the Government.
(4) Anoth:r poin~ on which I have a request is the background
of Thlch Tn Qu~ng and, from the point of view of the
~overn~ent of V,e.t-Nam, the circumstances that led to
~IS seekl~g refug~ In the United States Embassy, includ~ng the, mformatlOn as to how he succeeded in getting

mto the Embassy.

(5) The last point is a request for information as to the exact
num~er of students and morucs
mon1cs still in camps 1>risons and

haSPI tals.

'

(6) The Mission would further like to obtain a copy of 0 d'-

nance No. 10.

r

I

(7) The final request is for the background of Mr. Dang Ngoc
L~u.
~u. and a copy of the document of Mr. Luu which the
MIll1ster
Illlster had shown the Mission, if possible.

I wish to thank you once again for the co-o,.eration you
have extended to the Mission this morning, and I wish to repeat
that we do not want this information this morning. Our request
is that it be given to ,us as soon as possible before our departure.
The MINISTER; I am going to reply 'PDint by point to the
seven questions.
(1) As to the suicide of last Sunday, Z1 October, the investigation is being made, the post mar/em has been made.
and yesterday at 4 p.m. we pUblished a communique which
was in the Viet-Namese Press yesterday and broadcast on the
radio and published this morning in the English and the French
Press.
As to a note or notes which would have been left by the man
who committed suicide, I am probably in the same position as
the Mission of having heard about them from foreign press
correspondents who claim that such notes exist. The enquiry
will no doubt establish whether one or several notes were
found. The results of the investigation will be communicated
to the Mission before its departure as well as the results of
enquiries on previous suicides.
The results of the post lnortem on Sund:l.Y's suicide were
made known to me only yesterday because the Public Health
Department was extremely careful in its analysis of the organs.
You can read the communique and the results of the post
mortem are on my desk. The man had acute tuberculosis and
several cavities of several centimetres each in his lungs.
I wish to answer the question of the Chairman as to whether
the Government is concerned about other possible suicides that
may take place. I am going to tell you frankly that our security
services had: very reliable information which proved 100 per
cent right on an underground movement of so-called young
monks who in fact are not real monks but call themselves
monks. They want to offer themselves in holocaust. Ten of
them have. o~ered to burn themselves publicly during the .slay
of the MISSIOn. We managed to get in touch with four of
them, and through our re-education system we were able to
~ave talks with them,. and we asked them: "Don't you like
lde? Have you anything against the Government? Why do
rou want to kill yourself?" Then they wrote a public letter
In which they recognized their error and they volunteered
to go to the radio station to acknowledge those errors and
to appeal to the other five comrades not to listen to unfounded
propaganda and to recognize their error (I remind you Utat
th~r.e were ten. volunteers and one has already committed
sUIcIde). In their letter they state that they were surrounded
and kept under watch in 1>agodas and places other than pagodas
by the ~ndergroun~ movement, and certain persons told them.
~hat dUring the raids on the pagodas since 21 August, which
IS the day when th~ curfew was put into effect, several leader
monks had been killed. That was a lie, but since they were
confined between four walls they were subj ect to all lies and
propaganda and they listened and conceived false ideas on the
way the Government dealt with the leaders of the monks.
When we talked with them, we proved to them that all th~
leaders of the monks were there; none had been killed no
mon~ had been ill-trc.ated, no nun raped and there had
no Violence of any kmd. They recognized their mistake and
ther volunteered to appeal to the other five not to persist in
their enterpr~se. This is the reply to tb,e
th,e question whether the
Government IS concerned over possible new suicides. We have
not been able to find the other five, but we hope that the a
I
ppe.a
made to them by their comrades will be effective.
(2) I shall also give the Chairman the list of members of
sects other than the Co Son Mon.

been

(3) The list of the demands by the Buddhists to th G .
ernment and. the l!st of Buddhists who signed the agr:em~:;
of 16. June, mc1udmg
mc1ud1l1g the names of the groUps they repres~
the sIZe of the group,
.. t:.
~he
grou~, the structure of the group and th
the in:
fluence
uence from the ?oint
?Olllt of view of the Government, W:l
will I~
be
?repared, but I Wish to draw your attention to the fact that
in the agreement .of 16 June between the Government and the
nter-~ect CommIttee we hav~ not many groupings inside th
Buddhist group represented . . The signato'
e
signator'
nes
les were merely
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representatives of the General Buddhist Association. Almost
no other sects were represented by the signatories.
(4) I shall give NU the background of Thich Tri Quang.
We have very reliable information on his background which
we shall communicate tu the 01airman. He used to be a high
cadre of the Communist Viet-Cong and our secret records
contain proof of it. We shall communicate this to the Mission.
As to why he took refuge in the United States Embassy and
also how he succeeded in entering the Embassy, I shall give
a written reply after going Over my investigation notes and
my records in ordcl'
ordel' to gi\'e
gh'e more detail.
The CHAIRMAN: We would also like to know why he chose
the United States Embassy?
The MnUST£R: I shall also give a written reply on this point,
but I can tell you right now that, according to documents
seized in the pagodas and also accordi ng to the statements
by Tllich Tam-Olau who was in charge of the relations with
the foreign Press in the Inter-Sect Committee, he often contacted foreigners to demand the overthrow of the Government.
Those statements contain the names of foreigners that were
contacted, but I shall give you a reply in writing. I may
Quote a few names of foreigners mentioned in the statement
for your information: Cumming, Boggs. Before I communicate
this information, however, I have to ask permission from my
Government, because 1 am not the whole Government, and in
\'iew of our relations with the United States I must first
consult my colleagues in the Government. But, personally,
to shed light on the Buddhist question I tell you this discreetly.
(5) As to the exact number of students and monks still
in camps and hospitals, this is within my power, and I shall
give you a list of those names.
(6) As to providing the Mission with a copy of Ordinance
No. ID,
10, this morning before the departure of the delegation
going to Hue, the Secretary-General of the Ministry for
Foreign Affairs called to say that Mr. Volio had asked for
the text of the Ordinance and other information. It is my
(lf this Ordinance to each member of the
duty to give a copy of
Mission and it is being typed. s Also for clarification, I wil1
give you the text of the Law of 1933 and 1939, passed under
French administration, which regulated the Catholics, to enable
you to compare ,lOd see the dilTerence of treatment of Catholicl;
and Buddhists under colonial rule and now.
(7) As to :Mr. Luu's statement. I agree to give you the
information and I am already having the statements photocopied.
iniormation
The CHAIRMAN: I have consulted my colleagues and we are
satisfied with
with the
the answers you have given us for Ule time being,
1>eing,
satisfied
and we
we have
have nothing
\lathing to add at this present stage. The repreand
sentative of
of Brazil
Brazil has, however, two requests to make.
sentative

Mr. CORRiA
CORRiA DA COSTA: I would ask for photographs and
Mr.
of the
the post
post tfIortr-1/I
tfIortC'"/II on the eight killed in Hue in May
results of
results
and the
the text
text of the speech Thich Tri Quang made that
and
morning, which
which he. wanted broadcast that evening, and which
morning,
of the station refused to broadcast.
the director
director of
the
[rh.... Minis/er
Minis/er agreed Jo prrn-ide
prrn-ic!e those doclI.me1lts.]
c!oCfl.mellts.]
[rh
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: This is not a question. but I wonder if you
The
give me
me an idea if it \vould
,vould be possible for us to contact
could give
could
those four
four people
people who wanted to commit suicide, but whom
those
h.as succeeded
succeeded in
in persuading not to, for an
the Government
Government has
the
interview.
interview.
MINISTER: Yes.
Yes. This
This is
is also within my powe: to arThe MINISTER:
The
range. At
At your
your convenience,
convenience, please
please state the date: time and
range.
place where
where )'OU
)'OU want
want to
to sec
sec them.
them. Do you leave It to me to
place
the arrangements
arrangements with
with your
your secretariat?
make the
make
The CHAIRMA!'l:
CHAIRMAl'l: When
When we
we go
go back
back to our office, I shall have
The
at the
the programme
programme and
and will inform your office about
look at
aa look
The place
place would probably be the H~tel
the date
date and
and the
the place.
place. The
the
Majestic, but
but II can
can tell
tell Your
Your Exc~\l~ncr
Exc~\l~ncr that w~ would lIke
Majestic,
to wait
wait until
until the
the return
return of
of the
the MiSSIon s delegatIOn to Hue.
to
The text
text of
of Ordinance
Ordinance
88The
in Viet-Namese.
Viet-Namese. For
For the
the
in
ann~?\
ann~?\

XV.
XV.

No. 10
10 was
was given
given
No.
translation of
of the
the
translation

to the Mission
to
Ordinance, see
Ordinance,
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~ince .they
.they are
are supposed
supposed to
to return
return on
on Thursday
Thursday morning,
morning, the
the
~ince
mtervlew would
would not
not be
be before
before that
that time.
time. However,
However, ifif you.
you.
mtervlew
personally, and
and your
your Government
Government have
have any
any special
special consideration
consideration
personally,
about the
the place
place [or
[or hearing
hearing them,
them, II should
should not
not insist
insist upon
upon
about
their coming
coming to
to the
the hotel,
hotel, but
but we
we will
will see
see them
them anywhere
anywhere
their
may choose.
choose.
you may
The MINISTEIl.:
MINISTEIl.: Thank
Thank you,
you, Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. II shall
shall give
give you
you
The
this point
point shortly.
shortly.
all clarifications on this
The CHAIR,MAN: We
We would
would like
like to
to see
see them
them all
all in
in one
one place
place
easier and
and less
less time
time would
would be
be wasted.
wasted.
since that would be easier
agreed.
The MINISTER: It is agreed.
to thank
thank the
the Chairman
Chairman for
for having,
having, in
in his
his
I would now wish to
impartiality in
in the
the Mission's
Mission's investigations,
investigations, given
given
desire for impartiality
me the opportunity to
to give
give him
him many
many details
details on
on the
the question
question
concerned, which
which isis the
the crisis
crisis in
in the
the relarelaover which we are concerned,
Buddhist community
community and
and the
the Government.
Government.
tionship between the Buddhist

F.

MEETING
MEETING

WITH
WITH

MR.
MR.

NGUYEN
NGUYEN

DINH THUAN,
THUAN,
DINH

SECRETARY OF
OF STATE
STATE TO
TO THE
THE PRESlDENCY
PRESlDENCY
SECRETARY

83. The Mission visited the Secretary of State
State to
to
the Presidency, Mr. Nguyen Dinh Thuan, on
on 30
30
October 1963 and interviewed him in his capacity
capacity as
as
a member of the Inter-Ministerial Committee.
Committee. He
He
record
spoke in French. The foJlowing is a verbatim record
of the English interpretation:
The MINISTER: You have been received
received by
by the
the President,
President,
the Vice-President and many other Government
Government personalities.
personalities.
You know the question very well.
The CHAIRMAN: As you have mentioned,
mentioned, we
we have
have seen
seen some
some
of the authorities of the Government of South
South Viet-Nam
Viet-Nam and
and
we had very useful meetings with them. They have been kind
kind
enough to provide us with answers to our questions
Questions from
from
the point of view of the Government of South Viet-Nam but
but
we thought we should take some of your time also in connexion
connexion
with the role played by the Inter-Ministerial Committee of
of
which you are a member. So, in that capacity the Mission
Mission
thought it would be very useful if we came to visit you and
asked for some clarification and information from your point
of view in regard to the relation between the Government of
the Republic of Viet-Nam and the Buddhist community in
in
connexion with the present situation.
The MINISTER: It is true I was a member of the InterMinisterial Committee which was presided over by the ViceVicePresident and of which the Minister of the Interior was also
a member and my point of view is that which has been given
to you by the President of the Republic, the Vice-President,
the Political Adviser and the Minister of the Interior. My
point of view is identical with theirs; it is the official point
of view.
The CHAIRMAN: I see your point. In the light of the statement you have just made I shall try to the extent possible,
if not absolutely to ask for some clarification and explanation
from you which have not already been asked from the Minister of the Interior, noting that on all of the questions you
do not have to express any views of your own and that your
point of view is identical with that of the Minister of the
Interior.
mem1>er of the Government and the
The MINISTER: I am a member
Government is a body whose point of view has already been
expressed to you by the most qualified persons.
The CHAIRMAN: Could you tell us. please, what is meant by
social Buddhism?

The MINISTER: It is difficult because if you speak of the
various religious tendencies of the population, there has not
but I can say, grossO' modo,
been so far a precise census hut
modo, that
the majority of the population is not Buddhist; it is in my
opinion and that of many persons, rather ~nf.ucian.
~nf.ucian. I~r.
I~r
sonally do not see the difference between sOCIal
SOCIal BuddhIsm
and religious
religious Buddhism.
Buddhism. II see
see the
the population
population is
is made
made up
and
up of
of
Buddhists, Confucians,
Confucians, Catholics,
Catholics, Protestants
Protestants and so
Buddhists,
so forth.
forth.
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,pIe in Confucianism, the only cult is the cult of the
example
FFor exam
,
B h'
. , h t f B ddh
udd IStS It
a 0of Buddha.
u
a.
Trung
T~~ng Sisters
Siste;s whereas for Buddhists
it IS
is tthat
That is the only difference.
•
The CHAIRMAN : We understand
unde~stand there was a specIal
special com'mission
. mission put up to amend Ordina~ce
Ordlna~ce No. 10. Could you p~ea~e
tell us what was the outcome, If any, of the work of thIS
thiS
Committee?
The MINISTER: First I ':'lant to stress ~ne po~t. There have
thIs
this Ordmance No. 10.
beenm any misunderstandmgs about
..
'ICo'
have exas a member of the Inter-MIllistena
Inter-Mm~stena . mmlttee,
a:,e.
II,, as
.
d
'
th
. t'IOns
1 ined to the Buddhist DelegatIOn dunng
unng thee negotla
negotiatIOns
[h:t Ordinance No. 10 was passed in 1950: that i~, und~r .the
Bao Dai regime, and it does not concern Its~lf :"Ith
:"lth rehglous
religIOUS
matters. I am convinced of it; I have studied It thoroughly
and ·the Buddhists understood when I told them. that the
Ordinance is about the status of property of the var!ous associations, either lay or religiou~. This. is the first poInt.
'POmt. As.to
the question asked by the ChaIrman,
Chamnan, 111
In the course of negotiations after the matter had been settled and we had come to
an ~greement, the communique of .16
16 June was published,. in
which it was stated that the NatIOnal
National Assembly was gomg
to study the problem to amend Ordinance No. 10. That would
take several months, probaWy until April 1964 v.:hen we hope
the work will be completed. This date was fixed m the Agreement with the Buddist delegation and I want to stress that
the special committee is a committee of the National Assembly
and not of the 'Executive.
The CHAIRMAN: There is one point on which we would like
some clarification as precisely as you may wish. That point
is the following: the contention of the Government has been
that the Government never arrested Buddhist followers solely
because they were Buddhists. We would like to know how it
is then that all those people who have been detained, whether
students or others, are only Buddhists, including the monks,
. who took part in previous negotiations.
The MINISTER: This is the position of the Government. I
have been working with the Government for a long time and
I know that there has never been any discrimination against
Buddhists or others. No action has ever been taken against
anybody simply because he was Buddhist or anything else
and I am convinced that the qualified person to answer this
is the Minister of the Interior who must have given the Mission
all necessary explanations in this respect. I only k,now that the
position of the Government is not to discriminate. The position
of the Government, as you know it, because it is clearly, concisely and precisely stated in all the documents which have
been communicated to you, is not to discriminate. As to your
specific question, I repeat that the Minister of the Interior is the
most qualified person to answer.
The CHAIRMAN: I would like to make it quite clear that I
have noted that your views are identical with those of the
Minister of the Interior and that is quite understandable. As
said,. I did not put to you questions that had already been
I said"
the'-other
other members of the Government whom we have
asked the
seen and to which they were kind enough to give answers.
I would like to make it clear that we did not interview the
Minister of the Interior this morning in his capacity as Minister of the Interior. We interviewed him, as I made it clear
at the beginning of the meeting, in his capacity as a member
of the Inter-Ministerial Committee. Since that is the nature
of this interview also, I hope Your Excellency will agree with
me that although I could ask his opinion as one member of
the -Committee while I had asked it from other members of
the Committee, still I have refrained from asking you any
questions. that have been asked from the Minister of the
questions,
Interior. The questions I have put to you I have not put to
the Minister of the Interior. So if Your Excellency will cooperate with the Mission and let us know your own point of
view, either the Government's or your own personal point of
<In the questions, it would be a great help to us. My
view <In
understanding is that since the Inter-Ministerial Committee
has been involved in the general situation of the relations of
the Government of South Viet-Nam and the Buddhist community and since we are interested in finding facts in relation
to the actions of the Government and the Buddhist community

in this country,
country any question in relation with this will.
will be perrele~ant to be asked of the members of thIS
this Comtinent and relevant
mittee. That is why we put these questions to you.
The MINISTER: First, I want to clarify one point. The Chairman said that my point of view was the same as that of the
Minister of the Interior but I want to stress that I mentioned
several names, among them, the President, the Vice-President
and the Minister of the Interior. My point of view is identical
with that of the Government, not only of the Minister of the
Interior but that of the Government, and that point of view
has already been stated in the documents as well as by the
President of the Republic himself. On the point of the arrests,
-point of view, the GovernI answered that, according to my ,point
ment has never arrested anybody simply because he was
Buddhist or anything else. I assume that the people who had
been arrested had had illegal activities but I cannot give any
details because as I said the most qualified man to give those
details is the Minister of the Interior and the Mission should
have asked him the question. In my capacity in the InterMinisterial Committee, I negotiated with the Buddhists but not
against.
The CHAffiMAN: Your position is quite clear but we want our
own position to be clear to you. I did not mention the President, the Vice-President or the others. We had conversations
with them in their capacity as members of the Government
of the Republic of Viet-Nam but with the Minister of the
Interior and with yourself the interviews are in your capacity
as members of the said Committee. In other words, our interviews with you are not only interviews as officials of the
Government. We have requested an interview with you and
the Minister of the Interior in your capacity as members of
the Inter-Ministerial Committee as witnesses and I want to
mak;e it quite clear to you that if you do not wish to answer
any of our questions, we do not wish to force you to answer.
answer•
And if your position is that of the Government on whatever
I have asked you I will just take note of that and will be
satisfied.
The MINISTER: Since you asked me questions as a member of
the Inter-Ministerial Committee, I shall tell you that the arrests
are the suhject
subject of an exchange of correspondence between
the Buddhist delegation and the Inter-Ministerial Committee.
Those specific questions were asked by the Buddhist delegation
of the Vice-President, that is to the Inter-Ministerial Committee, and each letter contains specific replies on each arrest.
The correspondence is very voluminous. I cannot remember
the details. The best is for the Mission to look at the correspondence which must be in the documents which have been
communicated to it.
The CHAIRMAN: We will of course go through all the documents we have received. We have gone through some of the
documents we have received and the questions we put to you
are for clarification of points we want to understand more
clearly. There are certain things that are not quite clear to us
and that is why we want your assistance. We would like a
clear picture of the views of the Government on the situation.
The MINISTER: Since the question is asked of me as a member of the Inter-Ministerial Committee, I can say that during
the time that this Inter-Ministerial Committee was functioning,
I was informed of all that exchange of correspondence but I
feel I am only qualified to answer in this way. Every time
there was an arrest or a confiscation there were letters of
protest to the Inter-Ministerial Committee and the Committee
replied. That is all I can say. It is not because I am not willing
to co-operate.
The CHAIRMAN: Of course, I could not imagine such a thing.
We understand that there was an agreement on 16 June, an
understanding reached on certain points, for example, that
on national holidays only the Viet-N'amese flag would be
hoisted and on Buddhist holidays the Buddhist flag would be
hoisted next to the national flag. That is a problem with which
you are familiar. I merely want to know if, in your opinion,
as far as your information goes, this Agreement has been fully
implemented or are there shortcomings, and if there are, what
are they?
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Agenda item 77
The
Agreement of 16 June 1963 was signed
MINISTER: The Agreement
The MINISTER:
Vice-President
at
on 16 June. It was agreed between the Vice-President
at dawn 011
BUddhist~
Oll
President
of
the
Committee,
Oll
the
one
hand,
and
the Buddhist~
ee,
Committ
t
Presiden
required
Agreement required
on
implementation of the Agreement
?th~r, that the implementation
on the ?th~r,
promulgate
aa certam
certam time lag because we had to have time to promulgate
to
country to
it to mak.e this Agreement
Agreement known over the whole country
for
time for
of time
the most Isolated areas and it required a minimum of
there
If there
Agreement. If
implement the Agreement.
the
understand and implement
tlle people to understand
few
were
allY
shortcomings,
they
occurred
during
the
first
few
ings,
shortcom
were
deleAgreement between the deledays
days after the signing of the Agreement
shortcomings.
gations
gations but I am sure that later there were no shortcomings.
told
clearly, told
er
rememb
,
Republic
~f
the
Republic,
I
remember
clearly,
The Vice-~residellt
of
Vice-!'resident
Agreeimplementation of the Agreethe
Delegation that the implementation
Buddhist DelegatIOn
the Buddhist
this.
on this.
ment would take at least two weeks and they agreed on
The
understand that the delay in imp1e.CHAffi:t.IAN: Do I understand
The .CHAffi:t.IAN:
required
implementation required
mentatlOn
mentatlOn was only due to the fact that implementation
situation
time
incorrect, may I ask you what is the situation
time and, if I am incorrect,
present
the present
Agreement at the
as to the implementation
implementation of the Agreement
time?
declared,
The
MINISTER: Shortly after the state of siege was declared,
The MINISTER:
statement
the
Presiden t of the Republic himself made an official statement
the President
of
Agreement of
according
according to which the various points of the Agreement
implemented.
16 June were still in force and implemented.
help
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: I have one question which, will help
situation
me
understand better the context of the over-aU situation
me to understand
to
specifically to
with regard to the Buddhists
Buddhists and which refers specifically
"Affaires
document entitled "Affaires
the
Committee. The document
the work of the Committee.
Committee
Inter-Ministerial Committee
bouddhiques"
indicates that the Inter-Ministerial
bouddhiques" indicates
the
negotiations with the
was
was created to establish contact and negotiations
Inter-Se ct
continues saying that the Inter-Sect
Inter-Sect
Committee. It continues
Inter-Se ct Committee.
comBuddhist comCommittee
represented one part of the Buddhist
Committee only represented
that
and that
munity and that twenty organizations
organizations were kept outside and
ComInter-Sect Comwni1e
discussing with the Inter-Sect
Committee was discussing
wni1e your Committee
its
continuing its
Association was continuing
mittee
Buddhist Association
mittee the General Buddhist
camp.1ign
of the
the first
first
incitement which led to the burning of
camp.1ign of incitement
was
Committee was
Inter-Se ct Committee
monk. Now, l11y
my question is, if the Inter-Sect
monk.
it
was
why
ity,
commlm
representing
only
one
fraction
of
the
commlmity,
why
was
it
representing
Committee
Inter-Sect Committee
that
Committee only dealt with the Inter-Sect
that the Committee
tions the General Buddhis
cOJwersations
Buddhistt
thus leaving outside of the cOlwersa
in
engaged
the
alleged
activities
Association
which
precisely
was
Association
asked
Association not also asked
which led to this? Why was the Association
which
to join in?
Tile MINISTE
MINISTER:
Buddhistt groups
groups
R: If you ask me how many Buddhis
Viet-Nam,
because
there are in Viet-Na
m, I must say that I don't k,now because
ee is
ct Committ
Inter-Sect
Committee
is aa name
name
there are several of them. The Inter-Se
several
ts
represen
It
es.
themselv
Buddhists
themselves.
represents
several
created
ts
Buddhis
the
by
created
groups and the prime mover is the General Buddhis
Buddhistt AssoAssogroups
ct
Inter-Sect
ciation which, while being the prime mover of the Inter-Se
matter
a
not
was
It
.
activities
its
with
activities.
not
a
matter
Committee,
011
went
Committee,
ons.
ncgotiations.
of being kept outside the negotiati
nd correctly that while
:Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: Do I understa
understand
while
Mr.
on, the
Inter-Sect
Committee
cngaged in the negotiati
negotiation,
the
tee was engaged
ct Commit
the Inter-Se
tion was busy doing other things?
General Buddhis
Buddhistt Associa
Association
things?
MINISTER:
phase it
it
The MINISTE
R: There were two phases. In the first phase
The
ion that raised the question
Buddhistt Associat
Association
question
was the General Buddhis
d them. In the second phase it
of demands and presente
presented
it was
was
tee.
ct Commit
Inter-Sect
Committee.
the Inter-Se
Mr. CoRREA DA COS'L'A: My seoond question is of the same
same
Mr.
nd better the
understand
the context
context
nature also to assist me and to understa
of tne Buddhis
Buddhistt question
question.. This documen
documentt indicated that
that before
before
tee and the InterInter-Ministerial
Committee
Interthe creation of the Inter-M
inisterial Commit
the
ons
ent asked to have negotiati
Committee,
Government
negotiations
tee, the Governm
Sect Commit
ion
Associat
the
and
ion
Associat
with
the
General
Buddhist
Association
Association
t
Buddhis
with
ions
negotiations
of Sangha. I would like to know why in these negotiat
ity, other big
community,
big sects
sects
which covered only one part of the commun
million
2
over
have
to
claims
like
the
Co
Son
Mon
million
which
SOil
like
memberss were not also invited to take part?
member
The MINISTE
MINISTER:
Also,
R: Because they had no demands to submit. Also,
The
Man, the
the others
others
even if we had wanted to have the Co Son Mon,
would have said no because they don't want to have the same
same
would
es.
difficulties.
things we do and that would cause difficulti
ion. There
IGNACIO-PINTO:
clarification.
There
-PINTO: I wish to have some clarificat
Mr. IGNACIO
are two associati
associations,
Buddhistt
ons, are there not? The General Buddhis
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Association
Association of the Sangha. Do I underAssociation and the Association
Association is an
stand
stand correctly that the General Buddhist Association
association
of
monks
and
laymen
while
the
Sangha is an
association
association
association of monks only?
The
y?U refer to the first point
sor~ but if you
M~NISTER: I am sorry
The M~NISTER:
organizations
II made,
1f you ask me detailed questions on the organizations
made, 1f
as
of
Buddhists in my country, I am afraid I cannot answer' as
of Buddhists
Association there' are
far
Buddhist Association
know, in the General Buddhist
as II know,
far as
both monks and laymen.
understand
The
CHAIRMAN: I will prove to you that I don't understand
The CHAIRMAN:
French.
French. When you say that you cannot answer, what do you
mean?
•• The
MINISTER: I mean that I cannot answer because of my
The MINISTER:
19norance.
19norance.
The
CHAffiMAN: It is difficult for me to take note of this
The CHAffiMAN:
is
Buddhist problem is
declaration.
understand that the Buddhist
declaration. Since we understand
not
teU me as precisely or as genyet solved could you please tell
not yet
erally
you wish, though without details, if you so desire,
as you
erally as
to
non-participation of so many sects in the
extent the non-participation
what extent
to what
negotiations
Government has affected and delayed
negotiations with the Government
problem?
the solution of the problem?
The
MINISTER: As regards the first part of the question, the
The MINISTER:
Government
repeatedly that the Buddhist problem
Government has stated repeatedly
has been settled.
The
'Excellency, I wish to thank you and
CHAffiMAN: Your 'Excellency,
The CHAffiMAN:
co-operation
find
myself obliged to ask you to cease your co-operation
find myself
questions.
because we have no further questions.
The
MINISTER: It was a great pleasure to meet the Mission
The MINISTER:
personality
and
s[lecially on the charming personality
comment s[leeially
and II wish to comment
of the Chairman.
Chairman.
The
CHAIRMAN: It was a great .pleasure for all of us and
The CHAIRMAN:
II thank
clarification you have made which
thank you sincerely for the clarification
is
of
great
assistance.
You
have
made clear the point of view
e.
assistanc
great
is of
of the Government.
Government.
The MINISTE
MINISTER:
R: I don't know whether I have clarified anyThe
thing for the Mission, hut I did my best.
The CHAffiMAN:
CHAffiMAN: You did, indeed.

G.
G.

MENT
INTERVIEW
GOVERNMENT
IEW IN HUE WITH THE GOVERN
INTERV
OFFICE R OF THE
COMMANDING
DELEGATE,
NDING OFFICER
TE, THE COMMA
DELEGA
OFFICIA LS
FIRST
FIRST CORPS AND OTHER OFFICIALS

nding Officer
84. On 30 Octobe
Octoberr 1963, the Comma
Commanding
84.
's
nt to the Mission
of the First Corps made a stateme
statement
Mission's
of
report
verbatim
a
is
g
delegation
to
Hue.
The
following
followin
delegation
nding Officer and
interview
Commanding
w with the Comma
of the intervie
other officials in Hue:

Mr. AMOR:
AMOR: I would like to thank you for the kind reception
Mr.
Viet-Nam..
that you
you have given us in this capital city of Central Viet-Nam
that
GovThe United Nations Mission was invited by you and the GovThe
enunent to visit Hue. Unfortun
Unfortunately,
ately, the whole Mission was
enunent
not able
able to come here because some of the work had to be
not
n has delegated
done in
in Saigon
Saigon and that is why the Chairma
Chairman
done
the three of us.
n about your
We shall not fail to report to the Chairma
Chairman
We
e.1:pose of the incidents in Hue and we thank you in advance
e.1:pose
tion.
co-operation.
for all of your co-opera
We would
would also be grateful if we could have a copy of the
We
ts which you
translation
documents
on of the speech and of the documen
translati
have provided
provided,, in English and French.9
ts will be
The GOVERNM
GOVERNMENT
DELEGATE:
documents
E: The main documen
ENT DELEGAT
The
translated
are
d into English and French. On the table over there are
translate
the original documen
documents,
them.
ts, if you would like to examine them.
the
These were talcen on 21 August from 1lagodas and include
These
records of trials as well as letters written by bon~es
bon~es and other
records
persons. They are authentic
authentic.. We
Wc can translate any part you
persons.
would like to have.
99 The

Mission did not receive these texts.
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I also have here with me representatives of the civilian,
military and judicial branches of the Administration. Most of
are Buddhist-Confucians and the rest are almost all one
them arc
subject
or the other, so we can answer any questions on this suhject
all
which you might like to ask. In principle, we are almost an
Buddhists.
IO
Mr. VOLIO: I would like the names of all these officials.10
Mr. AMOR: The Mission would like to request your help
answering questions that wc might ask during our stay in
this city.
Mr. VOLIO: To whom may I address my questions?

The GOVERNMENT DELEGATE: To any of us.
Mr. VaLID: Is it true that on 7 May the Army removed an
Buddhist flags?
The COMMANDING OFFICER: The Army had nothing to do
with this 7 May affair. It never got mixed up in this matter
of flags.
Mr. AMOR: Was the question of flags raised in Hue in connexion with the Buddhists?
The COMMANDING OFFICER: There was a misunderstanding
of the order of the Government to request the people not to
fly the Buddhist flag above the national flag. Only a small
number of Buddhists thought that they had been forbidden
to use the flag at all.
AMoR: What is the proportion of Buddhists to Catholics
Mr. AMOR:
in Hue?
The GOVERNMENT DELEGATE: I cannot give you the exact
number now. The majority is Buddhist. I will have it looked
up in our documents.
Mr. AMOR: Can you tell me now the approximate proportion?
The GOVERNMENT DELEGATE: In principle in the country we
have a majority of Confucians. Naturally there are Buddhists
and Catholics, particularly in Hue, because here there were,
a long time ago, families of kings, mandarins, and civil servants.
Approximately 30 per cent are Buddhist. The rest are Confucian and Catholic. I can now give you some of the figures
from our documents on the proportion among Government civil
servants in the Delta of Central Viet-N am. There are 25 per
cent Catholic, 31 per cent Buddhist and 42 per cent Confucian.
I would like to add a few more remarks. I would like to
point out that it is exceptional for Hue and Central Viet-Nam
to have as we do here all the representatives of the administration. We do this in order to show you our obj ectivity and
our desire to supply you with information which will help
with your work. We have here the military, the judiciary,
you with,
religious groups, representatives of the people and the Dean
of the University. We have asked the first and second in
charge in each field to receive you here in order to be able
to give you whatever exact statistics you may wish to have.
Moreover you can ask them or any other inhabitant of Hue
to come to see you at any time you wish during your stay.
You may inform me or not, as you wish. I tell you this, because
we have a special situation here. Since Hue is a Buddhist
city, the military and the Government have much respect for
IBuddhism and it would be difficult to carry out our duties
'Buddhism
without regard to Buddhism. It is very important to point out
how the civil and military officials of the Administration behave
towards Buddhists here.
Mr. VOLIO: Is it true that as a part of a traditional holiday
custom and in accordance with past practice and previous
agreement with the authorities, the local radio stations broadall the Buddhist celebrations?
cast a tape 011
COMMAl'fDING OFFICER: It has been a tradition to reproThe COMMANDING
duce the religio\1S ceremonies whenever there has been a religious ceremony held. But the texts must be looked over
0'£ the radio station in order to find out
first by the personnel 0-£
whether they contain political propaganda against the Governfully free to broadcast anything connected
ment. They are fu11y
10

The Mission did not receive this list.

with religion provided it does not mix in political affairs.
This is according to our tradition and is true for all religions,
Buddhist or Catholic.
Mr. VOLIO: Is it true that on the evening of 8 May, a honze
bonze
took a tape on the Buddhist celebrations to the local radio
station and the Director of the station declined to broadcast
it, and if so, on what grounds?
The COMMANDING OFFICER: This is not true. The message
had been recorded in the morning to be broadcast on the radio
in the evening. But there is a difference. The Reverend Thich
Tri Quang took advantage of this occasion to insert in the
broadcast some passages against the Government and the
Director of the radio station wanted to have several passages
which included insults against the Government removed. If
such a demand was met, the message would be broadcast. They
refused to comply, the Buddhists tried to invade the radio
station to destroy it, and a riot took .place.
Mr. VOLIO: Could you give us more details on how the riot
took place?

[
\l

The COMMANDING OFFICER: The Buddhist supporters of
Reverend Thich Tri Quang, on the evening of the broadcast,
assembled around the station in order to put pressure on the
Director to broadcast the entire text, including the insults
against the Government. But the Director refused, and that is
why the riot broke out.
Mr. AMOR: Had it been a tradition to broadcast Buddhist
features in connexion with Buddhist celebrations every year?
The COMMANDING OFFICER: Yes, every year on all religious
celebrations.
Mr. VOLIO: Is it true that in the 3 June demonstrations a
toxic gas was used?
The COMMANDING OFFICER: Toxic gas was never used on
3 June to disperse the demonstrators, as was alleged by the
Press and the Buddhist extremists. The Army was called on
to help the local police to disperse the demonstrators. The
police had made an effort to persuade the population to disperse
according to the rules, but after many appeals, the people
would not do so. Finally, the police called on the Army to
assist them, and they came with tear gas bombs. After asking
the populace once more to disperse, when the extremists refused
to comply, we used tear gas to disperse them. Some of them
were too close and were of course affected, but it was only
tear gas like that which is used everywhere in the world in
this sort of situation.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You have conceded that Hue is a Bud.
dhist town. It is in fact the ancient seat of Buddhist culture
in Viet-Nam. My information is that only 5 per cent of the
population here is Catholic. Is that true?
The GOVERNMENT DELEGATE: I can tell you right away that as
all registered, so
far as the Catholics are concerned, they are a11
that is easy to ascertain. To distinguish between Buddhists and
Confucians is more difficult. When you look for Buddhist
origins, for people who have one name of Buddha and who
have been registered in a pagoda, these number less than
10 per cent. Confucians and Buddhists are mixed together.
In principle, all Viet-Namese are Confucians, but now some
of them go to pagodas and are also Buddhists. They ask for
monks to come to their homes to celebrate Buddhist rites and
have a sympathy for Buddhism without exactly being Buddhists.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Before Wesak festival there was a
celebration of the 25th anniversary of the' ordination of
Monsignor Thuc?
The GOVERNMENT DELEGATE: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How long did this celebration last, and
when did it finish?
The GOVERNMENT DELEGATE: The celebration was after 8
May, not before.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: But there was a celebration of some
sort in this connexion hefore Wesak.
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The COMMANDING OFFICER: He had been named Archbishop
several years before. but the celebration of the twenty-fifth
anniversary of his onlainment was after \Vesak.
The GoVERNMIl.NT DELEGATE: I remember that it was celebratcd in a.1I simplicity, only among priests and a few official
personS at one luncheon.
The DUN OF THE UNIVERSITY: It was on 28 June.
Mr. GUNEWARDltNR: In connexion with the ceremony, were
there Vatican flags flying before the celebration of Wesak?
The GOVERNMENT DELEGATE: I see that the Ambassador does
not accept m)' answer because he asks if there were Vatican
flags flying before Wcsak in thc city, so I will go over my
answers to all of your questions again in a general manner
so that you can understand what the General and I have said.
I will reconstitute the whole story for you so that I may
clarify both the traditions and the facts on this subj ect.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: All I ask is whether the Vatican flags
were f1)'ing in Hue everywhere in town on the week before
the Wesak.
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Mr. GUNEWARDENE: This crazy man treated fifty victims?
The COMMANDING OFFICER: That is not true.
The GOVERNMENT DEU:GATE: As the Delegate of Central
Viet-Nam, I must tell you the story about the German doctors
as I see it. I ask the Commission to let me say what I feel.
I talked to that man, and I must say what I think about him.
In Viet-Nam, you can find in one family both Catholics and
Buddhists together. This is typical of Viet-Nam. This man
does not understand this tolerance. He only remembers the
Nazi cruelties. But the Viet-Namese is a pacifist and doesn't
understand this. For this reason we have pacificism in VietNam. The Viet-Namese
Viet-"Namese never have quarrels between themselves
or between religions.
Mr. GUNEW.A.RDENE: Is it a fact that Army trucks and equipment were used in connexion with Catholic festivals?
The COMMANDING OFFICER: No, only to fight the Viet-Cong.
In all religious holidays, however, the Army participates in
the preparations.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: In the Wesak?
The COUMANDING OFFICER: Yes, in all religious holidays, the
Army participates in preparations, because in our Army, we
have Catholic and Buddhist soldiers. On 8 May, we had
Buddhist soldiers who hung Bu<1dhist flags in our own military
pagodas. So we don't refuse any aid to Buddhists.

The GoVERNMENT DELEGATE: It was not in Hue and that is
why I would like to make this e.rpose. First of all President
Ngo Dinh Diem does not make any distinction between Buddhist and Catholic flags, but he does make a distinction
between the national flag and any other flag, in order to show
his patriotism. In his trips outside the capital, every time he
sees a tattered and dirty national flag, he has the responsible
man blam(:.'([ for it. Before Wesak, there was a Catholic celehration wherc there were too many Catholic flags and no
national flags. It was not at Hue, hut somewhere else. The President became angry. It was an internal celebration which had
nothing to <lo with anything official. It took place in a Catholic
building, not an official building. So it was against the
Catholic Aag that the President took the decision that the
national flag should fiy above all others. Unfortunately, this
order was given three days before the Buddhist celebration.
1£ I had been he, I would not have had this order carried
out immediately; I would have waited until the end of the
Buddllist festival. Then there would never have been this
affair. But by mischance, this order was put into effect just
on the cve of the Buddhist celebration. The General has said
in his briefing that the ordcr was put into effect consciously
or unconsciously. I would say that it was done consciously,
iJy ad\'ersaries and Communists. It was exploited by Communists who had already infiltrated into the ranks of Catholicism and Buddhism, who took advantage of this. Thus the
affair was created not by Buddhists, but by so-called Buddhists
who were infiltrators.
infiltraturs.

Mr. GUNEW.A.RDENE: In Hue.
The GoVERNMENT DJi:LEGATE: I don't know anything about
them. It had nothing to do with us. I was going to complete
my answer and now you put a question which doesn't concern
us at all, but I could answer you anyway! May I go on? You
asked about the tradition of broadcasting religious celebrations
on the radio. Yes, it is a tradition to reproduce festivals, as
10nO' as the broadcast deals directly with the festival, even
one~ from other cities, but on the understanding that it is
directed to the people so that they may listen in their homes,
and not as an occasion to call a meeting in front of the radio
station to listen thel·e. So it was organized and had been since
the beginning of the day, when the whole programme for the
religious celebration had been changed in order to present
demands. I cau give you witnesses who can tell you this. Many
bonzes were against this change. So it was planned ahead by
Thich Tri Quang and this question of broadcasting was
organized on 7 and 8 May ahead of time in order
urder to provoke
a riot. That was why permission to broadcast was _refused.

Mr. GUNEWAlWENE: Do you suggest that Reverend Thich
Tinh Khiet is a Communist?

H.

The GO\fERNMENT DKLEGATE: No. I can affirm that he was opposed to this movement. I will tell you how. You have a true
Buddhist here in this room-the Dean of the University. He
took no part in this movement.
Mr. GUNEW ARD&NE: On 10 May 1963, there was a manifesto
and the Reverend Thich Tinh Khiet's name appears there.
The GoVERNMENT DELEGATE: Have you asked whether Reverend Thich Tinh Khiet can read or not?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: No.
The GOVE.RN MENT DE£.EGATlt: Thich Tinh Khiet cannot read.
I call tell you that he did not want to sign the papers ~nd
when the delegates came on 1 May, he did not want to SIgn
the papers.
The CoMMANDING OFFICER: They made him sign a document
written in Viet-Namcse and he can read Qunese characters
only, so he didn't know what he was signing.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; Do you know a Dr. Hans Holterscheidt
and Dr. Erich Wulff?
The GoVERNMENT DELEGATE: I know them. I received Dr.
Holterscheidt and I can assure you that he is crazy.

Mr. GUNEWARDENE: There are some apartments belonging to
the church which have been put up recently.
The Co:r.fMANDlNG OFFICER: Where?

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE MISSION ON
HIS MEETING WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

85. The -Chairman of the Mission visited the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on 31 October
1963 to discuss the possibility of interviewing the monk
Thich Tri Quang who was in asylum in the United
States Embassy in Saigon (see paras. 51.and 52 above).
The following is the record of that meetmg as reported
to the Mission by the Chairman:
I had a meeting with the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs in his office this afternoon at 3 p.m., in order to talk
to him abotlt the question of interviewing Thich Tri Quang,
who is in asylum in the United States Embassy in Saigon.
I thought it would be better if I requested one member of
the Mission to accompany me to this meeting. I therefore
asked Mr. Com~a da Costa, who was kind enough to agree,
to come with mc.
We were met by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
in his office. He opened the meeting by asking us if the Mission
had come back from Hue and if they had completed their mission there. I told him that the Mission was back, they had
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seen all of the persons they wanted to contact, and that they
had completed their mission. The co-operation extended by the
Government to the members who remained in Saigon had
enabled them to contact the persons whom they had wanted
to see. Therefore, the work was making progress and today
I had a feeling that with a little more hard work on behalf
of the Mission and the continued co-operation of the Government, we might be able to complete our mission this week-end.
The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs expressed his
deep appreciation for the attitude of the Mission in recognizing
the co-operation of the Government.
I told him that in some news dispatches it had been reported
that one member of the Mission had allegedly said something
to the effect that the Viet-Namese Government was not cooperating with the Mission. I assured His Excellency that no
member of the Mission had made such a statement to the Press,
and that even if someone had done so, this would not reflect
the opinion of the Mission, which was grateful to the Government for its co-operation.
Then, I told him that a second dispatch of the same day had
indicated that one member of the Mission, Sir Senerat Gunewardene, had called on the American Ambassador in Saigon.
I wished to assure him on my own behalf and on behalf of the
Mission that this was news to me as much as it had been to
other readers of the dispatch.
The dispatch also stated that the caIl had been motivated
by the fact that they had been personal friends since the time
when Ambassador Lodge was Permanent Representative of the
United States to the United Nations. I said that I had mentioned this to Sir Senerat Gunewardene when he returned
from Hue and that he had told me that the visit was an
absolutely ,personal one, so much so that he had not thought
it necessary to inform the Mission about it, so that it would
not involve the Mission in any way.
II said, however, that these were only minor points, and that
the matter I had come to take up with him this afternoon was
connected with a person who has taken asylum in the United
States Embassy. I told him that yesterday at our meeting with
the Minister of the Interior, the Minister mentioned the
name of Thich Tri Quang and that we had requested the Minister to supply us with background information on that monk.
As he had become a person widely known and publicized alI
over the world, I told him I thought it was important for
all, namely the Buddhist community, the Government of VietNam, the Mission as well as the General Assembly that this
man should be interviewed, whatever his personality or the
nature of his role in the Buddhist situation might be.
I explained that when I had showed him our list with all
the witnesses we were interested in interviewing I thought I
should not include his name at that stage, but sh~u1d take this
up separately as a special case with his Government in order
to avoid any undue embarrassment. I thought that' now was
the proper time to take up this matter with him in this way
and to ask what the position of the Government of Viet-N~
is in relation to this case.
The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said that he
w~uld first like to .say a few words about the background of
thIS person. He saId that the man came from a region close
to the one which he himself came from, and that he knew him
very well. The name of the province is Quang Wan and is
the province of the President of the Republic.
In 1945, the man had participated in the Communist movement. Many non-Communists participated in this movement
~t that time, because their common aim at that stage was the
mdependence of the country. But this man had created a
Buddhist Association closely connected with the Communist
front.
He was arrested by the French twice. This was of course
not proof that he was a Communist. The Secretary himself
had also been arrested by the French. But he knew of his
sympathy for communism. He had heard his sermons Once
he had ~aid publicly in Hue that there was no op~ition
metaphYSically between Buddhism and communism, that the

two were compatible. This was the first sign that his thinking
was thus inclined towards Marxism.
But the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said he was
still not basing his conclusion on this fact, since some progressive Christians might also follow the same line of thought.
He said that he had precise facts. The first was his contact
with Le Dinh Tham, founder of the General Buddhist Association and President of the Peace League in Hanoi about
25 years ago. In 1951, he was known to have had meetings
in Dalat with a French Communist doctor. He said that this
was the person who, although he is not the Head of the
Buddhists, is the leader of the Buddhist movement. Their
spiritual leader is Thich Tinh Khiet, but the real leader of
the movement behind the screen is this man.
He said that they had a collection of letters addressed to
the Vice-President in his capacity as Chairman of the InterMinisterial Committee. These letters, written on behalf of
the Inter-Sect Committee, reflect exactly a way of thinking
which belongs to this man. It was he who opened an office and
gathered the Buddhist youth who were willing to take arms
in defence of the Buddhist movement. In the list that the
Mission had given to the Government, there were three or four
people also in opposition to the Government, and if it had not
been a matter of principle, the Government would not have
had any objection even to letting the Mission interview these
persons. But it was a matter of principle, and the Government
could not do this. In fact, he said that he did not even know
if these people were still in opposition to the Government.
He said that we were now coming to the "Caravelle Group"
composed of eighteen members who signed the manifesto:
When the Buddhist situation became grave, these people told
the Government that in the interest of the dangers which
were
we~e confronting the nation, they would put aside their party
polttics and would stand in the interest of the nation. Tran
politics
Van Do is one of the signatories who was a half brother to
the former Viet-Namese Ambassador to Washington, the
father of Mme. Nhu. The Minister also mentioned Dr. Phan
Huy Quat, who is now working in the Ministry of Health.
The Minister said that he therefore wanted to assure the
Mission that the Government's not accepting names of certain
people was based only on a principle, but that this man in
question, who is in the United States Embassy, was the real
leader of all Buddhist political insurrectionist movements.
Then the Minister explained the Government's policy in connexion with th,e handling of the situation, in particular in the
field ~f defence against Communism. He said that the asylum
of thiS man was a part of their tactics in response to the
Government's strategy of isolating the Communists from the
stratc;gic ha.t;tlets, in o;der to isolate the Government by
creatmg a mlsunderstandmg between the Viet-Namese and tlle
United States. This is the key to an understanding of the
whole situation, he said. This man had not been arrested by
t?e Government w.ith other monks because he was not Jiving
ltke other. mo~s In a pagoda. He lived like a revolutionary
fighter. HIS reSidences could not be traced and he continuously
moved from one place to another. This shows his particular
character among monks and other religious leaders. He did
what other monks had not done; for instance Reverend Khiet
could also have burned himself or left the c~untry.
The Minister added that when this man went to the United
photogr~phers and press people were waiting
State~ Em~assy, photographers
U?lted States Government was put in a
for hiS arnv~~. The U?ited
very '?ad posItIon by this enemy tactic, as was the Government
?f Vlet-Nam. If the United States did not accept this man
It would create a complaint by the Buddhists against the United
States. If. they accepted him, according to enemy strategy, it
could be mterprete~ as support of the United States Government to the BuddhIst
cause
Bu~dhlst
cause. and hostility to the Viet-N
Viet-Namese
' ·
amese
G
Go~ernment.
HIS
o~ernment . H
IS presence 1n the United States Embassy is
agamst the la,w of our country, the Minister said. Since then
Reverc;n~ Khlet summoned him to come to the pagoda, and
the MIll1ster had also summoned him to return. But the United
States Government '
had .
not returned him. This fact ,esal.
h
'cl
s
e· exercise and lmplementation of an act by the
Preventth
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Buddhist spiritual leader, thus interfering with religion, as well
as preventing the application of the Viet-Namese law against
a citizen who has violated it.
Then the Minister said that from the point of view of international law, a person who is in asylum is not allowed to
engage in any activities or contacts without the approval of
the Government of the country. In this case the Government
opposed the contact of Thich Tri Quang with the Mission
or with any other person. The Government could only agree
to such contact if th.e monk were delivered to the authorities.
The Minister added that this man was still in contact with
the underground organizations, including the activities of inciting certain demonstrations during the stay of the Mission
in Saigon and plans for suicides by burning. The Minister
said that he had great sympathy for those who had burned
themselves. As a matter of fact, suicide (he thought) was
matter that no one CQuld help but deplore, but (that) these
suicides should be considered organized murders. The victims
were told that the Government had killed Reverend Khiet,
that the Government had killed Dieu Hue, had drowned hundreds of monks, that it had burned the Xa-Loi Pagoda, and
therefore that they should commit suicide in protest against
these acts of the Government.
As an example, the Minister spoke about three cases of
suicide. The first case was that of Thich Quang Duc on
11 June. The Minister said he had been informed a week before
the incident, and wanted to prevent it. The evening prior to
the suicide, at 9 p.m.-the incident took place at 9 a.m.-a
woman who was a personal friend of this monk had gone
to see him and had told him that she had heard of his intended suicide. The man told her that this was true; he had
bad such an intention a few weeks before, but after reading
the holy teachings of the Buddha, he discovered that Buddha
did not allow suicide, and therefore he had changed his mind
and wanted to live. At the (same) time (as) this woman was
with the monk, preparations were being made for the next day's
incidents. There was a long procession and this man was brought
in an Austin car, accompanied by two other monks at the head
of the procession. It stopped in a position in front of the Cambodian Embassy, a country which you know is unfriendly with
the Viet-Namese Government. The monk did not walk by
himself but was helped by the two monks who held him under
his arms. He looked drugged. The monks poured gasoline on
him. There were photographers and members of the Press
present, waiting in front of the Embassy. Everybody knew
aoout it except the Government. The victim took out a lighter
to burn himself but the lighter did not work. One of the
other two monks lit 3. match and set the fire.
Why didn't the lighter work? This is a. question which we
.been taken by the monk?
should ask ourselves. Had the flint ,been
"We tried to arrest the monk who had set the fire, but we
did not succeed" said the Minister. He was either taken by
remorse and shied away or was being held by the Communists,
as he was a key witness. The police and the firemen could not
get through the circle made by the monks around the man
in order to rescue him. Of this we also have photographs,
especially those appearing in Paris Match.
As to th,e second incident, they changed their tactics, because
the President had declared the first incident to be a murder.
Since that time the monks have either burned in hiding or
the victims have set the fire themselves. This case is that. of
a young boy of eighteen years. The boy went to the Cathohcs,
but was not accepted, because he did not se:m ~o have any
intelligence. Since he was lonely, .he went to hve .In ~ pagod~.
There he was preparing for a high ~chool exa~natlon .. This
is interesting to mention because ObVIOusly he. did not mtend
to die; otherwise, why would he be attemptmg to pass an
examination?
He was chosen according to the practice of the organizati.on
for suicide. He wanted to escape, but was caught and the Mmister believes that he was beaten to death before he was burned.
When he was discovered in the fields, ~h.ere >yas no. one around
him and was still burning. The posItion m which he was
discovered indicated that he had died in this way, because the
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body was found with the arms and legs stretched out, instead
of being recoiled as they would have been if he had died by
burning. There are also photographs of this.
This man had a brother who started a process against the
pagoda, but the Press said that the Government had launched
all this in order to camouflage the immolation.
The third case was a rather elderly man who has a son,
who is also a monk and teaching in the Faculty of Letters in
Saigon. He was also chosen by the organization. He ran away
and sought refuge with his family, but they kidnapped him.
The Secretary of State said that he was killed; you can ask
his SOI1. He added that the person behind all this is Thich
Tri Quang. This was the way in which things were arranged.
The group had wanted to add ten cases to the list of burnings
during the stay of the Mission, and they were all people formed
by Thich Tri Quang.
By this time it was 5 p.m. and the Secretary said that he
had an appointment with the representative of Canada. I said
that we did not like to take his time, but that I would like
to know the precise position of the Government of Viet-Nam.
The Secretary said that the Viet-Namese Government was
opposed to any contact with Thich Tri Quang because, according to the right of asylum, a person in asylum is not entitled to engage in any activity or establish contact with anyone.
That is why even in the Embassy the Secretary was told that
his room had no windows. If the Americans deliver him to the
Viet-Namese authorities, they will grant permission for the
Mission to interview him as it has interviewed others.
I said that since he had an appointment, I thought that Wlishould leave him. As we were saying good-bye, he said that
it would be a good idea if the Mission, which has contacted
all sects of the "Greater Vehicle", should also visit at least one
community of the "Lesser Vehicle". Besides, he personally
thought that this would be particularly agreeable to Sir Senerat
Gunewardene, the representative of Ceylon, and I said that by
all means, the Mission would like to do so.
The Minister said that perhaps it could be arranged for the
wh,ich we agreed. '
afternoon on Saturday, with which

IV. Examination of witnesses and communications
received by the Mission

A. EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES
86. Monks, nuns and Buddhist leaders were interviewed by the Mission in Saigon in three pagodas, one
prison and one hospital, and at the Mission's headquarters at the Hotel Majestic. The delegation of the
Hue carried out such interviews in one
Mission in HtH~
pagoda and in the Central Hotel. In the prison .in
Saigon, the Mission also interviewed one lay BuddhIst
leader. All of these witnesses were persons whom the
Mission had asked to see.
87. The Mission also interviewed a number of
laymen, both in Saigon and in Hue. Of th?s~ interviewed, it had requested to see five. The MISSion felt
that their testimony could be relevant, because some
of them held important positions in the educational
field or had non-governmental responsibilities which
kept' them in contact with many people. Oth~rs ha;!
been connected with the events that took place 111 Hue,
or in Saigon and the Mission wanted to hear their
account of tl;e events which they had witnessed, as
distinct from their feelings or their views on what they
might have heard indirectly.
88. Seven lay witnesses volunteered to appea: before
the Mission. Some said they had themselves wItnessed
certain events; others had general views to express on
the Buddhist affair.
89. The Mission also interviewed a number of
students, boys and girls, in the Le Van Duyet Youth
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Camp. According to its director, the camp had been
established on 1 August 1963 and was under the control
of the Security Department. All these students had been
arrested following certain manifestations that occurred
after the events in Saigon in August 1963. The students
had been detained by the police for varying lengths of
time and then brought to the Youth Camp where they
followed courses on political subjects. The Mission was
told that their normal period of detention in the camp
was two weeks, after which they were discharged and
sent back to their parents.
90. During the course of the interviews, the witnesses
were asked if they had any statements to make; some
of them made statements after which the members of
the Mission asked them questions to which they
answered; some said that they did not have any statement to make. These were questioned by members of
the Mission.
91. All witnesses were asked to identify themselves.
The purpose of the visit of the Mission was explained
to them. They were told that they were considered to
be under oath and were being interviewed in the absence
of any Government official and that everything they
said would remain completely confidential.
92. In the following verbatim account of the
testimony of the witnesses all material has been deleted
which might in the opinion of the Mission lead to
their identification.
93. WITNESS No. 1
In answer to the question whether he had been told
about the arrival of the Mission, the witness said that
since it was explained to him that everything he said
would be confidential, he would say "yes". He said that
he was told at 10 a.m. on the same day that the Mission
would arrive. In answer to a question whether he was
told for what purpose the Mission was arriving, he
answered that he was told that the Mission was coming
to inquire into the facts in connexion with the relationship between the Government and the Buddhist community.
The CHAIRMAN: Are the allegations made against the Government of Viet-Nam that the religious rights of the Buddhist
community have been violated by the Government true in your
opinion? If so, we would like to have as many examples as
you can give us of the manner in which they have been violated.
WITNESS: The allegation that there are violations by the
Government of the Buddhist practices or law all originated
in Central Viet-Nam three or four years ago in four different
provinces. The names of the provinces are as follows: 1. Phu
Ven, 2. Binh Dinh, 3. Quang Num, and 4. Quang Ngai. As
for other allegations, I don't know anything about them. The
Buddhist groups in these provinces sent their complaints to the
Government and to the association representing them in Saigon.
Vou will find their complaints in those papers. You must also
know about the five demands made to the Government this
summer. I don't know about any other allegations. In VietNam, 80 per c~nt of the population is Buddhist, and the holidays
of the BuddhIsts have not been favourably considered by the
Presid~nt, ~ut the President does consider favourably the
Cathohc hohdays.
hoh~ays. For example, on Christmas Day there is a
large celebration and· the Government participates in ceremonies
held in the church.
Th~ C~AIRMAN: Has the Buddhist movement been in any
way msplred as some people say by the communists Viet-Cong
or some foreign agents? And have you yourself or' has anyon~
you know been a victim of such incitement?
WITNES.S: The whol.e story began in Hue. As you know, on
the occasl~n of the bIg Buddhist celebration, the question of
the BuddhIst flag was raised. This incident spread the trouble

to Saigon and that is how it has continued. I myself have not
been incited by anyone.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was it incited in Hue?
WITNESS: I would not know.
The CHAIRMAN: Have you yourself or any member of your
sect been invited to serve in the Army for the performance of
religious duties of chaplain?
WITNESS: In Viet-Nam there has not yet been any case of a
Buddhist priest serving in the Army.
The CHAIRMAN: Is it considered by the Buddhist monks that
such services are needed by the people in the Army as they
are needed in the Catholic religion?
WITNESS: No, it is not necessary according to Buddhist belief to have a chaplain because Buddhist priests do not want
to see any battlefield. There are many Buddhists in the Army
who ask for the service but the priests refuse to serve them.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you as a reverend monk think that the
interests of the nation should be considered superior to any
other interests?
WITNESS: There are a few obligations like those towards the
nation, towards one's parents and towards other associations,
but it is impossible to say that one is superior to another without
knowing the context. If you participate in something pertaining
to the country, then the country comes first, if in something
to religion, then religion comes first.
The CHAIRMAN: How long have you been detained, and
where? Have you heen treated well or ill? Were yOIl One of
the No. 2 men in the General Buddhist Association?
Were you forced to resign? Did the Government impose on
the Association new leaders assigned by the Government instead
of real leaders ?
WITNESS: I was arrested by the Army on 21 August. I was
first brought to one of the Security Police posts where I stayed
until the night of 22 August and from there I was transferred
here where I have been ever since. I have been well treated.
I am one of the No. 2 men in the General Buddhist Association.
There was no question of forcing me to resign but I considered
that my mission ended at the time of my arrest. After that,
as you know, there were negotiations between the Government
and the Committee set up for this purpose, and they arrived
at the agreement about which I don't know anything. I was
at Xa-Loi Pagoda at the time of my arrest.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When the police came to Xa-Loi did
'
they inflict any damage on the pagoda?
WITNESS: There was a lot of noise, bells, drums, kerosefle
kerosCfle
tanks. So I went and hid. So I don't know what went on.
Then I was taken away.
The CHAIRMAN : Was the door broken down?
WITNESS: I heard a noise of the door being broken down but
I did not see it happen.
The CHAIRMAN: Is it true that someOne was thrown from
the window by the police?
WITNESS: I was upstairs and then they brought me downstairs. I did not see it happen. So I don't know.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: At what time was the pagoda raided?
WITNESS: At 12.30 at night.
The CHAIRMAN: Did you lock the door when you hid?
WITNESS: No. I hid in the attic, there was no door to lock.
Mr. AMOR: As far as you know, did the monks who burned
themselves do so in protest against the alleged fact that the
Government favours Catholics over Buddhists or did they do it
for any other reason? And if so, what are those reasons?
WITNESS: The people that burned themselves did so out of
support for the Buddhist cause and not for any other reason.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How long have you been working in
Xa-Loi Pagoda?
WITNESS: Three and a half months.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you there for Wesak?
WITNESS: As you know we hold celebrations on this day in
each temple. No, I was not there at that time.
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Mr. ~OIRALA:.Did you mean that the President of the General
"inspired"
~~ddlllst ASSOCIation "instigated" the movement or "inspired"

WITNESS: It depends on the importance of the holiday. For

smal~
smal~ events th~re ~re less ~p~e, for ~ig events more people.

On Sunday, which 15 not a reltglous
reltmous holiday but is no working
da)', there are usually over l,(XXl people who come during
the day.
Mr. GUNEWARDltNE: On a religious holiday how many?
WITNESS: On a large celebration day, at Xa-Loi temple, in
all there wt'uld
wl>uld be about 10,000 people attending. If all sects
in SaiJ:'on worshipped together in a group, the number could
reach more tllJn 100,000. On religious days of average imporlance. there are about 30,000 people.
Mr. GUN£WAItD!tNE: How rna.ny monks were there when the
Army
Arm)' hroke in?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: There were over 400 including priests and monks.

94.

WITNF.sS

No. 2

WITNESS:
WITNESS: Before beginning I wish ••. to thank you for

having taken the truuhle
truuble to come from America to study the
situation of Buddhism in Viet-Nam.
Viet-N'am. I was very impressed to
learn of yt)ur arrival.
The CHAmMAN: Would yoo wish to make a brief general
statement UIl
UIl the situation? We can listen to you for ten minutes
or so and then we may have questions to ask.
WITNESS: You must have been informed of what is called in
the world the Buddhist affair in Viet-Nam. This is what
I want to tell you. On 5 May the Director of the Cabinet
of the President came to tell of the wish of the President
of the Republic that no Buddhist /lags should be hoisted either
in the strl'ets or outside the pagoda but only inside the pagoda
itself. He was told that the maller of tile use of the Buddhist
flags had heen settlecl
settled l.ly a decree of the Minister of the
/lags
Interior. It was not a maller for tolerance, it was a maller
tllat had been setllc~d, that was regulated by official decree. If
the President of the Republic now wanted to change these
regulations he nmst prtllt1ulgate a new text, modifying those
regulations. An oral n:<!uest could not be complied with. There
ollidal text prolllulgated and in force. He went away
was an ollicial
but came b.1ck and insisted. The President wanted this to be
complicd with but he did not speak of the text. •. , I thought
I could do something tCI please the Government perhaps in
Xa-Loi, but everywhere efse in the country, especially in
Hue, grave incidents could be expected. Two days later a
circular-cable was drculatt.'tl over the whole country. It did
not prohibit the use 0 f Buddhist flags but restricted it in
ullicial decree which had been promulgated
contradiction of an uflicial
by the pro~)er authority, the }'[inister of the Interior. As I
had expected there were demonstrations in Hue against the
c\'C:ning there were other demonstrations and
regulation. In the e\'ening
bloodshed in I (ue. The Buddhists affirm that the demonstrators
near the radio station were shot at, machine-gunned and
dynamited by the public police force. The Government said
it was the Viet-Minh.
A(ter the bloody incidents in Hue, the President of the
General Buddhist Association, who always resides in Hue, with
delegates in Saigon joined the President of the local associations and instigated a movement to defend the Buddhist flag.
He sent to President Diem, through the President's delegate
in Hue, a proclamation in which were formulated the five
demands which you know and which I need not repeat. Our
President sent somebody to Saigon to bring us that proclamation and two letters: one addressed to Than Chio, VicePresident of the General Buddhist Association in which he
you. saw
represents the Sang ha, the monk community. I believe you
CommIttee.
him' he later became President of the Inter-Sect Committee.
The' other letter was addressed to the Vice-President of the
General Buddhist Association, who represents the lay community. In those letters the President instructed us to support
the Hue movement in order to obtain satisfaction for the
started
Buddhist demands. That is how the movement which startecl
in Hue little by little spread to Saigon.

sponWITNESS: I must make it clear that there was at first a sponon
taneous movem~nt on the part of the Buddhist faithful on
8 May, the Anmversary of the Buddha. There was a procession
procession
pag.oda and the faithful took this opportunity
opportunity
from pagoda to pagoda
With slogans protesting against the banning
banning
to carry banners with
of ~he flag an~ against political discrimination, against action
action
This
which the Hue Buddhists deemed insulting and unfair. This
whIch
organized
movement was entirely spontaneous, it was neither organized
nor ordered by anybody.
was
.In the evening, near the radio station where the police was
killed
stirred up, there was a lot of shooting and people were killed
However,
and there. was a momentary dispersal of the crowd. However,
guns
twenty mmutes later they were no longer afraid of the guns
am
and tanks and they came back. I was not there, but I am
were
told that people even climbed on the tanks. The masses were
General
very much amused. That is when the President of the General
hold
Buddhist Association thought it was necessary to take hold
t? avoid an open rebellion, to calm the crowd
crowd
of the situation to
authorities
and at the same time to try to make contact with the authorities
view to arranging and settling this matter. Nobody
Nobody
with a .view
it to degenerate into an open rebellion. This was not
not
wanted It
organized by the monks. As I told yOlt, our superior in Hue
Hue
delegate
sent to the President of the Republic, through his delegate
heard
in Hue, a proclamation. Several days went by and we heard
Buddhist
nothing. So, in Saigon, we members of the General Buddhist
our
Association met as a committee and decided to spread our
view
action by inviting other sects to meet with us with a view
our
to creating an inter-sect committee. The reason was that our
were
five demands were of interest to all Buddhist sects and were
not a private matter of the General Buddhist Association.
Association.
They represented the aspirations of all sects. In order better
better
to support our demands we asked them to join us in OUr
OUr
efforts. That is how the Inter-Sect Committee was instituted.
instituted.

Once constituted, the Inter-Sect Committee asked to see the
the
President. We were received by the President. I was a member
member
of the delegation. When we met with the President the
the
delegation gave him a petition in which were the five demands
demands
which had been drafted in Hue and two fur,ther petitions
petitions
from the Buddbists of Saigon. The latter asked that they be
be
authorized to send a delegation to Hue to make contact with
with
Buddhist organizations in that town and to find out what had
had
happened as well as to visit the families Qf the victims. They
They
asked tile Government to ensure the security of the delegation
delegation
going to Hue because already at that time there were very
very
strict police measures and screening of Buddhists and monks
monks
in the country and we were afraid something might happen
happen
on the way.
During that interview the President of the Republic was very
very
nice, very pleasant, and he repeated his desire to settle the
the
matter of those painful incidents in Hue as between brothers.
brothers.
On the five demands he gave us only partial satisfaction so
so
that we were not satisfied with the solutions proposed by the
the
President. On the other two petitions he said that we could
could
send a delegation to Hue, that he would not prevent us from
from
doing so, but that he could not assure our security. We were
were
very concerned and worried about what could happen on the
the
way in view of the drcumstances.
circumstances. We left the President and
and
at a press conference to which we had invited the Minister
Minister
for Civic Affairs, who at the time acted as intermediary
intermediary
between the President of the Republic and the Inter-Sect
Inter-Sect
Committee, we said what had been the result of Our interview
interview
with the President. Then a press reporter asked us this
this
question: "Is Buddhism satisfied with the solutions proposed
proposed
by the President of the Republic?" Our President, Than Chio,
Chio,
said that he could not give a straight answer at that moment
moment
because we had to inform our President in Hue of the answer
answer
of the President of the Republic and the former must study
study
it and consult with the Inter-Sect Committee. The reporter
reporter
went 011: "Yes, I understand that you cannot speak on behalf
behalf
of the Associatioll or the Inter-Sect Committee, but you as
as
a delegation, are you personally satisfied with the solutions
solutions
proposed?" and Than Chio answered: "No, we are not,"
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At this point we can say that the matter had not been
finally settled. So our Fresident in Hue prescribed a hunger
strike for forty-eight hours in all pagodas of the country.
On the day of the hunger strike (about 7 or 8 June, I am
not sure of the date) there was in Hue a demonstration by
students and the repression was more than forceful. I heard,
and you may be able to ascertain whether it is true, that some
'of the wounded would be crippled for life, that some lost
'the{r sight, some had their whole body burnt. At the same
time the three main pagodas of Hue were surrounded by the
Army and there was no communication with the outside, no
food supply and they were even threatened with interruption
of water and electricity.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: As you said, five claims from Hue
and two claims from Saigon were presented and the Government refused to give assurance as to the security of the delegation to and from Hue. Were other things denied or was this
the only one?
WITNESS: As I told you there were seven requests: five from
Hue and two from Saigon. There was an order of priority.
The five Hue demands had priority. On those demands the
President only in part gave satisfaction. For instance, with
regard to the flags, he said we had the right to hoist our flags
but he did not want the flags hoisted in the same way as had
been provid ed for in the decree of the Minister of the Interior
which had given us full freedom to hoist only our flags,
outside' and inside the pagodas, without the national flag. The
text said that on official religious holidays, that means all
religious holidays, Catholic or Buddhist, the use of religious
emblems is authorized and they are the only ones to be
hoisted, without the national flag. That was the text.
The President did not want that text to remain in force
and he did not want to change it through the legal procedure.
The Anniversary of the Buddha was only two days away;
the time was short and that may be the reason for sending
this simple cable.
: We were not satisfied on this first point. We wanted to
revert to the previous state of affairs and we did not want
the previous state of affairs changed and restrictions imposed
through illegal measures. Now it is not only the matter of
flags and the bloody incidents at the radio station that caused
the general uprising of the Buddhists; the causes go far back
and are very numerous. In South Viet-Nam, in Saigon and
the surrounding country, they had no idea of the exactions
and ill-treatment to which the Buddhists of Central Viet-Nam
were subjected. There was almost a persecution of Buddhists
in the three provinces in the centre: Phu-Yen Quang Ngai
'
and Binh DiOO.

The Chairman showed the witness a list of names and
asked him if he knew any of them and their whereabouts (those were the names of monks that the Government had informed the Mission could not be made
available for interviews).
FmsT NAME ON THE LIST:
WIT~E~S: Even before we were arrested on 20 August he
was mlssmg. We even had a religious service for the repose
of his soul. ~hen, on the night of Monday or Tuesday this
week, a sect1r1ty officer ,came here and we had a meeting and
asked whether he knew where he was. He said he had been
found. He had been arrested by the municipal police and
when th~ Chief of. the Municipal Police saw the importance
the affair was taking he was afraid either to release him
or to say he had him in custody; but now he has been found
.
You can ask the police; they,know where he is.

SECOND NAME ON THE LIST:
WITNESS: This is the Secretary~General of the Sangha, of
the Theravada. I have not seen him since I have been here
but I was told that he had also been arrested. You might wish
to. find out from .his pagoda, Jetavana (Ky Vien Tu, rue PhanDmh-Phung, Saigon), where he is.

THIRD NAME ON THE LIST:
WITNESS: The name may be misspelt. I know no one by this
name but the name is very similar to the name I am writing
next to it. If he is the one you mean, he is Chief of the
Community of Monks from North Viet-Nam who took refuge
in South Viet-Nam. You might inquire at Giac-Minh Pagoda,
near Xa-Loi.
FOURTH NAME ON THE LIST:
WITNESS: I know him well. He was arrested at the same time
as we were, that is on 20 August. He was sent here with us
but fifteen days ago he was released and then re-arrested
ten days later and brought back here. When your visit was
announced he was sent somewhere else. I do not know where
he is now. He speaks and writes English well. He has studied
abroad, in London and in Ceylon.
FIFTH NAME ON THE LIST:
WITNESS: I do not know him well, just vaguely. I have a
feeling he may have been here, but I am not quite sure about
it. I believe he was released but I do not know if he was
arrested again.
SIXTH NAME ON THE LIST:
WITNESS: Same case as that of the fourth name on the list.
He was arrested, brought here, released, re-arrested and then
sent elsewhere before your visit.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you have anything to add on the
treatment of Buddhists in Central Viet-N am?
WITNESS: To give you a true idea of the situation, I must
tell you that officially there was no discrimination in the official
policy of the Government, but they tolerated oppressive acts,
vexations and ill-treatment. We made several representations
to local authorities, to the President of the Republic and to
the National Assembly. Nothing ever came of them. It was
dead letter. I myself in 1961 had an audience with the President
of the Republic which lasted two hours and a quarter. I
reminded him of our demands and I said "Mr. President, if
you do not take seriously the demands of the Buddhists, you
must expect a general movement on the part of the Buddhists'
with all those numerous incidents, it is inevitable. I know yo~
have never had any desire to persecute the Buddhists but
if you keep your eyes shut to the acts of the lower echelons
of the Government the Buddhists will put the blame on you.
Who are the people who inflicted those injustices? They were
cadres, military, security i they are all Catholics. I have heard
it said that if all those responsible people were not sent away,
were not ev.en subject to inve~tigation, it was because they
were Ca~hohcs. y ~u, Mr. Presldent, are a Catholic and they
are afraid of makmg you angry if they do anything against
those people.; that is why they shut your eyes; but you will
see what wIll happen and you will be morally responsible,"
I cite y~u one case. In Central Viet-Nam one Buddhist was
fined 20 plastre.s because he had said aloud a Buddhist prayer.
The fine was Impo.sed by the Chief of ~olice of the village
~h.o was a C~thohc. We have the receipt for this fine and
It I.S clearly stipulated .that the fine was imposed for having
recited. aloud a ~uddhlst prayer. A few years ago, during a
Buddhist proceSSIOn, some Catholics threw dirt at the statue
of the Buddha.
~s to. Buddhist 0t?cials, Government officials, those who are
active. 111. the service of Buddhist organizations, either in
orgamzatlonal ma~ters or for social action, always get very
bad reports and If they are too active they are transferred
to posts less gO<?d. There is another means. They send somebody to the offiCial to ask why he does not become a Cat! I'
If .he comp r
he 'IS mamtalned
..
la IC_
~es,
in his post and the order
for transfer ~s cancelled, but if he wants to remain Buddhist
he has all kmds of trouble. This case is very frequent.
•
Another way: they throw Communist documents inside the
house of the Buddhist, then the police arrives, seizes the
documents, arrests the man In the meantime someb d
d h"
,
0 y comes
to hi h
s. ouse an w Ispers to his wife that if she wants to
see him released she should tell him to become a Cath o l'le.
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If he accepts he is released, all charges cancelled. I cannot
give names but we used to have a file this big which disappeared
when Xa-Loi was attacked.
Another way: you may have heard of the "agroville". The
system consists of sending to forest regions a few hundred
people who are given there the means of living and working
for six months. They clear the land and they plant the land;
they have three hectares each, of which they will become the
owner. It is very good because it increases agricultural production in the country, gives employment, and gives poor people
access to land ownership. It is good but this in principle is
only done with people who own no land, wh~ have no m:ans
of living. However, there are Buddhists who are rich, who
own land and do not need this, who are sent there because
they are active Buddhists and it is a way of preventing the
extension of Buddhism, of stopping the local Buddhist associations from their activities and those Buddhists obiect. To them
it is like deportation.
In some cases they put obstacles in the way of religious
practice. For instance, if tomorrow there is going to be a
celebration at the village pagoda, well, tomorrow morning
in order to prevent the Buddhist inhabitants from going there,
a big official administrative meeting is convened which they
must attend and, therefore, they cannot go to the pagoda.
These are a few typical cases.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: For the purpose of the record, since you
know Xa-Loi very well, how many priests are ordinarily
resident at Xa-Loi?
WITNESS: First I must tell you that Xa-Loi is the Headquarters of the General Buddhist Association but does not
belong to that Association. It belongs to the Buddhist Association of South Viet-Nam. '" Normally, before this affair
started, there were ten monks in the pagoda, some for the
cult, two attending those in the sick bay, and one in the
library. But during the struggle for our five demands there
might have been anything from 500 to 1,000 monks and nuns
in the pagoda. The night of our arrest there were approximately
600 monks and nuns in the pagoda. I must say that we had
been informed that the police would come but we had decided
to remain at our post. About ten days before we h~d been
informed that there would be an assault on the pagoda and
mass arrests, so we had installed a system of alarm signals.
That night, about 1 or l.1S a.m., I heard the ahirm. I
rushed into the sanctuary and found at least two-thirds of
the monks and nuns who had locked themselves inside. I
heard from downstairs shouting and hammering on the doors.
The nuns and the young monks were shouting for help, bells
were ringing, the gong was sounding, there was a fantastic
din which must have been heard for three miles around.
They threw their gas grenades and shot in the air to frighten
us and finally all the doors were broken through: the metal
doors-by breaking window panes and then slipping a hand
inside to lift the latch; the wooden doors were broken with
axes. Then began the mass arrests. Then they took away
everything: mimeograph machines, tape recorders, cameras,
radios, amplifiers, microphones, personal effects of monks and
watches. I myself lost at least 15,000 piastres' worth and the
total value of the things they took away reaches 400,000 to
500,000 piastres.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: When was Xa-Loi built?
WITNESS: In June 1958.
Mr. CORREA DA CoSTA: Who supplied the money for the
construction?
WITNESS: We had a subscription.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: What did the President give?
WITNESS: The President of the Republic was informed of
our intention to build the most beautiful pagoda in Saigon.
He did not reply but he had someone from his entourage tell
us that the President felt that each community must build
its pagodas and churches on its own. He could not help.
I believe we are victims of our very important move for,¥ard.
Since the fifties the Buddhist machine was pushed to such an
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extent that the Catholics conceived a fantastic jealousy.
Before 1951 Buddhism was not organized in South Viet-Nam.
We formed an association; we tried to build the most beautiful
pagoda in the country; we created libraries; we gave weekly
lectures on Sunday mornings; we gave lectures twice a year
in the provinces; all over the country, we published a monthly
bulletin on our own presses; we printed translations of the
sacred Buddhist texts, etc. We also had social welfare action
and we opened schools. That is the reason why they do not
want Buddhism to make progress and to organize itself.
The CHAIRMAN : We have heard since we have been here,
and also outside this country, that Buddhism was not organized
before and that it was this Government that helped all those
organizations. The Government uses this to take credit for
the development of Buddhism. Would you please explain
how the Government uses this and takes credit for it?
WITNESS: Since Our arrest on 20 August we have had no
contact with the outside, but nevertheless from time to time
news reaches us and some investigators have also asked us
where we saw any policy of discrimination. They also ask
whether we know how many new pagodas have been built,
how much money was given for repairs to pagodas, and S1>
forth, since the President came to this country, and they tell
us a lot of things about the favours granted by the Govern.
ment to the Buddhists.
On the point of the subsidies from the Government for
building, re-building or restoring pagodas. In Hue, for instance,
it is said that the Government granted 3 or 4 million piastres
to restore three pagodas. Why? Simply because they are
historical; by official legal decree they were classified as
historical monuments, which means the Government has the
duty to keep them in good repair. It is not through love of
Buddhism.
Mr. KOIRALA: Are those three pagodas the only ones on
which the Government has spent money?
The CHAIRMAN: Are those three pagodas simply monuments
or do Buddhists practise there and monks pray there?
WITNESS: These pagodas remain the property of the Sanglla
religious community, but after they have been classified, the
monks entrusted with administration and maintenance are Il<l
longer the owners but are entrusted with the management.
They have the right to manage but not the right to change
anything in the structure of the pagoda. They can use it
but not change it in any way, because it is now the property
of the State. These are the only pagodas which have been
classified but there has been other financial or material
help for the restoration or construction of pagodas. However,
that help has not been given in accordance with official decisions
of the Government; it was the Chief of the Province or the
local military authorities who, out of personal sympathy, gave
that help which was paid for from public funds but without
the knowledge of the Government, thus hiding the fact from
the Government.
Mr. KOIRALA: If they used public funds, how could they hide
it or was it shown under other items?
WITNESS: That is just what I was about to say. Suppose the
Chief of the Province receives an appropriation of one million
piastres to build a bridge. He saves and only spends 900,000
and hands over 100,000 for the building of a pagoda. There
is no sacrifice in the budget. They do the same with material;
if the military chief receives 500 bags of cement, he will give
pagoda.
50 to the pagoda,
The inspector of the Security Service told us in this place
that he had sent a circular to all civil and military authorities
asking for a list of all national help. given to the Buddhists.
The total was 17 million piastres, since ihe return of President
Diem in the past nine years, but this is not money granted
by the Government i it came out of money being saved on
appropriations.
The CHAIRMAN: There are only two or three questions that
we would like to ask from you. Since the hour is late we
would ask you to answer as precisely as possible.
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Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Has the organization in the Xa-Loi
Pagoda anything to do with the Communists?
WrrNEss: Absolutely nothing.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was Xa-Loi an arms and ammunition
dump?
WITNESS: Not even one bullet. You can ask the library for
the file of newspapers following the attack on the pagoda.
The official results of the inquiry state that in that pagoda
there was not one arm, absolutely no arms or ammunition
and not one single Communist document, but only apparatus
and machines for mimeo, typing, printing, etc.
When the Chairman thanked him for his co-operation, the
witness began to cry.

95.

WITNESS

No. 3

The CHAmMAN: Did you know that the Mission was coming
to meet with you today?
WITNESS: Yes, I was told that the delegates of the United
Nations were coming to study the actual situation in South
Viet-Nam concerning Buddhism. I am a spokesman for the
Inter-Sect Committee for the Defence of Buddhism. I came
from the Xa-Loi Pagoda.
Mr. CoRREA DA COSTA: What is the Inter-Sect Conunittee?
What are its functions?
WITNESS: Its function is to carry out a policy of non-violence
in asking for freedom of religion in South Viet-Nam.
Mr. CORREA DA CoSTA: When was It created?
WITNESS: It was set up five months ago.
Mr. CORREA DACoSTA: After the Hue incidents?
WITNESS: Yes, hut on that occasion all Buddhist sects cooperated with the Committee.
Mr. CORREA DA CoSTA: There are approximately nineteen
principal sects of Buddhism in Viet-Nam. How many are
represented in this Committee?
WITNESS: There are sixteen sects in South Viet-Nam. In the
Inter-Sect Committee fourteen sects are represented.
Mr. CORRBA DA COSTA: Which are the two which are not
represented?
WITNESS: The Co Son Mon sect and the Tinh Do Ton sect.
Mr. COUBA DA CoSTA: Why did they not join?
WITNESS: Because they collaborated with the Goverrunent.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: What is the relationship between the
Inter-Sect Committee and the General Buddhist Association?
WITNESS: The General Buddhist Association was formed in
1951 and 1952 and there are monks and laymen from six
sects in it.
The CHAmMAN: Have you been mistreated since your arrest?
WITNESS: It is difficult to answer this now. I hope you understand my situation in this room. I cannot answer you here.
The CHAIRMAN : You can be sure that everything you say is
confidential.
WITNESS: My position is delicate. All of you are the light of
freedom and justice coming to us. I hope your light wil.J be
the light of the sunrise in a free sky hut I am afraid that your
light is that of the sunset. It will disappear when you go home.
¥r. GUNEWARDENE: Have you spent all of your life in
SaIgon?
WITNESS: No. I came as a refugee from North Viet-Nam
because I wanted to practise my freedom of faith.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: The Inter-Sect Committee is trying to

n~gotia~e certain Buddhist demands. Can you tell me what
dlffi~ultlCS have been placed in its way by the enforcement of

Ordmance No. lOP

~ITNESS: That.
That was one of our five demands because it reWITNESS:
meetings and the development of Buddhism and
stricted our meetmgs

made an exception of Catholicism. Our demand was to request
the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam to rescind this
Ordinance. It is against article 8 of the Viet-Namese Constitution.
Mr. AMOK: We have heard that the Buddhist movement has
been incited by the Communists. Is this true?
true. I do not know why we are
WITNESS: No, that is not true,
accused of mixing in politics.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: All you require is freedom to practise
your faith in any way you want?
WITNESS: Yes, that is the sole purpose and we ha.ve never
done anything concerning politics. We have no tactics.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What are the grievances of the Buddhists as you see them?
WITNESS: I would like to tell you the truth about our nonviolent struggle. In fact, we have no opinions against the
Government and we hope the Government of Viet-Nam will
not accuse us of being political. My main aspiration is to get
out of prison and I think that perhaps you ladies and gentlemen
here could find some way of helping us to leave this prison
as soon as possible,
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many prisoners arrested for Buddhism are still in gaol now?
WITNESS: There are twelve here.
Mr. GUNEW.AIU>ENE: Do you Imow how many there are in
the whole country?
WITNESS: I think all Buddhist monks and nuns were arrested,
but I don't know. I think most of them were set free but since
I have ,been living in gaol I don't know anything. In fact there
is 110 conflict between the Government and the Buddhist movement. We only demand that the Government grant us freedom
to practise our religion.
Mr. KOIRALA: Do you believe that the interest of the nation
should be supreme to any other interest, including religion i'
WITNESS: The interest of the nation comes first but in South
Viet-Nam if the Viet-Namese population is to fight against the
Viet-Cong successfully, freedom of faith must be practised.
Mr. GUNEW.AIU>ENE: There is no conflict between national
and religious interest?
WITNESS: No, and public psychology plays the most important part in the fight against the enemy.
Mr. KOIRALA: We have been told that Buddhists kept religion
supreme. Is that true?
WITNESS: No.
The CHAIRMAN: On ·behal£ of the Mission I should like to
thank you for answering our questions.
. WITNESS:! hope you will do what you can to help us. This
IS the fir·st time I wear my !:"obe.
J:"obe. I cannot explain why.

96.

WITNESS

No. 4

We, outside
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIR:~.{A~: ,We!
outsid~ of Viet-Nam, did not hear very
discrimination agall1st
against Buddhism or incidents taking
much ~bout dlscrlmmatIon
m protest against discrimination before 6 May 1963.
.place 111
What was the real reason that all of a sudden these incidents
occurred after this date or were there incidents we have not
heard about?
:WITNESS: A,s you know, 80 per cent of the population of
country I~
IS Buddhist. Regarding discrimination against
thIS C?unt:y
Buddhists In
in thIS
this country, the Government made a declaJ:"ation
decla!:"ation
BuddhIsts
Buddhists
as a consequence of the Buddhist movement. The BUddhists
had made demands on the !:"eligious
J:"eligious level in meetings between
the Government and monks but the laymen thought that bed~mands were not met immediately, there was
c~us~ :hes~ d~man~s
dlscl'1mmatlOn
practised by the Government,
Government, and the GovernGoverndlscl'1m~natlOn
.. practIsed
d'd
~ent ,dId
satisfy their demands. They were thus
,I not mtend to
to~atisfy
May,.m
d~ssatlsfied..On 5 May,
·in other years, -the Buddhists had been
gIven the l'1ght to fly the Buddhist flag and they expected. to
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do so this year. But on that day, on the eve of the celebration,
they got notice from the Government that they could not fly
the Buddhist flag outside the temples, only inside the actual
premises. Then, some people were killed in an incident in Hue.
So this chain of events seems to ,be proof that there was
discrimination against Buddhism.
The CHAIRMAN: Certain monks, before burning themselves,
have left notes explaining why they were committing suicide by
burning. Do you know what reasons they gave for their action
in those notes and what do you think the real reason was?
WITNESS: Since the Buddhist movement began in this country and since there were difficulties in the negotiations, I
believe their burnings were to sacrifice themselves for the
cause in order to gain the compassion of their followers for
the cause and mercy from the Government so that the Government would give satisfaction to their demands. Sometimes
the letters were left beside the bodies and sometimes they were
sent to the Government.
The CHAIRMAN: We have heard that this Buddhist movement
has been inspired by foreigners for political purposes. Is that
true?
WITNESS: I do not know.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When were you arrested?
WITNESS: On 20 August at the Tu-Dan Pagoda in Hue.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were other pagodas raided on that
night in Hue?
WITNESS: Some of the small pagodas which were affiliated
with the Tu-Dan Pagoda were also raided.
Mr. GUNEW ARDENE: Are gifts of food and parcels distributed
in the country to poor people? Do you Imow why?
WITNESSS: No, I don't know about this.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Are food and land given to church
organizations?
WITNESS: I don't know much about it.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you know about Ordinance No.
1O?
WITNESS: A little, roughly.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you think this Ordinance is fair to
the Buddhists?
WITNESS: This Ordinance does not cover Catholics and involves only Buddhists. The Buddhists have asked for an amendment of it.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you feel that Catholics are better
treated than Buddhists?
WITNESS: People thought so.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Wh,at do you think?
WITNESS: As the President himself is a Catholic,. I th;ink
probably requests from Catholics received better conSIderation.
consIderation.
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WITNESS

No. 5

The CHAIRMAN: When were you arrested? What happened
to the place when you were arrested, if it was a pagoda, and
have you been treated well since your arrest?
WITNESS: I was arrested on the night of 20 August at th;
Tu Dan Pagoda in Hue. They broke into my roo?1 hut I don.t
know what happened to the pagoda because I dId not see,. It
was at night time. I have ·been neither well-treated nor 111treated since I have come here.
The CHAIRMAN: To what s~c~ do you belong?
WITNESS: Pong Roi Ph,a Giao, Viet-Nam.
The CHAIRMAN: Which sects does the General B~ddhist
Association represent and how many .members .approxlmately
·approxlmately
does the Association have?
have?'
WITNESS: The General. Buddhist Ass.ociation is formed of
many sects, practising Buddhism in .a. g~ner.al·. way•.l'here
way•.l'her e ..are
no practices tha~.. ~r~
s~~a1.:~othe
..
A.ssOClatlOn.
?:re. s~~al Jothe"A.sSOClatlOn. .... ..
Mr'. Coll1lAA DA
DA CoSTA: Do~s ·it include the Co' Son Mon sect?

WITNESS: No, there are no members of that sect in it. It is
composed of six sects and there are approximately Z million
members.
The CHAIRMAN: What are the names of these six sects?
WITNESS: 1. Hoi Viet Nam Phat Giao Ti Trung Phai i
2. Hoi Phat Hoc N ant Viet; 3. Hoi Phat Giao Bac Viet Tai
Mien Nam; 4. Giao Hoi Tang Gia Trung Phan; 5. Giao Hoi
Tang Gia Nam Phan; 6. Giao Hoi Tang Gia Bac Viet Tai
MiemNam.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you tell us whether there was any religious discrimination against the Buddhists in particular before
6 May 1963?
WITNESS: On the Government level there was no visible discrimination but on a lower level it was felt that there was some
discrimination.
The CHAIRMAN: Do I understand by that that there was no
discrimination in law but there was discrimination in practice?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: All this before 6 May 1963?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: What form did this discrimination take?
WITNESS: For example, if there were an important event or
participation in any particular function, important Buddhist
priests would not be asked to tak;e part ,because it was felt that
they might be inspired by the Viet-Cong.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you mean by functions, official ceremonies?
WITNESS: No, it is not a questiolli of official celebrations
but of religious celebrations. Another example is that the
Government is supposed sometimes to give land, food and rice
to poor people, but it does not always give it to the most
needy people,
The CHAIRMAN: I understand by this, the Government discriminates and gives land, and so forth, to monks that are not
really deserving instead of those who are. This then is not
discrimination against Buddhists, but is another form of discrimination for other than religious reasons. What is the reason
for this?
WITNESS: No. I don't mean that there is any discrimination
in the ranks of Buddhism.
The CHAIRMAN: We have heard from some people from here
and before we came here that the Buddhist movement and the
recent events were inspired by the Communists. Is tbis true
in your opinion?
WITNESS: No, this is not true.
The CHAIRMAN: Did the monks who burned themselves do
so in protest against the alleged fact that the Government
favours Catholicism over Buddhism, that there was discrimination against Buddhism which they could not tolerate or did
they burn themselves for other reasons? If for other reasons,
what were these reasons?
WITNESS: Every time there has ·been such a case, the one
who killed himself has always left a note. In these notes, according to what I have heard, they said they did. this in support
of the Buddhist cause.
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The CHAIRMAN: When were you arrested?
WITNESS: 20 August 1963.
The CHAIRMAN: At what time?
WITNESS: About 2 a.m.
The CHAIRMAN: Did the police break down your door· when
they came to arrest you?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: The door of the pagoda or of your room ?
WITNESS: They broke the gate only•. 1. locked myself into
my room and they came ;.tnd·knoclcepa,t .!4~. d09~ ..llnd .!lsked
me to come out.
."
The CHAIRMAN: Who?
. _
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WITNESS: I was sleeping and they came and arrested me.
They broke down my door and came and took me away.
Mr. GUNEWAIl.DENE: Did the Army come with weapons?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Then where were you taken?
WITNESS: They took us to the police station where we
stayed for two hours and then they took us to the Institution
which the Government has founded to reconvert communists.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When did they bring you here?
WITNESs: After 67 days.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were other pagodas similarly raided?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many people were in your pagoda?
WITNESS: Fifty.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were they all taken?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did they tell you why?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDEN»: Did you at any time ask why you were
arrested?
WITNESS: When I was taken to the camp, the Government
asked whether I knew anything about the martial law. I said
"no" because it had only been proclaimed on the night of
21 August and I was taken on that night.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you feel that Buddhists were discriminated against?
WITNESS: I don't know. I was ... [abroaq]. So I don't know
about the background. I heard when I returned that some people
had been arrested.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you approve of Buddhist flags beIng
banned on religious holidays?
WITNESS: On that day the Government gave the order to
remove those flags.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you care that the Buddhist flag must
be smaller than the national flag?
WITNESS: No. I only want it to be flown in houses, temples
and in other places.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How long were you in Saigon before
you were arrested?
WITNESS: I came back in 100>.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Are you aware of five demands made by
the Buddhists?
WITNESS:
cs.
WITNESS : Y
Yes.

WITmss: Officers.
The CHAIRMAN: Army or Police officers?
WITNESS: Army officers, soldiers.
The CHAIRMAN : Were you beaten?
WITNESS: A little.
Mr. VOLIO: How? With the hand or a stick?
WITNESS: With the hand.
The CHAIRMAN: What reason did they give you for having
hit you?
WITNESS: They did not give any reason.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did the Army come with military
weapons?
WITNESSS: I don't know what they brought with them. They
held them in the following manner. [The Mission had the
impression that they were bayonets.]
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Where were you taken?
WITNESS: ..• When they took me to a place that was far
away, I could not tell where it was.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: In whose custody were you put?
WITNESS: I was taken at 2 a.m. to that place and then at
4 a.m. I was taken to another place where I was put alone
in a cell.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many days did you spend there?
WITNESS: About one week.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How were you treated?
WITNESS: I suffered no ill-treatment.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: About how many priests were there in
the temple on the night of your arrest?
WITNESS: About ten.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were they arrested?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: What in your opinion are the grievances
of the Buddhists?
WITNESS: Since I am new in this country, I don't know all
of them but one example is the removal of flags on Buddhist
celebrations.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you tell us whether you know why
you have not yet been released?
WITNESS: I don't ~OW.
Mr. VOLIO: Do you know the reasons for the Government's
directions concerning the flags?
WITNESS: No, I was abroad •...
Mr. VOLIO: Do you know why the incidents started in Hue?
WITNESS: I was not in Hue myself. Perhaps it was because
of the removal of flags during the celebration, followed by
demonstrations and repressive measures.
Mr. KOIRALA: There are allegations that this movement was
inspired by Communists, Viet-Cong and other foreign agents.
What do you think about this?
WITNESS: I only practise my religion, I cannot tell.
Mr. KOlRALA: Do you as a monk feel that the national interest should be superior to all other interests?
WITNESS: Yes, but my religion should have freedom to
practise.

Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When was this Ordinance promulgated?
WITNESS: I was not here. I don't remember.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What do you say about the allegations
that the Buddhists are communist inspired?
.

Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Is there a conflict between Buddhism and
the national interest?
WITNESS: No.

WITNESS: I don't think this is so because the Buddhist Delegation was in contact with the Government and no layman
was allowed in it, only Buddhist monks.
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Tb,e CHAIRMAN: When were you arrested?
WITNESS: After the big night of 20 August.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: At what time?
WITNESS: At 1 a.m.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: In which pagoda?
WITNESS: An-Quang.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How were you arrested?

Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What do you feel about Ordinance No.

IO?

WITNESS: I believe that it said that all societies in the country must get permission and are controlled by the Government
with the exception of Catholic and Protestant ones. All others
must be registered.

Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you think that the religious interest
should be subordinated to the national interest?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you consider Buddhism to be subordinated to the national interest?
.WITNESS: No. I say that all religions should be equal. I
WIll say .that I always got permission from the Government
for anything for which I asked.
Mr. VOLIO: Do you know why the incidents in Hue began?
WITNESS: I was in Sail{on; I don't know.

Agenda item 77

Mr. CORRllA DA COSTA: Are the repressive measures taken
by the Government after the recent events in Hue discriminatory
against
against Buddhists in general, or in particular against the General
eral Buddhist Association?
WITNESS: They applied to any Buddhist ·society.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: Do you think it 'POssible that the
Government
Government has put false monks in the pagodas?
WITNESS: No. I heard that this happened but I don't think
it
it is possible.
Mr.
Mr. AMOR: We have heard that certain monks before burning
themselves
themselves wrote a note explaining the reasons for their action.
Can
Can you tell us what these reasons were?
WITNESS: Yes. Thich Quang Duc I knew. He came to me
every
every night and talked to me about this. He wanted to burn
himself
himself to protest to the Government and to ask that the Government
ernment permit equal practice of all religions. He wished to
sacrifice
sacrifice himself for this cause.
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The CHAffiMAN: How old are you?
WITNESS: Nineteen years old.
The CHAIRMAN: When were you ordained?
WITNESS: In March 1962. In July of this year, I Came to
Saigon
Saigon and at that time Thich Tri Quang decided to send me
for
for further religious studies to the province of Binh Dinh,
the
the city of Beu Tra, to the temple of Long-Phuoe. In May
1963,
1963, I was called to Saigon to visit the Association. I stayed
at
at Xa-Loi pagoda where my duties were to serve the big monks.
That
That is where I learned about the five demands of the Buddhists. On 30 May 1963, I took part in a Buddhist demonstradhists.
tion in Saigon and then I returned to Xa-Loi Pagoda. On the
tion
night of 20 August, I went to An-Quang Pagoda and I was
night
arrested at about 1 a.m. I was detained for 15 days at a place
arrested
II cannot identify. I was visited by higher monks from the
An-Quang pagoda and these men talked with the authorities.
An-Quang
The next day I was released. At the same time, other monks
The
and nuns who had been arrested were released. I returned to
and
An-Quang and saw many monks and nuns there. It was there
An-Quang
that I came to know Thich Thien Hoa, the Chairman of the
that
Union Committee for Pure Buddhism and Thich Nhat Minh,
Union
the Vice-Chairman of the Union Committee for Pure Buddhism.
the
At that time, these two monks made a declaration saying that
At
all priests should return to their respective pagodas because
all
one temple could not feed so many monks and nuns. Since my
temple was far away, I requested to remain in Saigon and I
temple
remained with nun Dieu Thah who lived near the An-Quang
remained
Pagoda. During this period I heard about the atrocities perPagoda.
petrated by the Government against the Buddhists. I heard
petrated
for example that Buddhists monks and nuns were beaten, that
for
their hands were broken, that they were drowned, that they
their
had their stomachs ripped open. I also heard that they had
had
been rear rested and those not rearrested were forced to cease
been
practising their religion, or were forced to burn themselves.
practising
II was very upset about this news. One day when I was at
Pham-Giang in Gia-Long a student claiming to belong to a
Pham-Giang
student association met me and asked me to join the Buddhist
student
movement. I accepted because I believed that it was for the
movement.
Buddhist cause. The student asked me where I lived. I said
Buddhist
that I was staying with a nun near An-Quang. Two days later
that
the same student came to this address to meet me and gave
the
me a package containing two suits. The youth told me that
me
the Government was now arresting nuns and monks in a
the
greater number. He said that if I went into .the street I sho~d
greater
wear this suit so that I would not be recogOlzed as a BuddhiSt.
wear
He also said that I should change my residence. He told me
He
to go to stay at the Tu-Van Pagoda on Thai-Lap-Thanh road
to
in Gia-Dinh, so that I could be hidden from the authorities
in
who were arresting monks. So I went to the Tu-Van pagoda
who
op 20 October. On 22 October, th: student cam~ to see me
op
again and at that time he tol~ ~e hiS name was ~mh. He told
again
me that the Buddhist ASSOCiation had changed Its name .and
me
affiliation. The new Association worked for the Communists.
affiliation.
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On 23 October I was taken in a taxi to a school Thi-Lang
at Phu-Nhuan. I was taken to a swimming pool where I met
two men. The first man's name was Thanh and the other man
was a monk disguised as a civilian wearing a nylon hat. They
told me they were happy to see me. They also told me that
the United Nations Mission would soon come to Viet-Nam
to inquire into the relations between the Government and the
Buddhist community. Then they told me that they needed ten
volunteers, and they wanted to know if I would accept to be
one of the ten. I accepted because I felt so upset about the
news I had heard earlier about the Government's treatment
of monks. I thought that I would end up the same way sooner
or later myself. So that is why I accepted. They told me that
I would be dying for the cause of Buddhism. When I accepted
they were very happy. I was also told that a monk named
Phanh My would commit liuicide by ,burning in front of the
Redemptionist Church and another nun in front of Tan-Dinh
church on Hai-Batrung road. They said I should do so at the
National Day celebration because many people would be there,
including the representatives of the United Nations Mission.
I asked him how I would get into th,e area because it had
been cordoned off. I was told not to worry, that the suicide
promotion group would make all the arrangements for me.
I asked what kind of arrangements, and they answered that
on 26 October I would be given a white suit and a yellow robe
soaked with gasoline. They would provide me with a car bearing a sticker enabling the car to go into the area. When the car
got there I was to get out in a normal manner. The car would
then ,be driven away. I was then to sit down, put the yel1(}w
robe on and strike a match and set myself on fire. Also, before
this, they would give me some ,pills so that I would not feel the
pain. Then they told me that I could go. They gave me 100
piastres for car fare. On Z4 October, the student came again
to the Tu-Van Pagoda to give me three letters, one of which
was addressed to the President of the Republic. This letter·
demanded freedom of religion, release of the arrested students,
monks and nuns. The second letter was addressed to the Chief
Monk, Thich Thien Hoa, at An-Quang Pagoda. In this letter
there were accusations against Thich Thien Hoa for betraying
monks, nuns and Buddhists. The th,ird letter was addressed
to the United Nations Mission telling them the reason why I
committed suicide. These letters had been prepared ahead of
time for me and they asked me to sign them. I did not hesitate;
I signed them immediately. Then they also said that on 25
October at about 8 p.m. I would be taken to a secret place
and on 26 October they would t~e me from there to the place
where the celebration was due to take place, as proposed earlier.
Then the student went away. On 25 October in the morning,
I was picked up by the Police Forces before I was supposed
to be taken away by the student. In the police car I saw a
man named Rai who I had known before at Xa-Loi Pagoda.
I had seen him on the 23rd on the road to Chi-Lang. At that
time we greeted one another and I told him that I would not
be seeing him again after the 26th. When the car arrived at
the headquarters of the Security Police, only then I realized
that it must have ,been Mr. Hai who had told the Police.
There I was put in a room alone and later they took me out
and explained that no monk had been killed by the authorities,
that no atrocities had been perpetrated and that the whole story
had been invented. I told them that I realized I had been
misled and that now I understood the situation. So I sent a
letter to the President of the Republic asking for pardon and
telling him about the letter which I had already sent. I also
sent a letter to the United Nations Mission. Since I see things
clearly now, I no longer have any intention to kill myself.
Mr. KoIRALA: Where are the (}ther three who were also
persuaded by the Government not to commit liuicide?
Mr. AMoR: The Government said that they had been returned
to the pagodas.
Mr. KOIRALA: Have you already given this story to the radio?
WITNESS: Yes. I made this statement yesterday at the radio
station.
Mr. AMoR: Who suggested that you should make such a
statement on the radio?
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WITNESS: The people in the Police asked if I would and
I accepted.
Mr. AMoR: Where have you been brought from now?
WITNESS: From the Security Forces.
Mr. AMoR: Yesterday on the radio, did you appeal to the
five remaining monks not to kill themselves?
WITNESS: Yes, I told them the story and made this appeal
to them. In making this appeal, I asked the Government to get
in touch with them and tell them this story.
Mr. AMoR: Did you know the others ?
WITNESS: No, I only knew Thich Thien My, the one who
died by burning himself on the 26th.
Mr. AMOR: Are you repentant of the idea of offering yourself
for religious sacrifice or are you happy that you did 110t commit
suicide?
WITNESS: I am happy that I did not kill myself.
Mr. AMoR: So. arc you sure now that what the Police has
told you is true?
WITNESS: Yes, I firmly believe this.
Mr. AMOR: Can you tell us anything else about Mr. Hai?
WITliESS: I cannot tell anything more because I don't know
anything more.
Mr. AMOR: When Mr. Linh took you to the swimming pool,
you met a monk disguised in civilian clothes. How did you
know he was a monk?
WITNESS: Because, since the nylon hat was transparent, I
could see he had a shaved head.
Mr. AMoR: Did it not occur to you that it might be a false
monk with a shaven head? Anybody can shave his head.
WITNESS: Mr. Linh introduced him as a monk.
Mr. KOIRALA: Did Mr. Hai ever suggest to you that you
might burn yourself?
WITNESS: No, never. He did not know anything about my intentions until I talked to him on the 23rd.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Are your parents living?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have you been able to contact your
parents since your arrest?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you intend to do so now?
WITNESS: No. I would not want to do so because I am afraid
that they would be unhappy.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did your parents know anything about
your whereabouts?
WITNESS: I only gave them the address at the An-Quang
Pagoda. Since then I have not informed them of any of my
movements.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: So you have not been in contact with
your parents since you left An-Quang?
WITNESS: Yes, that is right. They know only that I am in
Saigon.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have you brothers and sisters?
WITliESS: One older brother, three younger brothers and one
younger sister.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Would you like to llee them?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You have been in the custody of the
police for about a week?
WITNESS: Since 25 October at 10 a.m.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How were you treated? Were you well
fed?
WlTliEss: Yes, they treated me well. I was given the food
I requested. I don't like salted food so they have provided
me with unsalted food.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Where did you get this new nylon hat?
WITNESS: Mr. Linh gave it to me.
Mr. GUN1i:WARDENE: You never knew Mr. Linh before?

WITNESS: Never.
he
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you not rather surprised that he
gave you two new new suits?
WITNESS: I was not too surprised because I had met him
several times before.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: But you had met him only twice?
WITNESS: No, about five times.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you know anything about him
him
before?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: And do you know anything about him
him
now?
WITNESS: Only that he is a student.
police?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you give his name to the police?
WITNESS: Yes.
you?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: And the police confr<mted him with you?
WITNESS: No, Mr. Linh had not been arrested.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Has he now?
been
WITNESS: I have not seen him, so I presume he has not been
arrested.
you
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Has Mr. Hai come to see you since you
have been in prison?
WITNESS: No.
future?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have you any ideas as to your future?
life
WITNESS: I only hope that I can go back to the religious life
to be a priest.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you tell anyone where you stayed
stayed
about your intention to commit suicide?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Why did you not consult with your
your
elders since you are such a young monk?
WITNESS: Because I was afraid to let them know that
that II
was living in Saigon.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: So you took this decision without conconsulting anybody?
WITNESS: Yes, that is right.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: No big priest inspired you to commit
commit
suicide?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: No Buddhist association?
WITNESS: No. I repeat that I accepted to commit suicide mymyself after the proposal by Mr. Linh. Since I had heard about
about
all those atrocities concerning the monks, I was afraid to go
go
near a pagoda.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: So you only told those two people?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Why did you place your faith in these
these
two men in deciding such a serious question?
WITNESS: I did not want to bother anybody. I just wanted
wanted
to finish it off.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What sect do you belong to?
WITNESS: To the Mong Ya.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Is this the same sect as that of the AnQuang pagoda?
WITNESS: Yes. I was told by the police that I would be
be rereleased soon. I hope that the Mission will intervene for my
my
release as soon as possible.
The CHAIRMAN: We will do what we can. We would like to
to
thank you for coming to see us and for telling your story to us.
us.
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Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you arrested?
WITNESS : Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When?
WITNESS: At 10.30 a.m. on 20 August, at the Giu-De
Giu-De
Pagoda.

-
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Agenda item 71
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many priests were there in the
pagoda?
WITNESS: Ten.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were they all arrested?
WITNESS: Three were arrested.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How? By whom?
WITNESS: At 3 a.m. on 20 August, we were guarding the
pagoda. When we saw troops coming, we gave the signal to
our friends. They beat the temple drums as a signal of trouble
and over a thousand followers, including students, came to help.
Since there were so many of them, the soldiers withdrew
without doing anything.
Later, after some of the students and followers had left and
there weren't so many of them, the troops returned and the
soldiers started to hit one of the followers. The other students
and followers came back then and started a big demonstration.
At to a.m. we saw armed soldiers on all sides of the pagoda.
The crowd of supporters could not resist them and that was
when I was arrested.
Mr. GUNEWAlIDENE: Were you beaten?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE : Why were you arrested?
WITNESS: I don't know.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When were you released ?
WITNESS: Forty days ago.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Where were you taken?
WITNESS: To the security department and then somewhere
e1se-I don't know where.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you know if other pagodas were
raided?
WITNESS: Four others were raided. In these four many arrests were made. In several others, only one or two were
arrested.
Mr. GUNEW ARDENE: What were the names of these pagodas?
WITNESS: Tu Dan, Gio De, Bao Quce, Giu Due.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: In Hue?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. VOLIO: Before 8 May, did you enjoy freedom of worship?
WITNESS: As far as monks were concerned, yes j but some
laymen had difficulties-Buddhist soldiers, for instance.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What were these difficulties?
WITNESS: The soldiers were told to remain in camp and not
to go out to the [}agoda.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was it official pressure?
WITNESS: In the case of the soldiers, superior officers would
:prevent them from going. Ever since 8 May, everybody has
been afraid to come to the temple.
Mr. AMOR: Do you think that Catholicism is favoured over
Buddhism, and if so, how?
WITNESS: Yes. For instance, on the festival of the Virgin in
Na-Trang, not only all Catholics went to the celebrations, but
some Buddhists were forced to go as well. On Buddhist religious holidays, however, there were difficulties. In the province
of Quang-Tri they were prevented from celebrating Wesak.
On all Catholic holidays there was large attendance.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What are the grievances of the Buddhists?
WITNESS: That the Catholics are favoured over the Buddhists.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Would you like to add anything else to
what you have told us?
WITNESS: Yes. At the time the army broke into the pagoda,
I didn't understand why I was arrested. Later on there was a
broadcast saying that they were hiding guns in one of the
temples, so I assume that this is why I was arrested.
Mr. AMOR: Thank fOUl
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Mr. AMOR: Where are you from?
WITNESS: I want to tell the truth but I do not think I should
tell because after your departure I do not know what is going
to happen. When I was injured I was at Xa·Loi.
Xa·I...oi. As far as
I am concerned I do not want anything from anybody. I only
want freedom to worship. As you know, everyone has parents,
sons, relatives and those people are attaChed
attached to one another.
I am attached to them.

Mr. Koirala asked that the witness be informed that
he himself was from the Land of the Buddha.
WITNESS: You have asked many questions of many people
and my problem is not too different from theirs so most questions and answers would be repetitive.
Mr. KOIRALA: Only questions regarding the nature of your
injuries.
Mr. AMOR: How many -bonzes and honzesses were injured at
Xa·Loi with you the same day?
WITNESS: Four were injured: three monks and one nun.
Mr. KOmALA: What was the nature of your injuries?
WITNESS: I do not know if it was a bullet or what else, but
it burnt my robe and it burnt me and that is all I know.
There were gun shots but I do not think they were bullets.
They probably were their gas bombs as you could not see.

The witness pointed to his heel which was covered by
a heavy bandage and to his thigh where he was wearing
a bandage also.
Mr. AMCIR: How many days have you been in this hospital?
WITNESS: Sixty days.
Mr. KOIRALA: Do you know if any of your fellows had
wounds or leg fractures?
WITNESS: I do not know. One had four toes cut off and
some burns on the legs.
Mr. KOIRALA: Was anyone injured above the waist?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. AMOR: Now that you have returned to the pagoda, are
you free to practise your religion?
WITNESS: When you visited An-Quang I was there and three
others who were also injured but I was not given permission
to welcome the Mission. I do not have freedom of worship.
Mr. AMOR: Thank you very much.
Mr. KOmALA:
KOmALA; What prevented you from coming to see us at
An-Quang?
WITNESS: I saw you coming through the door but the security people just closed the door.
Mr. IGN.ACIO-PINTO: This is where you were treated from the
beginning?
WITNESS: Yes, and I was well treated.

103.

WITNESSES

Nos. 11, 12, 13

AND

14

AMOR: Can you give us a general view of the Buddhist
Mr. AMOR,:
situation as it developed in Hue?

One witness here handed the Mission various documents one of which, a letter to the Mission written by
the witness, Mr. Amor read aloud as follows:
"Hue, 25 October 1963
"To the representatives of the United Nations
"I the undersigned ... beg you to shed the light of justice
"1
on the situation of the Buddhists in Viet-Nam.
"For five years we, the Buddhists of Viet-Nam, have had
to endure a deplorable regime. Our Head of State, President N go Dinh Diem, cannot control his subordinates in
the provinces, especially in Central Viet.Nam, and hundreds
of persons are victims of this inhuman regime.
"Your visit has given us immense joy. We ask you, in
your capacity as United Nations representatives, and humane
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saviours, to rescue the Buddhists of Viet-Nam from the
desperate plight which the bonzesses, boozes and followers
have to endure.
·"There is no need for us to dwell on this at length. You
already know what is happening in our country.
"Awaiting the results of your investigation, we beg you,
on behalf of the bonzesses of Viet-Nam, to accept, etc."
ONE WITNESS: The story began a long time ago, in particular
in four provinces, but also in many others. The Buddhists
there repeatedly submitted religious demands, but two years
went by and nothing was done in response to these demands.
For this reason, people believed that the Government was not
interested in their problems, and they felt that this was a form
of oppression. This resulted in suspicion and discontent, but it
didn't shape up into demonstrations; it was a quiet struggle.
On 8 .May 1963, the Government order to hoist the national
flag was put into effect. Since this order fell just before Wesak,
the Buddhists thought that it was aimed against them. Buddhist
flags were actually already flying all over the city, so in putting
the order into effect, the police came and told people to remove
the flags, because of the decree. Those flags which were not
removed by the people were taken down by the police themselves.
Subsequently, on 8 May, they sent representatives to the
Government delegate, who told him that the people had made
many preparations for the celebration and that some had come
from far away. They asked that the order be waived. The
Government delegate agreed to waive the order for the day
of the celebrations only, but this did not satisfy them. They
wanted to fly the flags for several days, and they wished to
have it established that the flags could be flown anywhere and
on any occasion. So the people put up banners with all kinds
of inscriptions supporting these demands.
Carrying these banners, Thich Tri Quang himself went to
urge the authorities to cancel the order. On the night of 8 May,
as was customary, there was to be a broadcast of a message
to all Buddhists. The Government delegate had promised that
this broadcast would be made again this year, but it was not
allowed. Since they could not hear the message in their homes,
a crowd began to form at the radio station. As it got bigger
and bigger, the police tried to disperse it by using water hoses.
A full-scale riot followed, during which gun-shots and explosions were heard. Afterwards, eight Buddhists were found
dead.
On 9 May, in the morning, a number of people, including
both Buddhist monks and laymen, gathered in groups for
demonstrations. They proceeded to the Residence of the Government delegate to ask to be allowed to bury their dead and
to conduct funeral ceremonies in the Tu-Dan Pagoda courtyard.
At the same time, they asked for the satisfaction of their
demands.
This is our view of the events. We swear that our movement
is not connected with politics... All that we ask is that our
rights be respected.
Mr. AMOR: It has been said that this movement is inspired
by communists. Is this true?
WITNESS: No, it is not communist. It is a religious movement, and the communists have no religion.
Mr. AMoR: Can you affirm unequivocally that there were no
political ~pponents of the Government who, under the pretext
of Buddhist demands, took advantage of the situation in order
to infiltrate the movement and to make propaganda against the
Government for the purpose of overthrowing the Government?
Wr:NE~S: T.he communists have no religion, so how could

the~ Insp~re thiS movement? We can only speak for ourselves.

It IS ?bvlOUS th~t Bud~ists ~o not play politics-why should
we thmk of havmg political alms? As for outsiders who may
hav~ taken advantage of the occasion to make propaganda
agamst the Government, I don't know whether or not this
has happened.
Mr. GUNE~A1lDENE (to another witness): With thirteen
others, you signed a memorandum of grievances which was
'sent to the United Nations-is this true?

The OTHER WITNESS: No. If the signature on this letter is
[my whole name] then it was a false signature. If it was only
signed [with the latter part of my name] then it must have
been somebody else.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Last Christmas, were there Catholic:
flags in the city?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE : Just before Wesak, were there other
Catholic festivals where Vatican flags were used?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was there a Catholic festival celebrated
here just one week before Wesak?
WITNESS: Yes, for Monsignor Thuc, one week before.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were there Catholic flags also flying
on 5 May?
WITNESS: Yes, in Da-Nang, in a celebration for Father
Phan Lac.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: SO when the order of banning came, the
Buddhists were upset?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: For some time the people in the four
provinces had had complaints-about what?
WITNESS: That there was favouritism and restriction; when
they wanted to perform any special rites, if they didn't request
authorization for the celebration, they would be fined.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did they send a memorandum containing
their demands for the removal of these restrictions?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When?
WITNESS: In 1960 and 1961.
Mr. AMoR: Has Catholicism been favoured. over Buddhism?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Only because the President is a Catholic.
ANOTHER WITNESS: Yes, that was one of the five grievances.
Mr. AMoR: How?
WITNESS: For example, Christmas is a national celebration,
but we always had to ask permission to celebrate any Buddhist
holiday.
ANOTHER WITNESS: Mandarins and their families were not
allowed to go to pagodas.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did the army ever help with preparations for the Wesak celebration?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Yes, before. But not for the last two
years.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: And for the Christmas celebrations?
WITNESS: Yes, they got more help.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: In putting up Buddhist buildings, did
you get help from the army during the last two years?
WITNESS: That would depend on the sect. The army is quite
sympathetic to some of the sects.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have you received help here?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do Catholic religious buildings get help
from the army?
WITNESS: We heard about this, but we haven't paid any
attention, since it doesn't concern us. We are only concerned
with our religion.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have you heard that Monsignor Thuc
put up apartments for rental for the church?
WITNESS: We have heard about that, but we can't confirm
it. We have no way of knowing.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have food parcels been distributed to
Buddhists by the Buddhist priests?
ANOTHER WITNESS: No.
ANOTHER WITNESS: Very little.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: The Catholic priests do distribute food
parcels all over the province?
WITNESS: We don't know. We only know that we have had
very little help. We don't know about others.
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Mr. GUNEW.A1U>ENE: Do you know of forest and land concessions given to the Catholic church?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Yes, we have heard about this.
Mr. GUNEW.A1U>ENE: Has this pagoda got any?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: If a Buddhist society wants to put up a
building, does it have to get permission?
ANOTHER
ANOTHEIl. WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEW.A1UlENE: Catholic?
ANOTHE:R,
ANOTRE:R, WITNESS: We don't know, but we do know that
they have facilities in certain areas. For example, in Quang-Tri
province on the celebration of the day of the Virgin, people
were not only invited to go, but were obliged to do so. But
on Buddhist holidays, invitations might not even be issued,
and if they were, the people might be prevented from going.
Mr. VOLIO: When was this pagoda constructed?
WITNESS: About 325 years ago.
Mr. VOLIO: And the new building?
ANOTHER
ANOTREIl. WITNESS: There are two new buildings; one was
constructed thirty-three years ago and the other three years ago.
Mr. VOLIO: Did the Government assist you in building them?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. VOLIO: In 1961 and 1960, were Buddhist flags flown?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. VOLIO: Were ceremonies performed without any interference?
WITNESS: Yes, but we had to ask permission. There was one
province--Quang-Ngai-where they couldn't celebrate.
Mr. VOLIO: Since the establishment of the new Republic of
Viet-Nam, has the number of Buddhists increased?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Yes. The number of Buddhists has increased because people were obliged or forced to ~ake up
Catholicism and in reaction to this they became BuddhIsts.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many monks and nuns were in
residence here 011 Wesak?
WITNESS: Sixty monks and forty nuns. This includes people
who came from elsewhere for the special celebration.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many are there here today?
ANOTHER WITNESS: There are only two monks in reside~ce
here and six small priests. There are no nuns-they Itve
somewhere else.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Normally, before Wesak, how many
were there'?
ANOTHER WITNESS: It depends. It 1S not regular. The greatest
number of monks in residence is four and the least is one.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: About how many came to worship here
on Wesak?
WITNESS: About lO,OOO-and about 1,000 monks and nuns.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many on a normal religious holiday?
ANOTHER WITNESS: 200-300.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many come now, on a full moon
day'?
WITNESS: About three.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was there a demonstration on 3 June
here?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Some people were injured?
WITNESS: Sixty.
ANOTHER WITNESS: Sixty-nine.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How were they injured?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Acid was thrown at them.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you arrested?
WITNESS: Yes. We were arrested on th,e morning of the 21st.
.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How did it happen?
WITNESS: At about 3' a.m. on 21 August the soldIers came
and asked us to follow them.
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Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How did they enter?
WITNESS: There were shots in the area and they broke down
the door.
Mr. GUNEW.AIl.DENE (to another witness) : Were you arrested?
WITNESS: No. I was in another pagoda.
Mr. AMOll: Were you beaten?
WITNESS: No. I don't know about the others.
Mr. AMOR: Do you lotow whether there are others still in
prison now?
ANOTHER. WITNESS: There are none in Hue. Some were ta~en
to Saigon.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were other pagodas raided?
ANOTHER WITNESS : Five~
GUNEW.ABDENE:: Were they damaged?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE
ANOTHER WITNESS: You can see the marks here on these
ANOTHER.
walls, and here where the door was broken.
ANOTHER WITNESS: Everything on the altar was broken and
taken away,
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you know of our arrival here?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Yes. We were told yesterday, hut we
didn't know when yOll
yOll would arrive.
Mr. AMoR: Were you threatened against telling the truth
about your grievances?
WITNESS: No.

104. WITNESSES Nos. 15, 16 AND 17
Two witnesses were present and were later joined
by a third.
ONE WITNESS: I am very happy to see the Mission here in
this country but being an old man I was so afraid when the
incident took place, I did not see anything. I had no time to
do anything, being an old man.
The CHAmMAN: Do you know what the United Nations is?
WITNESS: I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN: Did you know about the Mission's arrival?
WITNESS: I do not know anything about a United Nations
Mission or its arrival in the country.
Mr. KomALA:' Did you expect that we would come here?
WITNESS: No. I only lotow that the Mission has co~e from
the United Nations now that you tell me so. I appreCIate that
you have come here from far away to this country ~o look
into facts. But I am too old. I lay flat on my back durmg the
incident and knew nothing of it.
The CHAlRMAN: What incident are you referring to?
WITNESS: I refer to the incident on 20 A~gust when .armed
lymg on
troops broke into the pagoda. II was so afraId, I was lYing
my back and did not know what happened.
The CHAmMAN: When the Army broke into the place, what
happened?
WITNESS: I heard a lot of noise outside 3;nd sensed ~an~er
and finding ourselves in a corner we lock.ed It up from inSIde.
We saw nothing since we locked ourselves 111.
m.
The CHAIRMAN: We are not referring .to the incident now.
Could you please tell us if at th~ present tLm~ you can perform
all your religious functions WIthout any mterference from
anybody?
. ,
WITNESS: Ever since then there has been no mterference 111
our performing our religious duties. People come and go. ~hey
only come for prayer and we ourselves have all the latttude
to practise our religion.
The CHAIRMAN: How long have you been here in this
pagoda?
WITNESS: About tl)irteen or fourteen months.
The CHAmMAN : And your colleague?
WITNESS: Since 1959.
The CHAIRMAN: You told us that since the il1~i~ent there
has been no interference in the ?performance of reItgtous
reItglous functions here. Was there any before.
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WITNESS: Prior to that date there was no visible interference
but before 20 August people seemed afraid to come. Some -people
did come but for those who came there was no incident; they
just came, practised their religious functions, and went.
The CHAIRMAN: What were they afraid of?
WITNESS: I am not sure what they were afraid of but due
to the fact that there were guards around and so on, they
may have been afraid of these measures.
The CHAIRMAN: Where were you before coming to this
pagoda?
WITNESS: Before coming to this pagoda I was in the Giang
Duc Pagoda in Thu Due.
The CHAIRMAN: How long were you there?
WITNESS: Five years.
The CHAIRMAN: What was the reason for your coming
from that pagoda to this pagoda?
WITNESS: The reason for my coming over here from there
was that the monk who had been head of this pagoda was
going to inaugurate a small pagoda in his home town, Dinh
Tie, and he requested me to come and take his place while
he was performing the inauguration. Before coming here I
asked for authorization of the Head Monk and with his permission I came.
The CHAIRMAN: When is that pagoda to be inaugurated?
WITNESS: It has been completed.
The CHAIRMAN: How long will you stay here after you
have helped him?
WITNESS: Ever since I came to replace him after his return
I continued to stay here, about fourteen or fifteen months.
The CHAIRMAN (to the other witness): Were you present
when the incident took place?
The OTHER WITNESS: I was.
The CHAIRMAN: Could you tell us what happened during the
incident?
WITNESS: I did not see every phase of it. I was not too sure
what was going on so I do not want to say anything about it
because I might be mistaken since I did not see the whole thing.
Mr. VOLlO: Where were you?
WITNESS: I was in my room; it was at night.
The CHAIRMAN: Was anybody arrested? If 50, how many?
WITNESS: Yes. I do not know how many.
The CHAIRMAN: How many people were here?
WITNESS: Seven.
The CHAIRMAN: How many came back?
WITNESS: All of them have returned.
The CHAIRMAN: Were you arrested, and if so, for how long?
WITNESS: Yes. Twelve days.
The CHAIRMAN: How were you returned?
WITNESS: I was released and they told me that I could come
back.
The CHAIRMAN: Was anybody else released before you were?
WITNESS: I do not know because I do not know where they
were kept.
The CHAIRMAN: Where are those people who were at the
pagoda at that time? We now see only two people.
WITNESS: Two are here, two have gone home on visit, two
others are also here and olle has gone to his own locality.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you here last Wesak?
WITNESS: No, I went to the country.
Mr. GUNEWAllDENE: Who was in charge of the celebration?
WITNESS: The chief was here but now he has gone to the
country. We ourselves are only Buddhist adeptsj
adepts; we are followers but not very big monks; we are not head monks.
.Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: On the programme it says "contact
With the General Buddhist Association". Who are the members? Are you members? Who represents the Association?
WITNESS: In the Association there are higher level monks'
we are not there
'
there;j we do not know who the people are.

Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: Does the Association have quarters in
this pagoda or not?
WITNESS: This is the seat of the Association but at the
present time the Association is all scattered; there is nobody.
The CHAIRMAN: If you are afraid to answer our questions
we shall not ask any more.
WITNESS: We are only practitioners; we come and are ordained here but as far as the Association is concerned only
the big monks know. Afraid or not afraid, both are righL
We feel we have the right to be afraid, yet it makes no difference because we don't know much about it, The Association
has been broken up. Everybody has gone away. Only those
people would know. We do not belong to th,e Central Committee.
The CHAIRMAN: Can we find anybody who belongs to that
Committee in this pagoda?
WITNESS: This is not because we are afraid, but we tell you
we know the people only when they come in and go out. We
see those leaders; we talk to them; they come and pray but
where they stay we do not know. This is not 'because we are
afraid.
Mr. KOIRALA: Are you abonze?
WITNESS: I am a bonze practising the religion here, doing
prayers, but I do not belong to the Committee.
The CHAIRMAN: How long has your voice been like this?
WITNESS: It has been like that ever since my childhood.
Mr. VOLIO: On 20 August did they destroy the furniture 0['
anything?
The OTHER WITNESS: We were taken away and twelve days
later when we canleback we found everything in the usual place.
The CHAIRMAN: What are your names?
WITNESSES: If you want to know our names, we will tell you.
The CHAIRMAN: If you do not want to tell us, it does not
matter but we will be pleased to know if you want to tell us.
WITNESS: In that case we prefer not to tell our names.
Mr. CORREA DA CoSTA: Were you told by the Army or Police
the reason why you were in prison?
WITNESS: We were told nothing. We were arrested, put in a
cell and then we were released.
The CHAIRMAN: Did you ask why you were taken away?
WITNESS : We did not ask.
The CHAIRMAN: Were there any political activities in this
pagoda?
WITNESS: Only on holidays high-rank monks came to pray
here. As far as the seven of us are concerned we have nothing
to do but pray. We do not know if the big monks have a role
in politics or not.
The CHAIRMAN: Do many people come here?
WITNESS: Between the 4th and 7th month of the lWlar calendar more people than usual have come to the pagoda. After
that they found out that there were many arrests and the
number diminished.
The CHAIRMAN: Is there a special time for people to come
here?
WITNESS: On ordinary days, not religious holidays, and 011
Sunday, people would Come at 8 a.m. for prayers; they pray
and they go home when they want to but On the 14th 15th
30th and 31st days of the month, which are religious h~liday~
they come at 8 p.m. and stay as late as they can.
The CHAIRMAN: Is today a holiday?
WITNESS: No.
The CHAIRMAN: When was the last holiday?
WITNESS: Last Sunday.
The CHAIRMAN : Was the place empty last Sunday?
WITNESS: There were very few people, but it was oot empty.
There were no more than twenty.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the normal number expected on a
holiday?
WITNESS: Over 100.
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CORREA DA
DA COSTA:
COSTA: To
To what
what do
do you
you attribute
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the monks;
monks; to
to what
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facts do
do you
you attribute
attribute that
that
molations of
molations
some monks
monks have
have burned
burned themselves?
themselves?
some
WITNESS: We
We do
do not
not know
know what
what the
the motive
motive was
was hut
but only
only
WITNESS:
big monks
monks are
are performing
performing that
that suicide
suicide hy
hy burning
burning;j small
small monks
monks
big
do not
not know
know much
much about
about itit hut
but maybe
maybe big
big monks
monks know
know why
why
do
they do
do it.
it. The
The small
small monks
monks do
do not
not know
know the
the motive.
motive.
they
The CHAI1l.MAN:
CHAIll.MAN: Were
Were you
you arrested?
arrested?
The
WITNESS:
Yes,
for
twelve
days.
WITNESS: Yes, for twelve days.
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Did
Did you
you go
go together
together at
at the
the same
same time,
time, the
the
The
same hour?
hour?
same
WITNESS: Yes.
Yes.
WITNESS:
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Were
Were you
you together
together in
in prison?
prison?
The
WITNESS: We
We were
were separated.
separated.
WITNESS:
The OTHER
OTHER WITNESS:
WITNESS: We
We were
were in
in separate
separate rooms
rooms in
in the
the papaThe
goda here
here but
but when
when arrested
arrested we
we were
were put
put in
in the
the same
same <:ell.
<:ell.
goda
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: How
How were
were you
you treated?
treated?
The
The OTHER
OTHER WITNESS:
WITNESS: No
No ill
ill treatment
treatment but
but II do
do not
not know
know
The
about the
the others.
others.
about
The CHAIRMAN (to the other witness): How about you?
WITNESS: No ill treatment either. We were told to go and
we went; we listened to orders.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: Have big monks lived here permanently in this pagoda?
The OTHER WITNESS: As a rule in this temple the ones that
There are now seven.
stay permanently should not exceed seven. Therc
The OTHER WITNESS: At a certain time in the past there may
have been more but I am not too sure. Right now the rule has
been set that this temple should not carry more than seven
monks.
The CHAIRMAN: You say two other monks are here; why
have they not come to see us?
WITNESS: They are also afraid but if you want to meet them
they will come. The other two may not be aware of yOW"
your
presence.
The CHAIRMAN: Could we send somebody to bring the other
monks to us?
One other witness came. The other refused to come,
NEW WITl<ESS:
WITNESS: II do not know anything;
anything i if you want to
know, go and inquire from the Committee, the Association,
or others.
The CHAIRMAN: Shall we take it you do not want to speak
to us?
WITNESS;
WITNESS: It is not that I do not want to talk. II do not know
anything.

105. WITNESS
WITNESS No.
No. 18
A number
number of
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witnesses were present and only one
one
of them would
would answer the
the Mission's questions.
questions. Their
Their
names and the name of their pagoda were
were given.
The
The CHAIRMAN:
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true
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WITNESS:
WITNESS: As
As far
far as
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sect isis concerned,
concerned, itit is
is aa very
very old
old
one.
one. This
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surrounding ones
ones are
are about
about 300
300 ye~rs
ye~rs
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your visit
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so
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Mr.
Mr. CORREA
CORREA DA
DA COSTA:
COSTA: Have
Have any
any of
of your
your rights
rights been
been
violated?
violated?
WITNESS:
There have
have been
been no
no restrictions
restrictions whatsoever
whatsoever here.
here.
WITNESS: There
We
liberty to
We have
have full
ful1liberty
to practise
practise our
our religion.
religion.
The
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Has
Has there
there been
been any
any restriction
restriction in
in other
other
pagodas
pagodas elsewhere
elsewhere inin the
the country?
country?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: Up
Up until
until now
now there
there has
has been
been no
no trciuble
trciuble at
at all.
all.
The
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Ao,ywhere?
Ao,ywhere~
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WITNESS:
WITNESS: Since
Since the
the establishment
establishment of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of VietVietNam,
this country
country has
has grown
grown to
to aa great
great extent.
extent.
Nam, Buddhism
Buddhism inin this
There
There are
are already
already 1,000
1,000 pagodas
pagodas inin this
this country.
country. .
The
The ClIAIRMAN:
ClIAIRMAN: Has
Has anyone
anyone from
from this
this pagoda
pagoda been
been arrested?
arrested?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: No.
No.
Th,e
Th.e CHAIRMAN:
CHAI!l.MAN: Why
Why have
have there
there been
been arrests
arrests in
in other
other
pagodas
pagodas and
and not
not here?
here?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: So
So far
far as
as this
this sect
sect isis concerned,
concerned, itit isis aa very
very old
old
one
and has
has been
been practising
practising this
this religion
religion for
for aa long
long time.
time. It
It
one and
has
has never
never changed.
changed. There
There may
may have
have becn
been changes
changes in
in other
other sects,
sects,
but
but we
we have
have no
no way
way of
of knowing
knowing about
about this.
this. We
We have
have only
only read
read
in
in the
the newspapers
newspapers about
about the
the arrests
arrests in
in other
other sects.
sects.
The
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: What
What isis the
the feeling
feeling here
here about
about the
the arrests
arrests
which
which have
have taken
taken place
place elsewhere?
elsewhere?
WITNESS:
just that
that if
if they
they are
are arrested,
arrested, that
that
WITNESS: Our
Our feeling
feeling isis just
isis their
their affair.
affair. They
They may
may have
have trouble
trouble with
with the
the Government
Government
-mayhe
-maybe they
they have
have violated
violated the
the law.
law. We
We can
can only
only accept
accept the
the
fact
fact and
and itit does
does not
not affect
affect us.
us.
The
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Is
Is itit a fact
fact that
that some
some monks
monks have
have burned
burned
themselves?
themselves?
WITNESS: Like you, we have only heard
heard about this. We
We have
have
not seen it.
The CHAIRMAN: The whole world knows this and the
Government
Govemment admits it. What is your feeling about it?
WITNESS: The monks that burned themselves belonged to
sects other than this one. This one is a long-established sect;
it goes back 200 years. Those people btlrned themselves in the
name of tl1eir
th,eir sect. There is no connexion between those suicides
and this particular sect.
The CHAIRMAN: As human beings, what are your feelings
a'bout
a:bout these suicides?
WITNESS: Perhaps they had a reason to burn themseLves, but
we do not understand this reason. In recent history, there have
110 cases of suicidal burning. This may have occurred in
been 110
the past, but not recently.
The CHAIRMAN: What were your feelings when you heard
that these monks and co-religionists had burned themselves?
COUl'se, whenever we
WITNESS: According to our belief, of course,
hear about such things, we are sorry and we pray that their
souls will go to heaven.
The CHAIRMAN: Did you demonstrate these feelings in this
pagoda or did you contact the Government to ask them to
sacrifices r
stop these sacrifices?
WITNESS: For us to pray for them was not a special case.
We pray every day for world peace, security and happiness.
'vVe do not make a case
case out
out of the suicide. Special prayers
vVe
must be said by the sects concerned.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Where is the Headquarters of this
thi.L~ectL-----.
sectL-- -.--.
WITNESS: The sect
sect-extendsThis
WlTNESS:
extends. throughout-Vlei=Nam.
throughout -Vlet=N'a~~--This
place [s
is the
the oldest,
oldest, however,
however, and the Chief of the whole sect is
place
here. There
There are
are other
other monks
monks who
who are
are as
as old
old or
or older
older than
than
here.
this Chief,
Chief, but
but they
they are
are not
not here
here today.
today.
this
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: How
How many
many priests are
are there
there in
in this
this sect?
sect?
Mr.
WITNESS: About
AbOtlt five
five thousand.
thousand.
WITNESS:
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: All
All over
over Viet-Nam?
Viet-Nam?
Mr.
WITNESS: From
From Central
Central Viet-Nam
Viet-Nam down
down to
to Saigon.
Saigon.
WITNESS:
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: Approximately
Approximately how
how many
many Viet-Namese
Viet-Namese
Mr.
belong to
to this
this sect
secti'r
belong
WITNESS: Over
Over two
two million.
million. Before
Before there
there was
was only
only this
this sect.
sect.
WITNESS:
The other
other sects
sects have
have only
only developed
developed recently,
recently, since
since 1929.
1929. Before
Before
The
all Buddhists
Buddhists belonged
belonged to
to this
this sect.
sect.
that, all
that,
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: Wh,at
What are
are the
the names
names of
of the
the other
other sects
sects
Mr.
as you
you know
know them?
them?
as
WITNESS: This
This sect
sect isis the
the <>ldest.
<>ldest. In
In 1929
1929 in
in Saigon
Saigon there
there
WITNESS:
was the
the Hay
Hoy Nam
Nam Ky
Ky Nhiem
Nhiem Cun;
CUnj in
in 1933,
1933, the
the Hoi
Hoi Luong
Luong
was
Xuyen; in
in 1938,
1938, the
the Buddhist
Buddhist Association
Association of
of Viet-Nam,
Viet-Nam, Nhiem
Nhiem
Xuyenj
Cun Phat
Phat Hoi.
Hoi.
Cun
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: Are
Are these
these the
the only
only ones?
ones?
Mr.
WITNESS: There
There are
are others'
others' which
which have
have no
no significance,
significance, bebeWITNESS:
cause they
they all
all belong
belong inin one
one way
way or
or another
another to
to one
one of
of these
these four.
four.
cause
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Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many Buddhists are there in all the
sects in this country?
WITNESS: How could we know this? All we know is that
this sect has over two million, hut as for the others, we cannot
say. Perhaps about 80 per cent of the population.
Mr. AMOR: Has there been any change in the practice of
your religion since the French colonial times?
WITNESS: It is at the present time that Buddhism has known
the greatest progress. The help from the Government for buildings, etc., has created an increasing number of followers, so
now the movement is progressing better than before.
Mr. AMOR: Has there been any improvement in the relation
of your religious life to the Government since the end of French
colonial times, or has it been the same or worse? Has the
relationship between religion and the French Government and
that between religion and the Diem Government been better or
worse or the same?
WITNESS: As far as our sect is concerned, we have asked for
no help. Our only concern is for a place to worship. All these
decorations which you see here are not new-they have been
handed over from generation to generation. This sect has not
received much from the Government because it has not asked
for it. Other sects, the General Association and the Xa Loi,
have received more funds from this Government than from
other Governments in the past.
'
Mr. CORR~A
CORR~A DA COSTA: Why was there a sudden splitting off
of new sects in 1929 after years of having only one?
WITNESS: The reason is simple. As you know, there is nothing wrong with this sect, but at a certain time there was a
new feeling of inspiration and some people who wanted to be
promoters and important personalities went out and founded
their own sects.
Mr. KOIRALA: What are the religious scriptures and books of
this sect?
WITNESS: They are the books written in Chinese, not in
Viet-Namese. It is different in some other sects which have
books in Viet-Namese because they are more recent.
Mr. KomALA: When you were told about the immolations,
you said that you had heard about them but didn't know about
them. But on the other hand, concerning the funds and the aid
provided to other sects by the Government, you know about it;
you had not just heard about it. Why was this?
WITNESS: It was the same in both cases. We only heard
about it from the Press.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you celebrate Wesak?
WITNESS: Yes, we have a big celebration.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Are Buddhist flags flown at that time?
WITNESS: This is an old sect. We have no funds, so we have
110 flags here. Other sects have them, but we have only these
110
hangings. Only those with modern education know about these
modern Buddhist flags. We do not use them.
Mr. KOlRALA: Do you use any flags ?
WITNESS: No, we have never used flags.
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WITNESSES

Nos. 19, 20. AND 21

The CHAIRMAN: How old is th,is pagoda?
ONE WITNESS: Twelve years.
The CHAIRMAN: How many nuns are there here?
WITNESS: None.
The CHAIRMAN: How many monks?
~~TNESS: This pagoda is a school for teaching the Buddhist
rehglon and when the school is in operation there are about
sixty monks. The school is closed now, so there are only
ten of us.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the name of the sect to which this
pagoda ·belongs?
WITNESS: Hoi Tang Gia Toan Quoe.
The CHAIRMAN: How many followers does it have?
WITNESS: Approximately 3,000 in Saigon. In the Whole
whole
country about one million.

take
The CHAIRMAN: Did Buddhists belonging to this sect take
part in the religious demonstrations?
WITNESS: No one took part.
The CHAIRMAN: Has anybody belonging to this pagoda
pagoda
committed suicide by burning?
WITNESS: No.
the
The CHAIRMAN: Has this pagoda been interfered with by the
Government or the Army?
WITNESS: No.
The CHAIRMAN: Has the Government accused you or any of
of
activities?
the people belonging to the pagoda of any undesirable activities?
WITNESS: No.
The CHAIRMAN: Will you please tell us, what, in accordance
accordance
to
with your beliefs, are the obligations of sons and daughters to
their parents?
parents,
WITNESS: Respect for their parents, love for their parents,
their
taking care of parents in sickness and looking after their
happiness.
not
The CHAIRMAN: If one of the sons or daughter s does not
fulfil his obligations, is this considered a sin?
WITNESS: If the son does not fulfil his filial duty, he is considered an undesirable son.
The CHAIRMAN: Is there any punishment for that?
punWITNESS: No, there is no set punishment-no physical punthe
ishment-but if this action goes beyond certain limits, the
parents forget about their sons.
The CHAIll.MAN: Do they break relations?
relations,
WITNESS: If it is beyond the limit, they break off relations,
but they try to arrange a conciliation between themselves.
with
The CHAIRMAN: What were the relations of this pagoda with
the French Government?
WITNESS: This pagoda is only twelve years old, so it was
was
just beginning during the French period. It was just being conconstructed then, so there wasn't much activity here.
The CHAIRMAN: What are its relations with the present
present
Government?
WITNESS: Relations with the Government are good. We have
have
received some help from the Government.
The CHAIRMAN: Has anybody been arrested?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: In the recent incidents with the GovernGovernment?
WITNESS: All of us were arrested-about thirty of us. But
But
we were released after a short inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN: What was this inquiry about?
WITNESS: After certain investigations, the Government was
afraid of the priests from other sects who took part in the
the
demonstrations.
The CHAIRMAN: What questions were asked?
WITNESS: Such questions as "are you sympathetic with the
demonstrators or are you sympathetic with the Government?"
The CHAIRMAN: What was your answer?
WITNESS: That we had no part to play in this-the people
came from outside.
The CHAIRMAN: When you were asked whether you were
sympathetic with the demonstrators, what was your answer?
And when you were asked about your relations with the
Government, what was your answer?
WITNESS: Our answer to the first question was that we
hadn't done anything; we had no part to play. Our answer to
the second question was that we have good relations with the
Government and we intend to keep them that way.
The CHAIRMAN: Has there been any obstacle put in the way
of the performance of religious ceremonies or any pressure
pressure
on you in this respect?
WITNESS: No obstacles or pressure in any way. We had
complete freedom. Sometimes there have been misunderstandings and some suspicions have been aroused,
aroused but these have
had no serious effect.
•
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The CHAIRMAN : We are impartial people representing the
United Nations who are here in order to find the facts. Have
you any fears when you talk to us?
WITNESS: Following the incidents and the situation, we felt
very unhappy about the situation and we are pleased that the
United Nations has come. We tell you all our thoughts with
no fear whatsoever. If there was any oppression of the Buddhists by the Govermnent, we wouldn't hesitate to tell you.
The CHAIRMAN: Is there any pressure?
WITNESS: If there were any, we wouldn't be here. We don't
consider it oppression when certain of our demands are not met.
When we ask for the extension of living quarters or buildings
and these demands are not met, we don't consider this oppression.
The CHAIRMAN: What are the demands of the Buddhist
community?
WITNESS : We are trying to get together with the Government and to be on good terms with the Government because
there have been some misunderstandings. But when we made
these demands, the foreign Press changed our ideas and
distorted them.
The CHAIRMAN: What are your demands?
WITNESS: We have only asked for freedom to worship.
The CHAIRMAN: Was this freedom to worship completely
granted?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: In all your ceremonies?
WITNESS: The Government announced through the Press
that we would have all the freedom to practise our religion
as we wanted.
The CHAIRMAN: Has this been implemented? Have you
exercised these rights since they were granted by the Government?
WITNESS: Yes but during the incidents and the trouble
created hy the students, there was some suspicion and some
inquiries.
The CHAIRMAN: What demands that were made were rejected?
WITNESS: None were rejected.
The CHAIRMAN: We have not seen any demonstrations since
ca~e here ther~ were demo~
we have been here, but before we came
suiCide by burnmg,
burnmg. Does thiS
strations including incidents of suicide
mean th~t the Buddhists are satisfied with conditions no~ or
are there other reasons why there have .been no demonstratlOUS?
WITNESS: They are satisfied.
TIle CHAIRMAN: Did you know any of the people who
committed suicide by burning?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: How many?
WITNESS: In South Viet-Nam, I only knew the Reverend
Thich Quang Duc in Saigon.
The CHAIRMAN: Do either of the other monks know of any
others?
WITNESS: They only know this same case. In Hue and
other areas, they do not know of any of them.
The CHAIRMAN: I want to know if any of you knew any of
them personally.
Duc.
WITNESS: We only knew Thich Quang Due.
The CHAIRMAN; Do you, as religi~~ leaders, and as reSUiCide?
ligious teachers, approve of the acts of SUICide?
WITNESS: The religion does not authorize suicide by burning. These acts were their own personal acts.
.
Th CHAIRMAN: In the ceremonies of the National Day,
we d~d not see any Buddhist monks
mo~s. in the
th,e area of th~ cereChnstlan priests. What, III
m your
monies, but we did see several Christian
opinion, is the reason for the absence of mop-ks?
.
WITNESS' We were also invited to attend the ceremomes,
but in acco;dance with our beliefs, we do not want to be near
guns and soldiers, so we stayed away.
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The CHAIRMAN: During your lifetime, at what rate have
Buddhists heen converted or have they changed their religion
to Christianity?
WITNESS: As you know, there are many sects in this country.
As far as this sect is concerned, we don't know of any conversions. III other smaller sects through the country, perhaps
there were some.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you tell us whether the rate in these
other sects was higher under the French Government or under
the following one?
WITNESS: We don't know.
The CHAIRMAN: In other sects, were they converted only
through missionaries or were there other methods used, such
as pressure or privileges given them, to· persuade them to change
their religion?
WITNESS: Again we do not know.
The C:EUIRMAN: Do you use religious flags?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you use them only in the pagoda, or
also outside?
WITNESS: Before the flag was used everywhere in profusion-there were too many. Now the Government has changed
this decree and has .limited the use of the Buddhist flag to
inside the temples and on the premises, not because tbey were
against its use, but in order to preserve its value. If it is used
everywhere in profusion, then it loses its value.
The CHAIRMAN: We know of some demands by Buddhists
who wish to use their flags everywhere.
WITNESS: There Were demands for permission to use flags
anywhere, but the Government said that the value of the flag
would be preserved by using it only for ceremonies.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you agree with this?
WITNESS: We have reached an agreement on that-that it
would he used only in the premises of the temple and also on
the archway at the entrance. We are satisfied with this agreement.
The CHAIRMAN: How old is this tradition of hoisting flags?
WITNESS: It has been followed since 1951, following the
Conference held in C<llombo.
The CHAIRMAN: Which flag do you consider more important
and respect more, the religious one or the national one?
WITNESS: Being priests, of course, although the national flag
is important, it has a 1esser degree 0 f importance than the
Buddhist flag,
flag.
The CHAIRMAN: But you also respect the national flag as a
national flag?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you allow the national flag to be
hoisted in the temple?
WITNESS: Before it was used everywhere, but since the
agreement, it is only used outside the building and no longer
inside the temple.
.9.30 in fro~t of t~e
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: This morning ~t .9,30
SUICIde by burmng. DId
Catholic Cathedral a monk committed SUICide
you expect this? What possible explanation do you have for
this?
WITNESS: We didn't know about this.
The CHAIRMAN: What possible explanation do you have for
this burning?
WITNESS: We cannot give any explanati?n because right now
Buddhism and the Government are wor~mg towards peaceful
coexistence so we cannot give an explanation.
is your reaction
The CH~IRMAN (to another witness) : Wh~t ;s
It?
to this burning now that you have heard a1>out It.
The OTHER WITNESS:. I cannot give any explanation.
.
The CHAIRMAN: Why?
WITNESS: Because I don't know whether or not there has
been a suicide.
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The CHAIRMAN: What is your explanation of previous
burnings?
WITNESS: I have none.
The CHAIRMAN: Can the third witness explain this?
THIRD WITNESS: No, I haven't been anywhere outside, so I
don't know. I have only heard about this.
The CHAIRMAN: How did you hear?
WITNESS: From people who told me about it.
Mr. CORRtA DA CoSTA: When we visited Xa-Loi Pagoda, we
only found three or four monks of a low rank; and they were
apparently very afraid. What is your explanation for this?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Probably they are not familiar with
you. They didn't know who you were, so they were afraid.
Th,e CHAIRMAN: What could they be afraid of?
WITNESS: Since you are quite a large group and belong to
a big Organization, they may be afraid of you.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: The school is closed now. Why?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Because of the holidays we are closed
for two or three months.
Mr. VOLIO: How many religious holidays do you as Buddhists
celebrate?
WITNESS: We celebrate four big ones: N gay Phat Giang
Sa-nh; Chut Gia, the eighth day of the second month; Thanh
DOlO; and Nhap Niet Bang.
The CHAIRMAN: Are all of these holidays recognized by the
Government?
ANOTHER WITNESS: No, only one. The most important one
is considered and recognized by the Government as a holiday.
It is Ngay Phat Giang Sanh.
The CHAIRMAN: And the other three?
WITNESS: Yes, one other is recognized by the Governmentthe fifteenth day of the seventh month. The other two are only
recogni2ed by the Buddhists themselves.
The CHAIRMAN: You don't need recognition by the Government?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. VOLIO: Do you understand why the Government has issued directives about placing the national flag in a prominent
place throughout the country?
WITNESS: The reason is that the Government found out that
there were too many religious flags-more than there were
national flags-so the Government wanted an equal number
of flags to be flown. In the past religious flags outnumbered
national flags.
Mr. AMOR: Does the Government help this pagoda financially?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOR: Regular monthly help or only once or twice a
year?
WITNESS: When the time comes, the Government gives a
small subsidy to the temple when they need it for construction
or remodelling.
Mr. AMOR: Approximately how many times since the creation of this pagoda have you received assistance?
y.rITNESS: In the past, only once. But they have helped in
thiS way: they give us permission to issue lottery tickets in
the name of the temple.
Mr. AMOR: Is it the same in other pagodas?
. WITNESS: If th~ others need money and want to issue lottery
tickets for a particular purpose, they can request the Government and it will be granted.
Mr.. ~MOR: l?oes this pagoda have contact with foreigners
who VISit sometimes and who perhaps offer material assistance?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. AMOR: Generally, what does suicide by burning mean in
the context of Buddhism?
. WITNESS: There is no explanation in this context. It is conSidered a personal sacrifice to the cause that they are serving.

Mr. CORaEA DA COSTA: Is this a tradition or a new development?
ANOTHER WITNESS: It is not a tradition.
Mr. AMOR: Before independence, were there cases of Buddhists who burned themselves for any reason?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Never.
Mr. KOIRALA: Are any of these three monks members of the
Inter-Ministerial Committee?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Yes, all of us.
The CHAIRMAN: Were you members of the Buddhist side
of the negotiating team?
WITNESS: We were members of the seven-man Committee
which was constituted later. vVe were not members of the fiveman Committee.
Mr. KOIRALA: Is the Xa-Loi Pagoda a member of the same
sect as this one?
ANOTHER WITNESS: We are members of the same large organization, but we have different ways of teaching. We differ
in certain aspects.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When was the seven-man Committee
appointed?
ANOTHER WITNESS: 24 August.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Three members are from this pagoda.
Where are the other four?
WITNESS: They are in the same association, but in different
pagodas. Their names are as fol1ows: Thich Tu Thong, Thich
Thien Giac, Thich Thien Hang and Thich Thien DOlO. Three
of these are from this pagoda; the fourth is from another
pagoda in Ba Xuyen province.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Who appointed this Committee?
WITNESS:. Thich Thien Hoa was delegated to power by Thich
Tinh Khiet.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Who named the delegation?
WITNESS: Thich Tinh Khiet.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: To what purpose?
WITNESS: To negotiate with the Government.
The CHAIRMAN: To present the demands of the Buddhists?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: What were these demands?
WITNESS: They reached an agreement signed by both parties.
We will give you a copy of this agreement.11
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Does it relate to monks in prison?
WITNESS: Yes. There was a demand concerning the people
who are still in prison for their release. I will resume the
demands: the first asked for the release of those arrested j the
se?ond asked for the liberty to practise our religion; and the
third asked for peaceful coexistence between the various religions. I will also give you a copy of a cable from the Union
Committee for Pure Buddhism addressed to the SecretaryGeneral in New York.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you recognize the old priest (Khiet)
as head?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many pagodas are there in Saigon?
WITNESS: Over 100 in Saigon and the vicinity.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; How long have you been a priest?
WITNESS: Since I was twelve years old.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many years have you been in this
pagoda?
WITNESS: Four or five.
The CHAIRMAN: How old are you?
WITNESS: Fifty-three.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Where do you come from?
WITNESS: Ba Xuyen province.
.1!r. GUN~~ENE: Have you l1eard of the Dharmadan and
] IVltdan, that IS, hfe-offering for a cause?
11 The Mission did not receive this document.
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WITNESS: I know that priests live a life of sacrifice.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have you read the stories of the ]ataka,
Jataka,
about the life of Buddha?
WITNESS: Naturally.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you know one where the Buddha
offered his life for a cause?
WITNESS: I have not heard of this in the life of the Buddha.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: I am a Buddhist myself. Do you still say
that there are only four Buddhist holidays?
WITNESS: Yes, there are four big holidays.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Every day of the full moon is a holiday.
WITNESS: Yes, that is true, but these are not big holidays.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: So there are twelve holidays.
WITNESS: This depends on the practices of the various sects
in different countries.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you consider full moon day as a
holiday?
WITNESS: It is quite an ordinary observation.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You have to hold lotteries to get funds?
WITNESS: The subsidy might be smaller if the Government
just gave us aid.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: If you need permission, it is at the discretion of the Government to grant or refuse. Is that so?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Has it ever been refused?
WITNESS: Every time we asked, it has been granted.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many Buddhists are there in this
country?
WITNESS: It is estimated to be 80 per cent, but an exact
figure has never been ascertained.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you consider this a Buddhist country?
WITNESS: No, it cannot be called a Buddhist country.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What do you call it?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Because the figures are estimated, you
cannot call Viet-Nam a Buddhist country or a Catholic country.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many monks have been arrested
since the incidents of 8 May, in the whole country?
WITNESS: About 900 in the entire country. Most have now
been released.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many are still in prison?
WITNESS: Only eight are still detained. This information is
in the papers I gave you. Not more than fifteen.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you know that the Government says
there are still 3OO?
WITNESS: Are you talking about monks only? Then fifteen
or under.
The CHAIRMAN: How many from this pagoda?
ANOTHER WITNESS: One.
The CHAIRMAN: What is his name?
WITNESS: Thich Quang Lien.
The CHAIRMAN: Can he be contacted?
WITNESS: We only know that he is in prison in Saigon.
The CHAIRMAN: You cannot reach him if you want to?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have you asked for his release?
WITNESS: Yes, but it has not ;been finalized. I believe it will
be soon.
Mr. GUNEWARDEm: How many Buddhists who are not monks
have been arrested?
WITNESS: The figure given to us by the Government papers
was only twenty. In reality we don't know.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were all three of you here on 21
August?
WITNESS: Only one of US was here. We were performing a
funeral ceremony.
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Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What went on on 21 August in this
pagoda?
WITNESS: The army broke into the temple on that day and
took us away. We were released after two days.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You have ,been co-operating with the
Government all the time-you were not fighters or dissenters.
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Then do you understand why the: army
broke into the temple?
WITNESS: We have no idea. We weren't tQld.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You didn't like to be arrested?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Who would like to be arrested? However, I was not afraid.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were other temples invaded by the
army?
WITNESS: Five or seven were raided also.
The CHAIRMAN: What are their names?
ANOTHER WITNESS: Xa-Loi, An-Quang, Vang-Tho, GiaoNguyen, Tuyen-Long, Giac-Sanh and Phat-Buu.
The CHAIRMAN: Were they all in Saigon?
WITNESS: These seven were raided to some extent not all
with the same severity.
'
The CHAIRMAN: Which one was damaged most?
WITNESS: Xa-Loi.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Which is the biggest pagoda in SaigonXa-Loi?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: We are grateful to you for giving us your
time and information and we thank you for your hos:\litality.
hOS1litality.
We have issued an official statement that any petitioners can
meet with us and can send us petitions in writing. We are
staying at the Hotel Majestic. If there are any other views
you would like to express, we shall be pleased to receive them.
WITNESS: How long will you be here?
The CHAIRMAN: For about another week. Petitions do not
have to come only from among monks but from any individuals
whose rights have been violated. Jt will all be confidential and
nobody except the Mission will know about it.
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23

The CHAIRMAN: We are very thankful to you for receiving
us here.
WITNESS: We are happy to receive you and welcome you in
the name of the Association and in my own name.
The CHAIRMAN: There are certain things we would like to
k;now, with your permission.
The OTHER WITNESS: You can ask any questions. I will be
pleased to answer you.
The CHAIRMAN: What is your attitude with regard to the
suicides by burning?
WITNESS: There might be other cases of suicides by burning.
I don't know what the motive of those people was. I asked
to do so because I wanted to devote myself to the cause of
Buddhism and make myself a martyr. I asked permission,
but I was not allowed to do so. Following the burning of Quang
Duc in Saigon, I have been around, but I haven't seen any
other burnings.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you know of the most recent incident of
suicide by burning?
WITNESS: I am confined here. I haven't heard about it.
The CHAIRMAN: We don't want to take more of your time
and trouble you.
WITNESS: You can ask questions of the other witness.
The CHAIRMAN: Is the Buddhist Community in Viet-Nam
completely satisfied as to their religious rights? Is there ally
discrimination against Buddhism?
The OTHER WITNESS: You yourself can see what has happened in this country since your arrival. You will find the facts
by yourself, as to whether there are any 'restrictions
,restrictions in our
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erformance of rights. If I told you anything! you might
performance
mightI not
everyw lere,
p
'th e but if you go and ask questions everywhere,
.I
t
y
agree WI m,
wlI'11 bbee d'ff
erennt every
ever-you will never finish and the answers WI
I ere
where. I am confined here and don't know ~hat you have seen
and heard. My answers might not agree with those you have
heard in other places.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Where were you on 8 May?
WITNESS; I was in Hue.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you take part in the ceremony?
WITNESS: Yes, there was a big ceremony, and th;re was the
trouble following the question of the flag. Even 111 Hue and
Saigon this question is not settled yet.
Mr GUNEWARDENE: In 1957, the Government asked the Buddhist~ not to celebrate Wesak. Is that true? Do you remember?
WITNESS: No, it was free then. It was only after 8 May that
there were any incidents.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you agree with the Government's
way of dealing with flags on 8 May?
WITNESS: No, I was not satisfied.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you like the religious flag to go down
and the national flag to be raised in its place?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You feel that the religious flag should be
displayed any time, anywhere?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You don't like the religious flag being
two-thirds of the size of the national flag?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: In all other countries of the world, the
flag is flown on Wesak. Do you know this?
WITNESS: Yes, I have attended these ceremonies in other
countries.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Is there only one Buddhist holiday
celebrated in this country?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Is this a Buddhist country or a Roman
Catholic country ?
WITNESS: It is 80 per cent Buddhist.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do Buddhists get the same treatment as
Catholics in this country?
WITNESS; If it were equal, that is all we could expect. The
Catholics have more rights. I would like equality between
Catholics and Buddhists.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; You don't have this now?
WITNESS: No, that is why I said that.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Young priests are not expected to join
the army because they have taken a vow not to destroy life.
WrfNESS; When they were asked to join the army, some
have asked to be exempted and some have been exempted.
Others have not.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: But this conscription, is it at the discretion of the Government?
WITNESS: Yes. Some monks have been conscripted; some
have asked to have it postponed.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you approve of this?
WITNESS: No, never.
Mr. KOmALA: Because the Buddhist religion abhors violence?
WITNESS: Yes, because we are against killing.
Mr: VOLIO: Why do you believe that there is inequality?
WITNESS; Christianity and Buddhism legally have the same
rights, but in practice, there might be some inequalities. As a
religion, they have the same privileges; in practice, they are
unequal.
Mr. VOLIO: What are these inequalities?
WITNESS: In certain matters, Buddhists will be discriminated
against; for instance, when they ask for funds or assistance,
Catholics will get it first.

The CHAIRMAN : We are going to visit the prisons. Can you
give us the names of people we should see there?
WITNESS: Yes. I will give them to you now. You must also
visit student associations and Buddhist schools.
The CHAIRMAN : We will try to do so.
WITNESS: I feel that I have given you the. right answers.
I have been happy to help you. If you are pattent and can go
to all associations, then you will find out the answers.. ~ou
could also get in touch with civilians who support the reltglon.
They will help you. I am not in a position to tell you any more.

108. Interviews held at the Le-Van-Duyet Youth
Camp.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you for receiving us here in this
Youth Camp. We would like to .ask
ask a fe~ questio?s and .we
should be grateful if you would kindly proVlde us WIth replies.
The DIRECTOR: With pleasure.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: To begin with, would you kindly explain to us the aims and purpose of this camp, for our
information.
DIRECTOR: Our centre is reserved for the training of
The DmECTOR:
students to teach them the dangers of communism and the
platfor~ of our Government. The first objective of this ~p
commUnism
is to train students and show them the danger of commUI1lsm
and subversive activities in this country so that they may be
aware of the dangers they are facing. The second objective is to
show them the efforts of the Government to bring about the
achievement of the well-being of the people.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you wish to add anything else?
DIRECfOR: Our main aim is to teach them to know their
The DmEcrOR:
country, to serve their country, and to place the interests of
the country above everything else.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: How are the students recruited?
Do they come by their own will or is it compulsory?
The DIRECTOR: These students are in fact students that have
been arrested and are here for reform. They are placed here
to be taught the way to become good citizens.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the number of students in this
camp?
The DIRECTOR: Sixty-five.
The CHAIRMAN: What are their ages?
DIRECfOR: Between seventeen and twenty-five years old.
The DIREcroR:
The CHAIRMAN: How long have they been here?
The DIRECTOR: The ordinary time for them is about fifteen
days.
The CHAIRMAN : Were they arrested fifteen days ago? How
long ago were they arrested?
DIRECTOR: The period of arrest does not coincide with
The DmECTOR:
their arrival here; some were arrested earlier, others later;
they were not arrested in one bunch together.
The CHAIRMAN: What was the most recent arrest?
The DIRECTOR: About a month ago.
The CHAIRMAN: And they stay here fifteen days?
The DIRECTOR: The training takes fifteen days here but the
students come as they are arrested. They have set up a certain
number for the course and when the number reaches sixty-five
that would be the number for the course; they start and othen
join in as they come.
The CHAIRMAN: You mean they are making arrests regularly 50 that the school goes on?
The DIRECTOR: They are not arresting them here; they are
arrested some place else and are sent for this training. I do not
know whether arrests go on regularly. Every time one student
leaves, another can join the course.
The CHAIRMAN: They are sent here for reform from prisons?
The DIRECTOR: I do not know how long they were detained
before they are sent here. We are just given notice that such
and such a person is coming here.
The CHAIRMAN: Which department sends them here?
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The DIRECTOR: Seeurity Police Headquarters.
The CHAIRMAN: To which department of the Government
does this school belong?
The DIRECTOR: This school is under control of the Department of Security.
The CHAlltMAN: When the training is finished here, where
are the students sent back to?
The DIRECTOR: Those students when they are reformed and
know the ways of life wanted b~ the Government, when they
know they have finished their training and understand the
principles of the school well, are sent back to their families.
The CHAIRMAN: Are they sent back to their families directly
or through the Security Police where they came from?
The DIRECTOR; Directly to their families, automatically.
The CHAlltMAN: Who are the teachers here and where were
they educated?
The DIRECTOR: In all there are sixteen teachers here in three
main branches of reform education.
The CHAIRMAN; Where were the teachers educated?
The DnmcrOR: They have been studying the principles of
teaching here in this reform school i they themselves are not
trained anywhere. They are here, they get together to find new
elements and principles to educate themselves and improve
every day.
The CHAIRMAN: Who were the teachers' teachers? Where
did you get your education?
The DIRECTOR: I have not had any special training; we get
together in groups between friends, we set principles, and we
discuss among ourselves the best way to conduct the school
training.
The CHAIRMAN: I am very impressed with your personality.
Have you trayelled much abroad?
The DIRECTOR: I have not travelled abroad yet.
The CHAIRMAN: How many subjects do you teach here?
Three?
The DIRECTOR: One subject is to train them to become good
citi:zens but ille principle of study here is to give the young
l>eople freedom so illat they can get a share in improving the
programme and the teaching.
The CHAIRMAN: What are the subjects they teach?
The Dnu:croR; Our aim is to tell new arrivals what is the
principle of the school, why the school was formed, why it is
here; then to tell them of communism, what it is, what its aims
are and what are the dangers the Communists create for this
country; and to inform them of the ways of the Government of
the Republic of Viet-Nam and its principles.
The CHAIRMAN; How many Catholic students are in this
school?
The DIRECroR; We have no Catholic students here; all of
them are Buddhists.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the method of teaching? By lecturing, talking or books?
The DIRECTOR; There is a general principle set up for the
scllool and tllCll of course everyone is given this paper. Then
they form a group of ten or twenty and are given an opportunity
to think over whether this principle is a good one or whether
they have any suggestions on this to improve the training
course. In that group everyone has the right to express his
own ideas and views so the others may benefit. They would
say, for example, what their ideas were before joining t~e
school and after making friends here, what are now their
views. The~ are asked whether they think this would be a good
thing in facing the task ahead, whether they agree with the
principles as laid down in this paper and, ~f they ~sagree,
objections and their suggestions to Improve
what are their obiections
things.
The CH.AIR:\(AN: All these boys can read and write?
The DI:R.ECTOlt: Yes, they can read and write because they are
either high school or university students.
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The CHAIRMAN: Are the majority of them high school boys
or all of them?
The DIRECTOR: I cannot say because each group is different;
sometimes more from high school, sometimes less. It depends
on the group.
The CHAIRMAN: Do these boys have anything to do with
riots and demonstrations?
The DIRECTOR: Yes, they have participated.
The CHAIRMAN: All of them?
The DIRECTOR: Yes, all of them.
The CHAIRMAN: When did the last demonstration take place?
The DIRECTOR: Towards the end of August. I do not know
the exact date since my main j ob is teaching here.
The CHAIRMAN; Then these people have been here more than
fifteen days.
The DIRECTOR: Many of them have not been arrested right
at the demonstrations; sometimes they went home and the police
looked for them and arrested them later.
The CHAIRMAN: When was the school first opened?
The DIRECTOR: On 1 August 1963.
The CHAIRMAN: It was established after the beginning of the
Buddhist situation?
The DIRECTOR: Yes.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: When the children who are here are
arrested, are their parents infonned?
The DIRECTOR: Yes. they are kept advised and in fact the
paren ts have even been invited to ]Jay visits to their children
in the school.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: We are told they spend fifteen days
here. Are they, after fifteen days, automatically returned to
their parents?
The DIRECTOR : Yes, after fifteen days the students are sent
automatically to their parents at home.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: Is there any criterion which guarantees
that their character has been reformed before they are sent
back to their parents?
The DIREcrOR: After fifteen days we are pretty sure, judging
by their performance, that they are aware of the three principles in their mind and that is why they are sent home after
fifteen days. The training does not take long; you may be
surprised that it takes only fifteen days. These students are
not indoctrinated; they just misunderstood the way of life;
they were misled; they were incited. When they come here,
after 1i {teen
fteen days of training and lecturing and discussion, they
realize they have been mistaken and have been misled. That is
why it is only fifteen days. I should add that the training
in this centre is not the same as in a regular school j it is a
very special school and the young people who come here may
have something in tb,eir mind that they do not want to tell.
Here they are given the permission to speak aut everything
they feel. They get together, talk with their friends, think
it over and try to find answers to their problems together.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: Are not any of the students refractory
to the training? Do all of them automatically submit without
rej ecting it ?
The DIRECTOR: When they first come, the students sometimes
show some signs of reaction to the training course. That is
ill the first few days. But, when the centre tells them aoout
communism, they understand that their personal problems
are minor, that the main problem concerns the nation and that
it is communism. They are told about communism, for example that communism is like water that rises to weaken and
then -pushes up and up unti] it drowns you and that it is most
important to keep the water level down to the lowest possible
level.
The CHAIRMAN: I would suggest that the questions to be
asked of the Director should only be of a certain general type.
We would then see students and ask them questions.
Mr. AMOR: Can you tell us why the young students arrested
for a religious affair are brought to a camp where it is attempted to reform them on a political plane?
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The DIRECTOR: Those who are arrested are not ne:essarily
connected with religious affairs; many are connected with some
political aims and are in opposition to the Government.
The CHAIRMAN: How is it that they all belong to the same
religion?
The DIRECI'OR: The fact is that all the. students here. are
Buddhists because their families were Buddhist for generatIOns.
Th,e CHAIRMAN: My question is, if religious issues are not
the only ones involved in their arrests and there are other cases,
some political, there should also be some people of other religions taking part in politics in this country.
The DIRECTOR: The reason why there
there. were ~o stud~nts belonging to other religions is that, Buddhist affal:~ haVIng ?een
a subject of dispute, the Communists were
were. explO1tmg
explOltmg the situation and inciting Buddhist students to riot
not and demonstr.ate.
That is the reason why most of the students here are BU~dhlsts.
I should add that the Buddhist students have been Buddhists all
along so that in the context .of the ~litica~ s.ituation in the
country the Buddhists are bemg explOited,
explOIted, mClted to. demonstrations; that is how it happens that most are Buddhists.
The CHAIRMAN: Why have others not been exploited politically?
The DIRECTOR: Right now in the next room, there is one student who is Catholic and others who are Buddhists. You can
ask them questions.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: How many similar schools are there
in the country?
The DlREcroR: There might be other schools of this kind, but
this is the most important one. I do not know since I concentrate
on this one.
Mr. CORR~A DA CoSTA: Do you know of other types of political reformatory schools, since there are cases of 'students that
have been missing for much longer than fifteen days?
The DIRECTOR: There are other schools in Tu Duc and elsewhere but these schools concentrate solely on the question of
communism; they may have a different character and the
courses may take longer.
The CHAIRMAN: Did you say these schools may be strictly
political?
The DIRECTOR: They may be.
Mr. CORREA DA CoSTA: Is there any form of discipline or
punishment in this school?
The DIRECTOR: There is a discipline in this school. This
disciplinary rule is set up by the students themselves after
consultation with the teachers who guide them and help them
respect and comply with the rules of discipline they have
themselves set up.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: What is the clapping we have just
heard? Is this customary in classes?
The DlREcrOR: The explanation is, as is mentioned in one of
the rules, when anything pleases you, makes you feel happy,
you clap your hands. They clap their hands to express happiness.
Mr. VOLIO: Are the boys given religious instruction?
The DIRECTOR: No. The teaching of Buddhism is not practised here, but it may be explained why Buddhists demonstrated
in connexion with the riots and demonstrations.
The CHAIRMAN: If I were one of your students, what would
you teach me as to why the Buddhists demonstrated?
The DIRECTOR: If you were a student, this is what I would tell
you in connexion with the religious riots and demonstrations
and as regards the whole religious affair. I would tell you all
the facts that have taken place since the Hue incident, up to
the present time and up to the time the delegation went to the
Government to present its demands and negotiated with the
Government and also until the time an agreement had been
reached. I would tell you those facts in great detail, so you
would see how things really happened and how they came about
so that you would have the background of the whole situation.
Then I would tell you that at first, it all looked like a strictly
religious matter, but then as you go on, I would say also that,
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inci~~nts
since the religious affair has somewhat been settled, if inci~~nts
pohtlcal
or disturbances should continue, then it must have some pohtlcal
tell
background. As a consequence of the ~rst p?int, I would tell
you that some foreign element is behind thiS mov~men~,
mov~men~, and
and
also that communism is taking adv~tage of the sl.tuatlOn. II
has
would tell you also that things bemg such, the pIcture has
become different. Now the original picture .has de~erated
de~erated
mvolved
and there are foreign elements j the CommuIUsts .get
get mvolved
the
in the picture and you would find out the true picture of the
done
story and would draw conclusions that what has been done
to
may have been right in the first place, but later proved to
be wrong.
here?
Mr. KOlRALA: What was your function before you came here?
my personal feeling..
feeling. I.
I did not hold.
hold aa
The DIRECTOR: This is my.
government position. Here IS
is a short deSCriptIOn
description of my hfe
life
the
before I became Director of the Centre. In 1945, after the
liberation
Japanese were defeated, there was a movement of liberation
against the French for independence; I was just a student then,
then,
that
and I joined the ranks of the freedom fighters because at that
freetime the people now in North Viet-Nam did believe that freethe
dom' fighters would fight for independence, freedom and the
happiness of the people. There were lots of followers and II
that
too followed the movement until 1952 when I found out that
movement
this movement which had started as an independence movement
liberation,
had turned out not to be just a movement of national liberation,
but served the purpose of international communism. We found
found
of
out the true nature of the movement and 'so we got out of
ourselves
the movement and tried to be an independent element ourselves
1954,
to fight for independence, happiness and freedom, until 1954,
came
which marked the advent of Diem in Viet-Nam. After he came
indepento power, we found he was the one fighting for true indepenGovernment.
dence; I and many others joined the ranks of the Government.
Government.
That explains why I did not hold a job in the Government.
enlighten
I am a kind of political cadre to teach the people, to enlighten
the people about this movement.
Mr. KOIRALA: Are you from North Viet-Nam?
The DIRECTOR: Yes. I am an exile.
The CHAIRMAN: What was your position when you joined
joined
the ranks of the Government?
The DIRECT'OR: I held no position, but I belonged to a politipolitical cadre.
The CHAIRMAN: Are you connected with the Office of
of
Psychological Action?
The DIRECfOR: No.
The CHAIRMAN: How long have you been Director of this
this
group?
The DIRECTOR.: Two years.
The CHAIRMAN: When was the school established?
The Dnu:CTOR: I have been in this political cadre for two
two
years and I go to places as a political cadre as the need arises.
arises.
I have been here in this school since 1 August 1963.
The CHAIRMAN: Where have you been sent in these two
two
years?
The DIRECTOR: I have been in the ranks of the Communists
Communists
between 1945 and 1952, and I go everywhere in South VietVietNam, even to small villages, and explain what communism is
is
and that it is not working for the happiness of the people, etc.
etc.
Mr. KamALA: Are the other teachers the same?
The DIRECTOR: The others are the same. In the framework
framework
of the political cadre, I receive no remuneration. The GovernGovernment, from time to time, gives us a subsidy. When we travel
travel
we stay with people.
Mr. KOIRALA: Are you a Buddhist?
The DIRECTOR : Yes.
Mr. K01RALA: Are the other teachers also Buddhists?
The DIRECTOR: ~ong
Among the teachers there is only one Catholic;
Catholic'
the rest are Buddhists.
'
Mr. K01RALA: What is the general routine of the school from
from
morning to bedtime?
The DJ.RECTOR:.They get up at 6 a.m. They wash their clothes,
clothes,
do exercises until 8 a.m. From 8 to 11 a.m. there is' a class.
class.
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From 11 to 2 p.m. lunch. From 2 :30 to 5 p.m. class. From 5
to 7 :30 p.m. sports. There is no limit of time for sporting
events, so between 6 and 7 :30 anyone who wishes to, can eat.
From 7 :30 to 9 p.m. class. From 9 to 10 p.m. singing, etc.
Mr. KOIRALA: Are students Phan Dinh Binh, Ton Thet
Nghiep and Nguyen Thy Hanh in this camp?
The DIREcroR: They are not here. They were never here.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: From 1945 to 1963 you have received no
salary?
The DIRECTOR: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Now, are you receiving a salary?
The DnlE:crOR: There is no agreement between the Government and my political cadre to the effect that I should receive
a fixed salary, but it is my duty to help the Government in my
way and once in a while we receive a subsidy.
Mr. KOmALA: What would be known as honorarium?
The DlllECI'OR; I do get an honorarium, but not a fixed,
regular salary.
Mr. GUNItWARDENE; Have you received training in centres
on personalism, the cult of the 'Person?
The DIRECTOR: There may be such centres in Dalat and VinhLong, that concern themselves with such things. I do not know
much about it personally, but I have read about the cult of the
person in other countries. I have stopped in those centres I
mentioned, but have not stayed there.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do Catholic and Buddhists priests visit
this camp?
The DIRECI'OR: Not up to now.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Is there any kind of religious instruction given here?
The DlllECI'OR: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Are students allowed to leave the camp
at any time?
The DIRECI'OR: There are some who have jobs outside. If they
asked for permission they can be out half a day and in half a
day. On Sunday, parents can pick them up and they can go home
for the day.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: After fifteen days, do the parents have
to sign a bond or guarantee before they leave with their
children?
The DIRECfOR: There is some signing of papers. It is a mutual understanding that the mother accepts her son and the
school is handing the son over to the mother.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Can we have a sample form that is
signed when the students are turned over?
The DlRECI'OR: Yes, of course.
The CHAIRMAN: You say that parents are allowed to come
and take their sons out on Sunday and then they returIt i is
Sunday the only day that parents are allowed to take students
out?
The DIREcroR: Sunday is the day off, that is why parents
come on that day, but in the event of a funeral or any other
significant happening in the family, they are allowed to go out.
The CHAIRMAN; What about Buddhist holidays?
The DIRECI'OR: Yes, on religious holidays; if the parents come
to pick them up, they can go.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What do you consider religious holidays?
The DmEcroR.: For example, the fifteenth day of the eighth
month of the lunar calendar. Viet-Nam is also the country
of ancestor worship so whenever that anniversary comes, the
parents can come a'nd pick up their son and take him ho~e
for the celebration. Of course there are many other Buddhist
religious holidays, but since the creation of the centre, only
the 15th of August was celebrated.
Mr. GUNKWARDENE: On Sunday, as a matter of right, parents
can take the children away?
The DIRECfOR: I cannot caU it a right or not; it can be done
both ways. Parents know it is a holiday for ~he school so,
usually they do not fail to come to pick up theIr son. If they
wish t~ go on their own initiative, they make a request to the
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it is
is
Director who studies the request and might agree if it
justified.
The CHAIRMAN: Do parents have to make a request on rereligious holidays?
door
The DIRECI'OR: No written request. They come to the door
reached.
and ask to talk to the Director and an agreement is reached.
for
I would also add this, that the students that come here for
few
the first few days sometimes hate the teachers, but after a few
the
days, they change and they even return later to visit the
teachers after they have left the school.
and itit
Mr. GUNEWAlUJENE: There are sixty-five here now and
means the earliest arrival was fifteen days ago?
some
The DIRECTOR: As was said before they form a group; some
sixteen;
come before, some after. A group might consist of sixteen;
they come at different dates.
last
Mr. AMOR: What was this camp used for before last
August?
this
The DIRECTOR: I do not know, but I was notified that this
over.
centre would Qpen on 1 August and I came and took over.
I only know this area which is inside a military camp.
by the
the
Mr. AMoR: When you came, were you given the key by
military authorities?
The DIRECTDR: By the Department of Security Police.
talk
The CHAIRMAN: Can we see some of the students and talk
to a few of them?
The DIRECI'OR: Yes, of course.

109. The Mission then proceeded to a dormitory
and spoke with a group of approximately twenty
persons. At the request of the Chairman, the Director
of the School and all teachers present left the dormitory.
The CHAIR:MAN: We are a Mission of the United Nations;
Nations;
we have been talking with the Director of the School who has
has
given us some information. Now we would like to ask you
you
some questions.
Mr. IGNACIo-PINro: How many of you are there here?
STUDENT: Sixty-five, but I do not know for sure.
The CHAIRMAN (addressing one of the students): When
When
were you arrested?
STUDENT A: On 19 September 1963.
The CHAIRMAN: Where were you arrested?
STUDENT B : In the street while leaving my house.
The CHAIRMAN: Why were you arrested?
STUDENT B: I am opposing the Government.
The CHAIRMAN: Why are you opposing the Government?
STUDENT B : I have personal political aims.
The CHAIRMAN ; We are not inter.ested in political aims.
The CHAIRMAN (addressing another student); When were
were
you arrested?
STUDENT C: On 10 September.
The CHAIRMAN: Were yOU arrested in school?
STUDENT C: No, in my house at 1 a.m.
The CHAIRMAN: Why were you arrested?
STUDENT C: I have political aims; I am opposed to the
the
Government.
The CHAIRMAN: What is your religion?
STUDENT C: I am a Buddhist.
The CHAIRMAN: Are your political aims connected with your
your
religion?
STUDENT C: There is no relation.

110. The Chairman showed the students a list with
the names of three students and asked if anyone knew
them.
STUDENT D: I said I recognized one of the names on the list,
list,
thQugh I do not know that student and have no idea where
where
he may be at present.
The CHAIRMAN: Why were you arrested?
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STUDENT D:
D: II am
am aa Buddhist
Buddhist and
and II am
am connected
connected with
with the
the
STUDENT
dispute between
between the
the Buddhists
Buddhists and
and the
the Government.
Government.
dispute
The CHAmMAN:
CHAmMAN: How
How many
many students
students here
here are
are connected
connected with
with
The
the Buddhist
Buddhist situation?
situation?
the
STUDENT D:
D: II do
do not
not know
know the
the number;
number; one
one went
went home.
home.
STUDENT
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: How
How many
many of
of you
you are
are connected
connected with
with politipolitiThe
cal views
views and
and how
how many
many with
with religious
religious matters?
matters?
cal

111. Among
Among the
the group,
group, only
only three
three out
out of
of seventeen
seventeen
111.
pol!ti~al grounds;
grounds;
indicated that
that they
they were
were there
there on
on political
indicated
the others
others said
said they
they were
were all
all there
there on
on religious
reltglOus grounds.
grounds.
the
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: Why
Why were
were you
you arrested?
arrested?
Mr.
STUDENT D:
D: II am
am aa Buddhist
Buddhist student.
student. II support
support the
the cause
cause of
of
STUDENT
Buddhism and
and ,since
,since II know
know the
the Government
Government and
and the
the Buddhists
Buddhists
Buddhism
are in conflict I rose in support of my religion. I was arrested
on 25 September.
The CHAIRMAN: When did you become aware of this conflict?
STUDENT D: I learned of the oppression of the Buddhists in
Hue and I expected that the whole thing would come down
to Saigon, and that is just what happened.
The CHAmMAN: What oppression is the Buddhist community suffering from?
STUDENT D: On Buddhist holidays in Hue, every year in the
broadcast. at the
past there was a Buddhist communique to be broadcast
radio station but this year they were prevented from doing
domg so.
The director of the radio station refused to allow them to
broadcast. Following that, the Government said it did not
recognize the statement and threw the blame on the Viet-Cong
as having written the statement.
The CHAIRMAN: In what other way is the Buddhist com, munity oppressed?
STUDENT D: For example, in Saigon itself, when people
went to prayers in Buddhist temples, 'some were pushed about
and beaten by the police 'so people who support the Buddhist
cause rose up against that and asked for redress.
The CHAIRMAN: Since we have come here, we have visited
pagodas and people are saying their prayers. Has the situation
changed now?
STUDENT D: On the outside it looks as though the situation
is settled, but I do not believe it is settled yet.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Why?
STUDENT D: It is not over yet because in the ranks of the
students there is talk and from the talk it looks as though
the question will flare up again.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What .are you taught here?
STUDENT D: I have been here only one wee~ and I have not
yet started to learn mUCh.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What did they teach you?
STUDENT D: Nothing.

112. The Mission then decided to see the students
individually rather than in a group. The Mission
moved to another room and saw the students one
. by one.
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No. 24

Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: Are
Are you
you from
from Hue?
Hue?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: No,
No, II am
am aa student
student in
in Saigon.
Saigon.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: How
How many
many students
students in
in Saigon
Saigon have
have
been
been arrested
arrested following
following the
the demonstrations?
demonstrations?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: There
There may
may be
be aa few
few hundred;
hundred; l' do
do not
not know
know for
for
sure.
sure. Among
Among those
those only
only aa few
few were
were detained,
detained, the
the ringleaders.
ringleaders.
The
The rest
rest are
are released.
released.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: From
From your
your group,
group, how
how many?
many?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: II only
only know
know about
about my
my close
close friends
friends'i only
only three
three
cl~~
,
of
them.
The
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Are
Are any
any of
of the
the ringleaders
ringleaders here
here in
in this
this
camp?
camp?

WITNESS:
WITNESS: In
In this
this school
school there
there is
is only
only one
one leader
leader of
of my
my group
group
and
and he
he just
just had
had permission
permission to
to visit
visit his
his home
home today
today and
and wiU
wiU
return.
return.
The
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Did
Did he
he ask
ask for
for permission?
permission?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: He
He did
did not
not make
make aa request
request to
to go
go home.
home.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE:
GUNEWARDENE: Tell
Tell me
me what
what your
your grievances
grievances are
are as
as aa
Buddhist.
Buddhist.
WITNESS:
WITNESS: My
My only
only grievance
grievance as
as aa Buddhist
Buddhist is
is that
that the
the
Buddhists
Buddhists in
in this
this country
country have
have been
been oppressed.
oppressed.
The
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: How
How do
do you
you personally
personally feel
feel oppressed?
oppressed?
How
How isis this
this oppression
oppression shown?
shown?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: By
By being
being oppressed,
oppressed, II mean
mean personally
personally II have
have
no
no ill-treatment,
ill-treatment, but
but when
when II go
go to
to the
the temple
temple for
for prayers,
prayers, II
mix
mix with
with the
the Buddhists
Buddhists and
and the
the consequence
consequence may
may be
be that
that II
would
would later
later be
be arrested,
arrested, etc.
etc. Then
Then there
there is
is the
the incident
incident in
in Hue
Hue
following the refusal to broadcast the statement on the radio.
After that, the Buddhists rose against that decision and the
Army brought out tanks and other weapons under the pretext
that the agitation was of Viet-Cong origin.
The CHAIRMAN: You said the Buddhists were oppressed
because the communique was not broadcast, but what other
things happened to the Buddhists. Were they stopped from
saying their prayers?
WITNESS: Another example is in the city of Hoi An, province
of Quang Nam. There was a request for holding a funeral for
the monk who burned himself. Permission was granted and
the funeral proceeded, but during the procession the police
came with sticks and beat the people and on that day thirty
people were injured.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you beaten after you were
arrested?
WITNESS: Yes, I was beaten.
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The CHAIRMAN: Are you a Buddhist?
WITNESS: I am not a Buddhist, but I have a brother who is.
I do not follow any religion.
The CHAIRMAN: Does the Buddhist community in South
Viet-Nam have equal rights with Catholics?
WITNESS: As far as I know, they do not have equal rights.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you tell us if the Buddhists in South
Viet-Nam are considered inferior to the Catholics by the
Government?
WITNESS: The fact of being considered inferior or superior
I do not consider important. But I know Catholics are leading
life.
a better 1i
fe.
The CHAIRMAN: Do Buddhists have the same opportunity as
the Catholics to a better life?
WITNESS: For example, in the Government and the Army,
those who are Catholics may get higher grades and may be in
line for promotion more rapidly than Buddhists.
Mr. VOLIO: Do you have any political affillation?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Why were you arrested?
WITNESS: Because they suspected students of creating trouble.
I was arrested on suspicion.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you beaten?
WITNESS: II was
was not
not beaten,
beaten, but
but my
my brother
brother was.
was.
WITNESS:
The CHAlRMAN:
CHAlRMAN: Thank
Thank you
you very
very much.
much.
The
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The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Are
Are you
you aa Buddhist?
Buddhist?
The
WITNESS: II am
am aa Buddhist.
Buddhist.
WITNESS:
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: When
When were
were you
you arrested?
arrested?
The
WITNESS: On
On 28
28 August.
August.
WITNESS:
The CHAlRMAN:
CHAlRMAN: Did
Did you
you take
take part
part in
in student
student demonstra~
demonstra~
.. The
bons?
bons?
WITNESS: Yes.
Yes.
WITNESS:
The CHAlIl.MAN:
CHAlIl.MAN: Were
Were you
you beaten?
beaten?
The

Agenda item 77
WITNESS:
WITNESS: No.
The
The CHATItMAN: How many students participated in the
demonstration?
demonstration?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: Over 1,000.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: How many were arrested and detained?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: Eight hundred detained and then released.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What were you demonstrating against?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: Because I thought it was the right thing to do
after
after the events that took place and that is the reason why I
partiripated.
partiripated. Whether I was exploited or used by foreign
elements
elements I do not know. At the beginning when the true movement
ment took place there was no interference from the outside
'
but
but later
later on, I think, there was some.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you interfered with?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: I was not interfered with.
The
The CHATItMAN: Do you think Buddhists in this country are
considered
considered inferior to Catholics?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: There was no such consideration on the part of the
Government,
Government, but in some cases it shows there is some favouritism.
itism.
Mr.
Mr. CORdA DA COSTA: How is the persecution manifested,
what
what are the forms it takes?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: To use the word persecution may be too much,
when
when they want to change the hours of prayer, change the
aspect
aspect of the temples. To say harassment of the practice of
religion
religion might be the right expression to use.
The CHAntMAN: Thank you.
The
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The CHArn.MAN: Can you please tell us if the Buddhists enjoy
The
equal rights with the Catholics in this country?
equal
WITNESS: In the Army, for example, the Catholics would get
WITNESS:
higher ranIes, would be in line for promotion faster than
higher
Buddhists. In Government service, some think Catholics occupy
Buddhists.
higher functions. Buddhists occupy lower functions and would
higher
be sent
sent to far away towns, not Saigon.
be
Mr. COludA DA CoSTA: Do you believe there has been ComMr.
munist or political infiltration in the Buddhist movement?
munist
WITNESS: We may divide the students into two groups, one
WITNESS:
group supporting tlle cause of Buddhism and one group with
group
some interference from outside, but very little; however, 'Somesome
body has taken advantage of the situation.
body
The CHArn.MAN: What do you mean by the cause of BudThe
dhism?
dhism?
WITNESS: I have three answers for this: (1) I want equality
WITNESS:
between Catholics and Buddhists in the Administration, the
between
Army, etc.; (2) I would like greater freedom for the practice
Army,
of my
my religion;
religion; (3) I want all these arrests and other things
of
to cease.
cease. Suppressive measures should be removed.
to
The CHAIRMAN: We thank you.
The
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The CHAIRMAN: Are you a Buddhist?
The
WITNESS: I am a Buddhist.
WITNESS:
Mr. CORR:E:A DA CoSTA: We understand that the Buddhists
Mr.
want more liberty. Can you tell us what forms of liberty are
want
now curtailed? What are the manifestations?
now
WITNESS: As you know, the incidents took place in Hue
WITNESS:
and II am in Saigon. The news I got that there was such an
and
incident there was through the Press. Then there was a comincident
mittee, negotiations etc. between the Government and the
mittee,
Buddhists and certain demands you may be aware of. The
Buddhists
demands are such that they should be considered with attention
demands
by the
the Government and satisfaction given to them. As far as
by
freedom of worship is concerned, I know many people have
freedom
been arrested monks and students. I want them to be released
been
to interfere in the religious life of the
and II want ~o one to
and
temples. I want those who who are not connected with the
temples.
temples not to try to interfere with our way of life.
temples
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Mr. AMOR: When and in what manner were you apprised
of the arrival of this Mission?
WITNESS: I was aware that a Mission was coming through
BBC and the Voice of America, but since I was arrested on
9 October, I had no news of the whereabouts of the Mission.
The CHAIRMAN: Today, when were you told, and how?
WITNESS: I was told at 10 a.m. by the Director that the Mission would come.
The CHAIRMAN: Did the Director tell you what the Mission
wants and what was the purpose of the Mission?
WITNESS: He told Us that the Mission would inquire into
our way of life, why we were arrested and so on.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN: When and where were you arrested?
WITNESS: I was arrested on 14 September when returning
from school. There· were two people standing at the door of
my house.
The CHAIRMAN: Did you take part in the demonstration?
WITNESS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Were you told why you were being arrested?
WITNESS: I was not told anything except that they had been
told that I had taken part in some organiz;ation.
The CHAIRMAN: How long after the demonstration were you
arrested?
WITNESS: After the demonstration.
The CHAIRMAN: One day after?
WITNESS: About one week after.
The CHAIRMAN: Where did they take you when you were
arrested?
WITNESS: I was taken to the Security Police and I was detained there for one month.
The CHAIRMAN: How many other students were there?
WITNESS: Several hundreds.
The CHAIRMAN: How many were girls?
WITNESS: Fifty to sixty.
The CHAIRMAN: Do Buddhists in this country enj oy the
same rights as the Catholics?
WITNESS: I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN: What did you demonstrate against?
WITNESS: To show my sympathy for my religion.
The CHAIRMAN: What was done to your religion that made
you want to show your sympathy?
WITNESS: The reason why I demonstrated has no political
background; monks were arrested and .beaten; I rebelled against
that.
The CHAIRMAN: Have you been in contact with your parents
and relatives ·since you have been arrested, before you came
here?
WITNESS: When I was detained at the Security Headquarters, my brother came twice a week. Since I moved here,
apart from Sunday, when I can come and go, I haye been
here every day.
The CHAIRMAN: How old are you?
WITNESS: I am seventeen.
The CHAIRMAN: During the arrest and afterwards, were yOU
beaten, were you tortured?
WITNESS: I was not a victim of beating, but I was told by
my friends that they were beaten.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank yOU.
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No. 30

Mr. KOIR.AJ..A: When were you arrested and where?
WITNESS: On 7 October, in my house.
Mr. KOIRALA: Why were you arrested?
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WITNESS: I was a member of a group opposin~ the Go~e~.
ment, not an organization, but a group where w,e dIscuss p?lltlcal
ment
In the
questions, not only religious. I am more Interested In
political.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you have any religious grounds for
opposition?
WITNESS: I oppose the Government not o~ly ?n grounds of
religion but on many grounds, of which BuddhIsm IS one.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What are your religious grounds?
WITNESS: For me, the religious grounds are minor. I wanted
the Government to release those monks, nuns and other people
who were arrested.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you take part in the demonstration?
WITNESS: No.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you.
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Mr. AMOR: Did you take part in religious demonstration?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOR: Have you demonstrated in the interest of Buddhism on religious grounds? Did you demonstrate because you
felt that Buddhists were less well treated than adherents of
other religions in South Viet-Nam?
WITNESS: My friends have told you all about this already.

121. It was explained again to the student t~at he
could talk freely, that all he said would be held lU the
greatest confidence.
WITNESS: I took part in the demonstrations because I had
known there was oppression against Buddhists and that is why
I joined.
Mr. AMOR: When and where were you arrested?
WITNESS: I was arrested in my house on 7 October.
Mr. AMOR: Were you beaten?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. AMOR: Do you know any young men who have been
beaten or tortured?
WITNESS: I heard that some were beaten.
Mr. CORll.EA DA COSTA: Do you consider the course given here
effective?
WITNESS: I do not know yet because my course will start
tomorrow. The treatment here is very good, but in the security
place it was just like a prison and I was miserable.
Mr. AMOR: Thank you.
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Mr. AMOR: Did you participate in the latest events?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. AMOR: Why were you arrested?
WITNESS: They wanted my brother who was not available, so
they arrested me.
Mr. AMOR: Where is your brother now?
WITNESS: My brother may now be at home. At the time of
the arrest I was at home with my brother. The police showed
up at the house but my brother left and they arrested me. I
do not know where my brother is and I fear he may have
been arrested.
Mr. AM OR : Why are you here then if your brother has been
arrested and you have done nothing?
WITNESS: The reason why they arrested me was to find out
where my brother was. I told them my brother was at home.
They may now have arrested him.
Mr. AMOR: Were you beaten to be made to tell where your
brother was?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: At the time you were arrested, did you
know where your brother was?

WITNESS: When the police came to my house I was with my
brother. I was in my parents' house and I was arrested.
Mr. AMOR: Thank you.
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Mr. AMOR: Were you arrested following the latest demonstrations?
WITNESS: I was arrested on 25 September. On the evening
of the same day there was a big demonstration. I was arrested
just before.
Mr. AMOR: Why were you arrested, since arrest took place
before the demonstration?
WITNESS: I was one of the eighteen leaders and that. is the
reason. The authorities knew there was to be a demonstratIOn.
Mr. AMOR: You were arrested preventively?
WITNESS: I have been known for a long time as a leader of
a student organization for Buddhism.
Mr. AMOR: Had you been arrested before, preventively?
WITNESS: No, it was the first time.
Mr. AMOR: What are the reasons for the demonstrations in
your opinion?
WITNESS : We demonstrated because of the action of the
Government against the Buddhists.
Mr. AMOR: What were those measures taken by the Government against the Buddhists?
WITNESS: They followed from the incidents in Hue
Mr. AMOR: Do you think Buddhism is less favoured than
Catholicism in South Viet-Nam?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOR: In what way?
WITNESS: For example, in the Army and in Government
service, Catholics are favoured and then there is an attempt
to convert Buddhists into Catholics.
Mr. AMOR: How is it attempted to convert Buddhists to
Catholicism?
WITNESS: They try to show to the Buddhists that when they
become Catholics they will have better positions, and so forth.
Mr. AMOR: In what form is this propaganda made?
WITNESS: It is not done in writing, but the very fact that
Catholics are favoured shows that if you want privileges you
should become a Catholic.
Mr. AMOR: Is that the reason why some of the monks burned
themselves ?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOll: Were you beaten?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOll: By whom and where?
WITNESS: By the security forces.
Mr. AMOR: Do you have any marks?
WITNESS: No, they use electricity.
Mr. AMOR: Do you know other young men here who received the same treatment?
WITNESS: There are many of my friends among the leaders
who received the same treatment, but they were released this
morning.
Mr. AMOR: When were you told today that we were coming
here and how was it presented to you?
WITNESS: I was not told of the arrival of the Mission, but
we were told there would be some visitors.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you approve of the Buddhist flag
being banned on the day of the birth of the Buddha? Do you
approve of the Buddhist flag being smaller than the national
flag?
WITNESS: The flag question is not as important as the others.
The question of the flags is not so very important. All this
trouble about the flags comes from the Americans. The Americans have a great part in everything connected with the Buddhist situation in this country.

--------_..
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Mr. GUNEWAIlDENE and Mr. KOIlULA: How?
WITNESS: Those who are really patriots, who love their
country and wish tll sen'c their country, they are not hired
by the Americans. The)' use somebody else.
Mr. GUNRWAlUlENE: Have }'OU been used by the Americans?
WITNESS: I have never been hired by the Americans. I am
here 011 Buddhist grounds. One who serves his country from
the bottom of his heart is oot used by the Americans because
they love their countr)'.
Mr. GUNEWARDItNE: Is your opposition purely on Buddhist
grounds?
WITNESS: The fact that there are some reactionaries among
the young [JC<lple is bcc:lllse thc.'Y thought the Americans did not
help this country reany and truly.
Mr. AMOR: Do you have any grievances to formulate in yOur
own name or in the name of your group?
WITNESS: I have two grievances: that all those monks, nuns
and students that have been arrested be released, and that the
Americans help this country truly and fully.

124. It was
Mission did not
but the United

pointed out to the witness that the
represent the United States of America
Nations.

WITNESS: The Americans are putting pres.sure on the Diem
(jovernlllent SU that the Diem GoyerlUllent
GoyerlUllenl will he more attached
to them and more obliged to them.
Mr. AMOR: Thank you very much.
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Mr, AMOR: Are you a Buddhlst?
WITNESS: I am neither Buddhist nor Catholic, but no Communist. I have no rcliQ"ion.
Mr. CoIUl!A DA COSTA: What is the reason for your arrest?
WITNll.S5: I am no Communist. My trouble is political because I have political atliliations.
Mr, AMOR: What do you Uunk of tbe Buddhist problem?
WlTNll.SS: 1 would not be able to comment on the question.
Being a political student 1 look at 11lC
111C question differently.
Mr. lONACIo-PlNTO: As a political science student, the Buddhist question does 110t atTect you at all ?
WiTNESS: Being a
a political science student with political aims
of lIly own it is nul that I alll not llIoved by the Buddhist affair,
but 1 can make it smaller or bigger. In this way my reaction
would not be like that of a normal citizen.
Mr. KoI.RALA: Did you take part in the demonstrations?
WITNESS: I did Dot take part in group demoIlStrations,
dernoIlStrations, but
I am the head of a political group of students and I have
stood up on ever}' occasion to point out my views. I do not
follow the g'roup in road demonstrations.
Mr. GUN£WAl'IJUtm:: Did you raise your voice on the Buddhist
question?
WITNESS: I have been doing this and opposing this Government for a long time and 011 religious grounds it is very difficult. I would like Ulose Buddhists that have been arrested to
1>e releasl-d.
Mr. KOIRALA: Do you feel that the Buddlust affair is a manifestation
Iestation of a greater malaise in the country?
WITN.ltSS: For those who have seen it, they may feel a lot
of compassion for the movement, but for those who have not
secn
seen anything, thc)'
the)' may be misled.
Mr. IGNACIo-PlNTO: Were you beaten?
WITNESS: My case is a special case. As it is known that I
am a leader of a political group of students, I was never beatenj
they leave me alone. It may be different for others, of course.
In the past, I hil\'e known no grief and as far as I am concerned on tile politica.1 scene, I was always looked at as a leader
and they spare me a lot and try 110t to touch me unless it was
on other grounds. On political grounds, they let me do what
I want.
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Mr. GUNEWAR.1>ENE: As a man who does not be1ieve in any
religion, how do you view the attack by the Army on the
pagodas?
WITNESS: I have not seen it. I have heard about it but I
ha,'e not seen it.
'
Mr. AMOR: Thank you very much.
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Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When were you arrested?
WITNESS: On 15 September.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When did you come to this camp?
WITNESS: I do Dot remember, maybe about fifteen days ago.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: After your arrest were you taken to
the security police?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you beaten?
WITNESS: Yes, with a whip, but not much; but my friends
were beaten more than me ..•
The CRAIlUdAN: What were you demonstrating against when
you were arrested?
WITNESS: I did not participate in the demonstration but I
operated the lllimeograph machine for the reproduction of
pamphlets connected with the movement.
The CxAI1l.:Mm: Thank you.

Visit to D'u-Tan H ospitalJ Saigon
127. The group was greeted by the Resident Doctor.
Mr. AldoR;
AldOR; As you know, we are a United Nations Mission
and we have come at the invitation of the Government of Viet
Nanl tQ
to investigate the relations between the Government and
the Buddhist community in this country.
DocrOR: I am sorry that the Director of the hospital is at
present in Manila. The Deputy Director is 011 his way over.
I am only the Resident Doctor.
Mr. AMOIl: With your permission, we shall await the arrival
of the Deputy Director.
Mr. KoOl..ALA: Maybe you could give us some answers on
questions of a genera)
general nature?
DocroR: If you wish.
Mr. KOlRALA: Is this hospital run by the Government or is it
a public hospital ?
Docroll: It is a public hospital under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of Health.
Mr. KOIRALA: How many patients can you accommodate or
rather how many beds does the hospital have?
DocroR: Between 220 and 250 beds inside the hospital.
Mr. KoI:RAL.A; Do you give treatment to out-patients also?
DocroR: It is impossible to count as it is the biggest hospital
in Saigon treating people from the outside. In the morning
we have an incredible number of people who come, from 1,800
to 2,000 every morning.

128. The Deputy Director of the Hospital came in.
Mr. AMOR: We shall have a few questions to ask and would
appreciate your answering them in accordance with the information in your possession. vVe have been told that during the
latest Buddhist troubles, some Buddhist priests who had been
wounded, either dUrillg
dUri11g the events or later, were under treatment in your hospital. Are there any still here?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR.: At the moment we have one. Some
were hospitalized, then we discharged them when we judged
they were well enough.
Mr. AMOR: How many were there after the demonstrations?
The DEPUTY D1ll.EC'l'OR: On 20 August we bad five mon~s and
foul' bonzcsses.
Mr. AMOR: Following those events there were monks and
nuns hospitalized. Were there also civilians bospitalized
hospitalized at that
moment?
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DEPUTY DIRECTOR: A
A young girl, I do not quite rememThe DEPUTY
ber when, about two or three days later.
AMOR: Apart from
from those
those five bonzes and four bonzesses,
Mr. AMOR:
Mr
one here now and the young girl, no one has b.een hosthe o;le
pitalized or received treatment and subsequently discharged
pitalized
since those events?
DEPUTY DIRECTOR: No.
No.
The DEPUTY
Mr. AMOR: Did they come by themselves or were they transported here?
The DEpUTY DIRECTOR: The bonzes and bonzesses were
brought here by the police.
Mr. AMOR: Were they brought in jeeps, police cars or in
amhulances?
ambulances?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: In police ambulances.
~~nk; you treated, were
Mr. AM OR : Among those nuns and m~nk;
condition. ~ow
~ow many days
there some that were in serious. conditIOn.
of hospitalization did the most serIOus case reqUire?
.
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: The most seriously hurt was hospitalized during sixty days and the least seriously wounded three
days.
Mr. AMOR: Were all the nuns and monks brought here the
same day?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: Yes, by ambulance, the same day.
AMOR: Therefore the one who is still here, how many
Mr. AMoR:
days in all has he been hospitalized?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: The one who is still here was here
sixty days, then we saw he was well and that he could walk
and we discharged him j he was away ten days but came back
saying he was not yet completely well.
Mr. KOIRALA: Did he come ,back on his own?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: The head of the monks wrote asking
that we readmit him.
Mr. AMOR: What was the nature of his wounds?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: I have the feeling that they were
scratches, a wound on his heel.
Mr. AMOR: According to you, as a doctor, can you tell us
the nature of the inj ury and by what kind of weapon the
been caused?
wounds could have becn
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: We see the patient as he comes,
someone who, falling on his heel, could have cut himself.
It could be done by the stroke of a knife. We know they have
wounds and injuries but we do not know what caused them.
Mr. AMOR: Was anybody injured by a bullet?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: No.
AMOR: Injured by crushing?
Mr. AMoR:
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: No.
Mr. AMOR: Burns?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: No.
Mr. AMOR:
AMoR: Accol'ding to the information you
yOu received, were
the nuns and monks who were brought here all at the same
Sa1lle
place of demonstration or at different places?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: This is a question I cannot answer
because when an injured person is brought here at 1 a.m. we
first have to treat him and the other question concerns only
the police.
Mr. AMOR: Do you know if they are all from the same
pagoda or not and to what pagoda they belong?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: According to the police they would
have come from Xa-Loi.
Mr. AMOR: Even the one who is still here is from Xa-Loi?
The DEpUTY DIRECTOR: Yes.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: As a supplement to the reply you gave to
the question asked by Ambassador Amor, when a sick person
is admitted with injury, on the register there is usually a brief
mention as to the type of wound such as bullet wound, cut,
contusion and so forth. It is from this point of view I would
like to know in what state they were when they arrived?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: When they arrived, the diagnostic
which was established is a professional secret. If
If you wish to
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know the exact nature of the wound you can ask further
specific questions but we would ask you to respect the professional secret.
Mr. KOIRALA: On what part of the body were the majority
of the injuries?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: On lower limbs, heels, legs, feet.
None were wounded on the tIpper part of the body.
Mr. AMoR:
AMOR: Were some made ill by tear gas or other gas?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: No.
Mr. AMOR : We thank you and would not try to ~ry into the
professional secret. It is your domain and we respect It.
The DEpUTY DIRECTOR: You asked me only about the wounded
among the monks and the nuns. It is my ~uty to add that we
have received also wounded among the police. At that moment
we treated twenty policemen.

129. Mr. AI110r
Al110r explained that when he inqui~ed
about civilians he had felt that included the polIce.
The Doctor had understood otherwise and that was
the reason why he had not mentioned the case of
injuries to policemen.
Mr. AMOR: What was the nature of the injuries to the policemen? Were they bullet wounds?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: No.
Mr. AMoR:
AMOR: Sharp weapons?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR:
DIRECl'OR: No.
AMOR: Burns?
Mr. AMoR:
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: No. Contusions, blows, no fractures.
Oh yes, there was one case of fracture of the foot.
Mr. KOIRALA:
KOmALA: Among the bonzes and bonzesses were there
any fractures?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: No.
Mr. AMoR:
AMOR: How long did you keep the civilian injured,
among whom we include the police?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: The Chief of Police was here one
month and then he was taken to the Police Dispensary. The
others were here about fifteen days.

KOIR.ALA: Why were the police brought here instead of to
Mr. KOIRALA:
their own dispensary?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR: It is more a dispensary than a
hospital.
AMOR: Were there civilians injured, other than police.
Mr. AMoR:
who are stilI
still in the hospital?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR
DIRECl'OR : No.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: Were the people injured in Hue brought
here?
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR : No.

Interviews with witnesses who appeared
before the Mission
130. WITNESS No. 36
The CHAIRMAN: Must every citizen here have an identity
card like the one you have shown us?
WITNESS: Yes, everyone has to have an identity card.
The CHAIRMAN : We would like to know why you came here,
what made you come here, was it the Mission's communique
in the Press? We will then let you tell us what you want to
tell us.
WITNESS: I came here because I saw in the Viet-Namese
papers the Mission's communique inviting all interested persons
to come to see the Mission. I came in view of that statement
from you.
The CHAIRMAN: Would you please tell us what you wish
to tell us.
WITNESS: I came here to present facts about the Buddhist
Viet-Na1llese citizen, and I am
a1ll a Buddhist. My
affair. I am a Viet-Namese
father and my forefathers all were Buddhists. I have worked
for an American
American firm; I do not work
work for the Government. I
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was very pleased to learn of the arrival of the Mission to this
country and I thank you for giving me the opportunity to come
aIld tell the facts about religious affairs. It is good that the
Mission has come to Viet-Nam because the only way to see
things is with your own eyes. If you wish to ascertain something you have to be on the spot.
I am a refugee from North Viet-Nam. I fled from the Communists in 1955 to seek refuge and liberty in the southern part
of the country. The question of the Buddhist Affair is not
very recent. It took shape over a year ago and now has come
to its climax.
The Communists, as you know, are trying to infiltrate this
country and since you are seeking the truth there is no doubt
that following the Buddhist incidents the communist Viet-Cong
Ims been trying to take advantage of the situation. I am a
Buddhist i my forefathers, my father, were Buddhists. Being
a Buddhist, I have to tell everything in the interest of Buddhism.
I would not tell anything which is against this interest. I want
you to know that I do not come here to support the Government
or anybody; I come here independently. I am working for a
private firm i I am not a Government official. I just work for
my own living.
I do not come here either because I am a Buddhist to defend
Buddhism; I come here as a citizen, because I want the Mission
to know the true facts. I come here to make myself available
to the Mission, if the Mission should need anything. I come
here because I think the Mission would need the true facts
from citizens and I stand ready to help the Mission in any
way the Mission may wish.
As to the suicides by burning and the demonstrations, that
was inspired by the Communists. The Government has given
freedom of worship; the Government has not oppressed the
Buddhists. I approve tile Government's not taking any measure
to persecute the Buddhists. I can show you the place and the
documents showing that the Viet-Cong has taken advantage
of the situation and has interfered in order to carry out its
political aims in this country. I am a Buddhist. I know everything that concerns the Buddhist religion in this country. I
know what is going on in connexion with Buddhist affairs in
this country. I am a Buddhist and as a Buddhist why should
I tell the bad things about Buddhism. I should be ashamed of
myself. The Government is fighting and making every effort
to fight the Communists in this country. Since it cannot use
the ordinary civilian population, the Viet-Cong turns its efforts
to the religious people and tries to use them as a means of
infiltration into the affairs of the Government. The Buddhist
affair came to a head in this country maybe for just one purpose, bu! then the Buddhists never realize~ that the Viet-Cong
was behind tllem to take advantage of theIr movement.
I thank the Mission for having given me the opportunity
to come to see it and for having welcomed me to this table.
I am one of many thousands that think; the same way and,
should the Mission wish to c.nquire further into the affairs of
Buddhism, I am ready any time to help the Mission.
In my statement I am impartial. I have not been used by
anyone because you see if there is any case of persecution,
some~dY says yes, somebody says no. The Mission is here
to investigate for itself whether a fact is true or not and by
asking many people, by this kind of testimony, it would be
able to have a true picture of the situation.
As regards the demonstrations which have been termed
Buddhist demonstrations against persecution, I think these were
also incited by foreign eleme.nts, the Viet-Co~g. I :vas my.s~f
urged and incited and sometimes threatened If I dId not Jam
the ranks of the demonstrators. Even for those who worked
for the Americans there was pressure to join the ranks of the
demonstrators. W ~ were threatened that we might be beaten.
I can bring you witnesses of sueh pressure and threats. They
incited the people to take their own. life h~ suicide so that the
Buddhist affair would become a bIg affalr and would dra:v
the attention of people in this country and abroad, to stir
sentiment and emotion.
Those who have been touched by those attempts decided to
join in the demonstrations. Those who have not been persuaded
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by the agents just did not participate in the demonstrations.
There is no particular reason behind the suicides. They were
incited by people to do so. I can inform you here that the
Government of Viet-N aI11 has given freedom of worship.
If you have any questions, I will be pleased to answer them.
The CHAIRMAN: Since when have you had this job?
WITNESS: Since January 1963.
The CHAIRMAN: And before that?
WITNESS: I was a teacher in a private school and even now
in my spare time I have private classes.
The CHAIRMAN: Have you ever worked for the Government
before?
WITNESS: I worked for the Government prior to 1958.
The CHAIRMAN: Where? In what type of work?
WITNESS: ... As a secretary/clerk in the Administration of
Security. I was a clerk at the time of the French.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you still ,belong to the civil service and
are you now just seconded?
WITNESS: I have no connexion with the Government whatsoever now.
The CHAIRMAN: Where do you work now?
WITNESS: I am a private teacher.
The CHAIRMAN: Considering- that the question is not new
and that the people who burn themselves by fire constitute
isolated acts, why have people, not burned themselves earlier, in
your opinion?
WITNESS: They were incited gradually, incited. and pushed,
and this urging takes some time before it materializes.
The CHAlRMAN: By whom were they incited?
WITNESS: I attribute that to tile Viet-Cong, even in the case
of the first suicide, Thich Quang Due. He was a priest all right,
the others were sometimes not priests themselves. In the ranks
of the monks there was infiltration and some monks urged
the old monks to commit suicide and some old monks would
feel that all of a sudden they would become heroes.
The CHAIRMAN: When you came to see us, did anybody
ask you where you were going, what you wanted, what was
your business?
WITNESS: I went to the counter and told the people at the
counter that I wished to see the Mission. They took; my name
and address and sent my name up to you. I would have no
right to just walk in,
Mr. IGNACIo-PlN'1'O: You said that you had been invited to
join the demonstrations. By whom were you invited?
WIrNEss: People urged me and incited me to go and if you
want I will show you the people who urged me to join the
ranks of the demonstrators. Tomorrow I could bring you 10
see those people.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: Were these people who incited you to
Join the demonstrations arrested?
WITNESS: No. Those people also work with American firms,
and they are also Buddhists j they go to the temple.
Mr. IGNACIO-PIN'l'O: Do you find it normal that the people
who incited you to join the demonstrations were not arrested
when so many were already arrested?
WITNESS: Sometimes they manage to escape arrest. Those
who incited me to join the demonstrations even asked me why
I did not take my own life by burning so that I could become
a hero.
The CHAIRMAN: Among those people who urged you to
demonstrate, whom you said you were ready to point out to us,
do you know any who were arrested?
WITNESS: I do not know of any who were arrested. As you
know, sometimes these people take advantage of the fact that
they work for American firms and under the cover of the
American firm they are working for the authorities would not
come to get them.
Mr. KOmALA: We know, and the Government has admitted
it, that there are hundreds of Buddhists in prison. How do you
account for this?
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WITNESS: The priests and monks have only one thing to do,
to 'stay in their temples and say their prayers; if they come. out
and cause disturbances, it is normal that they are placed 10 a
quiet place so that they cannot carry out such activities.
Mr. KOIRALA: Thich Tinh Khiet, a most respected Buddhist,
was he not also arrested?
WITNESS; During a time when the Government is fighting
for its freedom and liberty in this country, whoever creates a
threat to the security of the nation must be put in jail.
Mr. KOmALA: You say you were approached by people and
incited to demonstrate. Were they Viet-Cong agents?
WITNESS; I know these people; I can show them to you;
but to tell you whether they are Communi'st agents or not I
cannot because they are under all kinds of disguise, some are
Govenunent officials, and so forth.
Mr. KOIRALA: At the outset you said that the Communists
were trying to infiltrate and as a good citizen of your own
country would you not inform your Government of such
activities?
WITNESS; I revealed their identities to the police but I do not
know whether the police has arrested them or not. My revelations to the police are still in the police station.
Mr. GUNEWABDENE; You have repeated no less than six times
that you are a Buddhist. What was the necessity for you to
impress on us that you are a Buddhist, so many times?
WITNESS: Because I want to impress you with the fact that
I am a Buddhist and that in this country Buddhists can practise
their religion.
Mr. GUNEWABDENE: You start by saying that you are working
in a private American firm; you are not employed in an
American firm now?
WITNESS: My profession when I do not have a job is
private teaching.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You are now without a job?
WITNESS: Right now I am teaching in a private school.
Mr. GUNEWABDENE; How many years were you employed by
the Government?
WITNESS: Four years.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; Did you see any of the demonstrations?
WITNESS: I saw the demonstrations at a distance, I did not
go near.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you see great crowds?
WITNESS: There were many people but not crowds as large
as some in other places in the world.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You say you made a report to the police
about the people who incited you to demonstrate. How many
names did you disclose in this report?
WITNESS: Four names.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: All four persons are personally !mown
to you?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: When did you make this complaint?
WITNESS: I do not remember the exact date but it was about
July.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; Since you made the complaint, have you
met these four people?
WITNESS; If you go to the American firm you may find them.
Mr•. GUNEWARDENE: American firms employ people after
screenmg only?

WITNES~ : If it is a Government outfit like MAAG they would
screen; pnvate firms do not.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you mention you were employed in
an American firm at that time?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you mention to your superior officers
that you had ·been incited ?
WITNESS: Yes, to the storekeeper and to my supervisor.

Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you mention to your bosses which
American firms these inciters were employed in?
WITNESS: The four were working in the same room with me.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did your superior officers hold an
enquiry?
WITNESS; I did not ask them whether they made an enquiry
or not.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did the police get in touch with those
people?
WITNESS: They were asked to go to the police station for
enquiry.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: They were not arrested but were still
working in the firm?
WITNESS: After the enquiry was made I do not know whether
they are still working there.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You left the firm on 23 Augustj so they
were working there on 23 August?
WITNESS: Yes. One man among t1le four filed his resignation
because he knew he was going to be fired.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Which one?
WITNESS: I do not k;now.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You !mow there is a security police in
this town, a very big one?
WITNESS: I do not !mow whether they have a big force or
not.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; When you said some people induced the
priests to bum then1selves, you were only expressing an opinion,
.\QJ.ow personally?
you do not .\qIow
WITNESS: I did not see itj you know Communists are just
like ghosts.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: We only want you to testify to things
that you know personally.
WITNESS: That is why I had to relate everything together.
The CHAIRMAN: The Mission thanks you for coming to
testify bef·ore it.
WITNESS: I will be at your disposal.

131.

WITNESS

No. 37

WITNESS: It all started with a very insignificant incident:.
I am a teacher. In 1957-58 there was in my class a pupil who
was undisciplined. So I sent her to the library to work so
that she would not disturb the others. She reported it to her
father who complained to the headmistress. The headmistress
is a fervent Buddhist and I am a Catholic. The headmistress
then incited all her former pupils to slander me all over town.
For a very insignificant incident all those women wanted to
do me wrong. They said that I was a Commwlist. I am not
a Communist, I am a practising Catholic. They tried to know
what I tell the priest in confession. They say I do wrong. I
never do wrong, I am not a prostitute as they claim. I am
out of job. All I have to live on is the money the Government
pays me for the land which it requisitioned from me. They
gave me 40,000 piastres per year and I give some private
lessons and that is all I have as a means of living. There is
a Buddhist friend whose story you may have heard.. She enmonk
tered a pagoda as a nun but as she was dressed like a monk,
wanted
there was a bad woman who thought she was a man and wanted
to have intercourse with him. The saint refused, naturally.
The bad woman then had a baby by another man and she said
that the saint was the father, so that the saint was slandered
and beaten
beate~ by
b~ the people
peop~e in the
t~e town.
t~wn. And you may see a statue
of that saint
samt in
m a monk's
monk s habit
habIt with
WIth a child in her arms because
the people forced her to bring up the child. I used to think
that all religions were good-whether Buddhism Catholicism
all other religions-I thought they all advocated ~ood and vir~
tue, but .now they have done me so much harm that I could
not conSIder Buddhism as a true religion. They are ambitious
and they use slander for their own purposes. I have read in
books we all read in this country, even in novels, that the head
pa?"~a has t~e
t?e duty to receive in the pagoda anymonk of a pa?"o<;ia
body, even cnmmals, WIthout denouncing them to the police
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and that. is w.hy I think they even receive in the pagodas
Commu~lsts with ar~s. To receive even criminals, everybody,
ev~n eVil ~ersons, without denouncing them to the police, I
thmk that IS why they received Communists with arms in the
pagodas.
The CHAIRMAN: Tell me, did this Buddhist lady do all this
to you only because you were Catholic or were there other
reasons?
WITNESS: I believe there were other reasons. The headmistress was on the side of the pupil because the pupil saw
a relative of hers and they are associated financially in a big
rice mill and that is why she incited the pupils against me.
Also, my sister lost her husband and she had to live without
being married with a man who used to be a commissioner
of the third district. That man has now lost his job. The wife
of the headmistress' half brother tried to take her man from
her. There was a lot of trouble. There is a good Buddhist lady
whose son is Assistant Governor of the province. She lives
llext door to me. A security agent came to the neighbourhood
pagoda to arrest people who were living with the monks and
were hiding there because they were having political activity
against the Government.
The CHAIRMAN: If I understand right, this complaint is a
complaint against personal revenge?
WITNESS: I used to have to teach fifteen classes and I used
to teach French but the pupils -complained that I was teaching
too fast. So they took a class away from me and they made
me teach child care. Well, I did not know anything about
child care. I had to study in books, to ask; a doctor.
The CHAIRMAN: Are the Buddhists very much against the
Catholics in this country?
WITNESS: They do not do it openly but they use magic
against US, especially against the women and girls. They want
to lead us astray to make us do wrong and then laugh at us.
The CHAIRMAN: Then, thank you witness.

132.

WITNESS

No. 38

WITNESS: It is for me a great honour to be here among you.
Because of my age, my experience and my career, I know the
country well. I am a member of the largest family in VietNam. It is a well-educated family. We are Buddhist-Confucians
and practise both the ancestor cult and Buddhism. I have
lived in North Viet-Nam, but I come from Central Viet-Nam.
I know these people and this country. My children live in
Saigon. It is for me an honour to be heard by you great people
from the highest echelon in the world. It is my intention to
put my knowledge at your service, and thus in the service of
the world and my country. Since I am sure that you know well
what has happened in Viet-Nam, perhaps it will only be to
verify your understanding of the situation. If you have any
questions about these things, I think I can help you.
Mr. AMOR: Were you in Hue last May when the events took
place?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOR: Did you witness them?
WITNESS: I heard about the events and witnessed some of
them, but not all.
Mr. AMOR: Which ones did you see?
WITNESS: I was at the Tu-Dan Pagoda ceremonies.
Mr. AMOR: What happened there?
WITNESS: Thich Tri Quang was explaining the slogans written on the banners. These slogans were of an anti-Government
nature.
Mr. AMOR: So in other words, some p~le
people took advantag~
of the ceremonies to make propaganda agamst
against the Government.
WITNESS: Yes, but this was only the beginning.
Mr. AMOR: What else?
WITNESS: They had recorded the statement of ~hich '.!'ri
Quang and they wanted to br<>adcast it on the
th~ radiO
radl~ station
that night. There was an argument between Thich
Thlch Tri
Tn Quang
and the g<>vernment officials, and the people gathered at the

radio station at this stage. It was during these discussions
that the incident occurred.
Mr. AMOR: How can you explain the fact that certain monks
have tal,en their lives by burning?
WITNESS: The Viet-Namese are a very credulous and re·
ligious people. We worship almost any kind of religion. You
can even see temples to ancestors on some of the 'small islands
in the rice fields and sometimes,
s<>metimes, when there is a sickness in
the family, we even go to pray in a Catholic church.
But if I talk about the suicides, that is entering into politics.
I was an adviser and even at that time the Viet-Cong succeeded
in fooling all kinds of pe()ple. Rumours started by the Viet-Cong
were running around everywhere.
Moreover, it is possible for anyone to be a monk. There are
true monks and false monks, true Buddhists and false Buddhists. Since there is no control in the pagodas (even the
Government cannot control the pagodas) there is no way of
checking. It is therefore possible that these people are in disguise. I would say that the most violent monks are Communists.
The true monks are those who practise true Buddhist virtues
such as non-violence, non-j ealousy and charity.
Here we practise great religious tolerance. Anyone can construct a pagoda without prior authorization. So if there are
Communists, it can't be controlled. I know that the Viet-Minh
are now trying to start a religious war.
Mr. AMOR: Is it true that one of the causes of these demonstrations was favouritism of Catholicism over Buddhism?
WITNESS: That would surprise me. In every service and
every branch of activity, the Buddhists outnumber all others.
Mr. AMOR: How do you explain the Government's action in
banning the Buddhist flag on Wesak of this year?
WITNESS: The celebration of the Buddhist and Confucian
birthdays was promulgated by this Government. Before this
Government, there was no holiday
hoHday on these days. Ngo Dinh
Diem is a Catholic, but he tolerates all religions. In military
camps there are pagodas next to Catholic churches. The Minister of the Interior decreed that the flags of the Catholics and
the Buddhists are to be the same size, hut that they are to be
only two thirds the size of the national flag.
The incidents happened in the city itself. It was 34" C. in
the shade that day. The population hoisted the flags and the
national flag was often smaller than the religious flags. This
had also happened in all other provinces, but there the Chief
of the province went himself to verify the carrying out of the
order. Here the Chief gave the order to the police. There were
isolated cases of the police having harassed the populace.
Mr. AMOR: Were the ceremonies broadcast on the radio on
that day?
WITNESS: I didn't hear them.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you receive a salary?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: At what time were you at the Tu Dan
Pagoda?
WITNESS: Between IO and 11 a.m. I was only passing by.
I am a Buddhist, without being a practitioner, but my daughters
and sisters practise their religion.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: You didn't go in?
WITNESS: No. I am a civil servant. I have changed my career
because I dodn't want to get mixed up in religious and State
conflicts.
Mr. AMOR: Thank you.
WITNESS: I feel that I have served my country in coming.
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WITNESS

No. 39

WITNESS: First, I wish to introduce myself, not out of vanity,
but because it might shed some light on some aspects of the
questi<>n. I am a doctor. I studied in France. I am a Buddhist;
my family has been Buddhist for generations; my sister has
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been a Buddhist nun since 1950 and since I returned from
France I have been doctor to almost all the nuns and monks
in Saigon, especially the monks of the Sangha ~hich
which is the
pillar of the Buddhist movement. You can ascertam
ascertain the truth
of what I tell you by asking all the monks. I have attended
all of them, the Sllperior in Hue, the President of the Committee, all the members of the league who are either free or
under surveillance and for the last three years I have on occasion attended President Diem. I have served as intermediary
between President Diem and the Buddhists when it was necessary. At the beginning of the movement in May 1963, at
the request of the Buddhist leaders I served as intermediary
between the Buddhists and President Diem directly. I do not
mean the Government, ... I had direct access to the President
himself.
First, I think I should give a definition of the word "discrimination". It must not be confused with certain aspects of
favouritism. As I understand it, discrimination is a systematic
policy imposed from top to bottom against something, in this
case the Buddhist religion. I do not consider that certain
favours which may be granted by President Diem to the
Catholic priests and laymen who are carrying on an armed
struggle against Communism mean discrimination against
Buddhism.
I was an eyewitness at interviews granted by President Diem
to certain Buddhist leaders 'before the incidents of 8 May.
Those interviews were organized, arranged for the granting of
certain favours to those leaders, such as the granting of land,
forest or gifts of money for the building of pagodas. I saw
President Diem two or three days after 8 May and I can
testify that he considers these events one of the greatest misfortunes which could befall this country. He asked me to intervene, myself alone and also with my family and friends,
to mitigate as much as possible the disastrous consequences
which could easily fonow.
It is true that on the local plane, I mean the villages and
hamlets, there have been certain facts detrimental and even
humiliating for certain Buddhists, especially in the regions of
Huang-Hai, Huang-Nam and Binh Dinh, three provinces which
were under Viet-Minh domination until 1954 and in which
certain Viet-Minh cadres in order to protect themselves against
action by the Government have adopted the Catholic religion.
If I am not mistaken, these neo-Catholics have caused harm
to the Buddhist community.
The CHAIRMAN: Those were originally Buddhists who later
converted to Catholicism?
WITNESS: In Viet-Nam many Buddhists are only Buddhists
because their parents are, for instance, people who never go
to the pagoda, never attend the ceremonies, but call themselves
Buddhists because their father, mother, wife and in-laws are
Buddhists. I wish to add this. The Government lacked soldiers
to ensure the security in certain regions and certain Catholic
priests offered their services to the Government to assure security. There is the example of a village priest called Sea Swallow.
When those priests offer their services they receive arms. In
my own
village certain persons belonging to my family
o",,:n native :village
were 111
in the Viet-Cong
Vlet-Cong and then became Catholics to avoid
action by the Government. Then they were taken with such
zeal that they were armed by the Government, although deep
inside they are not in favour of the Government.
The CHAmMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Since we are expecting other witnesses we
would appreciate if you could sum up your general statement
in a few words which would then enable us to as!<; questions.
WITNESS: I prefer that you ask questions. I shall answer as
best I can.
The CHAIRMAN: In accordance with the Constitution of the
;ountry. ~nd the la'Ys of the country, I would like to know
If all cItizens of Vlet-Nam can exercise their rights equally
and :part!cularly
particularly if these rights are extended on a basis of
equality
in all spheres of life to the Buddhist community.
equahty 111
. WITNES~: I think the Constitution is respected. I am a genuIne BuddhISt. If we count the officials in this country, we find

that the majority of the Council of Ministers is Buddhist.
Fifteen generals out of twenty are Buddhists and at least seventy
deputies out of 113 are Buddhists.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you tell us if you are acquainted with
the highest officers in charge of the Army in Saigon?
WITNESS: Brigadier General Nguyen Van La.
The CHAIRMAN: Are you acquainted with the name of another General, Ton That Dinh?
WITNESS: This General was named Governor of Saigon
during the state of siege, but usually he is Commander of the
Third Region.
The CHAIRMAN: Could you tell us to what religion these
two officers belong?
WITNESS: General La is, I believe, a Buddhist and General
Dinh a Catholic, I think.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the proportion of the Buddhists in
this country as compared with other religions?
WITNESS: As I have told you it is very difficult to give the
exact number of Buddhists. The Buddhists are not unified;
there are at least twenty sects, of which the main ones are
the Co Son Mon which controls about four-tenths of the
Buddhist population of Viet-Nam, then there are the Lut Roa
Tag, the Nguon Thuy, the Khat Thuc and the Sangha which,
with the General Buddhist Association of Viet-Nam, is the
pillar of the movement. The Sangha is made up of monks and
the General Buddhist Association is made up of laymen and
monks. The Sangha controls about one-tenth of the Buddhists
and the pagodas in the South and one-third in the centre of
the country where it is very prosperous.
I belong to the Sangha. The Sangha is the Co Son Mon
with a more modern philosophy and is more suited to people
who have had a Western education. That is the reason why
lately the Sangha is the only one that has developed much more
than the other sects.
The CHAIRMAN: How many members of the Cabinet in the
Government are non-Catholics?
WITNESS: The Vice-President, the Secretary of State to the
Presidency, the former Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Minister of Public Health, the Minister of Labour, the Minister
of Justice, the Minister of National Education, the Minister
for Rural Affairs. I am not quite sure whether I listed them all.
There are thirteen ministers; four only are Catholics, I believe.
The present Minister of Foreign Affairs is a Catholic; he
was formerly Minister of Cultural Affairs.
Mr. KOmALA: I would like to supplement the question of the
Chairman. Irrespective of sects, what would be the percentage
of Buddhists in this country?
WITNESS: If we count only the practising Buddhists of all
sects, I would say five miIlion irrespective 0 f sects.
Mr. KOmALA: What is a practising Buddhist?
WITNESS: I count those who go to the pagodas on religious
'YITNESS:
holidays
hohdays and have given to their children the Buddhist baptism.
Mr. KOmALA: What do you call the others that are neither
Catholics nor anything else?
WITNESS: For the intellectuals in Viet-Nam Confucianism is
not considered as a religion, but a percentage of the population
caU themselves Confucians and think it is a religion.
Mr. ~O~LA: Leaving aside Christians, Moslems or any
other religIOns,
rehglOns, would the rest be considered Confucians?
. WITNESS: The
Th~ majority. Some have no religion at all'
all; there
is
conside~ed as
Is also Cao Dai
Dal and Hoa HaD which may be considered
religions.
Mr. KOmALA: In your statement you said certain favours
that may be granted to Catholic priests that are fighting agai.nst
the Communists should not be interpreted as discrimination
against
a~ainst the Buddhists.
BUdd~ists. Do you mean to say that the Buddhists
did not fight against
aga1l1st the Communists?
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WITNESS: The true Buddhist is the one who is against all acts
of violence. The Buddhists do not adopt communism but they
prefer not to have to go to war against it.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: As a doctor YOU said that you take
care of many Buddhists monks, including Thich Tinh Khiet.
Can you tell us if you consider that, despite his age which
is probably in the neighbourhood of 90, he is of perfect state
of mind?
WITNESS: Yes. I wish to say that the Reverend monk has
his lucidity of mind but, because of his religion, he has abstained from any activity in the field of international politics.
Since he was put in that place, he cannot control the movement llnd I think it is wrong to consider him as the Pope
of Buddhism because in reality it is Thich Thien Roa, the
President of the General Association of the Sangha. who has
always been the highest authority in this country on Buddhism.
There is something to explain at this stage. Thich Thien Hoa
had been a follower of Thich Tinh Khiet and those who elected
the Thich Tinh Khiet speculated on this and made it believed
in Viet-Nam and outside that Th,ich Tinh Khiet was the
most important.
Mr. CORnEA DA COSTA; What would you tell us of the students, the demonstrations and the police action against them?
WITNESS: The student movement and the demonstration decided the Government to establish a state of siege which the
Government would not have done had it not been afraid of a
catastrophe.
The CHAmMAN: What was the Government afraid of?
WITNESS; It was afraid of being overthrown. In the army
and other sectors of the population people were very excited
by underground propaganda saying that the Government was out
of breath and that if it could not deal with two or three pagodas
how could it deal with difficulties spreading to the whole
population.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: You said that you attended several interviews the President had with the Buddhists during which
he presented them with gifts of land, scholarships, subsidies,
fmth. Can you give us an idea of what the Government
and so f<lTth.
gave, to whom and how? Would you know what the President
might have given toward the construction of Xa-Loi Pagoda?
WrrNEss: I believe Xa-Loi received help.
The CHAmMAN: Thank you very much.
WITNESS: By virtue of my personal contacts with the President I am in a position to say that, although he is Catholic,
he has studied the Buddhist and Confucian philosophies. He is
no closer to the Catholics than he is to the Buddhists. He
understands the Buddhists perfectly. Certain tendencies of his
mind are more Buddhist than Catholic. Should the conclusions
derived from the investigation be that there is discrimination
on the part of the Government against the Buddhist community,
it is my opinion that the President does not pursue a discriminatory policy against the Buddhists.

134.
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No. 40

Mr. AMOR: We have received your letter telling us that you
would like to give us your personal opinion on the situation
in Viet-Nam and I would like to point out that you should
limit yourself to remarks on the Buddhist question.
WITNESS: That is what I had intended. I have lived here for
fourteen years and have not left the country during that time.
r feel, therefore, that I know the Viet-Namese people and
the country. You have certainly heard of the Buddhist question.
Here is my opinion: there is no Buddhist question; there never
was one and there isn't one now.
I am a Viet-Namese citizen. I have nothing against anyone,
Buddhist, Catholic, Protestant-and the Viet-Namese people
are the same. The Viet-Namese is not a fighter. He is indifferent. He has been under domination off and on for a
thousand years. So my personal opinion is this: the affair
was a Buddhist affair only in the sense that it was launched
by Buddhists.
What interests me is what I have seen, not what has happened in the past. So this is what hapened in May. In the
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course of a Buddhist procession, people were being told to go
to the radio station. They came there to present a manifesto.
I have told you that there had never been a Buddhist affair,
and now all of a sudden there was one. Obviously, there must
have been some collusion, but not from inside the country.
The Army is 80 per cent Buddhist. The Government is 60 per
cent Buddhist. But neither the Government nor the Army went
along with this movement. So it seems to me that this was
simply a revolution assisted iwm the exterior. That is why I
say that there is n() Buddhist question. There never has been
one, or else I must be blind. I am impartial i I have travelled
almost all over the world. You can imagine that rI am fairly
well educated. I am an observer and I can tell you that I have
seen nothing that looks like a Buddhist question in Viet-Nam.
I don't have anything to do with politics, but I have seen
this affair grow to very serious Jl'roportiolls, and it shouldn't.
r think it is simply within the framework of internal affairs.
Mr. AM OR : Are you a Catholic?
WITNESS: Yes, and I practise my religion.
Mr. AMOR: In your opinion, has the Buddhist movement been
inspired by the Viet-Cong and the Communists, as we have
been tGld?
WITNESS; I can tell you that I don't know. There was an
abrupt outbreak, all of a sudden-that much I know. Where
it originated, I don't know. To say that one or two nations
were behind this, I don't know. They l13ve incited Buddhist
leaders who don't know much about this either. If vou know
know that the leaders are for the
much about Buddhism, you lmow
most part relatively uneducated. How could you believe that
coup by themselves? But if you
such people would set up a cOUP
J}Olitical parties in this country
asked me if there were any 1>Olitical
seeking to overthrow the Government, which might have
originated a coup of this kind, I might perhaps believe it.
Mr. VOLIO: Do you think that before the incidents of May of
this year, there was any discrimination against Buddhists in this
country?
WITNESS: I never saw or heard of it, and I have friends
here of all professions and all religions. Do you speak of
discrimination on the part of the Government?
Mr. VaLID: Yes, by the Government.
WITNESS: No, because the Jl'eople would have known of it.
This affair broke out suddenly. It broke on 8 May. That is
why I would like to give you an elucidation (Jf this, because
it seems so incomprehensible. I have talked to friends of many
different religions. My Buddhists friends sometimes tell me that
the Buddhists had some demands to make.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Is your position that the Buddhist
priests are uneducated?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: And the Buddhist community is uneducated?
WITNESS: No, I did not say that I There are well-educated
Buddhists, but they do not have access to the higher priesthood.
In my opinion, high positions in the Buddhist hierarchy are
attained by faith and devotion rather than by learning. Eut
Buddhists are far from being uneducated. Some of them are
extraordinarily wel1-educated, but they are not monks.
Mr. GUNEWARDllNE: As a community?
WITNESS: It is not my religion, but r ean say that as a community it is perfect. They have hospitals, schools, some mag·
nincent things.
~onsider them far behind the
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you eonsider
Catholics in the matter of education?
WITNESS: No, not in any way.
Mr. GumwARDENE: In Viet-Nam, are the Catholics in a
more privileged situation than the Buddhists?
WITNESS: No, I have never seen anything Hke that. There
are more Buddhists in tlle pOllulation.
Mr. GUNEW.AlUlENE: Are Buddhist celebrations recognized
GoverIlment?
by the Government?
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WITNESS: Yes. They stop work and the big Buddhist festivals
are holidays. You can see this for yourself on the calendar.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Would you say that the Foreign Minister who shaved his head and left the Government was crazy?
WITNESS: No. If that was his opinion, all right. Why not?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you at the pagodas often?
WITNESS: Yes, I go often to see the ceremonies.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you on Wesak?
WITNESS: No, I wasn't there.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Is the radio station owned by the Government?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOR: Thank you.

135.
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WITNESS: I brought here a manuscript [see annex XVl]
which I wrote during the state of siege. I tried to send it
abroad but could not manage it because students' luggage was
thoroughly searched. So I kept that manuscript in order to
bring it to the Mission and to tell the Mission all my heart
obliges me to say.
The CHAIRMAN: You can tell us all that is in your heart.
We shall listen with the greatest attention.
WITNESS: If I were to tell you all that is in my heart, it
would waste very much of your precious time. So, all I want
to do is to give y<>u manuscript.

136. The witness then took out the manuscript
which was in an envelope in between the pages of a
magazine which had been pasted together to hide the
manuscript.
WITNESS; You understand I do this for reasons of security.
I am sure you understand.
Mr. CoRRE.A DA. COSTA: Can you tell us what is the nature of
this manuscript?
WITNESS: This is a story in the form of fiction. I wrote it
as if it were an exchange of correspondence between a boy
student and a girl student. There are fifteen letters.
Mr. KOmALA: That is the story of occurrences?
WITNESS: Yes. All that happened between the Hue incident
and 17 September.
Mr. KoIRA.LA: Is there anything in that manuscript that is
fiction?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. KOmALA: Is there anything in the manuscript beside
those letters between students?
WITNESS; Yes, I attached a letter addressed to the Mission
by myself. Now I want to ask something. When I came into
the hotel I was followed by a security agent and a paratrooper.
Mr. KOIRALA: Did they ask you any questions?
WITNESS: No. They took my identity card and looked at it.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Anything else?
WITNESS: If, as I leave the Hotel Maj estic, I am arrested or
if I am arrested afterwards, what will the Mission be able
to do for me?
The CHAIRMAN; What is your address?
WITNESS; I have just come from Dalat. I was living here
but after students were imprisoned in October, I fled to Dalat
and I am going back tomorrow.
Mr. Vouo; Then give us your address both in Saigon and in
Dalat.

137. The witness then gave both these addresses.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you take part in the Wesak celebrations ?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Where?
WITNESS: In Saigon.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was there any trouble?

down.
WITNESS: No. Only the Buddhist flag was struck down.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: By whom?
WITNESS: I don't know. I was going around town to
to see
see the
the
flags were
were
celebrations and on my way back I noticed that the flags
no longer there.
the flags?
flags?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: At what time did you first see the
WITNESS : Early in the morning.
notice that
that
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: At about what time did you notice
they were no longer there?
WITNESS: At about 11 a.m.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What were your feelings about it?
WITNESS: I was very surprised.
Pagoda?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you go to the Xa-Loi Pagoda?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. GUNEWA1IDENE: Was ther~ a large crowd?
showing
WITNESS: Yes. There was a film show. They were showing
the picture cal1ed "The Light of Asia".
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: At what time?
WITNESS: At 7 p.m.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Everything was quiet?
national
WITNESS: Yes. only we noticed that there were many national
the main
main
flags. Usually the national flag is only displayed in the
places, but on that day it was everywhere.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Who had put up, those flags?
is not
not
WITNESS: The Buddhists of the pagoda. But that is
important.
demonstraMr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you take part in any demonstrations?
Friday.
WITNESS: Yes. I went to the Faculty of Medicine on Friday.
23 August 1%3, at 3 p.m.
demonstration?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; Was it the first student demonstration?
demonstration.
WITNESS: Yes. But it was not exactly a demonstration.
The students elected a committee of students.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; What for?
WITNESS: Because of the Buddhist problem.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE : Was it a big meeting?
WITNESS: Five hundred students.
Mr. GUNEWA1IDENE: Did you demonstrate afterwards?
afterwards?
WITNESS: No. Not on that day. A medical student asked
asked tile
tile
Dean of the Faculty why he was not authorized by the
the GovGovel'l1ment to attend Buddhists as a doctor. Then the students
students
cheered and it was believed that it was a demonstration. Many
Many
students spoke, especially those who wanted to be members
members
of the committee. They gave their reasons and after they
they had
had
spoken, there was a lot of cheering. Some security police
police came
came
into the room hut they were expelled by the students.
students. We
We
adopted a motion addressed to the President of the Republic
Republic
and we drafted a statement from the students which
which was
was
cabled to the United Nations, to President Kennedy, to
to Pope
Pope
Paul VI, and-I am afraid I don't remember the fourth
addressee.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was it an orderly meeting?
WITNESS; Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was it broken up by the police?
WITNESS: No.
Mr. GUNEWA1IDENE: Did you know of the raids on pagodas
pagodas
on 21 August?
WITNESS; Yes.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have you any idea of the number of
of papagodas raided in Saigon?
WITNESS: I wanted to visit Xa-Loi and An-Quang Pagodas
Pagodas
but they were barricaded.
Mr. GUNEWA1IDENE: When was that?
WITNESS: On the morning of the 21st. I remained behind
behind
the barricade.
Mr. Vouo: Do you know the motives of the Hue incident
incident
of 8 May?

!
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WITNESS:
WITNESS: It is all in my manuscript.
Mr.
Mr. VOLIO: In the past, have you always exercised your freedom
dom of worship without Government interference?
WITNESS: I went freely to the pagoda. There were only a few
notable
notable incidents. For example, the Buddhist scouts, the members
bers of the Buddhist Youth Association, wanted to organize a
camp
camp in Nyakrong in 1959, but at the last minute the Government
ment refused to authorize it.
M:.
M:. VOLIO: Did they say why?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: The Governmcnt said it was for reasons of security,
curity, but I don't understand why it was at the last moment
that
that they gave that reason when that place was perfectly quiet.
Mr.
Mr. VOLIO: Do you understand the meaning of the presidential
tial decree on flags?
WITNESS:
WITNESS: You mean very long ago?
Mr.
Mr. VOLID: No. Shortly before the fact, a few months ago,
perhaps
perhaps a year ago, the President promulgated some rules
on
on the use of national and religious flags. Do you know why?
'WITNESS:
'WITNESS: There is a Buddhist document that refers to the
number
number of that decree. I don't know any more recent texts.
That
That has been freely implemented since 1953.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Any other incidents?
\,yITNESS:
\,yITNESS: I was very young, so I was not watched, but the
scout
scout chiefs were very closely watched.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you take part in any other meeting
after
after 21 August?
vVrrNEss:
vVrrNEss: Yes. On 24 August we went to the Law Faculty to
welcome
welcome the former Foreign Minister, Mr. Ru Van Man, who
had
had just resigned.
Mr.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What happened?
vVITNESS:
vVITNESS: This is a very long story. It is all in my manuscript.
script.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were there any disturbances?
Mr.
WITNESS: As I came out I was arrested.
WITNESS:
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Oh, you were arrested? And when were
Mr.
you released?
you
WITNESS: The same evening.
WITNESS:
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you consider that the Catholics are
Mr.
in aa position of superiority over Buddhists in this country?
in
WITNESS: Yes, and you will see all that in my manuscript.
WITNESS:
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Why do you say that they are?
Mr.
WITNESS: Because I saw it with my own eyes. I heard one of
WITNESS:
my brothers in the Buddhist movement-as you know we call
my
the Buddhist movement a family, so I call him a brother.
the
When he was a soldier, he had several things to tell me.
When
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Such as?
Mr.
WITNESS: In the Wesak month, he was obliged to take part
WITNESS:
in military
military operations but during those operations he did not
in
meet with anything. Also, another Wesak, he happened to be
meet
in the
the mountains, the Annamitic range, and he did not know
in
how to celebrate Wesak. Like the others he did put up a
how
Buddhist flag but the Catholic priest prevented him from doing
Buddhist
so. That is all I have to say, but I want to ask a question.
so.
If II am arrested after my return to Dalat, how can my family
If
send a letter to the Mission to inform the Mission of my
send
arrest?
arrest?
Mr. AMOR: We shall be here until Sunday and after that
Mr.
they can send the letter to New York.
they
WITNESS: Yes, but this letter will never go past the post
WITNESS:
office in Saigon. I wrote several letters to my friends in France.
office
They never received any.
They
Mr. GUNEWARDENE and Mr. VOLIO: We are sorry that the
Mr.
Mission cannot do anything about this. Thank you.
Mission

138.
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Mr. AMOR: Are you a Buddhist?
Mr.
WITNESS: No, I am not, but my wife and all of her family
WITNESS:
are Buddhist.
are
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Mr. AMOR: Can you tell us anything about the events which
took place on 8 May in Hue?
WJTNESS: There was all intensive preparation for days before
this celebration. In all homes there were small lamps and
Buddhist flags. In our house we had a Buddhist flag. But on
8 May we received an order not to fly this flag.
This interdiction applied to religious flags-not only to the
Buddhist flag. None the less, we noticed a degree of discontent,
even among some of my colleagues. They said why was that
order given just on the eve of the celebration? That I cannot
answer. I have nothing to do with politics. When I asked the
policc about it, all they told me was that the order had been
given before and that the Government was only reaffirming
it on that day.
On 8 May, I took my whole family to the beach. We came
back at about 10 o'clock p.m. When we drove by the radio
station, we noticed a large gathering of people, as well as
tents, about 200 or 300 metres from the radio station. So I told
my wife-Iefs stay and see what is happening. After five or
ten minutes my wife became afraid for the children, so we
went home.
About an hour later, I heard gUllshots. I live not far from
the radio station, about 100 metres. After that, I went to sleep,
but the next morning my wife told me that a little later on
she had heard an explosion.
The next day, I saw people walking by saying "we die for
religion" and I wondered what had happened. After I had
taken my mother to the airport, I went to the hospital, where
they told me that there were some dead people in the morgue.
I rushed to see what had happened. It was a horrible spectacle,
but we didn't know what had happened because we couldn't
:find any bullets and there were no signs of crushing. We concluded that it must have been the result of a blast, perhaps
from an explosion of a plastic bomb.
The following day, I noticed that a large meeting was being
held, so we asked the people passing by what the reason was.
They told us that they had been asked to come in from the
oountry ,because some Buddhists had been killed. It was then
that I began to think that there must be something behind it
all, because the people no longer listened to the Heads of
Departments.
So the days went by. After 16 June, I thought that everything was all over. I had read in the paper that the Government would do anything possible to satisfy the Buddhist demands. But then the attitude of the temples changed. Before
that, there had been no inj uriotls talk, but now there were
insults against the Govemment on the loudspeaker and I myself
h,eard them saying at Tu-Daa Pagoda that the Government
was not worthy to hold power.
This is all that I knew up until the day when the professors
signed the Ietter of protest. There were three articles protesting the fact that the Government had stolen from tbe temples,
that it remained indifferent to the events and the dismissal
of the Rector of the University. The professors ·signed for all
three reasons, but in particular because of tne dismissal of
the Rector. In Tu-Dan temple, however, they took out this
third article.
This was followed 'by strikes. Most of the students who took
:part supported the Rector. During the last few days, however,
the movement switched. Then came the curfew. I am telling
you these facts as one who has seen them.
Mr. AMOR: It has been alleged that in the May incidents
toxic gas was used against the demonstrators.
WITNESS: I didn't see evidence of toxic gas, but I did see
that their bodies were marked with a I{)t of little burns. Among
the fifty people admitted for treatment to the hospital, there
were five or six who had to stay.
Mr. AMoR: To what do you attribute these burns?
WITNESS:' I discussed this with doctors at the hospital and
reached the decision that the flasks of tear gas which were
thrown must have exploded before reaching the ground. NormaUy, the grenade breaks on the ground and the gas disperses
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in the air, causing a blurring of vision, but it was supposed t~at
in this case the tear gas grenades exploded on. contact Wlth
the human body and had thus become a burnmg substance.
.
.
They were not serious burns, however. .
Mr. AMOR: Have you noticed any difference l~ med~cal treatment in the hospital between Catholic and Buddhist patIents?
WITNESS: There has never been any distinction.
Mr. AMOR: But did the administration of the. hospital ever
discriminate in any way in the treatment of patIents, such as
giving them better rooms, and so forth?
WITNESS: Some people accused the Director of the hospital
of being pro-Buddhist, but I never noticed it.
Mr. AMOR: Do you think the May demonstrations at Hue
could have been inspired by elements opposed to the Government?
WITNESS: On 9 May, there were scattered meetings. I t~ought
they were just meetings of Buddhist monks. When, 111 ~he
course of the following days, I heard anti-Governme~t Cries,
I thought to myself that there must have been somethmg else,
and those around me say the same thing. Only we have no
proof. We think it was probably Communists or the opposition
who wished to overthrow the Government; but after 16 June,
everybody who heard the anti-Government shouting thought it
was a political movement.
Mr. VOLIO: Are you a Catholic?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. VaLIo: What is the proportion of Buddhists to Catholics
in the hospital?
WITNESS: I can give you the proportion of Catholic to nonCatholic but Buddhist I cannot ascertain, because the majority
practise' the ancestor cult. There are only three Catholic
doctors out of twenty.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: The Catholic Rector of the University
was dismissed?
WITNESS: Yes, three months ago.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Why?
WITNESS: Nobody knows. We wondered why, because he is
an intimate friend of the President.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Forty-seven professor,s signed a protest
against the dismissal of the Rector, the treatment of the Buddhists, and for the 'settlement of grievances. Is that true?
WITNESS: Yes, I have said this, hut that is not the whole
story. The number was not forty-seven, because there were
only twenty-eight professors in Hue. I myself counted the signatures. We found signatures of twenty-three different people,
but since some signed several times, there were forty to fifty
signatures on the protest. This was on the first day.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were some of those who signed
Catholics?
WITNESS: Yes, two of them.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Is it correct that there were sixty victims of the police in the hospital?
WITNESS: I have already told you that there were fifty or
sixty. Among these, only five 'were to be hospitalized.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Do you know Dr. Hans Holterscheidt
and Dr. Wulff?
WITNESS: Yes. Dr. Wulff is a psychiatrist. He is very young,
only 28 years old. He had just left medical school. Both of
them worked in the hospital as assistants.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did they treat these patients?
WITNESS: No, all these patients were taken to a room where
there were only Viet·Namese doctors.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Have Dr. Wulff and Dr. Holterscheidt
left now?
WITNESS: Yes. They were expelled because, according to
what I have heard people say, they gave bottles of acid to
students and army officers were burned with it. They were
behind the students and inciting them.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: As far as you know, the 8 May incidents were spontaneous?

WITNESS: I don't know. All I know is that the gathering ol
the crowd looked spontaneous.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you think that the Buddhists thought
they had grievances?
WITNESS: 0 f course they had grievances then; some were
dead. A daughter of one of my friends was dead. So of course
they were angry. But on the following day, the situation seemed
to get back to normal.
What I tell you is only from the point of view of a spectator.
I did notice with regard to Buddhist temples an enonnous
difference between 1950 and 1962. For example, Xa-Loi Pagoda
is completely new, and the meeting room at Tu-Dan Pagoda
is new. My colleagues and friends never talked about any
oppression before that date.
Mr. AMoR: Thank you.

Witnesses whom the Mission had requested to see
139. WITNESS No. 43
WITNESS: I wish first of all to welcome the Chairman and
the Members of the Mission. I would like to know if all the
information that I give you will remain confidential. I come
here with an open heart. If you wish to hear all the truths
about the situation here, I shall tell you, but I would ask you
the favour of telling me if you will communicate this information to the Viet-Namese authorities.
The CHAIRMAN: This Mission is here to find facts in regard
to the relations between the Government of Viet-Nam and the
Buddhist community in this country and as far as we are
concerned the Viet-Nam Government is one of the parties concerned in this situation. We have no relation in our investigation
here with the Government of Viet-Nam. We want to hear
facts from both sides and I assure you that everything you
say will remain confidential, absolutely confidential.
WITNESS: I would again ask you another favour. Some of
the information that I am going to give you, you can say where
you obtained it; but some other information I can give you.
I would prefer that the Mission only say that it has gathered
it without attributing it to me.

THE CliAIRMAN: We do not give the sources of information
to any.body. Everything is confidential.
WITNESS: First I wish to give you an idea of the general
situation, then you can ask questions. You are sure there are
no microphones?
140. The Chairman reassured the witness.
WITNESS: First of all I will tell you that the situation here
is extremely grave-serious, very serious. All organizations.
popular as well as governmental, are in fact puppets. To begin,
I present to you a document for the National Assembly, for
the deputies. All the llames had been designated beforehand.
There are 123 units, only four were not elected. This is not
all election. The lists were prepared in advance. They say th!:}'
have a great success with strategic hamlets. They can appoint
anybody on the Committee for Strategic Hamlets but it does
not mean anything; they are just names. There are no elections,
there is no democracy. Do you want a copy of this list? Of
course, if I give this one to you and I am asked for it I will
not be able to produce it,
The CHAIRMAN: If you wish to give us a copy ...

141. The witness showed the document to the
Mission and it was returned to him because the
Mission had no time to make a copy.
WITNESS: The list was established on 13 August 1963.
Now I wish to speak of the financial situation which is
the most important. The Nhu family has transformed VietNam into a firm. With regard to trade, commerce, there is a
firm called Hang Truong that receives all licences, permits,
and so forth. Its address is 11 rue Pasteur. They receive all
the foreign exchange and it is that firm that does practically
everything. For sea products there is another firm: N guyen V.
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Bnll, 231 quai Van Den. Now for forestry products: Tan Mai
is the firm. The other firms and the population get practically
nothing. I will now speak of social action. All popular organizations which have some prestige were made up of veterans
who were in the struggle in the maquis, the underground in
the struggle against the French. AIost of them have been
eliminated. II now speak about education, the scholarships for
students abroad. An investigation was made which went back
three generations; if the father, grandfather or greatgrandfather have had any political activities, nothing doing. For
pharmaceutical products there is also a firm: Viet Nam, Duoc
Pllam, 34 Nguyen Hue. This organization buys and sells all
Pham,
[lharmaccl1tical
llharmacel1tical products.
I have nothing to add.
Last 1110nth
month at a meeting for the training of cadres Mr. Nhu
said: "You, gentlemen, do not wish to educate yourselves but
yon want to move quickly on the road of progress. You have
~aid it is not worth while to work, to educate ourselves. If
we are in higher positions and we better ourselves it will be
for the benefit of the Nhu family, not the country. This is
not true; you will be working for the country, not for our
fami!)'." I clo not wish to abuse your time so I am going to
family."
conclude with the problem of the Buddhist religion. You have
already a general idea of the general organization of our
country and before going on I wish to sum up. Everything
is false
false;i in fact they are all puppets, incapable people; we
are surrounded by that. \Ve have trained executive agents but
no able collaborators. Another ridiculous fact I must tell you.
It has happened on occasions that
tbat Mrs. Nhu has slapped the
face of high officials. She even raised her voice and had
qtlarrels with the Vice-President. In conclusion, everything that
has happened was directed by Mr. a.nd
and Mrs. Nhu. President
Presi~ent
Diem is just there,
tbere, just present. Now I come to Buddhism.
there was
As )'00 know, the incident broke out when tJ:1ere
was. a deVoix du VIetnam
Vietnam
monstration all around the offices of the VOIX
in Hue. All that was asked was that the ceremony of the
Birth of Buddha should be broadcast. The request was rejected.
They wanted the crowd to disperse; there were more than
3000 persons; they did not know how to go about it; first
3,000
fi~st
they used water hoses, finally they crushed the people
~ople with
WIth
tanks. Afterwards, there were five demands but it
It was not
much. The President and the Vice-President wanted to settle
the matter,
matter to come to an arrangement, but Mrs. Nhu would
not have it and then the Buddhist affair broke out. At first
there were no Communists;
Communists j it was purely religious, but later,
you know Communist activities, not only here but also elsewhere ... Letters of encouragement and of condolence we~e
sent to the families and to the Buddhist leaders. It was sald
saId
that during the searching operations they found arm~ and
not know, but I heard that It was
ammunition and plastic. I do 110t
the Viet-Namcse army that had planted them. I am surin the pagodas but they
prised that they did not find them 1n
looked in the gardens and found them there.
The affair was not started "by
by the President or by Mr. Nhu,
Dinh Can. This
This. Government cannot stay as
but by Mr. Ngo Dinb
long as the attitude of the U?itecl
U?ltecl States ?oe~ not change.
there IS a lack of Justice. The GovFirst of all, in the Army tbere
ernment has not won over the population. For the demonstrations they have to summon the help of officials. I myself
announced that there would be 15,000 demonstrators in the
demonstration in favour of the President-15,OOO, but it is only
a number.
The CHAIRUAN: We are particularly interested in tbe.
the. Buddhist situation. "\That
What is the number of the labourers In the
Confederation of Labour?
WITNESS: Before there were more than one million, I mean
the Confederation. Now there are only 200,000 ..•
The CHAIRMAN: You say "before"; what do you mean by
"before" ?
WITNESS: One year ago there were over one million; now
2OO,OCO. Those who work the land are now
there are only 200,0:0.
organized by the Government. Why are the workers of the
land organized by the Government and not by the Confederation?
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The CHAIRMAN: What would be the percentage of Buddhists
ill the Confeder-ation?
WITNESS: In the country in general there are 80 per cent.
In the Confederation there is no distinction between Buddhists
and Christians. I am neither
neither- Buddhist nor Christian. My wife
is Buddhist.
THE CHAIRMAN: Does the Government discriminate in the
sphere of labour on religious grounds?
WITNESS: Most certainly. It is not obvious, but I think yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you give us examples?
WITNESS: There are two confederations here. There is lhe
the
Confederation of Christian Trade Unions, but in fact they
are 110t
not all Olristians, they include some Buddhists. The President of the Confederation of Olristian Trade Unions is 110t a
Catholic. Mr. TraIl Van Lam who is now Ambassador, though
thougb
I do not remember to which country, was formerly
for-mer1y Governor
of South Viet-Nam. They wanted to eliminate him because
he was a Buddhist. He was afraid;
afraid j he was a coward. He was
swimming at Cap S1.
St. Jacques and he said "the Holy M-other
has saved me; I was drowned". After that he converted himself to Catholicism and he remained as Governor -of $ollth
South
Viet-Nam.
In all invelstigations which are made when you ask for a
position in Government or semi-Government bodies y<JU
you have
to fill a form and one of the questions is whether
wbetber you are
Buddhist ot"
or Christian. I put down Confucian but it is not
nol a
religion, it is a philosophy. It is obvious.
The CHAIRMAN: Would yotl
you please tell us, as a matter of
policy, what is the position of the Confederation regarding
the Buddhist affair?
WITNESS: It is only concerned with labour problems and the
question of religion is never brought up.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: I want to ask you one question where
you mentioned tbe
the Army. We have been told there are fourteen Buddhist generals. What are their functions; are they
all active?
WITNESS: First I want to give you general information before answering tfle
tfte precise question. The reason why there
are Buddhists in the Government is because there are not
enough ·Catholics but they were appointed before tfle
tfte movement started more than two or three years ago. The Buddhists
are very nu~erQUs, more than 80 per cent of the population, and
the Government cannot :find Catholics to replace them. In all
spheres there are many Buddhists but they go to church,
they deny that they are Buddhist because .they
they are afraid.
a~aid. It
is lhe
the same in tbe
the Army. Every Sunday if
President is
If the PreSident
there they all
aU go to church. I also went to church.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE; Are the Buddhist generals really active
and in control of the Army?
WITNESS: They are nothing. Mr. Nhu is the only one who
has power. They are nothing, they are puppets, even Col. Tan
who is in charge of the secret police.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Wbo
Who manages the secret police?
WITNESS: Of course it is Mr. Nhu. He controls everything,
President Diem does not count.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: With regard to the distribution of land
in the provinces, as far as you know, is there any discrimination
Catholics?
in favour of Catbolics?
WITNESS: There are facilities for Catholics, yes. Not only
for the distribution of land, but for everything.
Mr. KOmALA:
KomALA: You mention that the Christian Confederation
also includes BUddhists. In that case why has it taken this
name of Christian Confederation?
WITNESS: Because there are not enough Christian members,
so it accepts everybody.
Mr. KOIRALA: Why do they call it "Christian"?
WITNESS: Because it was organized under the French administration by the Catholic missionaries.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Are the Buddhists in tllis
this country treated
as second class citizens?
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WITNESS
: It
WITNESS'
It isis natural.
natural. One
One final
final word.
word. II place
place all
all my
my conconfidence
fidence inin you
;ou and
and II tell
tell you
you everythin
everything.
very dangerou
dangerous
g. ItIt ISis very
s
for
for me
me and
and II count
count on
on your
your assuranc
assurance
of complete
complete secrecy.
secrecy.
e of
Mr.
Mr. AMOR
AMOR (now
(now in
in the
the Chair)
Chair) :: You
You can
can rest
rest assured.
assured.
WITNESS
WITNESS:: All
All this
this isis in
in the
the interest
interest of
of my
my own
own country.
country.
II wish
wish you
you aa pleasant
pleasant stay
stay and
and II rely
rely on
on you
you for
for the
the future
future
of our
our country.
country.
of
Mr. AMOR:
AMOR: Thank
Thank you.
you.
Mr.

142.
142.

WITNESS
No. 44
44
WITNES
S No.

Mr. AMOR:
AMOR: Are
Are you
you aa Buddhis
Buddhist?
Mr.
t?
WITNESS:: Yes.
Yes.
WITNESS
Mr.
Mr. AMOR:
AMOR: Did
Did you
you participa
participate
in the
the May
May events
events in
in Hue?
Hue?
te in
WITNESS:: Yes.
Yes.
WITNESS
Mr.
Mr. AMOR:
AMOR: Can
Can you
you tell
tell us
us the
the reasons
reasons for
for these
these demondemonstrations?
strations
?
WITNESS
WITNESS:: As
As you
you know,
know, 80
80 per
per cent
cent of
of the
the populatio
population
n isis
Buddhist
Buddhist.. II don't
don't know
know what
what reasons
reasons the
the ~onk~
~onk~ had,
had, .but
.but ~s
~s
for
for the
the civilians,
civilians, they
they were
were having
having difficu1t~e
difficu1t~es.
WIt? theIr
theIr 1':111':11s. WIt?
gion. There were atrocitie
atrocitiess and the ASSOCiat
ASSOCiatIOn
In Phu-Yen
Phu-Yen,,
IOn In
Binh
Binh Dinh
Dinh and
and Quang
Quang Ngai
Ngai province
provincess had
had made
made demands
demands for
for
religious
religious freedom.
freedom. They
They had
had written
written to
to the
the Governm
Government,
but
ent, but
answer.
had received no answer.
At the time of Wesak, these Buddhis
Buddhists
v:ere already
already ~is
~is
ts ~ere
contented
contented.. Then, on the eve of this celebratIO
celebratIOn,
the question
question
n, the
of the flags was raised. Order 9195 regul~tin
regul~ting
the use
use of
of
g the
religious flags was promulg
promulgated.
time of
of the
the c~le
c~le
ated. As the time
bration was near and the Buddhis
Buddhistt flags were
were already
already flymg,
flymg,
nothing could be done, so the students went to
to the
the house
house of
of
the Governm
ent delegate and requested that
Government
that the
the use
use of
of the
the
flag be restored.
There seemed to be a, concessio
concession.
information
car with
with
n. An informat
ion car
a loudspea
ker went around the streets announci
loudspeaker
announcing
that the
the flag
flag
ng that
could be flown, but by that time the flags had
had already
already been
been
removed. It was too late. Some of them had been
been removed
removed by
by
the police
police, some by the people, and some had
had been
been torn
torn down
down
by the students because they were disguste?
disgusted with
with the
the order.
order.
The Minister of the Interior came to Hue on
on the
the 7th
7th and
and
announced that he would go to see the President
announced
President to
to ask
ask for
for
cancellation of this decree. He went back
the cancellation
to
Saigon,
back to Saigon, but
but
nothing about a cancellation
cancellation reached Hue before
before the
the day
day of
of
celebration. I have heard and seen all of these
the celebration.
these things
things myself.
myself.
For three or four years on similar celebrations
celebrations of
of Wesak,
Wesak,
the radio station had reserved one hour periods
periods at
at three
three difdifferent times on the air for a broadcast.
broadcast. This
This year
year they
they were
were
forty-five minute periods. From 6.15
to
7
a.m.
only given forty-five
6.15 to 7 a.m.
for Buddhist students;
students; from 1.15 to 2 p.m., and
and from
from 88 to
to
8.50 p.m. for the Buddhist Association
Association of Central
Central Viet-N:am.
Viet-N:am.
But on the Wesak this last broadcast
broadcast was not
not given;
given; they
they
played music instead. S'o the people began to
to gather
gather around
around
the station and shout for
for their
their rights.
rights. There
There were
were about
about two
two
to three thousand.
thousand. I was there.
there.
First the Director of the radio
radio station
station gave
gave the
the reason
reason that
that
the broadcasting
broadcasting machine
the
machine was
was out
out of
of order.
order. Later
Later he
he said
said
that they
they had
had no
that
no permission
permission to
to make
make the
the broadcast.
broadcast. At
At 9.30
9.30
p.m. the
the delegate
delegate of
p.m.
of the
the Government
Government came
came to
to the
the radio
radio station
station
to talk
talk to
to the
the Buddhists,
Buddhists, but
to
but he
he came
came with
with five
five armoured
armoured
cars. After
After about
about twenty
cars.
twenty minutes
minutes of
of shooting,
shooting, half
half of
of the
the crowd
crowd
remained and
and half
half of
remained
of itit dispersed.
dispersed. Nine
Nine people
people died
died and
and twenty
twenty
were
ured.
were inj
injured.
Following this
this incident,
Following
incident, the
the Buddhist
Buddhist Association
Association sent
sent dedemands to
to the
the Government.
mands
Government. A
A delegation
delegation went
went to
to Saigon,
Saigon, but
but
the President
President didn't
the
didn't receive
receive them.
them. It
It wasn't
wasn't until
until one
one month
month
later that
that the
later
the Inter-Ministerial
Inter-Ministerial Committee
Committee was
was set
set up
up and
and
negotiations
negotiations took
took place.
place.
On 33 June
June 1963,
1963, five
On
five thousand
thousand people
people came
came to
to Tu-Dan
Tu-Dan
Pagoda for
for aa religious
religious function.
Pagoda
function. They
They were
were stopped
stopped at
at one
one of
of
the
bridges
by soldiers
the bridges by
soldiers using
using forty
forty or
or fifty
fifty police
police dogs.
dogs. When
When
they stayed
stayed there
there waiting
waiting for
they
for permission
permission to
to continue,
continue, the
the police
police
loosed the
the dogs
dogs on
on them.
loosed
them. They
They threw
threw stones.
stones. Sixty-nine
Sixty-nine were
were
seriously injured;
injured; three
four
have
since
become
crazy;
seriously
three or
or four have since become crazy;
and
they
are terrified
and they are
terrified now
now when
when they
they even
even see
see troops.
troops.

When
When II went
went to
to see
see some
some of
of those
those who
who .were
.were injured,
injured, II
myself
myself was
was arrested
arrested on
on my
my return.
return. II was
was detamed
detamed for
for twentytwenty·
five
five days.
days.
Mr.
BDENE: Do
GUNEWARDENE:
Do you
you know
know Dr.
Dr. Wulff?
Wulff?
Mr. GUNEWA
WITNES
S: Yes.
WITNESS:
Yes.
Mr.
RDENE: Were
GUNEWARDENE:
Were you
you in
in the
the hospital
hospital?
Mr. GUNEWA
?
WITNES
S: Yes.
WITNESS:
Yes.
Mr.
RDENE: Did
GUNEW ARDENE:
Did Dr.
Dr. \Vulff
vVulff come
come to
to see
see you
you there?
there?
Mr. GUNEWA
WITNES
S: No.
WITNESS:
No.
Mr.
GUNEWA
RDENE: Were
d or
Were you
you ill-treate
ill-treated
or manhan
manhandled?
Mr. GUNEWARDENE;
dled?
•• WITNES
S:
I
was
e situation
WITNESS: I was in
in aa miserabl
miserable
situation,, but
but II waS
was not
not
beaten.
beaten.
Mr.
BDENE: What
Mr. GUNEWA
GUNEWARDENE:
What kind
kind of
of injuries
injuries did
did the
the sixty-ni
sixty-nine
ne
people
people sustain?
sustain?
WITNES
S' II went
WITNESS'
went to
to see
see them
them because
because they
they were
were Buddhis
Buddhists
ts
and
r. Their
and II am
am 'a
'a Buddhis
Buddhistt supporte
supporter.
Their faces
faces were
were swollen
swollen
up
up and
and some
some were
were in
in aa state
state of
of coma
coma when
when they
they were taken
taken
to
to the
the hospital.
hospital.
Mr.
RDENE: Were
GUNEWARDENE:
Were you asked
asked by
by the Governm
Government
Mr. GUNEWA
ent to
make
make aa statemen
statementt about
about Thich
Thich Tri
Tri Quang?
Quang?
WITNES
S: II was
ed about him-su
WITNESS:
was question
questioned
him-such
questionss ~s ~s
!s
ch question
he
ist and are you in his movem
he aa Commun
Communist
movement-but
dldn t
ent-but I duin
give
give them
them an answer. Maybe they wanted to know if he had
any foreign connexio
connexions.
ns.
Mr.
AMOR: Thank you for answerin
answering
Our question
questions.
Mr. AMOR:
g our
s.
WITNES
S: II would
WITNESS:
would like to ask that the Mission interven
intervenee for
my release.
Mr. AMOR:
AMOR : We will see what we can do.
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WITNESS
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WITNES
S: II am
WITNESS:
am ready to answer any specific question
questionss that
the
the Mission
Mission may
may wish to ask. We are a non-~l~ti
non-~l~tical}
cal} pro.fessional organization.
organization. There have been many pohtlcal c~>nfhcts.
sional
c~mfhcts.
much political
political instability
instability in the cou~try and .our pohcy..has
much
polIcy..has
been to
to remain
remain aloof and not to be 111volved
been
Involved In thIS political
pohb~al
unrest. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, I am quite ready to answer any specific
unrest.
speCIfic
questions the Mission wishes to ask.
questions
The CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Did you find it easy to remain aloof from a
The
conflict like
like the
the one between the Buddhist
Buddhist community
conflict
community and the
Government which affects the position of the overwhelming
Government
overwh elming
majority of
of the
the population
population of the country and, if you did, how
majority
did you
you manage to succeed in this very difficult task?
did
WITNES
S: It
It is not difficult. Since 1949 there has been a poWITNESS:
litical conflict
conflict in this country but thanks to the fact that we
litical
were perfectly
perfectly non-political
non-political and
and solely, exclusively,
were
exclusively, a professional organization,
organization, we managed to penetrate
penetrate the
sional
the masses,
maSses, the
the
workers and
and the peasants.
peasants. If we had taken a position ill
workers
in favour
of the
the right
right side
side or
or the
the left side, we would have by now
of
been crushed
crushed by
by one
one of
of the
the parties
parties to
to the
been
the conflict.
conflict. This
This is
is the
the
political aspect.
aspect. II am
am going
going to
to speak
speak of
political
of the
the religious
religious aspect
aspect
later since
since there
there isis aa religious
later
religious conflict.
conflict.
As you
you know,
know, in
in Viet-Nam
Viet-Na m the
the majority
majority of
As
of the
the population
populat ion
poor; itit isis made
made up
up of
of peasants
peasants and
and workers
isis poor;
workers who
who are
are not
not
interested in
in political
political problems.
problems. Their
Their problem
interested
problem isis that
that of
of the
the
stomach
;
it
is
food.
So far,
far, we
we have
have always
stomach; it is food. So
always remained
remained aloof
aloof ii
we wanted
wanted to
to be
be independent
independent and
and strictly
strictly professional
we
professional and
and
we have
have rejected
rejected any
any proposition,
proposition, even
even the
we
the most
most attractive
attracti ve
ones, from
from the
the political
political parties,
parties, from
from the
ones,
the Government
Government or
or from
from
any other
other source.
source. We
We were
were determined
determined to
to be
any
be essentially
essentially proprofessional and
and non-political
non-political and
and that
that isis how
fessional
how we
we managed
manage d to
to
have the
the trust
trust of
have
of the
the poor.
poor.
come now
now to
to the
the Buddhist
Buddhis t conflict.
conflict. This
This Buddhist
II come
Buddhist conflict
conflict
was very
very worrying
worrying for
for us,
us, itit bothered
bothered us
was
us very
very much,
much, because,
because ,
although
we
are
an organization
organization of
of Christian
Christia n obedience
although we are an
obedience and
and
affiliated to
to the
the World
World ·Confederation
·Confederation of
of Qlristian
affiliated
Qlristia n Trade
Trade
Unions with
with Headquarters
Headqu arters in
in Brussels,
Brussels, II am
Unions
am aa Buddhist
Buddhis t and
and
the majority
majority .of
.of the
the members
members of
of the
the organization
organization are
the
are not
not
Christian
They are
are Buddhists
Buddhists or
or they
they practise
Christians.s. They
practise the
the cult
cult of
of
the ancestors,
ancestors, or
or they
they are
are Moslems,
Moslems, ,but
,but not
the
not Christians.
Christians. HowHow-
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ever, we mllst look at the situation serenely. I have to make
a few remarks on the two Buddhist currents in this country,
the two Buddhist movements: First, the "Lesser Vehicle",
which is practised in Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Ceylon,
in which the monks are spiritual leaders, and second, tlle
"Greater Vehicle" which is current in China and Viet-Nam
where it is much more liberal. The monks up to now have
not been spiritual leaders; they have only been entrusted with
the cult of the Buddha.
Since 1954 when the Geneva Agreement was signed, abollt
one million Catholics took refuge in South Viet-Nam; also
tlle "Lesser Vehicle" began to take roots, to sink very deep
roots in the country. Consequently, the "Greater Vehicle" had
to do something; the others had true leaders so the monks of
the "Greater Vehicle" made efforts to show that they also
could be leaders of the masses. So the Buddhist monks of
the "Greater Vehicle" have tried for the last seven or eight
years not only to man the pagodas but to enlist the masses
on a spiritual level. That was on a spiritual level but, unavoidably, there was a shift towards a slightly political position
since, of course, the Government wanted to influence the
masses on the political plane. There developed a conflict of
influences in the masses, the Buddhists, the Catholics, the
Government, and that is why I had foreseen that, if we did
not keep completely aloof, the trade unions would have been
liquidated long ago. To my mind this is the cause of the
conflict: the monks who tried to enlist the masses on a spiritual
plane came across the Government which wanted to monopolize
this enlistment of tlle masses. I am impartial on the religious
plane and I must say that the Government did not do anything.
The number of pagodas augmented, in fact doubled, since the
French administration; the biggest pagoda, Xa-Loi, was built
in 1962. I have many friends among the monks and I told them
to be careful. I was careful; I know this happens in all
young countries, in Africa, in Asia, in Latin America; all
chiefs of State are more or less totalitarian. We are private
popular organizations and if we try to share their influence
over the masses we shall be eliminated. I know the same
qllestions come up in ILO every year.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you. You said that in this process of
enlistment of the masses by the Buddhists on one side and
the Govemment which did not wish such an enlistment on
the other, an organization like yours was confronted by certain
attractive proposals. Could you tell us if those proposals
were made to you by the Government only or also by some
monks. If it was their political interest to have your organization on their side in connexion with the enlistment of the
masses, would you explain in what way those proposals were
attractive.
understand t~lat
that
Before you answer my question you should understal~d
we also have the impression that you belong to an orgamzatlGn
organization
which is supposed to be non-political; we are glad that you
have stressed your impartiality and that was our hope when
we had put your name on our list and requested to see ~ou.
'Ne will appreciate it if you will continue to keep your Impartiality as you have while speaking to us.
WITNESS: Now I wish to reply to the questions. Our organization was created in 1949 i that is thirteen years ago. In those
thirteen years wc have had four Governments and each and
everyone of these Governments tried to "politicize" us, to
give us a political character in its fa,:,~ur in order to use us
for political purposes. As to the oPP~sltJon to the Governm.ent,
the opposition parties also tried to Win us over. They promIsed
us that if we supported them we could obtain ministerial
posts and that is what I mean ~y. attr~ctiv~ proposals..BLlt
f<lr the past thirteen years the pohtlcal SItuatIOn has remamed
unstable; Governments and ministers fell one after the other
and it was in our interest t<l refuse. The only really stable
thing in this country is the masses; ~11 else is ep~emeral. We
are not saints, but we refuse those glfts. Those gifts,
gIftS, you see,
are not lasting gifts. As to the monks' movements, they also
tried, because we had a trade-union movement w?ic? is not
extremely strong but, nevertheless, we have a certam mfluence
on ti,e masses on the poor people who, as I told you, are fed
up with politics. We have some influence over professional
people, too. So we were asked by both sides to try and use
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our influence, but we had to keep absolutely aloof. It is not
always easy but we managed to keep a precarious balance.
The CHAIRMAN: Would you please tell us something of particular interest to the Mission. If we were interested in the
political side of the Buddhist situation, I mean the political
situation in Viet-Nam, the Mission would not be here since
our mission is to find facts about the relations of the Government and the Buddhist community in connexion with violations
of human rights. This Buddhist situation, of course, has its
political aspects but it has also its humanitarian aspects. Has
the political aspect of the situation between the different
parties and the Government affected the sphere of humanitarian
matters and, if it has, to what extent? By this I mean what
suppression has it caused and what pressure has it caused
to be brought upon the people; what rights of the people
have been violated by the Government to fulfil the purpose
of the Government in its own interest. Or is it in any way
that the discrimination against the Buddhists is a pure religious conflict between the Catholics and the Buddhists?
WITNESS: I must say that it is true that the Buddhist conflict has had direct implications on the humanitarian problem.
As I told you before, the conflict is religious in appearance
though, in fact and deep inside, it is a political conflict. I
mean with regard to enlistment of masses, and so forth. In
any country where there is such a conflict, it is unavoidable
that the Government should take repressive measures. In all
young countries the same means are used.
You asked me whether there was conflict between Buddhists
and Catholics. My answer is no, I do not think so. There
is a conflict between the Buddhists and the Government, not
between Buddhists and Catholics. So far Buddhists and Catholics get along very well. Even in our m<lvement Catholics
and Buddhists get along very well. There are no problems.
The CHAIRMAN: I will ask only one more question. In this
conflict between the Government and the Buddhist community,
if there is no conflict in reality between Catholicism and Buddhism among the population of Viet-Nam, the Government
must give some reasons for the arrests of, pressure on, or
suppression of Buddhists; that is natural. Have the actions
and the measures taken by the Government been based or
not on certain real excuses by the Government? I mean, has
there been any conspiracy by the Buddhists against the Government or has the Government created or fabricated certain
things to justify the arrests and the suppressions which
are according to you for political aims. Secondly, I would like
to know what are the current demands of the workers in
general from the Government at the present time in this
country. Do these demands include both the demands of the
Buddhist and Catholic sections alike? Are there certain privileges given to Catholics -of which the Buddhists are deprived?
WITNESS: This is my answer to the first question. I spoke
rather at length to show you that the monks were trying
to influence the masses to extend their influence over them
and they immediately found the Government in front of them.
I assume that in a country like Viet-Nam when such a movement in the masses appears, other parties and opposition
personalities try to infiltrate such a movement to use it in
order to take over the power. It is logical, I believe, that a
government has to take necessary precautions to stop such
a movement. In this conflict, I do not know, but probably there
are both something fabricated by the Government and a movement of the Buddhists, not only the monks, to overthrow
the Government, something on both sides, probably. I wish
to stress that this is particularly true in Central Viet-Nam
where, as you know, everything started with the Hue incident.
After that they tried to spread the conflict to the whole
country. In the central part of the {;ountry there is friction
between Buddhists and the Government and also friction between Buddhists and Catholics. That is where the conflict
is most serious.
The origin of the conflict is that the monks tried to enlist
.the masses; it is a struggle for influence in which they met
with the Government and, after the Hue incident, the whole
thing exploded.
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To the second question I will reply this. I do not think
there are Buddhist workers and Catholic workers. There are
workers. We are affiliated with the World Confederation of
Christian Trade Unions. Almost all of us are Buddhists. Our
organization is the most representative one in the country
but we are almost all Buddhists. In this Buddhist affair our
Vice-President, Darn Si Hien, was arrested. He belongs to
the "Greater Vehicle". Another person who was arrested is
Son Tath Ai Nhuyen, who is active in the "Lesser Vehicle".
He is Viet-Namese but of Cambodian origin and he is chief
of the trade-union section of the Viet-Namese workers of
Cambodian origin. Those two were arrested. We protested.
They had been solicited by monks to sign this or that and
pamphlets were discovered at their homes. They were pamphlets against the Government. They were arrested but released just before you arrived here.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you and I apologize that I must
now leave.

144. Ambassador Koirala then took the Chair.
Mr. KOIRALA: You said that the Buddhists tried to get the
support of the masses and the Government wanted to do the
same. Originally, was the support that the Buddhist monks
wanted to have on 1?olitical grounds or religious grounds? Or
did it start as religious and then acquire political overtones?
WITNESS: I believe that, as I told you, the monks of the
"Greater Vehicle" were not originally spiritual leaders but when
they saw that the monks of the "Lesser Vehicle" and the
Catholic priests were spiritual leaders, they also wanted to
lead the masses. At the beginning I sincerely believe it was
1?urely religious. However, as they met with the resistance of
the Government, they became angry and the movement took
on political overtones.
Mr. KOIRALA: What do you mean by resistance from the
Government?
WITNESS: I cannot give any specific facts, but the Government seeks to create difficulties, especially in Central Viet-Nam
through its police agents, not in the exercise or practice of
Buddhism in pagodas (there has been no interference there),
but difficulties in the propagation of faith among the masses
and the organization of the masses. As regards the incidents
on the Day of the Buddha concerning the flag question, again
it is a question of the struggle for influence. The Government
did not want the Buddhist flag displayed everywhere because
it exerts influence on the masses. It was not against the flag
but against its influence over the masses.
'
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: I wonder why the Confederation is
referred to as the Confederation of Christian Trade Unions
since the majority of its members are Buddhists.
WITNESS: The explanation is that in 1949 there was in VietN am a section of the French Confederation of Christian
Workers. We Viet-Namese workers belonged to it and with
the moral and material help of that Confederation we created
the Confederation of Viet-Namese Christian Workers and our
organization is affiliated with the International Confederation.
The reason at the origin was that we were part of the French
Confederation of Christian Workers.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: You said that two labour leaders
whom you mentioned had been asked by the monks to sign
political papers supposedly against the Government. Do you
have any idea of the substance or of the type of document
they were asked to sign? Do you have any information about
this?
WITN~SS: The police found in .their homes subversive pamphlets ~gamst. the Government which have been retained by the
secunty police.
COR~EA DA CoSTA: How do you know they were asked by
Mr. CORREA
SIgn documents?
monks to sign
WITNESS: They have just been released. I asked them why
they had been arrested and they told me that the police had
found subversive pamphlets in their homes.
Mr. CORREA DA CoSTA: Did they 'say that the monks had
asked them to SigIl something? Where do the monks (lOme

into the picture? Does the fact that the pamphlets were found
prove that they had heen asked to sign something i'
WITNESS: I do not think the monks asked them to sign anything; it is they who wrote the pamphlets against the Government. I think they were written by them and found in their
homes.
Mr. KOmALA: You used the word subversive; did those
pamphlets contain incitement to violence or were they just
seditious,containing criticism of the Government?
WITNESS: I have not read the pamphlets, but I think the}'
are like those which have appeared all over the place recently
which incite the students and the population to demonstrate
in favour of the monks.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: After the Hue incident, what was the
the position taken by your group as an organization of workers
in relation to the role and position which the Vice-President
then took and the role of the other one who was arrested?
WITNESS: After the incident we called a meeting of all district ,c1liefs of the unions and as in all cases of such political
events we wanted to keep aloof to await the decision of the
officials of the Confederation, but the case of the two gentlemen who were mentioned is a special case. In every movement
there is a minority which, without really being in opposition,
does not share the opinions of the whole of the movement.
Those two persons acted in their personal capacity, not on
behalf of the organization.
Mr. KOIRALA: We extend our sincere thanks to you for having taken the trouble to come to see the Mission and helping
us in ascertaining facts. As tile Chairman has already explained, the Mission is here to find facts, and your visit has
been of help to us in our search for the truth.
WITNESS: If my statements are to be kept strictly confidential, I would add something. This is a political problem. For
the last few years the political situation in Viet-Nam has
been very difficult. There is Communist subversion and the
Government uses this as a pretext to throttle the legitimate
demands of the population and that has created discontent
not only among the Buddhists but also among the Catholics.
And now this is an opportunity for it to explode. The conflict
is not essentially religious; it is not essentially Buddhist. Consequently, Buddhism is not the cause of the conflict but the
effect of those politics.
Mr..CORREA DA COSTA: You mean that, because of the general discontent, the moment the Buddhist situation appeared
at a strictly religious level, everybody used it as a pretext to
go against the Government, including the Catholics and other
religions.
WITNESS: That is right.
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Mr. AMOR : Would you give us your view of the Buddhist
situation?
WITNESS: I would prefer to answer specific questions.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you write a letter to President
Diem?
WITNESS: Yes. It was because of this that I was misunderstood.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Was it signed by other people?
WITNESS: Yes, by fifty-two.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What were they?
WITNESS: They were all teachers.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What did this letter say?
. WrrNE~s: The .contents were generally as follows. In the
1I1troductlOn we sald that we had wanted to write to the President because we believed in him. Both Buddhists and Catholics
took ,part in the meeting before we finalized the letter. We
~anted the President to consider the Buddhist question as an
~mportan~ one an.d to m~e every effort to solve it. Secondly,
111 the difficult times faclI1g the nation we wanted to know
how the ~resident would try to solve 'the problem of better
understandmg between the people and the Government. If the

Ai'eDda Item 11
Government has good intentions but it doesn't make them
known, it doesn't do any good.
Thirdly, we informed the President about a few problems
that we considered were facing the people and the Government
so that he would know what the people were thinking about.
Fourthly, we asked the President to make every effort so that
students tOuld return to school to resume their studies without
fear.
Mr. GUNEWARJ>ENE: \Vhat were the problems as you set
them out?
WITNESS: I may not remember all of them. We are now
facing a problem of co-operation. There should be closer cooperation between the people and the Government so as to
remove misunderstanding. The things Madame Nhu does cause
misunderstanding. We look for every possible way of helping
the students resume their studies.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What sort of things does Madame
Nhu do?
WITNESS: Just one example will make you understand. I may
be wrong, but I feel that she has made some statements in
the papers which she controls that hurt the monks, in which
she blames them. This arouses their anger and provokes people
against the Government. We didn't want her to continue to cause
trouble in this manner.
l\fr. AMOR: 'What does she say, for instance, about the
Buddhists?
'WITNESS: She uses words like "villains" and "vagabonds"
to apply to whoever she thinks is doing the wrong thing. The
trouble is that in her position such a statement becomes more
important than it might be if an ordinary person made it, and
thus it arouses the people. Moreover, I can't stand to have a
woman saying things like this which arouse the people.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Did you write this letter in a spirit of
co-operation ?
WITNESS: Yes, so that the Government would have the confidence of the people.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: What has happened to you since?
\V'ITNESS: I was det.1.ined for one month and three weeks.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Were you beaten?
WITNESS: No.
1fr. GUNEWARDENE: You have lost your job?
'WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOR: Are you a Buddhist?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. AMOR.: Do you believe that Catholics are favoured over
Buddhists?
WITNESS: In South Viet-Nam the Catholics may be favoured,
but I do not believe that there is really oppression of Buddhists.
:Mr. AMoR: How would you explain the suicides by burning?
WITNESS: I don't know. In my own opinion, there must be a
reason. I think it must be £01' a religious cause, but they may
have other reasons. I don't know. Anyone must feel really
strongly to do such a thing. But I may be wrong.
Mr. AMOR: Do you think that some political opponents of the
GoveOlment have profited by the situation to try to find a way
of overthrowing the Government?
\VITNESS: I don't know for sure whether there were foreign
elements who could take advantage of this movement. These
things touch upon the truly political elements. But in the ranks
of religious people, there were no political reasons.
Mr. GUNEWARDENE: Thank you.
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WITNESS: I wish to thank you for inviting me to come. In
answer to this invitation I would prefer to place myself at
your disposal to answer your questions and, if necessary,
nec~ssar~, I
could supplement my answers with a statement. This
ThIs might
mIght
avoid repetitions since I am not the first one to come before
the Mission.
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The CHAIRMAN: Thank you. We are particula.rly interested
in finding out the facts about tb,e relations existing between
the Government of South Viet-Nam and the Buddl1ist community in this country and in finding out if there have been
any violations of the rights in general, and re1igious rights
in particular, of the Buddhists. We have interviewed different
categories of people and, of course, our expectations have
been different for each category. The question being a m<lst
complicated social problem in this country, it made it necessary for us to seek some facts and information in regard to
the Buddhist community from scientific and intellectual personalities, people who have the knowledge and the ability of
analysing the many facets of the problem. This is why all
witnesses have been requested to see the Mission. The questions
will not be as complicated as the answers. The questions are
simple. The G<>vernment of Viet-Nam has been accused of
having violated generally the rights of the Buddhist community
and particularly its religious rights. We would like to hear
what you can say to us about the truth of this accusation.
WITNESS: Before replying to your question I would like to
ask a primary question. May I give you feelings and impressions as a citizen and an intellectual or do you want me
to express precise facts? I am a citizen and I know what I
feel and what I can tell you; otherwise, I can give you only
facts, how important facts are. In my profession, since I am
a man of science, facts are so important but I cannot bring
you documents or furnish any proof. I would like you to tell
me what you expect from me.
The CHAIRMAN: I have said what our interest is. I do not
want to impose any questions on yOll. I would just ask you
to tell us what you feel could help us in finding the truth. Is
it a fact that the Government has generally violated the rights
of the Buddhist community and particularly their religious
rights?
WITNESS: If you authorize me to express what I feel it
would not always come from something I have seen but from
what I hear about things that have happened far from Saigon,
but, if you want exclusively facts that I have seen, then that
would be of a very limited nature.
The CHAIRMAN: I would like you to give us a general idea
of the feelings of other intellectuals in this country, how they
feel about the Buddhist situation without putting any limitation
on your answers. I would particularly appreciate it if you
would elaborate on the points which we cannot ask from other
witnesses who are not particularly intellectual. They have either
purely political interests or purely emotional feelings.
WITNESS: From tills point of view, I am not a politician.
Concerning emotion I can tell you I am a Buddhist but I
consider re1igions without compartments. As a civil servant
I have been present at church because I wanted to show my
impartiality in this cause as a Buddhist.
Mr. CORnEA DA CoSTA: Do you mean you were forced to go
to church because you were a civil servant?
WITNESS: Not at all. I just want to show that I have very
liberal ideas in the matter of re1igion. It is among the duties
of a civil servant to go to church sometimes. But on the question of religion I do not see it with emotion and I am quite
ready to be detached in my statements.
The CHAIRMAN: That is why we want to seek information
from you. Some other people might be politically inclined
only or others emotional, but from you we hope to hear things
without emotion or political considerations.
WITNESS: I want to reply to the first question, what intellectuals think {)f
<)f this problem. There are ·severa1
,severa1 categories,
religious, political, different impressions, especially if they are
more connected with one aspect of the problem. As to the
Buddhist problem in Viet-Nam, from what has happened
Buddhists have suffered both in their minds and in their bodies
and it is of this double suffering I want to talk here.
The CHAIRMAN: What do you mean that they have suffered
in their minds and their bodies? What do you mean when you
say they have suffered in their bodies?
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WITNESS: By suffering in the mind I mean that pagodas,
which represent temples and churches for the great majority
of the country, have been violated and destroyed <by arms. It
is true; I live rather close to Xa-Loi and I heard shots and
explosions but I did not see myself what happened, but when
I knew it was the violation of the pagoda, it was suffering
in the mind. I will tell you a story. The following day I met
a Catholic priest and I asked him what he would feel if a bomb
fell on his church. He could not reply, but he wept in front
of me, Turning now to suffering in the body. Many Buddhists
were arrested, detained, without mentioning those who have
died. This is truly suffering in the body.
The CHAIRMAN: What do you think about the real reasons
behind the suicides by burning, including your scientific views if
you have any?
WITNESS: First of all what we can call "scientific" is the
question. It is more a religious elite that can find in immolation
a road that a Buddhist can take to free himself. If I can
explain the fact in a scientific manner. The reason for doing
it I think is that it consists in the best eXllression of the
thought of those Buddhists who wish to demonstrate and mark
as clearly as llossible the dramatic aspect of the problem. If
you wish, the suicide would be a mode ·of expression for them
at a certain period.
The CHAIRMAN: Apart from this what are the other reasons,
other than scientific, in connexion with discrimination against
Buddhists?
WITNESS: It is the result of what one might call discrimination which brings them to this point.
The CHAIRMAN: What measures do the intellectuals in this
country think would solve the problem?
WITNESS: First of all I think that a double solution is necessary. The first and essential one is the religious solution. The
fact that has emerged is that the Buddhist at this moment
is in an unhappy situation. He sees pagodas that are no longer
real pagodas. If you had come before, you would have seen
another aspect of the pagodas, bonzes who were real bonzes,
true faithful in the pagodas. Followers cannot go .as before
to the pagodas. I know many followers who do not come to
the pagodas because they no longer ·find bonzes whom they
can have confidence to confide in or to seek advice from. There
are even false bonzes. From the religious point of view the
problem is not at all resolved. The solution that we read about
in the pallel's is not a real solution, but only an apparent
solution. That is what causes suffering to the people. That
is what affects the popularity of the Government. The second
solution is the political solution but since I am not a politician
I cannot suggest any solution, though there may be some
relation between the two. The religious problem must be
resolved first and I would wish sincerely that the G<>vernment
would take courage in resolving it. I hope that the Mission
will succeed in helping the solution of the religious problem
so that the political solution can then be found. The Government suffers from this as well as the population.
The CHAIRMAN: Would you say that in this religious movement, as we have heard from many sources, there is any interference on behalf of foreign political interests particularly
inciting the Buddhist community against the Government?
WITNESS: I am not a politician and it is difficult for me to
reply to this question but I can only tell you that I have seen
international reporters when the students went on strike in
the university and also I have seen them in Buddhist ceremonies before the events took place. What their relations wer"e
I do not know.
DA COSTA: As to student activities, do you think
Mr. CORREA DA
the students were strictly moved by religious motives or was
there an infiltration either Communist or on the part of
internal political movements?
WITNESS: The activities of the students are entirely independent. To reply to your question, guessing more than being
able to prove it, I feel there are students acting from religious
considerations and since the Hue incident they have been much

affected by what happened. Also, there may be students who
use this to play politics, but I do not know how much.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: Do you know of any hostility towards
students that have been arrested or detained?
WITNESS: Personally, I did not see any. I have heard of it
It is not
but since I did not see it I cannot report it as a fact. It
at all extraordinary; it has happened in the case of other
arrests. This happens in this country.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: What do you think of the re-education
camps for students where the G<>vernment sends them for
periods of two or three weeks for re-education?
WITNESS: Personally I do not think it is a good thing because, far from re-educating them, on the contrary the Government makes them even more hostile to the Government.
I do not think they benefit from this. There should be a better
solution than placing them in camps and in those cases it is
dangerous that hypocrisy should be demanded of them. Intellectually, I think it is a bad thing.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you know anything about the methods of
teaching in these schools? What is your opinion as to what
extent the development of the personalities of these young
boys and girls may be affected?
WITNESS; I am sorry, but I have no details on the methods
of teaching.
Mr. KOIRALA: How many people do you think were killed or
wounded during any incidents after 8 May?
WITNESS: This was the point I made in my introduction.
These are things I have not seen but from what I have heard,
there were some. I think it is possible to count by hundreds
and not by tens.
Mr. KOIRALA: What would be the percentage of Buddhists in
this country according to your estimate?
WITNESS: The proportion of 70 to 75 ller cent is fairly
accurate.
Mr. KOIRALA: How many generals are there in the Army?
WITNESS: I know some of them but not all of them.
Mr. KOIRALA: How many of them are Buddhists?
WITNESS: I do not know them individually.
Mr. KOIRALA: Are there Buddhist generals?
WITNESS: Yes.
Mr. KOIRALA: We were told that Buddhists are pacifists and
do not wage war. How come there are Buddhist generals?
WITNESS: There are degrees in Buddhism. It is the same as
in the Catholic religion. Not all are priests. They have thei l'l'
living to make. That might be the practical reason why some
Buddhists are generals. There may be a difference in how aa
Buddhist general would approach the problem of war. A
A
Buddhist general might wish to kill as few as possible.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: You said that you live near the Xa-Loi
Pagoda. I wondered if you had seen the incident.
WITNESS: Personally, no.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: Have you felt any discrimination?
WITNESS: Not as far as I am concerned. For my part no,
it is a question I could answer yes and no. This concerns other
fields than mine. Things can be felt. There are also political
aspects. I am not involved in politics; my interests are spiritual
and intellectual and that may have some bearing.
Mr. IGNACIO-PINTO: What would you say the percentage of
Buddhist and Catholic teachers is?
WITNESS: There are more Buddhists. Catholics and Buddhists do not consider the question as dual. One happy aspect
is that all this has not resulted in any clash between the Buddhists and the Catholics. The relations are still very good but
if this situation should continue it could have serious consequences in this respect.
Mr. CORREA DA COSTA: If there is no clash, no problem between the Catholic community and the Buddhist community
as religions in this country, the source of the conflict is in
your opinion the Government itself as, if it is not a religious
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problem,
pr?b~em,. someone
sOnJeon~ is responsible for these repressions and discriminations.
cnmll1atlOns. Is it
It in your opinion the Government itself?
WIT::,ESS; I believe
b.elieve so.
so, I think that the Catholics and the
~uddhlsts are wise in their attitude in this conflict and I conSIder
Sider that the centre of the problem is not far from the
Government,
Government.
The.
CHAIRM,AN: Thank you very much. You have helped us
The, CHAIRM.AN:
by bemg so kind as to answer the questions we have put to
you and b.efore I adjourn this meeting I would like to ask only
olle questlon myself. If the Buddhist problem is not solved
o~e way or another and a solution is not found, what do you
thmk
thlllk the consequences might be for the country?
. WI:rNESS: I thi?k there might be several consequences. First,
hfe .m
III South Vlet-Nam would become heavier and heavier
and If
if you cannot see certain explosions at this moment it is
because Orientals know how to contain their sufferings j secondly, from the point of view of religion, there could develop
~oolness and breaks between the various religious groups which
coolness
IS,
is, of course, most undesirable; thirdly, there would ·be economic and political consequences but since I am no specialist
I would not comment on those points.
points, But there are also moral
consequences in the sense that older people who can think and
consider the problem and analyse it might see it from the
right angle, but what about the young ones who might see
it from the wrong angle? It would be a bad example for the
younger generation. I consider this a very important point.
y.'hen
When one sees the triumph of what is not moral it is painful
In
in a. c~untry where morality has always been mo~t important
and It IS very dangerous for the coming generations.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much.
WITNESS: I wish to thank you for hearing me. I have prehonesty, There is
sented the question with all my intellectual honesty.
a real problem even though it is said that there is no problem.
The problem has not at an been settled and I take the liberty
of formulating a wish to the Mission that it may work towards
solving it one way or the other.

147. One witness in Saigon handed to the Mission
through its Chairman, a statement written in Viet~
Namese, and requested that it should not be translated
aloud in the place where the interview was taking
place, or even in Viet-Nam. In accordance with this
request, the Mission took note of this statement after
its return to New York. The statement read as follows:
" (1) Quang Do, after being released, is said to have
got in touch with the Americans to obtain a fellowship
for going to the United States. This would be the
reason for his being re-arrested. He was beaten up
dreadfully. For three days he did not eat. On the fourth
day, I saw him being taken to the toilet; he could not
walk; he had to be carried. (2) There have also been
actual crimes. We have no proofs to produce but we
know who killed our Buddhist friends. We know two
of them were buried alive."
148. Another witness
witne:ss requested the Mission that the
following remarks should be regarded as being off the
record: "Since five o'clock this morning, people have
not been allowed to circulate in the streets. After your
departure today, I expect to be put in prison, but I
prefer that to staying here in this pagoda in this
situation. I have nothing against the President but
against his brother and sister-in-law. All we ask is
religious equality."
B.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE MISSION

149. Rule 13 of the Mission's rules of procedure
and plan of work states:
"The Mission shall seek factual evidence. The
Mission shall collect information, conduct on-the-spot
investigations, receive petitions and hear witnesses."
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1SO. In compliance with this rule the Mission on
four different occasions, through its'Chairman, is~ued
statements to the Press, inviting all interested persons
to ~:ppear. befo:~ it to give testimony or to submit
petitIOns m wntmg. These statements were issued on
1~
l~ October 1963, before the Mission's departure to
Vlet-Nam on 24 October, on the arrival of the Mission
at Saigon on 26 October and on 29 October. The
were as
statements of 17 October and 26 October were,
~ta!ements
P;ess.
indicated above, reproduced in the Viet-Namese Press.
mdlcated
151. The Mission received a total of 116 communications from individuals, groups of individuals and nongovernmental organizations. Of these communications
49 were received by the Mission while it was in Viet~
Nam, all of which seem to have emanated from citizens
of that country. The remaining 67 communications were
received at United Nations Headquarters in New York;
only 24 of the latter seem to have come from VietNamese citizens residing abroad or in Viet-Nam. The
43 other communications received in New York
emanated from individuals and organizations in the
following countries: 16 from the United States 6 from
India, 5 from Japan, 3 from Belgium, 3 from' Ceylon,
and 1 each from t~e United Kingdom, Australia,
Canada, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany,
Germany. Malaysia,
Nepal, New Zealand and Venezuela.
152. Names and addresses were not given in twelve
of the communications received in Viet-Nam. Of these
petitioners, five stated the reason for not giving their
name and address was "fear of retaliation by the Government"; the remaining seven gave no reason. The
name and address was also missing in one communicat~on
tion received at United Nations Headquarters. The
slgnature
signature on one of the communications received in
Viet-Nam was illegible.
153,
153. Three of the communications received in VietNam from persons residing at Hue contained requests
by the petitioners to be allowed to appear before the
Mission. All three petitioners were granted hearings
by the delegation of the Mission which visited Hue.
In one of the communications received in Viet-Nam
Viet-Nam,
the petitioner said that he had wished to see the Mis~
Mission and had gone to the Hotel Majestic, but that
he had been prevented from contacting the members
of the Mission. In two other communications, also
received in Viet-Nam, the petitioners stressed the
"difficulties of getting in touch with the Mission".
154. Of the 116 communications received, about 54
contained more or less detailed statements either alleging
or denying discrimination against, or persecution of, the
Buddhist community in Viet-Nam.
1SS. All these allegations of discrimination were
brought to the attention of the Government of the
Republic of Viet-Nam.
Allegations regarding events prior to 8 May 1963
156. About 14 communications contained allegations
in connexion with events prior to 8 May 1963. In
these communications l the main aspects of discrimination and persecution allegedly suffered by Buddhists
were outlined as follows:
(a) Preferential treatment of Catholics and discrimination against Buddhists were apparent in the law,
mainly in Ordinance No 10 of 1950 (never repealed)
under which the Buddhist community had to obtain
government permission to hold public ceremonies, while
the Catholic Church, not subject to that Ordinance,
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enjoyed full freedom in its operations. Many more
Catholic than Buddhist holidays were given official
recognition. Marriage and family matters had been
the subject of Catholic-oriented legislation, contrary in
some respects to Buddhist customs and beliefs.
(b) In practice, discrimination against Buddhists had
taken many forms: Catholics were appointed to all the
important public offices; various facilities were granted
to the Catholic Church for the acquisition of land, and
denied to Buddhists; relief goods were distributed in
preference to Catholics and through Catholic agencies.
Cc) As regards acts of worship, the communications
alleged that Catholic ceremonies were celebrated with
great brilliance, the Vatican flag being largely displayed,
and all Government employees, even non-Catholics,
being required to attend; in contrast, Buddhist ceremonies in public places were subjected to all kinds
of restrictions and harassments, and one attempt had
been made by the Government in 1957 to remove
Wesak from the list of official holidays. Acts of
vandalism against Buddhist holy places or property
were carried out by certain elements, including private
Catholic armies, with the tacit support of the Government. While it was true that several pagodas had been
built or rebuilt since 1954, this was due to the generosity of Buddhist believers and not to any substantial
grants fro111 the Government. President Diem had made
a small contribution to the building of Xa-Loi Pagoda,
mainly, it was alleged, to keep a semblance of religious
neutrality after Catholic churches, including a chapel
in the Presidential Palace, had been erected at a high
cost.
(d) From about October 1960, mainly in the provinces of Quang-Ngai, Phu-Yen and Binh Dinh in
Central Viet-Nam, local Government officials had
attempted to compel a number of Buddhist believers
to become Catholics either by threats of being sent to
re-education camps and of being subjected to forced
labour as suspected pro-communists, or while detained
in such camps by the promise of an earlier release in
cas~ of co~~ersion, or by threats of perseclltion against
theIr famIlIes. Some Buddhists who resisted these
attempts wer~ ~orced to surrender their identity cards
to the authOrItIes, and some were ordered to migrate
to other regions. Others were kidnapped, arrested and
tortured, and one, in Quang-Ngai province, was said
to have been buried alive. After their arrests some
Buddhist leaders were not heard of any mor~. One
b.onz~ who had strongly protested against such persecutIon, In Phu-Yen province, had allegedly been murdered.
One communication alleges that as a result of such
persecution, 208,000 persons h~d been converted to
Catholicism from 1956 to 1963. It recalled that in 1954
there. had been only 450,000 Catholics in the Republi~
of Vlet-Nam.

Allegations regarding the events of 6-8 May 1963
at Hue
157. The events of 6-8 May 1963 at Hue were
referred to in six communications three of which contained detailed allegations.
'
. 158: All communications referred to presidential
dIrect1\:e No. 9195 of 6. May 1963 as the main cause
of pubhc ~nres.t, but W?I~e some communications stated
that the directIve prohIbIted the display of all religious
~ags and emblems, others mentioned only the prohibitIon of the display of Buddhist flags.· Doubts were ex'pressed as to whether the directive stemmed from a

premeditated Government policy, or whether it was the
result of an impulsive gesture owing perhaps to. the
fact that a few days before the head of the Buddhist
community had allegedly refused to send congratulations to Archbishop Ngo Dinh TllUe on the occasion
of the anniversary of his ordination. It was stated in
one communication that all 7 May, the Chief of
Province had publicly announced that the directive
would be rescinded.
159. All communications consistently stated that
during the morning procession on 8 May, a few
placards had been displayed denouncing restrictions on
Buddhism and that Thich Tri Quang, President of
the Hue Buddhist Association, had made a recorded
speech referring to those placards as expressing
legitimate demands.
160. The communications concur in their accounts
of most of the subsequent events: the Government
refused to allow the radio broadcast of the morning
ceremonies to be made, although such a broadcast was
customary on Wesak; when that decision was announced, in the evening, the large crowd which had
gathered in front of the radio station became perplexed
and did not disperse j water was sprayed on the crowd;
there was machine-gun fire and explosion of grenades;
cOIll111tmic.:'itions
armoured cars were present. Two COIll111tmic.:1ctions
allege, in addition, that the armoured cars rammed
through the crowd and crushed fallen bodies. In one
communication, it was stated that Dr. Le Khac Guyen
of th~ Hue Hospital, was subsequently imprisoned fOT
refusmg to sign a medical certificate prepared by Government authorities; and that the Goverumcnt falsely
on the victims had been made
claimed that the wounds 011
by the explosion of plastic bombs of the type used
by the Viet-Cong.

Allegations concerning the period between May mid
mrd
September 1963
161. About thirty communications contain specific
allegations concerning the events subsequent to 8 May
1963. These allegations may be summarized as follows:

(a) In the period jr01tt 8 May 1963 up to the signature
June 1963
oj the loint c01tL11Htnique On 16 lune
It is alleged that numerous memorial services for
the victims of the incidents of 8 May as well as other
pe~ceful meetin~s of protest by monks and Buddhist
be.hevers, at SaIgon, Hue and other localities, were
severely repressed by the police and armed forces;
that several pagod~s were sealed off by barbed wire;
that c~o~ds of behevers were forcibly prevented frolH
worshlPPl~g at o.r near the pagodas; and that a number
of BuddhIst behevers were arrested for having supported the five Buddhist demands formulated on 10
May 1963. The Buddhist leaders are said to have made
every effort to restrain the believers in their demon~
strations.
(b) From the signature of the joint commmtiql/e cm
16 lune
June 1963 up to the ,-aids on pagodas Of
20 August 1963
According to most of the communications, the Gov~
ernn:e?t and local ~u!horities failed to implement various
provIsIo~S of the JOlllt communique. It is alleged thnt
a campaIgn of ~alumnies was launched by Government
agents to conV1l1ce the population that the Buddhist
,protest !U0ven;ent was communist-inspired; that the
peoples In vartous localities were forced to adopt anti-
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Buddhist resolutions; that certain provisions of Ordinance No. 10 continued to be applied to Buddhist
associations; that the display of the Buddhist flag was
permitted only on buildings belonging to the General
Buddhist Association and not in other places; that the
Government was giving increased recognition to the
Co Son ~Ion sect, regarded by other sects as not being
representative of Buddhist orthodoxy; that arbitrary
restrictions were placed by Government officials on the
travel of Buddhist monks; that in spite of the promise
of the Inter-Ministerial Committee, a number of
Buddhists who h~d been arrested for supporting the
lIve demands had not yet been released Cone writer
claims that the l1lunber of detained Buddhists was
thirty, as of mid-July 1963, on the basis of a random
check made in 100 houses and temples) j that, before
being released, arrested persons were forced to sign
certain papt'rs prepared by the authorities. Several communications stress that the Republican Youth movement had strongly disapproved of the signing of the
joint COIl1l11llllique, and that a secret order issued by
the PI'csidential palace had allegedly instructed local
otftcials to yield temporarily to Buddhist demands and
to prepare themselves for a new offensive against
Buddhism. In reply to numerous letters of protests
written by Buddhist leaders, the Government was said
to have merely deIlied all allegations. On 17 July 1963,
a peaceful demonstration of protest by Buddhist monks
before the Xa-Loi Pagoda in Saigon was repressed
with great brutality by the Government forces and
many 111onks, nuns, women and children were arrested.
Cc) The raids on the pagodas of 20 August 1963
atld subseqzle'ft evmts

It is alleged that most Buddhist leaders, with ~he

exception of Thich Tri Quang, were arrested dunng
these raids or immediately thereafter. Several communications state that at least two Buddhist monks were
killed during the raid on Saigon pagodas and two others
at Hue pagodas. According to most communications,
sC\'eral of the Buddhist leaders arrested were beaten
or subjected to torture. Some older monks, such ~s
Thich Tinh Khiet, were released but confined to certam
pagodas under the surveillance of .Government agent~.
Other monks released were demed access to theIr
pagodas and could no~ easily find sl,1elt.er since people
who were willing to gIve them hospltahty feared GovenUllel1t reprisals. Most communications allege that the
arrested monks were replaced by Government ag~nts
disguised as monks and that, shortly a~ter the raIds,
the Union Committee of Pure Buddhism, a puppet
organization, was establisl:ed by the Govern1?en.t to
deceive the people. Accordtng to tl?e commurncatJons,
during the raids, objects of ':"O~ShlP were desecr.ated
and destruction of books, furmsh111gs and other obJ~cts
took place on a larg~ s~ale. This damage was repmred
quickly at the begll1nl1lg of September when t~e
pagodas were again opened under new leadershIp
sponsored by the Government.
162. Peaceful demonstrations by stu~ents which had
started in July and gained momen.tun; tn Augl1st, were
brutally repressed. One communtcatlOn states that a
total of about 3,000 students, inc:luding both boys and
girls, were arrest~d j a~other estimates the number of
students arrested 111 SaIgon at about 1,000. Some communications allege that ~tudents .~ere .beaten .a1!d
tortured and that the livtng conditions 111 t!le JaIls
and prisoners wards in hospitals were atrocIOus. It
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is alleged in one communication that, when the Mission
arrived in Viet-Nam, about 2,000 students were still
detained in jails or camps. According to one communication, Catholic students for whom Catholic priests
interceded were released without difficulty and were
subject only to pressure to co-operate with the police.
163. Allegations concerning the arbitrary arrest or
disappearance of named Buddhist leaders, monks or
students were contained in six communications.
164. Several communications warn the Mission
against various devices allegedly used by the Government to conceal the truth: police surveillance of the
Mission's quarters, making it very difficult for witnesses
to approach the Mission; replacement of genuine monks
in the pagodas by Government agents who were paid
to give false testimony j the sending of pro-Government
petitions by puppet Buddhist organizations, and so
forth. It is alleged that, after the arrival of the Mission
in Viet-Nam, persecution against Buddhists was still
going on, although this might be difficult to detect;
for example, students were being kidnapped or arrested
at night or surreptitiously.
Allegations concerning the reasons which underlay the
persecutions
165. The Mission found in nine communications
statements concerning the reasons which allegedly
underlay the persecution of the Buddhist community.
In five of these communications, the authors allege that
such persecutions were the result of a deliberate policy
of the Govel'l1ment. It is stated in one communication
that the goal of this policy was to convert most of the
Buddhist population to Catholicism, on the ground that
only Catholicism could provide a creed strong enough
to resist successfully the propagation of Communist
doctrines.
166. In four communications, the persecutions were
regarded as being essentially the acts of ahti-Buddhist
elements in the population or of local authorities, and
the central Government is held responsible only for not
paying enough attention to Buddhist grievances, for not
being decisive enough in its interventions to settle the
problems or for being unable to control local authorities.

Co111111unications denying the eiristence of discrimination and persecutions against the Buddhist comm'unity
167. The authors of twelve communications deny
that the Buddhist community was ever the victim of
discrimination and persecution by the Government. It
is stressed in four communications that, under the Diem
Government the Buddhist community had grown larger
and that llu;nerous pagodas had been built or repaired
with the financial help of the authorities. Freedom of
worship and religious propagation existed, alth!?ugh
one communication admits that Buddhists sometllnes
were not entirely free, due to the exigencies of the
national struggle against the Viet-Cong. The so-called
Buddhist protest movement was organized by a small
number of political adventurers ~ithin ~he Buddhist
community with the help of certam foreigners. They
had engaged in extremist activitie.s, pois~ned the. public
mind and organized demonstratl?ns With. a VIew to
overthrowing the Government. It is stated 111
111 two communications that a small misunderstanding, or a small
conflict between minority groups within the Government on the one hand and the Buddhist community
on the other, had been exploited for political purposes
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by outsiders. The five demands had been met by the
provisions of the Constitution or granted by the Government long ago. At any rate, the so-called Buddhist
problem was now sett~ed and Buddhist bel~ever~ were
entirely free to worship and propagate their faith.
168. The Mission had neither the means nor the
time to verify the detailed allegations contained in
these communications. It took into account however
the contents of communications it received in drawing
up its lists of prospective witnesses and in formulating
certain questions which it put to government officials
and witnesses during the interviews which have been
related elsewhere in this report.
169. The Mission took note of the names of Buddhist
monks, leaders and students who had allegedly been
arrested, kidnapped or killed. Later it was able to
interview Thich Tri Tu, Thich Quang Lien, Thich
Tam Giac, and Thich Tien Minh who, in some communications, were said to have been killed. The Mission
also interviewed one student who, according to some
communications, had disappeared.
170. Upon its arrival in Saigon, the Mission received a letter from a Buddhist nun expressing her
deep concern about the persecution of Buddhists. She
stated that concerning Buddhism, she was deeply
grieved to note that this religion was in danger, that
monks, nuns and other adherents of this religion were
in prison or had been deported. She suffered greatly
because she was unable to carry out her desire to
sacrifice herself by fire in order to pray for Buddhism,
because the Inter-sect Committee of Buddhism had not
given her authorization to take her life and because,
at present, she had lost all freedom. She complained
about the fact that her son, a government official, had
taken a position adverse to her and to Buddhism. The
Mission was able to interview the writer and to verify
the authenticity of her letter. She explained, however,
that the whole matter had been a misunderstanding
between her and her son, and that he had confirmed
to her that he would change his attitude towards that
affair and would not say anything which would disl?lease her with regard to her religious life.
171. The Mission was also able to verify the
signature of a prominent Buddhist leader who had sent
signature
several communications to the Mission and was subseveral
sequently interviewed.
sequently
C.

GENERAL .)BSERVATIONS
GENERAL

Xa-Loi Pagoda
172. This was the Headquarters of the General
172.
Buddhist .A;ssocia;tion
Association and, incidentally, one of the places
Buddhist
where senous
serious tncidents
incidents had occurred. When the
where
M~ssion .arrived at the pagoda for the purpose of
M~ssion
bemg bnefed b:f
by the Association, there were many
bemg
members of
of the
the mternational
international and local press and press
members
pho!ographers, but
but there
there were no monks or worshippers
pho!ographers,
slg~t. The
The members
members of the Mission had to wait some
m slg~t.
m
ten mmutes
mmutes before
before an
an elderly monk in a dark brown
ten
robe, accompanied
accompanied by
by aa younger but almost speechless
robe,
monk, appeared.
appeared.
monk,
173. In
In spite
spite of
of the.
the. ~airman's
~airman's statement describing
173.
o~ the
the MiSSion,
MISSion, and the assurances given
the purpose
purpose o~
the
them that
that th~
th~ statements
statements would remain secret, the
them
two monks
monks did
did not
not prove
prove very communicative and
two
pe~mit the
the interview to be recorded on
refused to
to pe~mit
refused
tap~. They·
They·said
said !hat
that they
they would prefer not to give
tap~.
their names
names and,
and, tn
in fact,
fact, did
did not
not do
do so,
so,
their

the largest
largest pagoda
pagoda in
in Saigon
Saigon and
and
174. Xa-Loi is the
bedrooms, aa sickroom,
sickroom, aa large
large diningdiningincludes several bedrooms,
room and
and aa well-stocked
well-stocked library.
library.
hall, a conference room
There were several chairs
chairs around
around aa large
large conference
conference
premises seemed
seemed to
to have
have been
been used
used to
to
table and the premises
The Mission
Mission observed
observed the
the
people. The
receive many people.
barhed-wire piled
piled on
on either
either side
side of
of the
the gate
gate
presence of barhed-wire
had been
been barricaded.
barricaded.
suggesting that the pagoda had
Giac-Lam Pagoda
meeting place
place of
of the
the
175. This pagoda was the meeting
Co Son Mon Sect.
there were
were some
some
176. When the Mission arrived, there
in brown
brown robes
robes
monks in yellow robes and several in
greet the
the members
members
lined up in front of the entrance to greet
apparently been
been
of the Mission. The premises had apparently
Mission and
and tea
tea
prepared in advance to receive the Mission
some monks,
monks, most
most
was immediately served. During tea, some
reciting prayers
prayers
of whom were very young, walked past reciting
according
aloud. The pagoda was richly decorated and, according
to the monks, it was not raided by the police.
An-Quang Pagoda
177. A religious service was being held when the
the
Mission arrived. One of the members asked whether
that was the usual hour for a religious service; it was
was
answered that prayers were being said on that day
day
and
especially in honour of the arrival of the Mission and
on behalf of world peace. The service lasted approxiapproximately a quarter of an hour and the Mission was then
then
welcomed by three monks in yellow robes in a library
library
where refreshments were served.
178. After their interview with these three monks,
the members of the Mission went up to the second
storey to interview certain witnesses. During this
interview, one of the monks in yellow robes wanted
to be present and several young monks remained nearby
and seemed to want to listen to the conversation. It
required all the insistence and vigilance of the members
of the Mission to ensure that the interrogation was
conducted in private.
Tu-Deh Pagoda
179. When the Mission's delegation to Hue arrived
at this pagoda, it was received by a nun and three
m?nks in brown robes who immediately withdrew
With the m~mbers of the Mission to a room, stating
that they Wished to take all necessary precautions to
avoid possible indiscretions. The other monks who were
present were asked by their superiors to withdraw
and the interview with the members of the delegatio~
took plac~ after tea had been served. During the whole
conversation, a nun who was in attendance watched the
~indows and the entrance to see if anybody waS listenmg. ~he atmosphere in this pagoda seemed to be one of
uneasmess,
Tr'Ung-Tam Tham-Van Cua Nha Tong-Giam-Doc Canh
Sat-Q'Uoc-Gia Prison
,180. The :ty.Iission was welcomed by the prison
~lrecto.r and hiS deputy and invited to conduct its interviews 111
m a room with two doors opening on to a
Views
cour.tyard. T?e far end of this room gave onto a
cor.ndor leadmg to an upper storey by a flight of
stall'S. Because of the location and arrangement of the
stairs.
ro~m! the convers~tion between the members of the
MISSion and the witnesses
Witnesses necessarily took place in a
MiSSion
low tone and was often interrupted because the prison
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officials were frequently passing to and fro between
the ground floor and the second storey by the stairs and
because the Director had to return to answer the
telephone, which was in the room occupied by the
Mission.

Youth Camp
181. At the youth camp, a disused army camp,
the Mission was received by the Director.
182. Some young people were assembled in a
dormitory and they conversed in a desultory fashion
with the members of the Mission. However, after a
quarter of an hour's conversation, the Mission, for
reasons of efficiency and discretion, selected some fifteen
persons and requested and obtained the use of a room
for hearing these witnesses individually. In this way it
was possible to get specific and detailed statements.
The hotels
183. While there was nothing particular about the
appearance of the Hotel Central at Hue where the
Mission's delegation spent a single night, because it
had been recently opened and nobody other than the
members of the Mission and the officials assigned to
accompany them resided there, that was not the case
with the Hotel Majestic at Saigon.
184. The Hotel Majestic, which had been chosen
by the Government as the Mission's residence and
in which the rooms made available to its members had
been reserved in advance, was guarded by police and
soldiers who stood at times in the hall, in the groundfloor bar and in the public rooms. Armed military
guard and radio-equipped jeeps were permanently
stationed at the entrance to the hotel. It was brought
to the attention of the members of the Mission that
visitors entering the hotel were being challenged and
questioned as to the reasons for their visit. It was not
clear whether this large deployment of security forces
was simply due to the state of siege which had been
in force in Saigon since 20 August 1963 and reflected
a desire to protect the members of the Mission or, on
the contrary, was designed to discourage visits by any
witnesses wishing to talk to the members of the
Mission.
Hospitals
185. It was reported to the Mission that there
had been no cases of serious injury among the victims
of the police raids; but the Mission observed one such
case.
National Day celebrations
186. In the programme of the Viet-Namese National
Day celebrations, of the three religious celebrations
noted, the Catholic celebration was mentioned first and
the Buddhist last.
The coup d'etat
187. The following article appeared in Th!, Times
of Viet-Nam on the morning of the coup d etat on
1 November 1963:
"Counsellor Ngo Dinh
promised to
Di!1h Nhu has pro~ise.d
PreSIdent of the Republic
Republtc 111
intervene with the President
in an
effort to obtain the release of the members of the
Inter-Sect Committee who are presently under
detention the Viet-N am press reported last night
'according to Presidency sources'. The news agency
Hoa and Thich Nhat
said Venerables Thich Mien Roa
J
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Ninh, Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Buddhist
Union Committee, accompanied by Professor Buu
Hoi, called on the Counsellor with a request for
intervention. They asked for the release of all
Buddhist dignitaries, laymen and students still under
detention ...."
188. Probably because of the events of 1 November
the Mission never received certain documents promised
by the Government, nor did the Mission receive the
answer of the Government to the allegations contained
in the two lists mentioned in chapter I, paragraphs 17
and 26. However, the Mission has reproduced in this
report accounts of its interviews with various officials
on behalf of the Government of President Diem.
189. Upon the Mission's return to New York, the
following cable was received from the Inter-Sect
Committee:
IlPlease accept and convey investigating Delegation our deep gratitttde
gratittlde for activities for liberty sake
in favour Viet-Namese Buddhism which will be unforgettable to us."

Co-operation with the Mission
190. From its arrival in Viet-Nam until the coup
dJetat on 1 November 1963, the Government of President Diem co-operated with the Mission. The authorities
who took over the Government after 1 November
spontaneously offered their assistance to the Mission.
Decisions
191. All decisions of
the course of its work
including the adoption
unanimously.
unanimotlsly.

of the Mission
the Mission taken throughout
on matters large and small,
of this report, were taken

ANNEX I
Draft resolution submitted by Chile and Costa Rica

(See document A/L.425 and Add.!.)
ANNEX 11
r--.---r------Rules of procedure llnd plan of work of the Mission

I

Officers

1. The Chairman of the Mission having heen appointed by
the President of the General Assembly, the Mission shall elect
at its first meeting a Rapporteur from among its members.
2. If the Chairman is absent from a meeting, the Rapporteur
shall preside.
3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shalt designate a Principal Secretary and shall provide the staff required
by the Mission.
4. The Principal Secretary shall keep the members of the
Mission informed ()f any questions whkh should be brought
before it for consideration.
5. The Principal Secretary or his representative may make
oral as well as written statements to the Mission.
6. The Principal Secretary shall be responsible for all the
necessary arrangements for meetings of the Mission.
Q1'0t"1ImJ power of the Chairman., voting
Q1'01"1Im
7. A majority of the members of the Mission shil11
shall constitute

a quorum.
8. The Chairman shall declare the opening and closing of
ea.ch
each meeting of the Mission, shall direct the discussion, ensure
observance of these rules, accord the right to speak, put questions to the vote and announce decisions. The Olairman, subject
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to these rules, shall control t?e proc.eed·mgs 0 f the Mission
and the maintenance of order at Its meetmgs.
9. Each member of the Mission shall have one vote.
..
10 Decisions of the Mission shall be taken by a majonty
of tl;e members present and voting. For the. p~,rpose of these
rules, the phrase "members present a?d votmg means members casting an affirmative. or negatIve v?te. Members who
abstain from voting are consIdered as not votmg.
11. Members of the Mission shall have the right to r~gi~ter
an explanation of their votes in the final report of the MIssIOn.
Terms of reference of the Mission
, 12. The Mission is an ad hoc fact-finding. hod! and has been
established to ascertain the facts of the sItuatIOn as regards
the alleged violations of human rights by the Government .of
the Republic of Viet-Nam in its relations with the BuddhIst
community of that country.
, 13. The Mission shall seek factual evidence.. The .Mi~sion
shall collect information, conduct on-the-spot 1~1V:shgatlons,
receive petitions and hear witnesse~. The impartlahty of the
Mission shall be demonstrated at all tImes.
Collection of information

14. The Mission in collecting information shall keep itself
informed on:
(a) The provisions of the law and regulations in force in
the Republic of Viet-Nam;
(b) Writings and artic1es in the Press;
(c) Activities of organizations interested in the observance
of human' rights.
On-the-spot investigations
15. The Mission shall carry out on-the-spot verifications or
investigations.
16. The itinerary for the visits shall be drawn up on the
hasis of a detailed study of the regions and the incidents in
respect of which complaints are presented to the Mission.
Petitions

17. The Mission shall receive petitions from individuals,

grouJls or associations.
shall proceed in private session to examine
18. The Mission shaUproceed
subject
ect their acceptance to a preliminary examinapetitions and subj
tion. The petitions should indicate the date, the place and the
facts to which the precise allegations relate.
Hearing of witnesses
\ 19. The Mission shall decide on the witnesses from whom it
"shall hear evidence. Such witnesses may include persons under
irestriction and the Mission shall make arrangements to hear
lsuch persons under conditions as it may deem necessary.
[such
JJ
. 20. Each witness before testifying shall take an oath.

P1tbUc statements
21. Statements or comments to the Press shall be strictly
avoided, except those agreed to unanimously by the members
of the Mission. Statements shall be issued On 'behalf of the
Mission by the Chairman or by the SpOkesman appointed
hyhim.
ANNEXIII

Annexes

the Republic of Viet-Nam in its relations with the Buddhist
community of that country.
a~
The Mission will carry out on-the-spot verifications in a~
cOl'dance with the decision of the General Assembly a~d
a~d .wtll
receive petitions from individuals, groups and assoclat;ons.
The impartiality of the Mission will be maintained at all tunes
in seeking factual evidence.
The Mission will report to the General Assembly at the
present session.
beh~lf
In my capacity as the Chairman of the Mission, on beh~lf
of the Mission and on my own behalf, I appeal to all parties
concerned individuals, groups, associations and organizations,
to refrai~ from any demonstrations, in any form, on the
arrival of the Mission in South Viet-Narn, and during the
~hat the
stay of the Mission in that country., I st;ongly hope ~hat
media of information generally, and m Vlet·Nam particularly,
will co-operate in conveying this appeal on behalf of this
United Nations Mission.

ANNEX IV
Statement by the Chairman on the Mission's arrival at
Saigon airport

As you are aware we come here as a United Nati?ns ~d hoc
"fact-finding body" to ascertain the facts of the sltuatlon as
regards the alleged violations of hum.an. rights .by th~ Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam 111 ItS relations WIth the
Buddhist community of this country.
The Mission was established by the General Assembly of
the United Nations and its members selected by the President
of the General Assembly on the authority given to him by the
General Assembly following the invitation of the Govenunent
of the Republic of Viet-Nam.
The Mission will carry out on-the-spOt verifications in accordance with the decision of the General Assembly, will
receive petitions from individuals, groups and associations and
will report to the General Assembly as soon as possible at the
present session.
Just before the departure of the Mission from New York,
I, in my capacity as the Chairman of the Mission, appealed
to all parties concerned, individuals, groups, associations and
organizations, to co-operate with the Mission and particularly
to refrain from any demonstrations during the stay of the
Mission, Before everything else I repeat this appeat once again.
I assure all concerned that the impartiality of the Mission
will be maintained at all times in seeking the facts of the
situation as a responsibility only to the General Assembly of
the United Nations.
We are fully aware of the importance of our absolute objectivity in fulfilling our task. We are here with our minds open
to the truth and determined to report the facts.
The acceptance of the invitation of the Government of the
Republic of Viet-Nam by the General Assembly of the United
Nations to send this Mission shows the concern of so many
nations of the world represented in the United Nations in the
welfare of each and every one of the people of this country
in the interest of all communities as a whole, Therefore, representing the United Nations we hope that each and every ~>ne
of them will co-operate with us. I wish to make it clear that
the Mission is concerned only with the humanitarian aspect of
the situation in this country and intends to start its work
immediately.

Statement by the Chairman before the Mission's departure
Statement

The United Nations fact-finding Mission will leave New
York for South Viet-Nam on Monday, 21 October 1%3.
The Mission is an ad hoc fact-finding body, and its members
were appointed by the President of the General Assembly,
following the invitation of the Government of the Republic of
Viet-Nam, to ascertain the facts of the situation as regards
the alleged violations of human rights by the Government of

ANNEX V
Proposed programme for the Mission's viBit
THURSDAY,

24

OCTOBE;&
OCTOBE;&

12.25 a.m. Arrival at Tfm-son-nhat Airport. The Mission will
be met by representatives of the Secretariat of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Departure for Saigon (Hotel Majestic)
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11.00 a.m, Courtesy call on the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs
11.30 a.m, Courtesy call on the Secretary of State of the
Interior
3.00 p.m. Briefing on Buddhism in Viet-Nam
5.00 p.tu. Audience with RE. the President of the Republic
8.00 p.m. Dinner given by the Secretary of State of the
Interior
FRIDAY,
FRIDAY, 250CTO]ER'
250CTO]ER'

9.00 a.m, Audience with the Vice-President of the Republic,
Nguyen Van Tho
10.00 a,m. Audience with the Political Adviser to the President, Ngo Dinh Nhu
3.30 p.m. C<Jntact with the General Association of Buddhism
in Viet-Nam (Xa-Loi Pagoda, No. 89 Ba Huyen
Thanh-Quan Street)
5.30 p.m. Contact with the Buddhist hierarchy and the Committee for Buddhist Unity (An-Quang Pagoda,
Set Van Hanh Street)
7.00 p.m. Contact with the Co Son Mon Committee (GiacLam Pagoda, 15 Le-Dai-Hanh Street extension)
Evening Free

26 OCTOBER
OCTOBER
7.00 a.m. National Day ceremonies (Review of Troops)
Afternoon and evening free.

SATURDAY,
SATURDAY,

SUNDAY,
SUNDAY,

27

OCTOBER
OCTOBER

8.00 a.m. Departure for Vung-Tan by car (Cap St. Jacques)
10.00 a.m. Visit to Chua M6i Pagoda and to tourist spots in
the region
12.30 p.m. Luncheon given by the Chief of the Province
4.00 p.m, Return to Saigon by car
8.30 p.m. Dinner given by the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs
OCTOBER
28 OCTOBER
Departure for Dalat in special plane at 7.00 a.m.
9.00 a.m. Ceremony at opening of the Institute of Applied
Nuclear Research
3.00 p,m. Briefing on the general situation and on Buddhism
5.00 p.m. Visit to a pagoda and contacts with Buddhists
8,00 p.m. Dinner given by the Mayor of Dalat

SATURDAY, 2 NOVEMBER

8.00 a.m. Departure for Ba-Xuyen and Vinh-Binh by special
plane
9.00 a.m. Briefing on the general situation and Buddhism
12.30 p.m. Luncheon given by the Head of Ba-Xuyen Pro-vince. Contacts with monks ;lnd Buddhists of
Khmer origin
5.00 p.m. Return to Saigon Iby plane
9,00 p.m. Evening of entertainment at Anh-Vu Cabaret
SUNDAY, 3 NOVEMBER

Free
MONDAY, 4 NOVEMBER
MONDAY,4

8.00 a.m.
11.00 a.m.
4.00 p.m.

Visit to Strategic Hamlet of Cu-Chi (by car)
Return to Saigon
Audience of Farewell with RE. the President of
the Republic
8.00 p.m. Departure for New York (same ceremony as
arrival)
ANNEX VI

Communique issued by the Mission on 26 October 1963

The United Nations Fact-Finding Mission on alleged violations of human rights by the Government of the Republic of
Viet-Nam in its relations with the Buddhist cOlIUUunity has
set up its headquarters at the Hotel Majestic in Saigon. The
Mission invites all interested persons to appear before it to
give testimony and will also receive petitions in writing,
writing. Persons desiring to testify before the Mission should communicate
with the Principal Secretary of the Mission at the Hotel
Majestic, Room 104, Tel. 23711.
ANNEX VII

MONDAY,
MONDAY,

OCTOBER
29 OCTOBER
Visit to the Danhim Dam and to tourist areas

TUESDAY,
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER
30 OCTOBER
Departure for Hue by special plane
Courtesy call on the Government delegate
Briefing on the general situation and on Buddhism
Visit to Tu-Dan Pagoda and contact with Buddhists
8.00 p.m. Dinner given by the Government delegate

WEDNESDAY,
WEDNESDAY,

8.30 a.m,
11.30 a,m,
3.00 p.m.
5.30 p.m.

OCTOBER
31 OCTOBER
Morning Visit to the Imperial City and to tourist sites
(Thien-Mu Pagoda, Temple of Confucius, Royal
Tombs of Tu-Due and Minh Mang)
Evening 'Promenade on the "Riviere des Parfums"

TnURSDAY,
TnURSDAY,

OV:l:MBER
1 N OV:l:MBER
8.00 a,m. Departure for Phan-Rang by special plane
10.00 a,m., Briefing on the general situation and Buddhism
D~partl1re for Phan-Thiet by plane. Luncheon
12.00 noon D~partl1re
given by the Head of Province
3.00 p.m. Visit to a pagoda and contact with Buddhists
5.3\) p.m. Retum to Saigon by plane
Evening Open

FRlDAY,
FRlDAY,

Note Ilerbale dated 27 October 1963 from the Chairman
of the Mission to the Secretary of Stote for Foreign
Affairs transmitting a list of witnesses

The Chairman of the United Nations Fact-Finding Mission
presents his compliments to the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs and has the honour to send him herewith a list of
witnesses whom the Mission wishes to interview.
The Mission hopes that the Viet-Namese Government will
co-operate with the Mission in this matter and will make the
necessary arrangements for bringing the witnesses before the
Mission.
LIST OF WITNESSES

Members of the Infer-Ministerial Committee
Nguyen Dinh Thuan (Minister of the' Office of the President)
Bui Van Luong (Minister of the Interior)
Members of the Buddhist delegatiol~
Thich Thien Minh (Head of the Delegation)
Thich Tam Chau (Member Qf the Delegation)
Thich Thien Hoa (Member of the Delegation)
Thich Huyen Quang (Secretary of the Delegation)
Thich Duc Nghiep (Assistant to the Secretary of the Delegation)
. ,

1. Thich Mat Nguyen (President of the Sangha. in Centra.l
Viet-Nam)
2. Thich Thien Sieu (President of the Buddhist Association
of Thua Thien)
3. Venerable Dang Van Cac (Buddhist monk)

-------------
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4. Thich Tri Thu (Buddhist monk)
5. Thich Quang Lien (Buddhist monk)
6. Rev. Phap Tri
7. Thich Tam Giac
8. Krich Tang Thai
9. Mr. Mai Tho Truyen
10. Dieu Hue (Buddhist nun)
11. Dieu Khong (Buddhist nun)
12. General Pham Xuan Chieu (Chief of Staff of the Army)
13. Mr. Tran Van Do (former Minister of Foreign Affairs,
if present in Viet-Nam)
14. Former Minister of Justice
15. Dr. Phan Huy Quat (former Minister of National Defence and National Education)
16. Mr. Le Quang Luat (former Minister of Information
and Propaganda)
17. Mr. Nguyen Thai (former Director-General, Press)
18. Nguyen Van Binh (Catholic Archbishop of Saigon)
19. Mr. Tran Quoo Buu (President of the General Confederation of Catholic Workers)
20. Mr. Ton That N ghiep (Student Leader; Secretary,
Buddhist Association of Saigon)
21. Mr. Ho Huu Tuong (Writer and Professor)
22. Professor Pham Bieu Tarn (Dean of Faculty of Medicine
of Saigon University)
23. Mr. Nguyen Xuan Chu (Journalist)
24. Parents of the girl who was shot and killed during the
25 August demonstrations
25. Office bearers of the Bar or Jurists Association in Saigon
26. Office bearers of Labour Unions (if any)
27. Committee rec<Jmmending the release of monks

Hue
1. Thich Tinh Khiet (Buddhist supreme leader, President
of all Viet-Namese Buddhist Associations)
2. Phan Dinh Binh (Buddhist Student leader o:f Hue, Secretary o:f the Buddhist Students Association in Hue)
3. Thich Dong Hau (Chairman of the Celebrations Committee o:f the Buddhist Holiday Festivities of 6 May
1963)
4. Father Cao Van Luan (Catholic rector of the University
of Hue)
5. Bui Tuong Huan (Dean of the Law Faculty o:f Hue
University)
6. Dr. Le Khac Guyen

Addendum 1
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Thich Quang Do
May Thay Con 0 Trong
Thich Ho Giac
Thich Giac Duc
Thich The Tinh
Thich Thien Thang
Thich Pham Quang Thanh
Thich Lien Phu
Thich Chanh Lac
Nguyen Thi Loi (nun)
Dieu Cat (nun)
Ni Co Mu Tang Bich (nun)

Addendum 2

1. N guyen HUll Dong

2. Nghie Xuan Thien
3. Duo Nb.uan

ANNEX VIII
Notell verbalell dated 28 and 31 October 1963 from the
Chairman of the Mission to the Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs transmitting lists of allegations

28 October 1963
A
The Chairman of the United Nations Fact-Finding Mission
presents his compliments to the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Viet-Nam and has the honour to
send him herewith a first list of allegations.
The Mission would appreciate receiving any comments and
explanations which the Government may wish to make in
connexion with these allegations.
First list of allegations

It has been alleged that:
1. One monk in the Xa-Loi Pagoda who tried to resist
was thrown bodily from the balcony to the courtyard
20 feet below.
2. Army men forced the monks outside the Xa-Loi Pagoda
by tear gas and gunshots.
3. Raiders carted away the charred heart of Buddhist
martyr Thich Quang Duc.
4. Army men inflicted injury to hundreds of monks and
nuns before sending them to prison on the day the incident occurred.
5. A number of people were taken to the hospital in Hue
seriously affected by an unknown toxic gas.
6. On 21 August the army destroyed furniture within the
temples.
7. After the May incident, on 3 J une, the water supply
for the Hue pagodas was cut off.
8. The Director of the Radio Station in Hue refused to
broadcast a tape on Buddhist religious celebrations.
9. The Government imposed restrictions to land ownership
on Buddhist monks, but not on Catholics.
10. The Government grants tax exemption on forest and
farmland owned and exploited by Catholics.
11. The Government denied to the Buddhist hierarchy army
engineering facilities for building pavilions, arches, and
so forth, while the Catholics were given such facilities.
12. The Government recognizes six Catholic holidays but
only one Buddhist.
13. There are repeated instances of individuals being instructed and encouraged by Government officials to
disrupt Buddhist ceremonies, to steal food and offerings
from Buddhist shrines and to desecrate Buddhist holy
places. Buddhist households have felt obliged to remove
family altars :from the traditional position of prominence
to a hidden alcove to protect them from Governmentinspired goons.
14. On 16 September 1963, the Government imposed leaders
on the Buddhist community.
15. Mr. Phan Dinh Binh, Secretary of the Buddhist Student
Association in Hue, was arrested and tortured almost
beyond recognition.
16. Mr. Ton That Nghiep, Secretary of the Buddhist Student
Association in Saigon, was also arrested on 4 June 1963
and is still in prison.

31 October 1963

B
The Chairman of the United Nations Fact-Finding Mission
presents his compliments to the Secretary of State :for Foreign
Affairs, and has the honour to communicate herewith a sCC<Jnd
second
list of allegations concerning the relations between the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam and the Buddhist community.

Agenda item 77

S ecolld list of allegations
It has been alleged that:
1. On Christmas day, Radio Saigon broadcasts programmes
which include the Catholic mass and hymns whereas it
ignores Buddha's birthday completely.
2. Buddhist soldiers and officers are sent to remote and
isolated military posts and conversion to Catholicism is
a condition for any officer who wants to get quick promotion.
3. Poverty-stricken Buddhist families are persuaded to become converted to Catholicism under the promise of money,
rice or jobs.
4. Land-development centres are set up composed entirely
of Catholic inhabitants; Buddhists are encouraged to settle
t11ere and persuaded to become Catholics. In case of refusal
they are subj ected to threats of various kinds.
5. Strategic hamlets are set up in rural areas; country people
ha.ve to dismantle their houses and demolish their pagodas
a.nd move into these hamlets. Inside the hamlets only
private houses can be built, but no pagodas. If Buddhist
monks refuse to dismantle their pagodas and move into
the strategic hamlets they are suspected of being "indifferent toward the anti-communist struggle".

ANNEX IX
Aide-memoire dated 28 October 1963 from the Secretary
or
of State for Foreign Affairs to the Chairman of the
Mission

In consequence of the contacts which the Viet-Nam authorities have had at different lewels with the United Nations
Mission since its arrival in Viet-Nam, it appears necessary
to clarify a certain number of points concerning the character
and purpose of the Mission, and the procedure which it will
follow in fulfilling the task with which it has been entrusted.
In order to avoid any inaccurate or tendentious interpretations
by the Press or by international and local public opinion concerning the :Mission's role in Viet-Nam, it is suggested that
statements and documents emanating from the Mission refer
whenever appropriate to the invitation of the Government of
the Republic of Viet-Nam. This invitation was addressed on
beha.lf of the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam by
Ambassador Buu Hoi, Permanent Observer to the United
Nations, through the President of the General Assembly and
the Secretary-General of the United Nations, to visit Viet-Nam
and see for themselves the true state of the relations betf.'een
the Government and the Viet-Nan1ese Buddhist community. The
character and purpose of the Mission's visit have thus been
dearly defined.
'Nithin the framework thus delimited, as the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs was careful to reaffirm when the
Missioll visited him on 24 October, the Government of the
Republic of Viet-Nam will stand by its undertaking to grant
the Mission every facility compatible with the state of war
existing in Viet-Nam to enable it to carry out its task impartiall)' and objectively and as completely as possible.
In particular, the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam
has no objection to the Mission receiving evidence and petitions
from individuals or groups, or to its entering into contact with
persons likely to give it useful information about the problem
of the relations between the Government and the Buddhist community, including Buddhists, whether monks or laymen, who
are detained 011 the grave charge of plotting against the State.
This facility is all exception to ordinary rules of judicial procedure. The 1\Hssion cannot fail to have noted that the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam could not have furnished
better proof of its goodwill and good faith than by thus
a.llowing it complete liberty to obtain information by all available means. The Government's only desire is to see that the
truth of the allegations of persecution of Buddhists is revealed.
Nevertheless the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam,
guided by the same spirit of justice and complying with the
established principles of law, ,believes that the allegations and
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comtestimonies received by the Mission must to be valid be comVi;t-Namese
pared with the facts and evidence whiCh the Vi;t-Namese
Government is entitled to present. Consequently, to enable the
the
Mission
Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam to inform the Mission
the
of the degree of veracity of the allegations contained in the
testimonies and petitions received by the Mission such evidence
evidence
these
and petitions should be commtlllicated to it. Otherwise these
whatsoever.
allegations or testimonies would have no validity whatsoever.
convinced
The Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam is convinced
Misthat the -procedure proposed above is in keeping with the Misfurther
sion's desire to be objective and impartial and has the further
opinion
advantage of forestalling reaction or confusion in public opinion
which might impair the prestige of the United Nations.

ANNEX X
Chairman
Meeting held on 28 Octobe.. 1963 between the Chairman
for Foreign
Foreign
of the Mission and the Secretary of State fo..
Affairs

The FOREIGN MINISTER: I would like to thank the Chairman
Chairman
Presifor coming here to meet with me. As r have said to the Presiwishes
dent at our first meeting, the Viet-Namese Government wishes
receive
to give to the Mission all facilities. As for its wish to receive
the
petitioners, I would like first of all to give the Chairman the
you
following aide-memoire [see annex IX]. I will hand it to you
at the end of the meeting, but I would like you to have aa
summary translation of it before we start our discussion.
Mission,
The CHAillMAN: For myself and on behalf of the Mission,
His
we fully appreciate the co-operation extended to us by His
receive
Excellency's Government. 'Ne hoped that we would receive
found
such co-operation before our departure and we have found
wish
we were justified. We hope that it will continue and we wish
meaning
to thank you for it. I should like a clarification of the meaning
it".
of "such evidence and petitions should be communicated to it".
are
The FOREIGN MINISTER: We would like to know if there are
among these petitions and testimonies any charges against us
us
and we ask that these precise facts be communicated to us so
so
that we can tell you from our point of view whether these
these
claims are exact or not. We will Jet you see these people,
people,
but we would like the Mission to tell us about their testimony
testimony
so that we can tell the Mission what we think about the matter.
matter.
The Mission is free to investigate these things by itself, but
but
it should not judge by itself alone whether the testimony rereceived is true or not. The Mission is not in a position to verify
verify
these facts by itself. The Mission should give us a list of
of
these allegations. Either the Government will accept them or
or
not, and in this case, we have the right to present our own
own
point of view and our own proof of our position. The Mission
Mission
will then be free to judge the evidence impartially. If there
there
arc any charges among them which are not presented to us,
us,
we reserve the right to deny the validity of those charges.
charges.
It is up to us to furnish the proof.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank His Excellency very much for
for
bringing up this question, because it means bringing about
about
more understanding between the Mission and the Government
Government
of the Republic of Viet-Nam. I shall consider the aide-memoire
aide-memoire
that has been given to me and after consultation with the
the
Mission, I shall give him the assurances necessary for the
the
clarification of this situation, if any clarification is needed.
needed.
But I would like to say a few words now in my capacity as
as
Chairman of the Mission. The first point in this aide-memoire
aide-memoire
refers to the mention in statements which will be issued by
by
the Mission of the fact that the Mission has come to Viet-Nam
Viet-Nam
on the invitation of the Government of Viet-Nam. 1s this what
what
is stated in paragraph I?
The FOREIGN MINISTER: Yes. The Mission is a fact-finding
fact-finding
mission invited by the Government and we do not want public
public
opinion to think of it as an investigation commission sent by the
the
United Nations. In this connexion, 1 should like to point out
out
that there were two proposals before the United Nations:
Nations:
one proposal by the USSR to the effect that the matter be
be
placed within the terms of reference of the 1nternational
1nternational
Commission for Supervision and CQntrol
and
Control in Viet-Nam and
another by Costa Rica and other Western countries asking
asking
for a United Nations investigation mission. Both these propro-
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posals have been withdrawn because Viet-Nam took the. mid.dle
road by inviting a mission to
t? inform itself
itself. on the sltuatI~n
on the spot. So we would .hk~
like to ~a~e this made clear I.n
statements that it is a fact-finding
fact-fmdmg m~ssl?n .sent by the PresIdent of the General Assembly on the mVltatlOn of the Government of Viet-Nam 'so that the people will unders~and ~xa~t1y
what
hat is the Mission's function: that it is ~ot
not a~
an investIgatIOn
mvestIgatlOn
commission,
:mmission. The President himself has said this.
The CHAIRMAN: Of course, I will give you a final,
final. answer
after consulting with the Mission. I will, h?wever, gl.ve y?U
my own opinion now, in my capacity as Chairman.. ThiS MISsion is a fact-finding mission that has come to Vlet-Nam to
ascertain the facts as to the relations be~ween
between th~ Governme?t
of Viet-Nam and the Buddhist commul1lty
community of
~f thiS country, In
m
regard to the alleged violations of human ri~hts
n~hts by ~he. G?Vernment of the Republic of Viet-Nam, followmg the mVltatlon
of the Government.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: The point
~oint which we a~e dis<;uss!ng
is that it is a fact-finding mission
miSSIOn and not an Inve.stI~atl~n
mve.stI~atl~n
mission. We only want it made clear that the .MlsslOn IS
here at our invitation and that it has not been Imposed ~n
us. This is important: it must ,be understood that
~hat there IS
consent on both sides in this matter-that action
actIon was not
taken unilaterally.
The CHAIRMAN: My understanding of the Mission is also
that we are here on the invitation of the Government of
Viet-Nam and we have never considered ourselves as a mission that has been imposed on 'the Government of Viet-Nam.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: There is no misunderstanding on
on this point. That is all there is to the first point in the
aide-memoire.
aide-memoire.
The CHAIRMAN: There is no need to insist on this. It was a
Government
fact. But the point which you raised was that the
theGover?me~t
It
would like the Mission to mention in any release which it
makes to the Press, foreign or local, that it is here at the
invitation of the Government of Viet-Nam. Is that correct?
The FOREIGN MINISTER: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: On this point, I want to assure Your Excellency that the Mission has released only three statements
cellency
to the Press. First, the statement which was issued in New
York before our departure; in that statement, it was mentioned
that the Mission was going to Viet-Nam at the invitation of
the Government. The second statement, I made on my arrival
at the airport in Saigon. I clearly mentioned the fact that
we were here at the invitation of the Government. The third
statement was issued when we invited witnesses and petitioners.
statement
The purpose of this last statement was only to tell the people
where we had established our Headquarters and to tell them
that we were receiving petitioners and were ready to hear
witnesses in person or letters. We gave them the name of our
witnesses
hotel as well as our telephone number. This statement was
hotel
[made] after the other two in which the invitation was mentioned, so we presumed everybody knew that we were here on
that basis. The nature of the statement did not require this
that
because we wanted to make it as brief as possible.
Afterwards I was told that some newspapers wanted to
make this clarification. I said that since this statement had
already been released, it could not be changed, but that if
they wished to mention it either in the announcement or in
they
so. But now that this
an editorial, they could certainly do so,
an
has resulted in some kind of difficulties, I would like to assure
has
His Excellency that in any statement which is made from
His
now on, whether it is superfluous, as in the latter case, or not,
now
we will mention it.
we
The FOREIGN MINISTER: I thank the Chairman. It was just
because of this third statement that I have mentioned this in
because
the aide-memoire. I am in agreement with the Chairman
the
about the first two statements, but in the third statement
about
there was no reference of the invitation and that is why I
there
brought up this point. With the firm pledge of the Chairman,
brought
II can say that the Viet-Namese Government is satisfied that
this point has been met.
this
The CHAIRMAN: I am not here to argue with the VietNamese Government, hut to seek the co-operation of the GovNamese

ernment and I do not in any way intend to be in the position
to impose. I. am. glad tha~ he. is
of som~bodY who wishes .to
satisfied with this clarificatIOn.
clarification, I call thiS pomt
POint ~ clanficatIon
although I might add that my own explanatIon was that
this fact could have been understood without clarification.
ai~e
Concerning the point raised in paragraph 2 o~ the ai~e
memoire, certain allegations were made when thiS question
of the situation in Viet-Nam was proposed for the agenda
of the General Assembly for discussion. Certain allegations
were made when this question was being discussed in the
General Assembly and the third category came from miscel.
laneous sources. Certain allegations might come under a
fourth category after we hear witnesses and petitioners. In
our meeting with the aLlthorities of the Viet-Namese Government
ment, some of these allegations have already been answered
and the point of view of the Government on these has been
made clear. Some of them have been answered by the briefings
that we heard from the Government authorities. The part
which remains is the part which might come out of OUr
interviews with different persons. When we have finished our
interviews and examinations of the petitioners and hearing
of witnesses, I shall submit a list of all allegations made
against the Government of Viet-Nam but of course without
any reference to their sources, just as accusations. I shall
ask the co-operation of the Government of Viet-Nam to make
their own position and point of view clear to me on each
one of these accusations. The Government is entitled to know
what it is accused of and we as a Fact-Finding Mission cannot
find the facts if we do not know all points of view. Since our
time is running short, I will try to submit these allegations
if not altogether, then in parts as soon as they are ready
for submission, and the Government will give us the answers.
No conclusions will be reached by the Mission on the situation
until the Government of Viet-Nam has expressed its point
of view about these accusations. As a matter of fact, I was
going to do this myself, and His Excellency will receive
either this afternoon or tomorrow morning a list of these
allegations that I have been able to prepare. I wanted your
point of view on them.

The FOREIGN MINISTER: I am very happy about what you
have just said, since it is just what we wished. The answer of
the Chairman is completely satisfactory.

The CHAIRMAN: In our first meeting with Your Excellency
you promised your complete co-operation and in answer, I
pledge myself to absolute objectivity even if you will not keep
your promise, which I never for a moment think. On this point
I want to address His Excellency personally.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: I am faithful to the promise which
I made at our first meeting.
The CHAIRMAN: Have all the points in the aide-memoi re
been covered?
The FOREIGN MINISTER: Yes. I would like now to go on to
several other problems.
The CHAIRMAN: I would request His Excellency to accept
what I have said as an explanation of Our answer to that note.
I will send a short note to him on this subj ect, but what I
have said now should be considered an explanation of that note.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: I accept it. Now we have finished
with these points which I consider as principles of action. We
should now go on to the modalities of work. It seems that up
until now we are in agreement. The Mission has Come to find
out if there are proofs of persecution against Buddhists. If
there are none, the problem has been solved. If there are any,
we would be very happy to know them so that .we can rectify
them. We will accept this for our own rectification. I would
also like to draw your attention to the fact that the Government
has given its permission for the Mission to visit people in the
prisons. Very few Governments would let any foreign Mission
go and see any plotters who are awaiting trial. I would like
to point out that the Mission is absolutely free to see any
people-religious or lay-who are still in prison on accusations
of plotting against the Government. This is a very exceptional
procedure.

Agenda item 77
Concerning the list of witnesses, I would like to make a
few observations. With regard to the Ministers, I can assure
the President that the Ministers are at the disposal of the
Mission, but not in the manner proposed. The Mission can
meet with any Minister; you have only to ask for an appointment. I am sure that you will understand that it would be
difficult for them to present themselves as witnesses before
the Mission, so it would be better to make an appointment
with them. It is simply a question of form and procedure.
The CHAIRMAN: The object of the Mission is to find facts.
I personally express my agreement with what you have said
and I shall send you the affirmation of this agreement after
I depart from here and inform the Mission of my having
raised no objection to this procedure. Which means in my
capacity as Chairman, I accept this, but I have to confirm this
with the Members of the Mission.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: With regard to other witnesses,
we accept all persons if they are in Viet-Nam or Saigc}I}
-religious or lay-who are linked with the Buddhist affair.
\¥e have no objection to the Mission receiving as witnesses
people of the Buddhist community, either religious or lay.
Among these people, there are two categories: those still in
prison and those who are free. Concerning those in prison,
we assure the Mission that we will arrange for them to meet
with them. Concerning those who are free, we will ask them
on behalf of the Mission to meet with you, but we will leave
it tQ them to do so or not. If they don't want to do so, we
Cl\.lUlOt
C31U1Ot oblige them. They must give their own agreement.
The CHAIRMAN: On this point, I would like to thank Your
Excellency for your co-operation in arranging this and making
available the persons who are in prison. As for the other
category, we shall be satisfied if we hear from them that
they do not have anything to say to us or do not wish to
answer any of our questions.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: I only make this reservation; the
people must give their consent. We can't force them. We will
do everything so that you can hear them.
The CHAIRMAN: "Ve are not asking the Government to impose anything on anybody, in the same manner as we don't
want to impose anything on the Government. Therefore, once
they are made available to us to ask them if they have something to say or if it is their desire to answer any of our
questions, if they tell us that they do not have a~y statemen!s
to make or they do not wish to answer our questIOns, we wdl
be satisfied only to note that this is their position.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: If the people don't want to come,
we cannot make them. We will invite them for you and hope
that they wi11 come,
rome, but if they don't there is nothing we
can do. For those in prison, we can make them available. For
those who are free, either they can answer, or come to tell
you that they don't want to answer, or they will ~nform you
that they will not come because they have nothlllg to say.
I accept the position of the Chairman with this reservation:
that these people who don't want to come will write to the
Mission to tell them that they won't come.
The CHAIRMAN: I agree that there should be no imposition.
\Ve will hear those who accept and take note of the position
of those who come before us to tell us that they do not want
to say anything. Some may say that they will not come. I
shall go to them to hear what state~ent they gave .or if .~ey
have no statement. But in no case WIll there be an ImposItion.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: I accept this. I only wanted to
clarify the caSes of those who do not want to come. Do you
accept the principle that they should be free?
The CHAIRMAN: There will be no imposition.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: .The Government is ready to facilitate your seeing all those who are linked with the Budd~ist
problem. But I see on the list a lot of ~ple who have nothmg
to do with this problem, but are political opponents of the
regime. Why does the Mission wish to meet these people who
have nothing to do with the Buddhist affair?
The CHAIRMAN: We obtained the names from publications
containing allegations and those names and sources of information have been connected with the Buddhist situation. We do
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not know whether these allegations are correct or not, but
it is our job to verify this on the spot. This is why I thought
that if we submitted this list and the Government tells us that
these people have nothing to do with the religious problem,
but are rather llolitical, then that statement shall be the point
of view of the Government of Viet-Nam. By seeing these
people and interviewing them, we shall find out from them
whether they consider themselves connected with the Buddhist
problem or another problem. That will be the point of view
of the other side. That is why we put the names of those.
people on the list.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: On this point, I must make a cleal'
answer. For us it is a question of principle concerning our
sovereignty. We have no apprehensions on this matter about
what our political opponents could tell you. They have already
said everything they have to say for months, and thanks to
the foreign Press and the American Press in particular, everything has been proclaimed to the world concerning our regime.
Falsities, charges, lies, rumours, calumnies, and so forth, have
been launched against us. So we have no fear because we lmow
that they cannot say anything further. But for us it is a
question of 'Principle. The Government cannot ask its political
opponents to testify before you because our sovereignty would
be encroached upon. The Mission has come to find the facts
on the Buddhist problem. The Government of Viet-Nam is
very clear on this point. Where there is opposition to the
regime on the part of a person who has nothing to do with
the Buddhist j)roblem, then we do not want to ask them to
come to see the Mission.
The CHAIRMAN: We have also a principle which is the respect for your sovereignty. As I explained before, in finding
facts it is also for us a question of principle to request you,
and insist on our request with all the power of request and
efforts at our disposal, to enable us to see these people and
to talk to them. But if you, as you have stated, attach this to
the llrinciple of sovereignty, and you, out of deep political
considerations which it is your right to have, are not in a
position to accept our request, in that case your answer to
the note of request we have submitted to you can state your
position and after we have your position stated to us we shall
not insist any more because we have agreed on the principle
of non-imposition.
non-imposition, There is one thing more which I would
like to clarify. in this connexion. I should like to be clear
that although we have heard some journalists' provocations
concerning some allegations, I llersonally,
personally, knowing very well
what the Press unfortunately is in the world today, have been
very careful not to confine myself or to give undue consideration to press accusations and I have been very careful to
distinguish between information and misinformation. I quite
understand your concern on this matter.
But the list has not been prepared out of press informatiOII
information
only. We have received a series of requests and information
from lIon-governmental
non-governmental organizations, most of them internationally recogIlized and some of them recognized as affiliated
with certain organs of the United Nations.' Some of them
are from non-governmental organizations of a humanitarian
and social character. Some are from individuals, humanists,
intellectuals, and professors concerned about this situation
and their tone is intellectual. They say they don't lmow but
they have heard about this situation and are concerned. So
you should know that our list is not derived from propaganda
sources and we will not pay any attention to these. From the
begilming, we have been careful about not listening to propaganda. This we will remain to the end. Otherwise, I will not
be able to use this and say that I have been objective. One
week before my departure from New York, two eorrespondents
canle to see me and asked me if I had any statement to make
in my capacity as Chairman. I told them I had one statement
and that was to appeal to all concerned to refrain from demonstrations. They asked what I had to say about the llress reports. I said that from among all of the press reports, I had
clipped only one: the on~ in which Mme Nhu said that she
and her Government would accept the findings of the Mission.
The FOREIGN MINISTER: First, we have nothing to fear
concerning these persons. They couldn't say anything more
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than what they have already said. Secondly, now that you
have agreed to make available a list of all accusations without
mention of source, so that we can verify them ...
The CHAmMAN: For your comments ...
The FOREIGN MINISTER: Yes. Then we have no reason to refuse that these people see you. But it is a question of sovereignty. From the moment we do that, we would be permitting
the Mission to control and intervene in internal affairs.
THE CHAIRMAN: This position should be explained in your
note answering ours. We give you our co-operation, you give
us yours; it is a happy situation. The only request I have to
make now is that if these arrangements to meet with witnesses
could be made as soon as possible so that we could expedite
the matter, we would be most grateful. It was expected that
the Mission would complete its work in two weeks. If we stay
longer, it might be misunderstood; they might think we were
having difficulties. So, in order that no such misinterpretations
'be made, we should like to be able to keep our plans. Before
leaving, I would like to tell you that my colleagues and I shall
send you a reaffirmation and then we shall consider the matter
settled.

ANNEX XI
Note lJerbale dated 29 October 1963 from the Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs to the Chairman of the
Mission

In reply to the note dated 27 October 1963 from the Mission
and pursuant to the interview which took place on 28 October
1963 between the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and
the Chairman of the Mission, the Secretariat of State for
Foreign Affairs has the honour to confirm the following:
In a spirit of full and frank co-operation with the Mission,
the Government of Viet-Nam is prepared to do its utmost
to assist the Mission in taking testimony from persons who
may be able to provide information concerning the relations
between the Government and the Buddhist community in VietNam. However, the list of persons the Mission wishes to hear
which is appended to the above-mentioned note from the Mission, calls for some observations.
1. Among the persons called upon to give evidence before
the Mission are two members of the Government. For reasons
of national sovereignty, the members of the Government regret
their inability to appear before the Mission as witnesses. That
being said, the Secretariat of State for Foreign Affairs is
prepared to make the necessary arrangements 50 that the
Mission may converse with the two members of the Government whose names appear on the above-mentioned lists or
with any other member of the Government it may wish to
meet. The Mission is merely requested to be good enough to
inform it in good time of the questions which it intends to ask,
so that the members of the Government may assemble the
necessary documents.
2. In regard to the Buddhist monks and bonzesses whose
names appear on the lists, the Viet-N amese Government has
no objection to the Mission examining these witnesses. In fact,
the Mission has already met a number .of them during its visits
to the pagodas of Xa-Loi and An-Quang (the Venerable
Thich Thien Hoa, the monks Thich Tri Thu and Thich Thien
Thang, and the bonzess Dieu Hue). A number of the monIes
whose names appear on the Mission's lists are unknown to
the Viet-Namese authorities. These are the Venerable Dang
Van Cac, Phap Tri, Thich Thanh Thai, Pham Quang Do,
Thich Pham Quang Thanh, Thich Lien Phu, and the bonzesses
Nguyen Thi Loi, Dieu Cat and Ni Co Mu Tang Bich.
3. It is also noted that the lists include the names of persons
who have no connexion whatever with the Buddhist problem
and who consequently do not seem qualified to give any useful
eyidence about it. In any case, in accordance with the prinCIple of respect for individual liberty, the Viet-Namese Government has no means of compelling these persons to appear
before the Mission. The Government will, however, inform
evidence and leave
them of the Mission's desire to hear their evidence,
them completely free either to appear before the Mission and

answer the questions asked of them or to refrain from doing
so. With regard to a number of politicians whose names
appear on the lists and who consider (ed) themselves as opponents of the regime, the Viet-Namese Government, while
having no objection to the Mission hearing their evidence,
does not see why the Mission should have any direct interest
in meeting them. As the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
stressed in his interview with the Chairman of the Mission
on 28 October 1963, the Viet-Namese Government could not,
in any event, invite them to appear before the Mission, because
of the principle of its sovereignty. It should be pointed out
that Mr. Nguyen Thai and Mr. Ho Huu Tuong are not present
in Saigon, the former being in the United States and the
latter serving a sentence in a place outside Saigon.
4. Mgr. Nguyen Van Binh, the Archbishop of Saigon, is
at present in Rome attending the Ecumenical Council.
5. No young girl was killed during the demonstration of
25 August 1963; the Viet-Namese authorities have not received
any report of such an incident.
6. There is no student in any of the Viet-Namese universities bearing the name Ton That Nghiep.
7. The Committee for the Release of the Monks is a clandestine organization and the Viet-Namese Government has no
knowledge of its headquarters or membership.
ANNEX XII
Statement by the Chairman OD the Mission's programme
of work

As you know, the terms of reference of this United Nations
Mission, which is here at the invitation of the Government
of the Republic of Viet-Nam, are to ascertain the facts of
the situation as regards the alleged violations of human rights
by the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam in its relations
with the Buddhist community of this country. This is, therefore, the only problem with which we are concerned, and
in fulfilling our mission we shall hear statements on all sides
of the question and give all interested parties the opportunity
to be heard.
Therefore, we shall receive petitions and interview as witnesses all who wish to come forward and be heard. Indeed,
I stated this fact on the Mission's arrival at the airport last
Thursday morning, and since then the Mission has issued an
invitation to all the interested parties, reading: "The Mission
invites all interested persons to appear before it to give testimony, and will also receive petitions in writing".
On our arrival, the Government of the Republic suggested
to us a programme of work. This suggested programme was
discussed with the Government. We have informed you of
the parts of it with which we agreed. Now we are in a position to give you the programme which has been fixed until
the evening of Thursday, 3,1 October, which is as follows:
"Tuesday, 29 October, afternoon, interview of witnesses from
1800 hours; Wednesday, 30 October, 0735 hours, Mission
delegation consisting of Mr. Amor, Mr. Gunewardene and
Mr. Volio goes to Hue. Main body of the Mission remains
in Saigon to interview witnesses. Thursday, 31 October, the
main group continues interviews, 1020 hours, Hue delegation
returns. Afternoon, interview of witnesses and visit to Du-Tan
hospital".
I should also like to tell you that it has been agreed with
the Govenunent of the Republic that the Mission is free to
interview all witnesses it has asked to see and who are connected with the Buddhist problem, and the Government has
offered its co-operation in helping to locate witnesses and make
them available.
It has also been agreed that the Mission will be free to
see all religious personalities it wishes to interview, as well
as laymen, connected with the Buddhist problem, including
those under detention. The Government has stated it would
be contrary to the principle of its sovereignty to let the
Mission .see the leaders of the political parties in opposition
to the Government.

Agenda item 77
Yesterday, the Mission interviewed '~tudents at Le Van
Duyet Youth Camp and this morning I'. visited Quae Gia
detention camp, and interviewed a numbe,' of monks whom
the Mission had requested to see.
'
As to the length of OUr stay here, that is not yet decided
since the term cannot be fixed before we can estimate the
time that may be needed to complete our mission.

ANNEX XIII
Statement issued by the Mission on 3 November 1963

The United Nations Fact-Finding Mission to the Republic
of Viet-Nam will leave Saigon, as scheduled before the recent
events, today, 3 November, to return to New York after
completing its mission.
Yesterday afternoon, the Chairman of the Mission made a
courtesy call on behalf of the Mission, on Generals Duong
Van Minh, Tran Van Don and Le Van Kim to request
facilities for the departure of the Mission today and conveyed
to them the Mission's thanks for the courtesy and assistance
extended to the Mission by the people 'of the Republic of
Viet-Nam.
At his last meeting with the Press on 29 October, the Chairman of the Mission stated that he would make public the
names of those interviewed by the Mission in prison. The
names are the foHowing: Thich Tri Thu, Thich Quang Lien,
Thich Tarn Giac, Thich Tarn Chau, Thich Duc Nghiep, Thich
Tien Minh, and Mai To Truyen.
In answer to questions, the spokesman of the Mission stated
that the Mission had interviewed the following three categories
of persons: spokesmen put forward by the previous Government, persons selected by the Mission, and persons coming
forward of their own accord. Written statements were also
received from the latter.
The spokesman also stated that the Mission had not been
able to interview Thich Tri Quang, who was in asylum at
the United States Embassy. The former Government of the
Republic had informed the Mission that, according to the laws
of asylum, a person in asylum was not allowed to make any
contacts whatsoever while in asylum.

ANNEX XlV
Joint Communique issued by the Inter-Ministerial Com·
mittee and members of the Buddhist religious hierarchy
on 16 June 1963

To seek a satisfactory resolution for the five dema~ds
demands presentedby the General Association of Buddhists of Vlet-Nam
Viet-Nam
Members of the Inter-Ministerial Committee consistil1g
consisting of:
Nguyen Ngae Tho, Vice-President
N guyen Dinh Thuan, Minister of the Office cl the President
Bui Van Luong, Minister of the Interior
Members of the Buddhist delegation consisting of:
The Most Venerable Thich Thien Minh, head of the delegation
The Most Venerable Thich Tam Chau, member of the delegation
The Most Venerable :rhich Thien Hoa, member of the delegation
The Most Venerable Thich Huyen Quang, 'secretary to the
delegation
The Venerable Thich Duc
Due Nghiep, assistant-secretary to the
delegation
Introduced by letter No. 24 of 14 June 1963 of the Most
Venerable Thich Tinh Khiet, President of the General Association of Buddhists of Viet-Nam
Met at the Dien Hong Conference Hall :
Friday, 14 June 1963
In the morning from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
In the afternoon from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
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Saturday, 15 June 1963,
In the morning from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
In the afternoon from 2.30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
In the evening from 9 p.m. to 12 midnight.

Sunday, 16 June 1963
SWlday,
From 9 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.
After the debates, the Inter-Ministerial Committee and the
Buddhist delegation agreed upon the following points:
1.

NATIONAL FLAG -

RELIGIOUS FLAG

The national flag, the symbol of the spirit of the nation,
,be respected and be put at its appropriate place.
should always 'be
A. On national holidays: only the national flag will be flown.

B. On Buddhist holidays:
(1) At the pagoda:
Arch
}The national flag on the right
Main gate The Buddhist flag (two-thirds smaller) on
Fai;ade
the left
Half-mast: only the Buddhist flag will be flown
In the pagoda yard: only small paper Buddhist flags hung
on lines can be used for decoration
l>a.goda: only the Buddhist flag will be flown
Inside the l>agoda:
(2) On the ceremonial platform:
The national flag on the right
At the foot and
.
The Buddhist flag (two-thirds
d th I tf
}
orm
aroun
e p a arm
smaller) on the left
On the platform (which can be considered as the inside
of the pagoda): only the Buddhist flag will be flown

(3) In the procession:
In the front:
If there is only one person marching in the front, this
person will hold two llags (the national on the right
and the two-thirds smaller Buddhist flag <>n the left)
If there are two persons marching in the front, each
will hold one flag in the same way depicted previously
In the rear: attendants hold small Buddhist flags only
(4) On Buddhist personnel's cars:
No flag will be flown at all
(5) At private homes (Buddhist):
In front of the house: two flags (as those in front of
the pagoda)
Inside the house: only the Buddhist flag will be flown
In order to have these agreements carded
carried out correctly, it
is decided that:
On the right: "right" means the right side of a person
entering the pagoda from the street
Smaller flag: "smaller" means two-thirds 'smaller than the
size of the national flag (officers in charge should not be
too strict about the measurements)

2.

ORDINANCE

(Du) No. 10

To detach religious associations from the regulations of
Ordinance No. 10 and set up new regulations suitable to the
particular characteristics concerning the activities essential
to these religious associations.
become l~w
law prepare~
prepared .by
by the N~ti~nal
National
These regulations will bec~me
Assembly in direct consultation With
with the religIOUS
religious asSOCiatIOns
associations
involved.
The National Assembly will vote for this law at the latest
date at the end of 1963 or at the beginning of 1964.
While awaiting the passing of the new law, the InterMinisterial Committee agreed to issue notices as will
wi1l be required
so that the execution of Ordinance No. 10 will not ·be too
strict to all of the present Buddhist associations or Buddhist
Research centres. The Buddhist delegation promised to give
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instructio
ns to
instructions
to all
all Buddhis
Buddhistt priests
priests and
and nuns
nuns to
to observe
observe strictly
strictly
the
laws and
and to
to use
use all
all disciplin
disciplinary
measures
to
the national
national laws
ary measure
s to
correct all
all clcleviated
eviated actions.
actions.
correct
3.3.

ON
ON THE
THE PROBLEM
PROBLEM OF
OF ARRESTIN
ARRESTING
AND DETAININ
DETAINING
G AND
G
PEOPLE
BUDDHIST
BUDDHIS
T PEOPLE

The
ent will
The Governm
Government
will set
set up
up aa committe
committee
of investiga
investigation
e of
tion
to
ine the
to re-exam
re-examine
the dossier
dossier of
of Buddhis
Buddhistt complain
complaints.
ts.
All
All those
those who
who are
are involved
involved in
in the
the moveme
movement
seeking the
the
nt seeking
realizatio
n of
the five
five demands
demands of
of the
the General
General Associat
Association
of
realization
of the
ion of
Buddhis
ts 'of
be forgiven
forgiven by
by the
the Presiden
President,
Buddhists
'of Viet-Na
Viet-Nam
will be
m will
t,
no matter
matter where
where they
they are.
are.
no
The
ent acknowle
The Governm
Government
acknowledges
that correctiv
corrective
instructions
dges that
e instructi
ons
have
have been
been issued
issued to
to all
all Governm
Government
officials for
for the
the fulfilmen
fulfilmentt
ent officials
of
of the
the Goverrun
Goverrunent
policy of
of religious
religious equality.
equality.
ent policy

4.
4.

ON
ON FREEDOM
FREEDOM TO
TO PROPAGAT
PROPAGATE
AND PRACTISE
PRACTISE RELIGION
RELIGION
E AND

The normal and purely religious activities such as
as the
the 14th,
14th,
the
the 15th,
15th, the
the 30th,
30th, and
and the
the 1st
1st day of the month
mo~th of
of the
the Lunar
Lunar
Calenda
Calendarr the ceremoni
ceremonies
commemoration
of the
the death,
death,
es of the commem
oration of
the celebrati
on of Saints' days, the masses for
for peace,
peace, ifif perpercelebration
formed within the boundary of the pagodas or the headqua
headquarters
rters
of the Associat
ion, will not require any permissi
Association,
permission
from the
the
on from
Governm
ent. Other activities ,besides those mentione
mentioned
above
Government.
d above
and those perform
performed
of the
the pagodas
pagodas
ed outside the boundary of
and of the headqua
headquarters
Association
required to
to
rters of the Associat
ion are required
obtain a permit from the Governm
Government.
ent.
About the village pagodas which are of purely local concern,
concern,
it is necessar
y for the central authority to have
necessary
have enough
enough time
time
to gather all related documen
documents.
Consequently,
in the
the meanmeants. Consequ
ently, in
time, it is possible only to have the executiv
executivee committe
committeee of
of
these village pagodas re-elected if necessary
necessary,, in order
order to
to allow
allow
Buddhis
participate
administration
of these
these
Buddhistt people to participa
te in the administ
ration of
pagodas.
A~knowl
edge that the Bulletin No. 166-TTP-TTK
A~knowledge
of 23
23
l66-TTP -TTK of
Septemb
er 1960 does not apply to the acquisiti
September
acquisition
as well
well as
as
on as
the selling of propertie
propertiess and estates belongin
belonging
to the
the Buddhis
Buddhistt
g to
institutions.
institutio
ns.
Leniency in matters of censorsh
censorship
Buddhistt literature
ip of Buddhis
literature
and prayer-bo
prayer-book,s
regulations.
ok,s will be shown in present regulatio
ns.
Leniency in the permissi
permission
(pagodas,, schools,
schools, and
on to build (pagodas
and
charity institutions).
institutions).

5.

RESPONSIBILITY AND ASSISTANCE
ON RESPONSIBILITY
ASSISTANCE

The Government
Government officials of all departments
departments responsible
responsible
for the incidents which have been happening
happening since
since 88 May
May
1963 will be severely punished if proved guilty from
from the
the
investigation.
investigation.
assistance to the families of the victims is
The assistance
is aa great
great
concern of the social services and of the
the Government.
Government.
The families of the victims in Hue have already received
received
assistance in time and may receive more assistance
assistance
assistance according
according
to the need of each family.
Inter-Ministerial Committee
The Inter-Ministerial
Committee will assume responsibility
responsibility
execution of the articles mentioned
in checking the execution
mentioned above,
above,
especially
especially at local levels.
deviation, the General Association
If there is any deviation,
Association of
of BudBuddhists of Viet-Nam
Viet-Nam must inform the Inter-Ministerial
Inter-Ministerial ComCommittee at once.
original copies
Written in two original
copies in
in Saigon
Saigon on
on 16
16 June
June 1963
1963
The Bltddhist
Bltddhist Delegation
The
Delegation
The
Most
The Most Venerable
Venerable Thich
Thich Thien
Thien Minh
Minh
The Most
Most Venerable
The
Venerable Thich
Thich Tarn
Tarn Chau
Chau
The Most
Most Venerable
Venerable Thich
The
Thich Thien
Thien Hoa
Hoa
The b~ter-Ministerial
b~ter-Ministerial Committee
The
Committee
Nguyen Ngoc
Nguyen
Ngoc Tho
Tho
Nguyen Dinh
Nguyen
Dinh Thuan
Thuan
Bui Van
Bui
Van L11ongL11ong-

Seen
Seen by
by the
the PresiJen
PresiJentt of
of the
the General
General Associa
Association
of BudBudtion of
dhists
dhists of
of Viet-Na
Viet-Nam
m ll
(Sig;'Jd)
(Sig~"]d) The
The Most
Most Venerab
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Tinh Khiet
Khiet
le Thich
The
in this
this joint
joint commun
communique
have been
been
The articles
articles written
written in
ique have
approved
me from
from the
the beginnin
beginning.
approved in
in principle
principle by
by me
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(Sigt~ed
) Ngo
(Sigt~ed)
Ngo Dinh
Dinh Diem
Diem
ANNEX
ANNEX XV
XV
Ordinan
ce No.
Ordinance
No. 10
10 on
on rules
rules and
and regulat
regulations
governing
the
ions governi
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establis
hment of
establishment
of nssocia
nssociations
tionsnn
HIS
Y BAO
HIS MAJEST
MAJESTY
BAO DAI,
DAI, CHIEF
CHIEF OF
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Chapter I
PRINCIPL
PRINCIPLES
ES

Article
on is an agreeme
Article 1.
1. An associati
association
agreement
nt by which two or
more
ge and efforts on a continu
more persons
persons pool their knowled
knowledge
continuing
ing
basis
fit objectiv
basis in
in order
order to pursue non-pro
non-profit
objectives
es such as worship,
worship ,
religion,
le works, science, literatur
art,
religion, politics, charitab
charitable
literature,
e, art,
recreatio
n, youth activities
recreation,
activities,, sport and mutual assistanc
assistance.
To be
be
e. To
valid, an
an association
association must conform to the general principles
valid,
principl es
of law applicable
applicable to contracts
contracts and liability.
Article
association founded for purposes
Article 2. Any association
purposes which conflict with
with the laws and traditions
traditions of the country shall be null
flict
and void.
Article 3. Any member of an association
association established
Article
established for aa
specified or indefinite period may withdraw
specified
withdra w from membership
member ship
at any
any time
time after settling any dues payable for past periods
at
and those for the year of withdrawal.
withdra wal.

Chapter II
11
AUTHORI ZED ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIA TIONS
AUTHORIZED

Article 4. An association
association as defined ill article 1 of this
Article
Ordinance may not function until the Minister
Ordinance
Ministe r for the Interior
with the
the concurrence
concurrence of the residents
residents concerned,
with
concerned, as provided
provide d
in this
this Ordinance,
Ordinance, has, by Ministerial
Ministe rial Order, authorized
in
authoriz ed its
establishment. If the activities
activities of the association
establishment.
association are confined
to one
one part
part of Viet-Nam,
Viet-Nam, the Resident
Resident may, under authority
to
authorit y
delegated by the Minister for the Interior,
delegated
Interior , sign the order auauthorizing its establishment;
establishment; the
the Resident
Resident must report such acthorizing
action to the Minister for the Interior.
Interior .
In the
the case
case of youth and sports associations
associations the
In
the Minister
Ministe r
for Youth
Youth and Sports may exercise the powers :eserved to the
for
the
Minister for
for the
the Interior,
Interior, by
by agreement
agreeme nt with
Minister
with the
the latter.
latter.
Article 5.
5. All
All associations
associations which
which are
are granted
Article
granted the
the right
right of
of
establishment acquire
acquire legal
legal status
status under
establishment
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
Ordinance.
Ordinance.
Article 6.
6. The
The founders
founders of
of an
an association
association must
Article
must address
address their
their
request for
for authorization
authorization to
to the
the Chief
request
Chief of
of the
the Province,
Provinc e, or
or to
to
the
mayor of
of the
the town
town in
in which
which the
the association
the mayor
association will
will have
have its
its
Excerpt from
from the
the Journal
Journal ojfieiel
offieiel de
de la
nnExcerpt
la Republique
Republi que (11~
(11~ VletVletNam, No.
No. ~4,
34, dated
dated 26
26 August
August 1950,
1950, pp.
Nam,
pp. 434-437,
434-437 translated
translat
ed
from the
the Vlet-Namese
Viet-Namese text.
from
text.
'
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headquarters.
headquarters. If the headquarters are to be in Saigon-Cholon,
the
the application
application must be addressed to the Prefect of SaigonCholon.
Cholon.
The
The founders
founders must be at least twenty-one years of age (according
cording to
to the Gregorian calendar) and must not have been
convicted
convicted of
of ally criminal offence.
Three
Three copies
copies of the by-laws of the association together with
aa copy
copy of
of the founders' police records must accompany the
application.
application.
The
The by-laws
by-laws must contain the following information:
1.1. Purpose
Purpose of the association ;
2.
2. Name
Name of the association;
3.3. Location
Location of its headquarters;
4.4. Period
Period for which the association is established;
5.5. Admission,
Admission, resignation and expulsion of members;
6.6. Rights
Rights and obligations of members;
7.
7. Assets
Assets of the association;
8.8. Rules
Rules relating to movable and immovable assets of the
association;
association;
9.
9. Family
Family names and first names of the founders;
10.
10. Rules
Rules relating to election and suspension of members of
the
the executive
executive committee;
11.
11. Grounds
Grounds for dissolving the association;
12. Rules
Rules relating to liquidation and disposal of the acts of
12.
the
the association.
association.
Article 7.
7. The Minister for the Interior (if the association's
Article
activities are
are national in scope or extend beyond the boundaries
activities
of one
one region)
region) or the Regional Resident (if the scope of the
of
association is regional) has the right to refuse an application
association
for the
the establishment
establishment of an association, without giving the
for
grounds for
for such refusal.
grounds
An authorization
authorization which has been granted may be revoked if
An
it is
is considered
considered incompatible with the law or for security
it
easons.
11 easons.
The decision
decision to revoke an authorization shall be taken by the
The
authority empowered
empowered to grant it and in accordance with the
authority
same procedure.
procedure.
same
Article 8.
8. Within a month from the date on which the auArticle
thorization is granted, members {If
<Jf the executive committee
thorization
must arrange
arrange for publication in the Jourl1C11 offidel
officiel or in the
must
administrative bulletin of the region concerned, of a statement
administrative
indicating the
the date of the authorization for the establishment
indicating
of the
the association,
association, the name of the authority who signed the
of
authorization, the purP<Jse of the association and its headauthorization,
quarters.
quarters.
Article 9.
9. Any amendment of the by-laws must be submitted
Article
for approval
approval within one month in accordance with the procefor
dure followed
followed for the establishment of the association. Suc1.
dure
amendments shall take effect only when officially approved.
amendments
Article 10.
10. Any changes in the executive committee or adArticle
nlinistration of an association must be made known to the
nlinistration
Chief of
of the
the Province, the mayor of the town or the Prefect
Chief
of Saigon-Cholon
Saigon-Cholon as the case may be. These authorities must,
of
in accordance
accordance with normal administrative procedures, inform
in
the Resident
Resident and the Minister for the Interior of such changes.
the
A receipt
receipt mnst
mnst be issued to the person concerned upon receipt
A
of the
the statement.
statement.
of
The statement
statement must cover any of the following which may
The
apply:
apply:
1. Changes
Changes in the membership, of administrative or executive
1.
organs;
organs;
2. Newly
Newly established branches and offices;
2.
3. Change
Change of address of the headquarters;
3.
4. Purchase
Purchase or sale {If
<Jf immovable property as provided ill
4.
article 14 of this Ordinance; a statement describing such
article
property and indicating the terms of sale or purchase must
property
be appended.
also be
also
Article 11.
11. The changes and modifications mentioned in arArticle
ticle 10
10 shall
shall not be enforceable against third parties lmtil the
ticle
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date on which they are notified to the competent authorities and
published in accordance with the provisions of article 8.
Article 12. Administrative changes and changes in the bylaws of the association must be recorded. in a register kept
at the headquarters of the association. The register must indicate the date of filing such changes and the date of their
approval.
Administrative and judicial authorities shall have the right
to examine this register at the headquarters of the association.
The Chief of the Province, the mayor of the town or the
Prefect of Saigon-Cholon, as the case may be, or their deputy
shall number the pages of the register and sign and affix their
seal to its first and last pages.
Private individuals may also apply to examine at the offices
of the Resident, the Chief of the Province, the mayor or the
Prefect, as apPropriate,
appropriate, the by-laws, statements and subsequent
modifications or changes relating to the association or to have
a copy made from them at their own expense.
Article 13. Through the normal administrative channels,
political associations and friendly societies must submit to the
Resident for transmission to the Minister for the Interior,
within a week from the date of their annual general meeting,
two copies of their membership list and two copies of their
financial statement, together with an explanation and justification of expenditures.
Article 14. With the exception of associations whose object
is the study of Confucianism and cultural, artistic, recreational,
charitable, youth and sports associations, no association shall
have the right to receive a subsidy from the central Government
or from local, provincial or communal authorities.
All associations shall have the right to collect dues from
their members, to make use of such funds and to sue or be sued.
Any association may also acquire, purchase, administer or
own such immovable property as is strictly necessary for the
fulfilment of its obj ectives.
Any party concerned and the mi114stere public may take court
action to have annulled any purchase of immovable property
which conflicts with this article. Such immovable property shall
be sold at auction and the proceeds of the sale shall be paid to
the association.
Article 15. Associations may be established for a specified or
indefinite period.
If an association is established for a specified period, such
period shall be indicated in its by-laws.
It may also be stipulated that the association will terminate
when its purposes have been accomplished.
Article 16. Notwithstanding the period specified in the bylaws, if a majority of the members decide to dissolve the association, it shall be dissolved.
The by-laws of an association may provide that such a decision must be taken by a majority or unanimously.
Article 17. An association may be dissolved upon expiry of
the period for which it was established or when its objectives
have been fulfilled.
An association shall be dissolved before expiry of the aooveab<Jvementioned period if its membership reaches a level lower than
the minimum level specified in its by-laws or if there is only
one member left.
Article 18. The by-laws may establish the conditions for admission to membership, by providing for admission on the basis
<Jr qualifications or on approval by a committee 01'
of eligibility {lr
01'
the general meeting or by at least two-thirds of the members.
,Article 19. The by-laws shall also state the grounds and procedure for expulsion of members.
In principle, expulsion may be decided by a majority of the
members.
Article' 20. The by-laws must define clearly the rights and
obligations of members.
Every member shall be required to conform to the by-laws.
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Article 21. No member shall have any special claim on the
assets of the association while the latter remains in existence.
Article 22. Associations shall be bodies corporate having
rights distinct from those of their members.
An associ<ltion may own assets which it may administer in
accordance with the financial 1}rovisiolls of its by-laws.
All the assets of an association may be used to guarantee the
fulfilment of its obligations.
Article 23. Normally, the governing or administrati~n of an
association shall be entrusted by it to one or m?re of .ltS me:nbers who shall represent it and act on its behalf In dealings with
third parties.
The by-laws may provide for extension or restriction of these
rights.
Article 24. The person entrusted with the power to represent
the association may resign before expiry of his term of office.
However, in civil law he shall continue to be held responsible
for all acts committed during his term of office.
If the representative dies, his successor 0; suc~essors sl~all
become responsible for all acts he has committed ID managing
the association's affairs, up to the time of his death.
Article 25. The general meeting shall have absolute power to
decide any matter pertaining to the as.so~iati~n. It shall be c~n
vened by representatives of the aSSOCiation In accordance with
the provisions laid down in the by-laws or at the request of
one-quarter of the total membership.
Article 26. The general meeting shall decide on the admission
or expulsion of members; it shall elect its officers j it shall have
supervisory power over their actions and may end their term
of office, but must give the grounds for such termination.
The general meeting of all association shall have jurisdiction
over a1l matters which are not within the competence of the
committees of tlle association.
Article 27. All members shall have equal voting rights at the
general meeting.
All questions shall be decided by maj ority vote.
A rtide 28. The amount of membership dues shall be clearly
stated in the by-laws. In the absence of such statement, all the
members shall bear an equal share of the expenses necessary
for the fulfilment of the obj ectives of the association and for
the settlement of its debts.
Article 29. Members who resign or who are expelled from an
association shall lose all claim on its assets.
Article 30. Once the authorization for the establishment of an
association has been granted, the executive committee shall file
a copy of the by-laws with the local authorities, the Minister
for the Interior or the Resident, through the normal administrative channels.
Article 31. Authorized associations shall adhere to the provisions of their by-laws. When it is considered that an association, directly or indirectly, is pursuing purposes other than those
specified in its by-laws, the said association shall be dissolved,
and the members of the executive committee may be prosecuted.
Articltr 32. Associations whose establishment has not been
auiliorized shall be deemed not to exist and their acts shall have
no validity. The premises in which they have their headquarters
may be ordered closed by the competent authorities.
Anyone may apply to the courts in order to obtain the dissolution of an unauthorized association.
Ayticle 33. Founding members, executive officers or administrative officers of unauthorized associations or of associations
whose authorization has been revoked but which nevertheless
continue their activities or whose activities are not consistent
with the purposes stated in the by-laws, or whose activities
conflict witll the laws and customs of the country, shall be liable
to a fine of 50 to 5,000 piastres and from six days' to six months'
imprisonment. Ordinary members shall be liable to six days' to
two months' imprisonment or a fine of 50 to 200 piastres, or
both.

Persons who further meetings of unauthorized associations
or associations whose authorization has been revoked shall be
liable to the same penalties.
An association which is prosecuted shall be ordered dissolved
by the court.
Founding members and executive officers who contravene
articles 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13, or whose activities are incompatible
with the purposes of the association, as set forth in its by-laws,
shall be fined from 50 to 200 piastres. The fine shall be doubled
if the offence is repeated.
Chapter III
ASSOCIATIONS DEEMED TO BE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Article 34. Associations authorized under this Ordinance may
be recognized as being in the public interest by a decree issued
by the Head of State upon the recommendation of the Minister
for the Interior and after consultation of the Council of
Ministers.
Article 35. All applications for such recognition must be
signed and submitted by the members elected by the general
meeting.
Article 36. The application must be accompanied by the
following:
1. A copy of the order authorizing the establishment of the
association j
2. A copy of the report indicating the reasons for the establishment of the association, its achievements and its
aims which are deemed to be in the pllblic interest;
3. Two copies of the by-laws;
4. A list of the addresses of its headquarters, branches and
other offices;
5. A list of the founding members and of the officers of the
executive committee indicating their age, occupation,
nationality, place of birth and place of residence j
6. A copy of the financial statement of the association f01"
the last two financial years;
7. A list of the association's immovable and movable assets;
8. A copy of the report of the general meeting approving the
application for recognition that the association serves the
public interest.
All these copies must be certified.
Article 37. The application must be addressed to the Prefect
of Saigon-Cholon, the mayor or the Chief of the Province, as
the case may be.
These authorities shall, after consulting the municipal council or local committee, transmit the application to the Resident
who shall in turn send it with his recommendations to the
Minister for the Interior. The Minister for the Interior shall
submit a draft decree to the Head of State at a meeting of the
Council of Ministers.
Article 38. Associations which are recognized as being in the
public interest may carry out such financial transactions as are
compatible with its by-laws but may acquire or purchase only
such immovable property as is necessary for carrying out its
stated objectives. Any unexpended balance of dues must be invested in Government bonds.
An association, if so authorized by the Minister for the
Interior, may accept gifts or bequests from its members.
If such gifts or bequests consist of immovable property not
they
considered necessary for the functioning of the association, theY
shall be sold according to pertinent regulations and within such
period and in such manner as are prescribed in the order granting special status. The proceeds of such sale shall be transfer red
to the funds of the association.
Associations may not accept gifts of movable or immovable
property where the owner retains a usufructuary right in the
property.
Article 39. Articles 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 30 and 33 of this Ordinance shall also apply to associations recognized as being in the
public interest.
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Chapter IV
RULES Al\PLlCADLE BOTH TO AUTHORlZED ASSOCIATIONS AND TO
.ASsOCIATIONS RECOGNIZED AS BEING IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

association
Aytkle 40. In the event of dissolution of an association,

administrativ~
whethe.r voluntary.or statutory or upon court or administrative
?rder, ItS assets .will be liquidated and disposed of according to
?f any provision in the by-laws,
~ts by-laws, or, I~ thc absence of
establlshed at a general meeting.
10 accor<!ance WIth rules established
Articl~ 41. I~ the by-laws of the association do not specify the
ma~ner 11l which the assets shall be liquidated and disposed of

If the .gen.eral meeting does not so specify, the court shall:
liquidator
ullon applIcation ~y the procureur general, appoint a liquidator,
entire period of the liquidation,
liquidation shall have the
th~
who, for the e;lt1re
powers of receiver.
'
D~ring suc~ period, the receiver shall convene a' general
meetmg to deCide on the manner of liquidation and disposal of
the assets.
If, for any reason, a general meeting cannot be convened
the receiver shall ask the court to rule on the liquidation and
disposal of the assets.

01'

Article 42. If it is the general meeting which decides these
n~atters,
hIS

it ma! n?t award to any member a share larger than
own contnbutIon to the association.

Cfw,pter V
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 43. Laws which are inconsistent with this Ordinance
and particularly Ordinance No. 73 of 5 July 1945 concernin~

trade unions, are hereby repealed.
Any trade union already in existence must suspend temporarily its activities and, within a month from the date of this
Ordinance, its executive committee, having regard to the present
associations, must
Ordinance concerning the establishment of associations
trade union
secure approval of its by-laws, failing which the trade'
shall be deemed dissolved.
.Article 44. A special status shall be prescribed later for
Catholic and Protestant missions and for Chinese congregations.

Article 45. This Ordinance shall be published in the JO'Unlal
o fficiel and shall enter into force as a law of the State.
(Signed) BAO DAI
Vichy, 6 August 1950
For and by order of the Prime Minister
NGUYEN KHAC

VE

Minister of hlstice
(itJ charge of current affairs)

"A:ti~le 4, paragraph 3 (new version) : In the case of youth
aSSOCiatIOns and sports associations whose activities extend
over part or the whole of the country the Minister for Youth
withdraw authorization
and Sports is empowered to grant
for the establishment of such an association in agreement with
the Minister for the Interior and the Resident concerned."

0;

Article 2. All provisions inconsistent with this Ordinance arc
hereby repealed.
Article 3. The Prime Minister and the other Ministers concerned are required in so far as they are severally concerned to
enforce this Ordinance. This Ordinance shall be published in
the Journal officiel.
(Sign,ed) BAO DAI
Saigon, 19 November 1952
(Signed) Vu HONG KHANH
Minister for Youth an<! Sports
Mini.rter
THUC Dum
(Signed) NGO THUC
For and by order of the Prime Minister
State of Viet-Nam
No. 6
DAI. CHIEF OF STATE,
BAD DAI,
Considering Ordinance No. 1 of 1 July 1949 organizing and

HIS MAJESTY

regulating public bodies,

.C?,tMid:ring
O;dinance No. 2 of 1 July 1949 governing adCo'nsidering Ordinance
mUllstrabve services,
serVices,
ministrative
COllSidering Ordinance No. 10 of 6 August 1950 governing the
establishment of associations,
Considering Decree No. 4/CP of 11 January 1954 on the
composition of the Government,
HCPVing regard to the recommendation of the Prime Ministel',
Following the deliberations in the Council of Ministers,
HEREBY ORDERS

Article 1. Article 11 of Ordinance No. 10 of 6 August 1950
concerning the establishment of associations is supplemented as
follows:
lI,uthoriZ<l.tion for
"The authorities which have granted the authoriZ<l.tion
the establishment of an association shall also have the power
to order, without giving any reason, the dismissal of one or
more members of the executive committee of such association.
"Any association which fails to <:amply with this rule shall
be dissolved by the above-mentioned authorities."
published in the Journal
Article 2. This Ordinance shall be pUblished
officiel and shall enter into force as a law of the State.

State of Viet-Nam

Approved by HIS MAJESTY BAO DAI
Dalat, 3 April 1954

No. 24DAI. CHIEF OF STATE,
HIS MAJESTY BAO DAI,

CO/l.s1~dering Ordinance No. 1 of 1 July 1949 organizing and

regulating public bodies,
Considedng Ordinance No. 2 of 1 July 1949 governing adConsidel"ing
ministrative services,
COllSidering Ordinance No. 10 of 6 August 1950 governing
the establishment of associations,
Considering Decree No. 57/TN of 18 May 1950 defining the
hmctions of the Minister for Youth and Sports,
COllsideritlg Decree No. 49/CP of 6 June 1952, supplemented
by Decrees Nos. 51, 52, and 5S/CP of 23 and 25 June 1952 on
the composition of the Government,
Having regard to the recommendations of the Minister for
Youth and Sports,
Following the deliberations in the Council of Ministers,

1fE:REBy OaDERS
Article 1. Article 4, paragraph 3, of Ordinance No. 10 dated

6 August 1950 governing the establishment of associations is
amended to read as follows:

(Signed) Buu Lac
Prime Minister

ANNEX XVI
Manuscript communicated to the Mission by witness No. 41
Witness No. 41, a Viet-Narnese student, voluntarily appeared
before the Mission, handed it a manuscript written by him
entitled: "Letters written in Viet-Nam in 2507", and gave testimony on various questions (see chapter IV).
On some of the questions put to him by members of the Mission, he specifically referred to his manuscript. The Mission
decided to include below extracts or summaries of this manuscript, especially of the parts dealing with the questions in
respect of which the witness referred to his manuscript.
The manuscript contains fifteen imaginary letters exchanged
by two Viet-Namese students, dealing with the relations between the Goverrnnent and the Buddhist community from 6 May
to 17 September 1963.

./.
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ALLEGATIONS
ALLEGATIONS CONCERNING
CONCERNING THE
THE BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND OF
OF THE
THE CRISIS
CRISIS

Inequa.lify
Inequa.lify between
between Buddhists
Buddhists and
and Catholics
Catholics and
and discri11linaNon
discri11linaNon
against
against B1tddhists
B1tddhists
On
On these
these matters,
matters, the
the witness
witness was
was asked
asked questions
questions by the
Mission
Mission and,
and, in
in reply,
reply, referred
referred to
to his
his manuscript.
manuscript. The relevant
passages
Df this
this manuscript
manuscript are
are as
as fDllDws:
fDllDws:
passages Df
"Under
"Under Ordinance
Ordinance ND.
ND. ID,
ID, article
article 1,
1, all
all religiDns
religiDns except
CathDiicism
assDciatiDns.
CathDiicism are
are regarded
regarded as
as assDciatiDns.
"Under
"Under article
article 11 of
of the
the same Ordinance, the GDvernment
has
to suspend
suspend the
the activities of such associations for
has the
the right
right to
security
security reasons.
reasons.
"Under
"Under article
article 10,
10, religions,
religions, with the exception of Catholicism,
cism, are
are subject
subject to
to strict
strict supervisiDn
supervisiDn by any agent whatsDever
of
of the
the GDvernment.
GDvernment.
"Under
"Under articles
articles 14
14 and
and 28,
28, religiDns, except Catholicism, are
entitled Dn1y
Dn1y tD
tD receive
receive money
money given tD them in the prDper
entitled
manner by
by the
the faithful
faithful and
and to establish only such immovable
manner
prDperty as
as is
is strictly
strictly necessary.
necessary.
prDperty

"FurthermDre,
"FurthermDre, under
under Order
Order No. 116/TTO/TTKI of the
Office Df
Df the President,
President, dated 23 September 1960, the imOffice
mDvable property
prDperty of
Df associations (Df which Buddhism is one),
mDvable
hDwever
hDwever minor, must be authorized by the President of the
Republic, Dtherwise the owners of such property must pay
Republic,
taxes like
like all other prDpertY-Dwners.
prDperty-Dwners.
taxes
"In view
view of these articles we find that there is religious in"In
equality under this democratic regime and that the facts conequality
tradict the aim pursued by the Government in the policy Df
tradict
Strategic Hamlets, which is termed the struggle against
Strategic
disharmony.
disharmony.
"Ordinance ND. 10 came into existence in 1950, that is,
"Ordinance
under a mDnarchy. Since that regime was Dverthrown in 1954,
under
we ask
ask why Ordinance No. 10, which is incompatible with
we
the articles Df the ConstitutiDn of the Republic, still exists
and always will exist. We ask the Government to repeal this
Ordinance and replace it with another.
"In Vict-Nam, especially in the country, Government Dfficials are acting mistakenly or in a biased manner. We have
put these facts before the President and the Assembly but
to our regret have received no response. We ask the President to end these activities, to establish a commission of
inquiry with instructions to re-examine in good faith, impartially and indulgently, the files of Buddhist complaints, to
ensure the safety of Buddhist leaders (religious as well as lay
dignitaries) and to grant Buddhist members of the armed
fDrces and civil service facilities for their religious observances.
"Furthermore, Mr. Paul Hieu, the Secretary of State for
Civil Action, said at a conference of civil servants convened
by the League of Officials of the National Revolution that
'Buddhism is public enemy No. 1'."
QuotatiDns from an article published by the review N ew.sweek
on 27 May 1963, which the police allegedly tried to confiscate :
"The Buddhists (estimated at some ten million) have loug
been resentful of the mandarins of Hue and their ruling Catholic oligarchy j the Buddhists particularly resent a host of
restrictions imposed on their religious freedom by Presideut
Diem.

"Most Df Ngo Dinh Diem's high Government officials
chiefs Df prDvinces and military officers are CathDlics, and
YDung army officers are convinced that they must be at
most yDung
least nDmina1 Catholics if they wish to rise abDve the rank
of captain. Diem apparently believes (and with SDme reasDn)
tllat CathDlics are mDre loyal to him persDnally
personally and alsD
~ore genuinely dedicated in their anti-communism. Catholi~ore
cism. therefore, seems to have becDme a kind of status symbol
as well as a prerequisite for advancement . . .
'
.. "The BUddhi.sts say that most Government supplies pass
Cathoh~ hands and are distributed chiefly to CathDt?rough Cathoh~
hc~. One Amencan adviser has reported that Catholic bathc~.
tahDn cDmmanders in South Viet-Nam's army get better

equipment and heavier weapons than the nDn-Catholics. In
the cDuntryside, there are a number of villages where Christian priests are in control and maintain their own private
armies. In the northern coastal region around Hue, small
units Df these troDps, knDwn as 'The Bishop's Boys', are
directly responsible to the ArchbishDp, and their primary
missiDn is tD prDtect churches and priests. They are armed
with United States weapDns and trained at least in part
by United States advisers.
"Vast supplies of
Df United States food relief (wheat, flour,
rice, cODking
cooking oils) are distributed in SDuth Viet-Natn
thrDugh Catholic
CathDlic Relief Services to Catholic priests in the
prDvinces. Some Viet-Namese are convinced that many of
these supplies never reach the intended beneficiaries but find
their way into the black market instead."
Extract from a conference given by a Buddhist monk at
Xa-Loi Pagoda on 28 July 1963:
"When will Buddhism and its campaign end?
"That depends on the GDvernment, not on the Inter-Sect
Committee for the Defence of Buddhism, which can only
abide by the GDvernment's laws. It can be halted straight
away if the Joint CDmmunique and 'the Government's utmost
desire fDr recDnciliatiDn' are put strictly and sincerely in to
effect, not
nDt on paper but in reality: As long as Buddhist
officials are nDt permitted to go freely to the Pagoda, as
lDng as it is difficult for Buddhist Dfficers to secure promotion, the Buddhists' campaign will gD Dn.
"On 19 August the Inter-Ministerial Committee, led by
Vice-President.Nguyen
Vice-President. N guyen Ngoc Tho and a press delegation,
left Saigon fDr Phu-Yen, a cDastal
coastal province in Central
Viet-Nam, tD examine and settle the complaints which were
reported by the Inter-Sect CDmmittee itl its recently circulated information
aets of disinfDrmation bulletin which alleged that acts
Budcrimination and repression had been cDmmitted against Bud1960-1961. By
By
dhists in Central Viet-Nam during the period 1960-1961.
Buddhists,
the time it had made a few contacts among the Buddhists,
obliged
the delegation knew that many villagers had been obliged
local
to turn Christian in Drder to avoid being mistreated by local
officials of the GDvernment and to be taken under the protecprotection of the Catholic priests.
"In SDme villages, in the presence of local agents of
of the
the
Government, Vice-President Nguyen Ngoc Tho asked
asked the
the
Buddhists not to be afraid and not tD
to 'recite their lesson
lesson by
by
heart' I"
The incidents of 6-8 May 1963 at Hlte and the reasons there/or
there/or

In his manuscript, the author described
described in
in detail
detail the
the events
events
Df
DX 6-8 May 1963 at Hue. His description
description is
is very
very similar
similar to
to
that contained in the communications which
which have
have been
been SU111SU111marized in the sectiDn: "Communications
"Communications received
received by
by the
the
Mission".
As to the mDtives Df the Hue incidents,
incidents, aa question
question which
which
was put to the witness during his interview
interview and
and in
in respect
respect of
of
which he referred tD his manuscript, the
the manuscript
manuscript contain:>
contain:>
the following passage:
(AccDunt of a cDnference between Thich Tri
Tri Quang
Quang atld
atld highhighranking GDvernment officials at Tu-Dan
Tu-Dan Pagoda
Pagoda in
in Hue
Hue on
on
18 May 1963:)
'~Ca~se
".Ca~se of the struqgle:
struqgle: The
The Venerable
Venerable gave
gave as
as examples
examples
of mdlrect
1I1dlrect causes the
the Ill-treatment
Ill-treatment of
of Buddhists
Buddhists in
in agricultural
agricultural
development centres
centres on
on the
the High
High Plateaux
Plateaux and
and the
the arrest
arrest
and repression Df Buddhists
Buddhists in
in several
several villages
villages in
in Central
Central
Viet-Nam.

"All these facts have
presented
have been
been recorded
recorded in
in dDssiers
dDssiers presented
to the GDvernment
Government and
and the
the Assembly,
Assembly, but
but itit isis not
not known
known
why the Buddhists
Buddhists have
have received
received nD
nD reply.
reply.
"As the direct cause,
lowercause, the
the Venerable
Venerable cited
cited the
the forced
forced lowering of the Buddhist
Buddhist flag.
flag. Why
Why should
should this
this obligation
obligation be
be imim~sed at the time of
of Wesak
Wesak and
and not
not Dn
Dn another
another date?
date? \;Yhy
\;Yhy
IS
IS a telegram from the
the Office
Office of
of the
the President
President sufficient
sufficient to
to
repeal the whole
whole of
of an
an Order
Order which
which has
has lDng
lDng been
been in
in force?"
force?"
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Pl!t'iQd
Pl!riod from 8 May 1963 to the signatll1'e of the 10iM
JoiM
Com1ltuniqtle on 16 June 1963
Communique
In his manuscript, the witness deals with the sending of the
Five Demands to the Government and describes the events
which allegedly took place during that period, iltter alia, the
repression of meetings, processions, and memorial services to
the victims of the Hue incidents, the sealing off of several
pagodas by barbed wire to prevent believers from worshipping
and assembling at those pagodas and the arrest of Buddhists
for having supported the Five Demands. His account is similar
to that contained in several communications received by the
Mission. Extracts from his manuscript read as follows:
foHows:
"On 2 June 1963 the new Representative of the Governcorrimunique:
ment in Central Viet-Nam issued an important communique:
"'In recent days, after the regrettable incidents of 8 May
at Hue, some of our compatriots have not yet attained to
an adequate degree of understanding and awareness of the
nation's difficulties. They have assembled without permission in several places, disseminated uncensored documents and
walked in long lines through the streets, disrupting traffic.
In short, they have engaged in actions prej
udicial to security
prejudicial
and to law and order. I must therefore appeal to all our
compatriots to obey the following orders:
"'(1) Meetings are strictly forbidden.
"'(2) Permission to use microphones and loudspeakers
must be obtained in advance from the Mayor.
"'(3) Permission to hold meetings must be requested in
advance from the Mayor.
11 '(4)
Documents, slogans, posters and speeches must be
censored before publication.
"'(5) It is unlawful to hold or place in circulation any
printed matter, document or tract.'
"While the bonzes and Buddhists were fasting as a means
of asking the Government
Goverrnnent to settle the Buddhists' claims
quickly, some hundreds of students, schoolchildren and scouts
were demonstrating near a bridge at Hue at 2 p.m. on 3 June
1963. Hoses were again turned on this crowd of demonstrators, but the young people remained sitting motionless,
motionless! lookjets of
ing down at the ground. A few moments later the Jets
water were turned off and replaced by jets of acid in a
fairly strong concentration. At the same time grenades were
thrown at the crowd. Fifty-four young people were seriously
wounded i the remainder fled or returned to the Tu-Dan
Pagoda to continue fasting.
"On 3 June 1963 the Venerable Thich Tam
Tarn Chau, Chairman of the Inter-Sect Committee for the Defence of Buddhism, sent a letter to President Ngo Dinh Diem:
"'... At Hue, as at Saigon, we have declared that our
struggle is being waged through passive resistance. and. in
gOlng
accordance with the law. However, the Government 1S
1S gOlllg
about its work in an obscure and unclear fashion.
11
'The Government had done many things in the past few
"'The
days; for example:
"'(1) Many Buddhist associations have been forced to
sig(l motions condemning the Buddhist action in brutal terms.
sign
11
'(2) The movements of bonzes
bOllzes and bonzesses between
"'(2)
the interior and the capital are impeded on many highways to
prevent them from going to the capital for treatment at
Saigon hospitals.
"'(3) The luggage of bonzes returning from Saigon after
taking part in the hunger strike has been searched. and all
those in possession of Buddhist documents have been arrested.
l"ested.
"'(4) Security agents have been placed in restaurants and
bars and in the streets to overhear and arrest anyone speaking of the Buddhist affair.
" '(5) Military policemen, secu~ity agents, con;bata?t young
sold1ers, armed w1th
republicans gendarmes and soldiers,
With nfles and
radio sets' have been stationed near the pagodas to search
the bonzc~ and terrorize Buddhists who want to go to the
pagodas.
"'(6) All Buddhist soldiers have been confined to barracks.
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"'(7) Persons taking an active part in our campaign have
been prosecuted and arrested.
"'(8) Viet-Cong documents have been thrown into Budin order to trump up grounds
dhists' cars or into pagodas ill
for imprisoning the Buddhists.
"'(9) Anti-Buddhist demonstrations have been organized
at which security agents may be seen disguised as bonzes and
Buddhists.
"'(l()) Members of Buddhist committees have been forced
"'(10)
to sign motions, and so forth....'."
forth... .'."
Period from the signature of the Joint Communiqf~e O!~ 16 hI'»e
lmu
to the raids on the pagodas Otl
Ofl 2() August 1963
1963 to'
In his manuscript, the witness quotes the texts of the Joint
Communique and· of several letters addressed by Buddhist
leaders to the President of the Republic, alleging several cases
of violations of the Joint Communique by Government officials.
The texts of those letters, also contained in several communications received hy the Mission, have been summarized
summa.rized in the
section dealing with communications. The author also describes
several public meetings and several conferences in pagodas
organized by Buddhists to secure the implementation of the
Joint
Joint Communique. Extracts from his manuscript read as
follows:
"At 9 a.m. on 16 July, 150 bonzes and bonzesses gathered
in front of the residence of the United States Ambassador
to Viet-Nam to call on the United States Government to
intervene in settling the
tne Buddhist case in Viet-Nam.
"After the demonstration one bonze entered the residence
to present a motion to Ambassador Frederick Nolting. As
he left the building he was arrested hy·
hy the police. Some
Americans intervened to rescue the bonze and took him back
inside the United States Ambassador's residence.
"At 8.30 a.m. on 17 July 151} bonzes and bonzesses demonstrated in front of Saigon central market to ask the GovernGovern~
ment for strict implementation of the Joint Communique.
The police promised to drive them to the pagodas, but instead
drove them to a concentration camp,.
camp. Some bonzes
oonzes jumped
out of the lorries en route and were seriously injured.
"At the same time 1,000 bonzes and Buddhists, most oE
of
whom were young people carrying a single banner which
read 'we want to visit our Venerables who are fasting at
the Xa-Loi Pagoda', left the Giac-Minh Pagoda for tI'\3t
that of
Xa-Loi, where a great many bonzes and bonzesses had been
on hunger-strike for forty-eight hours. However, 200 metres
from the latter pagoda, two barbed-wire entanglements had
been set up. The Buddhists sat there in silence for over
an hour. When they refused to disperse, the military police
charged and clubbed the Buddhists. A large number of
bonzes and Buddhists were taken in police lorries to the
Binh Chanh cemetery. The bonzesses were seized by the
military police, four policemen to each, and thr?wn in the
lorries like sacks of cargo. The wounded,
wOllnded, not bemg
bemg- allowed
to go to the hospitals in the capital for treatment, wanted to
be taken to the Xa-Loi Pagoda, where a bon2:e nurse was
working with meagre facilities."
facilities."
'
Extract from a conference given by a Buddhist monk in Xa-Loi
Pagoda on 3 August 1963:
"The same day a press conference was held at the Xa-Loi
Pagoda, at which the Venerable Thich Tarn
Tam Chau explai~ed
exp1ai~ed
why the Inter-Sect Committee.
Committee for the Dt;fe.nce
Defence of Buddh1sm
Buddhism
was not taking part in the M1xed
Mixed Comm1sS10n:
Commission:
"'Before speaking of a legal and effective mixed commission the Government must: release all the Buddhists who are
still in prison; end all forms of inequality and !rickery
directed against Buddhism j prosecut~ those res~ons?b!e for
Jomt Commumque
Cornmulllque In the
the Hue massacrej implement the JOlllt
proper manner.'''
Period from the raids on the pagodas on 20 August .1963 to
17 September'
September 1963
In this manuscript, the author states that he v:as not a
witness to the raid on Saigon pagodas but heard of 1t
It through
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GeneralAssembly-Eighteenth
Assembly-EighteenthSession-Annexes
Session-Annexes
General

thePress
Pressand
andvarious
variousrumours.
rumours.He
Hepoints
pointsout
outthat
that~he
~heGovernGovernthe
mentcommunique
communiquealleged
allegedthat
thatfire-arms
fire-arms and
andplastic
plastichad
had been
been
ment
found inin the
the pagodas,
pagodas, but
but believes
believes that
that those
those weapons
weapons were
were
found
thepolice.
police.Most
Mostofo~ the
the ~en
~enlast
lastpages
pagesofof~he
~he
planted there
there bybythe
planted
manuscriptdeal
deal with
with students'
students' manifestatIOns,
marufestatlO~s, their
theirrepresSIOn
repressIOn
manuscript
andthe
the mass
mass arrests
arrests ofofstudents
students byby the
the police.
poltce. Extracts
Extracts from
from
a~d
hismanuscript
manuscript read
readasas follows:
follows:
his
"Thatafternoon
afternoon 11500
500 students
students were
were released.
released. One
One ofof the
the
"That
'been living
living atat aa military
military training
training camp
camp
students, who
who had
had ·been
students,
nearS'aigon,
Saigon,told
toldme:
me:
near
"'Thefirst
first day
day we
we fasted
fasted for
for twenty-four
twenty-four hours
hours and
and held
held
"'The
simpleceremony
ceremonyininmemory
memoryofofMiss
Miss Le
LeHanh
Hanhand
andthe
theother
other
aasimple
Buddhistmartyrs
martyrswhose
whosenames
nameswere
wereunknown.
unknown.
Buddhist
"'In the
the evening
evening the
theDirectorate
Directorate ofof Psychological
Psychological 'Warfare
'Warfare
"'In
had planned
planned toto hold
hold aacinema
cinema show
show but
but we
we refused
refused toto attend.
attend.
had
"'After
lunch
next
day
we
broke
all
the
bowls
and
sang
"'After lunch next day we broke all the bowls and sang
the song
song "Let's
"Let's twist
twist again",
again", which
which isis well
well known
known ~Il
all over
over
the
the world
world but
but forbidden
forbidden inin Viet-Nam.
Viet-Nam. In
In the
the evenmg
evening the
the
the
Psychological Warfare
Warfare officers
officers wanted
wanted to
to hold
hold aa lecture,
lecture, but
but
Psychological
one of
of the
the students
students told
told them:
them: "We
"We know
know more
more about
about politics
politics
one
than you
youdo".
do". The
The lecture
lecture was
was cancelled.
cancelled.
than
'''Next day
day we
we were
were issued
issued with
with milit~ry
milit~ry uniforms
uniforms a~d
a~d
'''Next
treated like
like soldiers
soldiersj j we
we had
had to
to run,
run, chmb,
chmb, crawl,
crawl, build
bUild
treated
latrines, weed
weed the
the grounds
grounds and
and so
so on
on...
...
latrines,
"'Despite the
the strict
strict military
military discipline,
discipline, the
the students
students never
never
"'Despite
camp. After
After
lost their
their sense
sense of
of irony
irony in
in that
that concentration
concentration camp.
lost
one meal
meal aa student
student saluted
saluted aa lieutenant,
lieutenant, remained
remained standing
standing
one
and said:
said:
and
lieutenant"
'"" '''Good-day
"Good-day lieutenant"
''"" "Good-day."
"Good-day."
"Please, sir,
sir, can
can you
you give
give me
me aa toothpick
toothpick?"...
"'" , "Please,
?"...
"'As the
the days
days went
went by
by many
many students
students were
were given
given permis.
permis"'As
sion to
to go
go home
home but
but refused
refused to
to leave
leave the
the camp.
camp.
sion
'" "I shall not leave the camp", they said, "unless my
friends leave
leave too."
too."
friends
"'On
Saturday
"'On Saturday evening,
evening, 31
31 August,
August, under
under pressure
pressure from
from
the
the students
students and
and their
their parents,
parents, the
the Military
Military Governor
Governor was
was
obliged
obliged to
to release
release us.'
us.' ""
(Extracts
(Extracts from
from the
the programme
programme of
of action
action of
of the
the Students'
Students' ComCommittee
mittee for
for Assistance
Assistance to
to Buddhism
Buddhism received
received by
by the
the author
author
on
on 16
16 September
September 1963:)
1963:)
"Our
"Our campaign
campaign is
is divided
divided into
into five
five stages:
stages:
"Stage
"Stage 1.
1. Students
Students and
and schoolchildren
schoolchildren write
write letters
letters to
to the
the
Chief
Chief of
of State,
State, secretaries-general
secretaries-general and
and army
army generals
generals setting
setting
forth
five desiderata.
desiderata.
forth our
our five
"Stage
2.
"Stage 2. Pupils
Pupils stay
stay in
in their
their secondary
secondary schools
schools or
or colcolleges
leges to
to fast
fast for
for twelve,
twelve, twenty-four
twenty-four or
or forty-eight
forty-eight hours,
hours,
depending
depending on
on how
how the
the campaign
campaign goes.
goes.
"(a)
"(a) During
During the
the twelve-hour
twelve-hour hunger
hunger strike
strike the
the following
following
slogans
will be
be written
written on
on blotters
blotters and
and sheets
sheets of
of paper
paper and
and
slogans will
posted
posted up
up on
on the
the school
school walls
walls....
....These
These slogans
slogans will
will be
be
posted
posted up
up on
on the
the walls
walls of
of schools
schools and
and other
other prominent
prominent
places.
places.
"(b)
"(b) During
During and
and after
after the
the forty-eight-hour
forty-eight-hour hunger
hunger strike,
strike,
ininaddition
addition toto the
the above
above fifteen
fifteen slogans,
slogans, five
five new
new slogans
slogans will
will
bebe used:
used:
"(1)
Whohas
has attacked
attackedthe
thepagodas
pagodasand
and arrested
arrested the
the bonzes
bonzes
"(1) Who
and
and Buddhists?
Buddhists?
"(2)
"(2) Who
Whohas
haskilled
killedstudents
studentswho
wholoved
lovedtheir
theircountry?
country?
"(3)
Does
the
Government
uphold
the
freedom
"(3) Does the Government uphold the freedom ofofthe
the Press
Press
bybyputting
puttingTu
TuDo
Dojournalists
journalistsand
andforeign
foreign reporters
reporters ininprison?
prison?
"(4)
"(4) Viet-Namese
Viet-Namese women
women are
are proud
proud toto have
have Mai
Mai Tuyet
Tuyet
An
An an?
and Le
Le Thi
Thi Hanh,
Hanh, and
and greatly
greatly ashamed
ashamed toto have
have Mrs.
Mrs
Ngo
NgoDlnh
DinhNhu,
Nhu,among
amongthem.
them.
.
"(5)
misused totodefend
defendaathrone.
throne.
"(5) Soldiers
Soldierscannot
cannotbebemisused
."These
posted up
up wherever
wherever the
the students
students
."These slogans
slogans will
will bebe posted
Wish.
Wish.
WARNING
WARNINGI IThe
Thestreet
streetdoors
doorsofofallall school
schoolbuilding
buildingmust
mustbebe
kept
keptclosed
closedand
andguarded
guardedduring
duringhunger
hunger strikes.
strikes.

"If
"If you
you are
are attacked
attacked byby Government
Government agents,
agents, keep
keep calm.
calm.
Tie
Tieyour
yourhands
handswith
withyour
yourhandkerchiefs
handkerchiefsand
andget
getquietly
quietlyinto
into
the
thelorries.
lorries.
"In
"In the
the concentration
concentration camps,
camps, keep
keep ononwith
with our
our campaign.
campaign.
Go
Gohorne
horneonly
onlyififeveryone
everyonegoes.
goes.
"If
"If the
theschools
schools are
are closed,
closed, turn
turn libraries,
libraries, cinemas,
cinemas, restaurestaurants,
rants,and
andsosoforth,
forth,into
intoschools.
schools.
"Stage
"Stage3.3. All
All students
students and
and schoolchildren
schoolchildren go
go toto the
the GovGovernment
ernmentprisons
prisons together.
together.
"Stage
"Stage 4.4. Students
Students and
and schoolchildren
schoolchildren have
have the
the right
right toto
disembowel
disembowel themselves,
themselves, burn
burn themselves
themselves or
or fast
fast toto death.
death.
"Stage
"Stage 5.5. Last
Last and
and emergency
emergency stage.
stage. General
General strike
strike and
and
coup
coup d'd'etat."
etat."

Arrest
Arrestof
ofthe
the author
author otl
Otl24
24August
August1963
1963
Questions
Questions concerning
concerning the
the arrest
arrest ofof the
the witness
witness were
were put
put to
to
him
him by
by the
the Mission.
Mission. In
In reply,
reply, the
the witness
witness referred
referred to
to his
his manumanuscript.
script. The
The relevant
relevant passage
passage reads
reads as
as follows:
follows:
"On
"On Saturday
Saturday morning,
morning, 24
24 August,
August, the
the students
students gathered
gathered
at
at the
the Faculty
Faculty of
of Law
Law to
to meet
meet Mr.
Mr. Vu
Vu Van
Van Mau,
Mau, holder
holder of
of
the
the degree
degree of
of agrege
agrege in
in law,
law, Secretary-General
Secretary-General of
of the
the MitlMitlistryof
istryof Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs and
and professor
professor in
in the
the Faculty
Faculty of
of Law,
Law,
who
who had
had tendered
tendered his
his resignation
resignation to
to President
President Ngo
Ngo Dinh
Dinh
Diem.
Diem.
"On
"On leaving
leaving his
his car
car at
at 99 a.m.
a.m. Mr.
Mr. Vu
Vu Van
Van Mau
Mau wall
wall
cheered
cheered by
by the
the students.
students. In
In the
the Faculty
Faculty courtyard
courtyard they
they sat
sat
on
on the
the ground
ground to
to hear
hear what
what he
he had
had to
to say,
say, but
but there
there were
were
so
so many
many of
of them
them that
that an
an amplifier
amplifier had
had to
to be
be used.
used. Some
Some of
of
the
the students
students went
went into
into the
the largest
largest classroom,
classroom, while
while the
the rest
rest
stayed
stayed in
in the
the yard.
yard. After
After they
they had
had heard
heard what
what Mr.
Mr. Vu
Vu Van
Van
Mau and the Dean of the Faculty of Law advised, a student
Declaration was put forward. This Declaration was acclaimed, and the students clapped their hands and banged the
desks with their shoes, breaking some of them.
"While this was going on, soldiers entered the Faculty
in strength. Mr. Vu Van Mau asked them to withdraw and
leave the students alone. The students were thus able to leave
without incident.
"With another 200 students I went to the Faculty of
Sciences to ask the students there not to go on with the
entrance examination for the Faculty of Medicine. The calldidates tore up and burned their exanlination papers. There
was a clash between the students and the police. The latter
arrested three
three American
American reporters.
reporters.
arrested
"On
the
way
back,
when
was 100
100 metres
metres from
from the
the
"On the way back, when II was
Faculty, II heard
heard someone
someone shout:
shout: 'There
'There he
he is
is I1 There
There he
he is
is II
Faculty,
Catch himl'
himl'
Catch
"I turned
turned round
round but
but was
was suddenly
suddenly punched
punched twice
twice in
in the
the
"I
eyes and
and thrown
thrown face
face downwards
downwards onto
onto the
the floor
floor of
of aa jeep.
jeep.
eyes
"'Give me
me your
your handkerchief',
handkerchief', ordered
ordered aa soldier.
soldier. II obeyed;
obeyed;
"'Give
he blindfolded
blindfolded me,
me, held
held his
his dagger
dagger to
to my
my neck
neck and
and threatened:
threatened:
he
you shout
shout II shall
shall kill
kill you
you I'I'
""'If
'If you
"Within aa few
few moments
moments there
there were
were three
three others
others in
in the
the
"Within
jeep, who
who were
were given
given the
the same
same treatment.
treatment. Lying
Lying blindfolded
blindfolded
jeep,
on the
the floor
floor we
we were
were driven
driven for
for an
an hour
hour and
and aa half,
half, after
after
on
which the
thejeep
jeep;;topped.
;;topped.
which
'Getdown
down and
andfollow
followme
meI'I'
""'Get
"We obeyed
obeyed the
the order,
order, but
but each
each of
of us
us was
was led
led away
away in
in aa
"We
differentdirection.
direction.
different
"'I am
am inin the
the Intelligence
IntelligenceCorps',
Corps', one
one man
man told
told me,
me, holdhold"'I
ing his
his dagger
dagger toto my
my side;
side; 'Don't
'Don't tell
tell any
any lies.
lies. Are
Are you
you aa
ing
memberofofthe
theInter-faculty
Inter-facultyCommittee?'
Committee?'
member
"
'No,
no
...
like
all
the
other
students I Ionly
only went
went toto the
the
" 'No, no ... like all the other students,
FacultyofofScience.'
Science.'
'
Faculty
'Whereisisyour
youridentity
identitycard?'
card?'
" "'Where
'Inmy
myback
backpocket,
pocket,sir.'
sir.'
" "'In
"Hefelt
feltininmy
mypocket
pOcketand
andaafew
fewminutes
minuteslater
latersaid:
said:
"He
"'Very well
well...
...Do
Do you
you need
need the
the 100
100 piastres
piastres inin your
your
"'Very
wallet?'
wallet?'
'No,no,
no,I Idon't,
don't,sir.'
sir.'
" "'No,
'Verywell.
well.Stay
Stayhere.
here.IfIfyou
yourun
runI Ishall
shallkill
killyou.'
you.'
" "'Very
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"A few moments later the jeep drove off. I took the handkerchief off my ey~s. I was in a rubber plantation. I shouted
at the top of my VOice:
" 'Hallo I Is anyone here?'
"A voice answered:
Cl
Cl 'Hallo I Here we are l'
"I ran towards the voice. How happy I was to see two
students I \Vithout saying a word, we hugged one anoU1Cr
warmly.
"My two friends' shirts were torn and splashed with blood.
.. 'How did you get like that?'
"'They tore my shirt,' explained one of my friends 'and
drew lines on my chest with their dagger. Look I'
'
"With that he unbuttoned his shirt. Drops of blood were
still oozing from his chest.
" 'Where is the other student?' I asked them.
"'We have no idea.'
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"'Now I am just going to bandage my wounds and then
we shall go and look for our comrade.'
"Applying the first-aid I had learned from scouting I tore
up my pullover and looked for a few herbs to s~ch the
flow of blood.
''When the bandages were in place, we set off to .find the
fourth student, but in vain. There was no sign of him. The
sun began to sink behind the rubber-trees.
" 'Perhaps our friend was taken away by the soldiers,' said
one of the others; 'now we must get out of this plantation.'
"We walked due west along a plantation track, An hour's
walking brought us to highway No. 15. We were SO km from
the capital on the Saigon-Cap Saint-Jacques road. A short
while later we met a bus and got aboard. When we reached
the bus terminal at Saigon we had not a piastre to pay our
fares, for the Intelligence Corps soldiers had taken all our
money by force. In view of our plight, the bus-owner did not
ask for our fares.
"When I reached home at 7 p.m., I know that a whole
area of skin around my eyes was blue-black."

DOCUMENTS A/L.425 AND ADD.l *
Chile and Costa Rica: draft resolution
[Original tC%t: Spanish]
[7 October 1963]
The General Assembly,
Bearing in mind the letter dated 4 October 1963
from the Head of the Special Mission of the Republic
of Viet-Nam to the United Nations addressed to the
President of the General Assembly, in which the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam proposes that
representatives of States Members of the United
Nations should visit Viet-Nam for the purpose of
studying the situation regarding relations between the
Government and the Viet-Namese Buddhist community,
Considering that in present circumstances it would
be useful for a commission composed of representatives
of States Members of the United Nations to proceed
to the Republic of Viet-Nam for the purpose of collecting as much information as possible on the facts and
circumstances which prompted the item "The violation
of human rights in South Viet-Nam",
Considering that it is desirable that the commission
referred to in the preceding paragraph should carry
'" Docllment A/L.425/Add.1, dated 10 October 1963, fonns
operative paragraph 4 of the draft resolution.

out its assignments and report to the General Assembly at the eighteenth session, so as to enable the
Assembly to complete its consideration of the item
before the close of the session,
1. Instructs the President of the General Assembly
to appoint a Commission of representatives of Member
States with a view to its proceeding forthwith to the
Republic of Viet-Nam and collecting as much information as possible on the facts and circumstances to which
the item "The violation of human rights in South
Viet-Nam" refers;
2. Requests that the said Commission submit to the
General Assembly, at the eighteenth session, a report
on the results of its inquiries, so that the Assembly can
complete its consideration of the aforementioned item
before the close of the session;
3. Urges the Government of the Republic of VietNam to afford the Commission every facility to enable
it to carry out its terms of reference completely;
4. Requests the Secretary-General to give the Commission the necessary assistance to enable it to carry
out its assignment.

ACTION TAKEN BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
At its 1234th plenary meeting, on 8 October 1963, the General Assembly
decided to establish a United Nations Fact-Finding Mission to South Viet-Nam,
the members of which were to be appointed by the President of the Assembly.
At the 1239th plenary meeting, on 11 October 1963, the President of the
General Assembly announced that th~ Mission would be c?mposed of the following
Member States: Afghanistan, BraZil, Ceylon, Costa Rica, Dahomey, Morocco
and Nepal.
At its 1280th plenary meeting, on 13 December 1963, the General Assembly
decided not to continue the consideration of this item.

